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Foreword
We are in a unique period of human history. For the first time, the
major threats to our existence are not the natural disasters that were
the biggest fears of our predecessors a thousand years ago, but
human-created dangers. This places us at a critical time in evolution,
a time that could decide the fate of both the human race and the
planet we all share. The paradox that weíre facing is that, on the one
hand, we possess a degree of knowledge and technological
capability hardly dreamed of only decades ago. We understand
complex data about the furthest reaches of space and the subtlest
workings of subatomic particles. On the other hand, millions of us
starve. Our environment is polluted. The earthís natural resources are
being plundered at an alarming rate, and the specter of global
ecological catastrophe looms over us, threatening to extinguish our
species and indeed all of life.

No matter how much we think we know of the universe and its
functioning, it is obvious that we have barely begun to scratch the
surface of our human existence and the nature of our relationship
with the ten thousand things that make up the phenomenal world. For
millennia, our perception has remained largely dualistic and virtually
static. We see ourselves as our bag of skin, and everything and
everyone outside of it as ìotherî. As a result of that separation, our
philosophy, art, science, medicine, ecology, theology, psychology,
politics, sociology, ethics, and morality also operate within a dualistic
framework. The consequence of this dualism is the kind of world we
now live in.

The issues of war, pollution, global warming, addiction, poverty,
starvation and immorality all share the basic premise of a distinct and
separate self. The way we understand the self is the way we
understand the universe, and the way we understand the universe
will determine how we relate to it and how we combust our lives
within it.



Very recently in the West, weíve become aware of the existence of a
way of understanding reality that goes beyond our deeply entrenched
dualistic view. Its origins go back to seventh-century Chinese text
called The Flower Garland Sutra. In it, a universe is described in
which everything interpenetrates with everything else ñ thereís not a
single speck of dust separate from the whole. In the sutraís most
powerful metaphor, the Diamond Net of Indra, all existence is seen as
a vast net of diamonds that extends throughout the universe, not only
in the three dimensions of space, but also in the fourth dimension of
time. Each point of this huge net contains a multi-faceted diamond
that reflects every other diamond,
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and as such, contains every other diamond in the net. The diamonds
represent the entire universe of past, present, and future. When one
thing arises in this net, all things arise simultaneously. Everything has
a mutual causality ñ what happens to one thing, happens to the entire
universe. Itís a self-creating, self-maintaining, self-defining organism
ñ a universe in which all of its parts and the totality are a single
entity.*

Predictably, not too many people have taken this teaching seriously.
Yet, the Diamond Net is not some kind of holistic hypothesis or
idealistic dream. Itís not a philosophical postulation. It is a description
of reality that has been directly experienced by thousands of Buddhist
men and women for more that two thousand years. And more
recently, it has also been corroborated by science through the
discovery of the hologram.

Twentieth century scientists found that when laser light was
transmitted through a photographic plate, a three-dimensional image
would be projected into space ñ an image that you could literally walk
into. This in itself seemed pretty remarkable, but what was even more
remarkable was the fact that when they cut that photographic plate in
half and projected laser light through half of it, the whole image was
projected. They then cut the half in half, the quarter in half, the eighth
in half and so on, down to the smallest piece of that photographic



plate, and still, when laser light was projected through it, the whole
image was projected. Not a single element was missing. This could
mean only one thing: each section of the plate contained all the
information of the whole, just like each diamond in the Diamond Net
contains every other diamond.

As a result of this discovery, scientists have also begun to exmine
biology, physics, neurology and chemistry in terms of the holographic
modal, providing additional verification of the validity of the ancient
teaching of the Diamond Net. I call this realization of the holographic
universe ìtwenty-first century mindîñthe realization that we are
responsible for the whole universe. We have created the whole
catastropheñevery blessed bit of it. And until we take responsibility for
what weíve created, we will not be able to do anything about it.

Each of us has the ability to see this mind. When we realize the
interdependent nature of the universe, there is no way to avoid
responsibility for it. It becomes crystal clear that what we do and what
happens to us are exactly the same thing. And when we deeply
realize this truth, itís no longer possible to postpone, blame, or
victimize. Itís no longer possible to look outside for the answers to our
questions.

It is easy to feel overwhelmed by the problems we now face. But a
true sense of empowerment and understanding can arise from taking
on our * For further discussion of Hua Yen thought see chapter 8.
Foreword xi

feelings of despair and hopelessness. This is our challengeñto go
beyond the bag of skin, beyond the words and ideas that merely
describe reality and realize the truth of our human existence.

As a practitioner and teacher of Buddhism, accomplished scientist
and professorial researcher in behavioral biology and evolutionary
psychology, Dr John Hurrell Crook has boldly taken up this challenge
in his book World Crisis and Buddhist Humanism. John Crook is
eminently qualified to synthesize a compelling argument for a
Buddhist humanism that eloquently integrates modern science and



the practise and philosophy of Buddhism, resulting in a fresh way of
understanding our responsibility as global citizens. As he points out in
his Preface, ìToday all of us stand on high terraces as witnessess of
our civilization facing its greatest threat... [a] threat created by human
beings.î We are the source of this threat. What will we do about it?

It is no small thing to be born human. With this human consciousness
comes a tremendous responsibility. Each of us has the power to not
only change our lives and bring them into harmony with the ten
thousands things, but also to nourish others and to heal this planet.
We have created destruction; we can create life. All it takes is the will
to do it. We can realize ourselves; all it takes is the determination to
do it. In both cases, weíre fully equipped. We have everything needed
to realize ourselves and transform this planet. We should not take this
responsibility lightly.

I swear the earth shall be complete to him or her who shall be
complete,

The earth remains jagged and broken only to him or her who remains
jagged and broken,
I swear there is no greatness or power that does not emulate those of
the earth,
There can be no theory of any account unless it corroborates the
theory of the earth
No politics, song, religion, behavior, or what not, is of account, unless
it compares with the amplitude of the earth.

ñ Walt Whitman Roshi John Daido Loori
Mount Tremper, New York June 2007



PREFACE
In Jean Giraudouxí play, ëThe Tiger at the Gatesí*, two statesmen
meet near Troy in an attempt to avert the Trojan War. Hector for Troy
hosts the occasion, Ulysses represents the Greeks. The situation is
at crisis point yet the two of them create a plan that could have saved
the situation had the forces of history, the passions of enflamed
peoples, not determined otherwise. They know the chances of
success are very slim and that destiny bears down upon them.
Ulysses reflects, ìOne of the privileges of the great is to witness
catastrophes from a terrace.î

Today it is not only politicians who stand on terraces commanding
views of human tragedy; scholars too are witnesses and indeed
anyone with enough concern can join them. Modern communication,
television and the web, make everything clear for those who wish to
stand there. Today all of us stand on high terraces as witnesses of
our civilisation facing its greatest threat.

As with war, this threat is created by human beings. There is here no
fate other than the consequence of human stupidity. In spite of
repeated denial, it is clear that we are ruining the planetary ecology
upon which our style of life if not the very lives of our grandchildren
depend. Preoccupied with personal, institutional and national gain,
attempting to deal with worldwide discontent and terrorism, politicians
and their shortterm administrations fail to grasp the severity of the
situation. The ships are drifting on the rocks while the captains ignore
the far off coast or play chess in their cabins. Without meeting the
planetary challenge, no safe harbour can be reached and any
imposition of a rule of law will be valueless.

It is not the case that we lack the scientific knowledge to avert this
crisis. Many means for correction are actually at our disposal. The
difficulty is that there is insufficient collective will to engage the
problem with the seriousness it demands. One or two politicians are
perhaps waking up but most are comatose. The very world view of



the West appears to be the cause of massive illusion. The faraway
frontier has long been reached and the resources of the planet will
not for long support the civilisation our grandchildren will inherit.
There is much grief to come. Indeed the suffering has already begun.

This book is an advocacy. We need to look beyond the parochial
wisdom of the West. Western insight, in spite of its great material
success and
* La Guerre de Troie níaura pas lieu. 1936. Translated by Christopher Fry. 1955.
Methuen. London.
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indeed partly because of it, seems unable to conceive the means to a
necessary restraint that would permit us to discover other ways of
utilising universal energy and other modes of planetary governance.

Asian wisdom sees the human world through different eyes and has
created perspectives that challenge Western assumptions in ways
that can be extremely useful. Among these ways, Buddhism stands
out as preeminent. Buddhist ideas have followed an independent
path of globalisation almost as impressive as that of the West and are
now penetrating Western consciousness. In this book we will argue
the case for taking them totally seriously in the construction of a world
view that may help us adapt once more to the demands of the
planetary environment in which our species has evolved.

Niko Tinbergen, Nobel Laureate in Behavioural Biology, was one of
the first to express doubt as to whether humanity can survive this
crisis without major changes in attitude and world view. Today, many
would agree with his vision, which at the time was dismissed perhaps
as mere depression. Tinbergen, however, was not familiar with a
system of Eastern thought that can now provide a basis from which to
build and this book presents a case for its robust consideration.

After exploring the nature of the problem, we examine the tenets of
Buddhist thought carefully. In particular, we note itís subjective
empiricism that places it with science as a major form of human
enquiry. In Part 2, we survey the global range of Buddhist ideas
taking care to look closely at their basis and adaptability within



differing cultures. In Part 3, we imagine the Buddha with us today as
he discovers many aspects of scientific knowledge that would fill gaps
in his original proposals. We evaluate viewpoints and their supporting
evidence that could only have been metaphysical speculation in his
time. We look at contemporary ideas regarding human social and
ethical evolution, psychology, economics, philosophical nihilism and
the nature of contemporary suffering.

The Buddha would be interested in those ideas that relate most
closely to his original insights. We undertake therefore a tour through
key themes in contemporary scientific and humanist perspectives and
link them to themes in Buddhist thought. Starting with biological
evolution, we examine the origin and expression of the human person
and go on to investigate the nature of the self in which they are
anchored. Consciousness and culture are profoundly underpinned by
economics and the ethics by which we govern our lives and these in
turn are expressed through the philosophical enquiries that have
come down to us through recent centuries. We find the Western world
view to be astonishingly split by a pattern of dualisms that divides
economics from ecology, self from
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body, facts from values, and humanity from a sense of the ëdivineí in
the universe. To emerge from this schizoid mentality we need to
create a world view that may meet the challenges we face with a
broadly based holism that re-integrates what our Western culture has
set asunder. We end by proposing that this will require a system of
world wide education based in a Buddhist humanism fundamental to
scientific enquiry. Is such a humanist revisioning possible and can it
help reduce the planet-wide destructiveness of human beings in
time?

The book as a whole attempts to show how Buddhist ideas can be
related to modern knowledge to create a world view that offers hope,
a perspective that relieves modern alienation and an opportunity to
re-enchant our world.



Finally, a personal point: on his death bed during the oil crisis of the
nineteen seventies my father remarked lucidly that he no longer
wished to return in the future to see how we were getting on. Things
just looked too bleak. I have resisted my fatherís vision over the years
but have recently become inclined to agree with him. I am aware
however of the immense privileges I have experienced in my life as
an academic enabled to study, research and to think with others in
world class universities in Europe, India and in the United States. At
75 years, I wish to pay back something of that debt in a summary of
what I believe I have learnt ñ full of errors as that undoubtedly may
be.

John Hurrell Crook
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PART I
TINBERGENíS DOUBT

ìThink of your many years of procrastination; how the Gods have
repeatedly granted you further periods of grace, of which you have



taken no advantage. It is time now to realise the nature of the
universe to which you belong, and of that controlling power whose
offspring you are; and to understand that your time has a limit set to
it. Use it then... or it will be gone, and never in your power again.î

MARCUS AURELIUS Meditations Book 21

1
UNCERTAINTY AND DESPAIR

In 1973 the Dutch biologist Niko Tinbergen and Konrad Lorenz of
Germany were jointly awarded a Nobel Prize for founding the
scientific study of animal behaviour. Niko had specialised in
conducting elegant field experiments demonstrating how even the
most subtle aspects of wasp or bird behaviour could be interpreted as
adaptations to the habitat of the species, while Konrad preferred
studying captive animals at his research station in Germany and
pioneering important theories concerning the motivation responsible
for instinctive activity. In the years after World War II the two of them
took the study of evolution into a new arena, the biology of behaviour.

Towards the end of his remarkably creative career,2 Tinbergen
became interested in our own species, contributing new ideas about
the causation of autism and asking serious questions about the
sufferings of our time. From readings in anthropology, it was clear to
him that the basic, behavioural adaptations of the human species
must have evolved over immense lengths of time, primarily in the
savannahs of Africa. Many features of human behaviour are social
adaptations to the communities in which early humans lived. In Africa,
the context of these adaptations appeared to have been societies
characterised by low densities, small groups of family parties and
organisation strongly supportive of collaborative endeavour. Puzzled
by the psychological stresses of our times: neurosis, anxiety, social
violence, the breakdown of marriage and the difficulties of relations
between genders, Tinbergen wondered whether the contemporary
development of cultures permitting high densities, complex
institutionalised groups and extremely fast communication in all



aspects of life had not generated a social environment to which our
behavioural biology was simply no longer adequately adapted. Was
there perhaps some fault in the evolutionary design of humans that
prevented us from meeting such challenges?

ìWe all have grown up in times of rapidly increasing efficiency, of
growing mastery over our environment, and so of increasing security.
But now we begin to see that this security cannot be taken for
granted, that we have been lulled into an attitude of complacency,
and even of arrogance ñ and we are feeling an uneasy sense of
doubt. This feeling of unease is the more disconcerting because,
unlike the tight rope walker, we do not know the nature of the
threats.î3

He knew of course that the prime feature of human behavioural
biology was the outstanding capacity of our species for social
flexibility based on exploratory learning. Indeed it had been this
capacity that allowed our species to spread through all inhabitable
regions of the globe in spite of the enormous physical and climatic
contrasts between them. Behavioural evolution through exploration
and learning occurs in other mammals too, but it is the additive effect,
generation after generation, through culture, that marks out the
human species. What is peculiar to our species is that each
generation adds accumulatively to this supplementary programming.

It seemed to Tinbergen that the genetic endowments upon which this
adaptability depended remained essentially those of the ancient
savannahs. So long as gradual environmental adaptation was
required, the innate capacity for flexibility could cope, he thought, but,
as cultures increased in complexity in modern times at a speed much
greater than genetic change could follow, so adaptability to the
pressures of modern civilisation seemed to be failing. Changes in
culture have been so great that adaptations for healthy survival and
reproduction seem increasingly unable to cope. Could we be
maladapted to the civilisation we had created for ourselves? ìWe are
creating a habitat that diverges more and more and with increasing
speed from that to which genetic evolution has adapted us. ... can the
cultural evolution continue unbridled, or will our survival, or at least



our well being, be threatened?î Indeed, could this maladaptation lead,
like the debilitating huge antlers of the ancient Irish Elk, to our
eventual extinction?

Ending his 1972 review Tinbergen wrote,î ... the behaviour student
considers it very well possible, indeed likely, that we are reaching a
point where the ëviability gapí ñ the gap between what our new
habitat requires us to do and what we are actually doing ñ is
becoming so wide that our behavioural adjustability is already being
taxed to the limit. ... Knowing what we do about political decision-
making, I believe it will be useless to call upon peopleís altruism or
use other arguments of a moral nature. Rather, the scientist will have
to point out that the prevention of a breakdown, and the building of a
new society is a matter of enlightened self-interest, of ensuring
survival, health and happiness of the children and grandchildren of all
of us ñ of people we know and love.î4

In 1976, Tinbergen returned to his theme.5 His paper, amounts to a
chilling vision of human future. He exhorted his fellows to investigate
the roots of these problems in human evolution and psychology.
Scientists are perhaps more deeply embedded in their parochial
concerns than Tinbergen may have realised and few have responded
in relation to the scale of the task he set them. Indeed, so vast is this
canvas that it requires a thinking-together by evolutionary ethologists,
psychologists, sociologists and philosophers across boundaries few
have been tempted to cross.

In this second paper, Tinbergen stresses the anonymity of life in large
megalopolises compared to the intimacy of earlier cultures, the
increasing complexity of human relationships and roles in relation to
institutionalised work, the lack of inspiration in repetitive tasks in
offices and on factory floors. He discusses the increased
competitiveness, high speed of change, and the endless creation of
dissatisfaction through social envy stimulated by rising incomes,
commercial needs, advertising and psychological manipulations by
capitalist business. He points out that these dissatisfactions are
associated with increasing levels of violence. Tinbergen argues, ìI am
convinced that our species, in spite of all its cultural achievements,



has now reached a stage at which a variety of dangerous pressures
threaten to overwhelm all the advantages that our cultural evolution
has for so long carried with it. We are entering one of the great, if not
the greatest, discontinuities of our entire history.î

In turning to the possibility of remedial measures, Tinbergen points
out that what will be needed is a ìnew type of citizen.î Only a
thoroughly renewed outlook on life and its problems can make a
difference. There are many issues here that go beyond Tinbergenís
account and some of which we will try to address in this book. How
far do the material and social circumstances affect our motivation to
change or merely depress us? In what way is human identity affected
by despair and regret? What is the relation between politics and
philosophy? Are there deeper issues here to do with the evolution of
humanity, the conduct of the human self, both personally and
institutionally? How do ideologies control us? At root, what is
suffering? As an ethologist, Tinbergen thought in terms of behavioural
changes but these are often based in profound movements within the
human psyche not easily visible on the surface. May be it is within the
underlying mechanisms of a ëdepthí psychology that we need to look.

Since Tinbergen first expressed his impassioned doubts, the human
situation has deteriorated further. Today our major concerns focus
upon actual or potential disaster mostly due to human interference
with the natural environment of our planet. Together with climate
change, over population, the pace of technological and social
change, political conflicts and the nuclear threat, we face a terrorism
based in religion operative at ever-new levels of impact and
inhumanity. There is an extraordinary inability and lack of will on the
part of politicians and governments to initiate adequate remedial
measures. Instead, there is the making of major errors of political
judgement. This is not because we lack scientific understanding of
the world processes now in train.

Joanna Macy neatly encapsulates our dilemma and the grief it may
impose: ìIt has always been assumed as an integral part of human
experience, that the work of our hands and heads and hearts would
live on through those who came after us, walking the same earth



under the same sky. ñ Now we have lost the certainty that we have a
future. I believe that this loss, felt at some level of consciousness by
everyone ñ is the pivotal psychological reality of our time.î6

The American Zen Master John Daido Loori writes: ìWe are in an
unique period of human history. For the first time, the major threats to
our existence are not the natural disasters that were our biggest fears
for our predecessors a thousand years ago, but human created
dangers. This places us at a critical time in evolution, a time that
could decide the fate of the human race and the planet we all share.
The most compelling paradox we are encountering is that, on the one
hand, we possess a degree of knowledge and technical capability
hardly dreamed of only decades ago. We understand complex data
about the farthest reaches of space and the subtlest workings of the
minute fragments of atoms. On the other hand, millions of us starve.
Our environment is polluted. The earthís natural resources are being
plundered at an alarming rate and the spectre of global ecological
catastrophe raises the possibility of the extinction of our species and
all life. In spite of our understanding so much about the universe and
its functioning, weíve barely begun to scratch the surface of
understanding who we are, what our life is, and what our relationship
is with the ëten thousand thingsí that comprise phenomenal
existenceî7 The need to reverse our gaze to examine what lies within
becomes obvious.

Reflecting on the life and insight of Gregory Bateson Stephen
Nachmanovitch 8has written: ìIt is a crisis of mind. Itís a case of wake
up or die. We have the whole night mare history of political
revolutions against bloody regimes, replacing them by still more
bloody ones, to teach us that that is not the way out. The only way
out is a spiritual, intellectual, and emotional revolution in which we
learn to experience as biological facts, first-hand, the interlooping
connections between person and person, organism and environment,
action and consequence ñ when we are able to talk a language that
includes the context in each thought. Our present language excludes
context.î



To consider an example: the current American administration has
been most reluctant to participate in international endeavours that
could start to reduce global warming and retains policies of
commercial maximisation known to pollute the environment in
potentially disastrous ways. How can it be that the most intelligent
and creative of sentient beings are so stupid when it comes to their
own ultimate welfare? It is not difficult to perceive that much of this
non-enabling reluctance is embedded in the institutional structure of
the western world through which consumer capitalism operates. This
economic system, based in a competitive ethos necessitated by
companies required to maximise dividends to shareholders, has a
major difficulty in restructuring itself to meet the needs of collective
sustainability in a world of ultimately limiting resources. The gross
self-interest of vast military-industrial corporations dominates
capitalist politics so as to encourage short-sighted policies of
environmental exploitation, world dominance over unsustainable
resources and militaristic bullying. The neglect and failure to meet
these challenges poses the paradoxical dilemma of our times
because, after some two hundred years of unremitting technological
advance bringing immense benefits to humanity, it appears that the
entire paradigm of thought underpinning Western civilisation needs a
radical overhaul if not total replacement.

There are those who argue that market forces will eventually ensure
change but it is far from clear that this alone can shift the paradigm in
the way required. From a fragmentary, competitive, short sighted,
exploitative system encouraging uneven distribution of wealth without
adequate concern for the future, we have to develop policies that are
global, multicultural, rooted in collaborative endeavours and aimed at
an optimisation of use of world resources, physical and social, rather
than at maximisation for the profit of the few. Furthermore, it needs
long-sight into the future.

Yet, it is precisely in the future that we sense our deepest fears. Long
gone is the widespread public optimism and belief in ëprogressí of
the Victorian era. Susan Greenfield, currently Director of the Royal
Institution, in her book Tomorrows People fears that in the
economically advanced parts of the planet an increasing public



reliance on electronic gadgetry and immersion in virtual worlds could
sap the human character by a process of dumbing-down wherein
active intelligence is replaced by a self-indulgent but meaningless life
machined for comfort. Such self-indulgence, she argues, would
negate any effort for renewal in poorer parts of the world thereby
fuelling more resentment and violence.9 Sir Martin Rees, cosmologist
and Astronomer Royal, has gone further suggesting that the twenty
first century could be our last and this because of our totally
uncontrolled scientific genius in producing fantastic new discoveries
that, aside from their often-debatable benefits, have the potential of
causing worldwide disasters.10 The issues here are not so much
economic or political but rather lie within Science itself ñ human
genius may lead to the self destruction of humanity ñ or at least of
civilisation as we know it today. Two fields in particular, the biology of
genetic modification and disease transmission and nanotechnology
are so potentially threatening that Rees believes some lines of
research need careful control or even complete abandonment. The
danger arises not so much among scientists themselves, he argues,
as from the fact that the relatively accessible skills of such
technologies could easily spread to and be applied by
compassionless destroyers with the mindset of contemporary Islamic
terrorists.

ìChoices on how science is applied ñ to medicine, the environment
and so forth ñ should be debated far beyond the scientific
community,î writes Rees. ìThis is one reason why it is important that a
wide public should have a basic feel for science, knowing at least the
difference between a proton and a protein. Otherwise such debate
wonít go beyond slogans ñ The views of scientists should not have
special weight in deciding questions that involve ethics or risks:
indeed, such judgements are best left to broader and more
dispassionate groups.î Yet, we have to ask whether, if we are indeed
maladapted to our fast moving world, such groups are up to such a
task.

Is this so? Is there really a design fault in human evolution that needs
to be faced and overcome? Or is it that to adapt to contemporary



circumstances we need to develop a comprehensive and radically
daring new world view pitched against the conservative tendencies of
selfconcern? And upon what basis could a fresh world view be
constructed?

These broad issues crop up in many contemporary circumstances. In
his bold, inaugural lecture in the University of Bath (January 2002)
Professor Peter Reason of the Department of Management quoted
from a student essay:

As I approach the end of my studies, I canít help feeling that freedom
is a fallacy, and that somehow I have been walking a predetermined
path to mortgage repayments and commuting nightmares. Further,
Iím not alone. Despite a whole array of ëgraduate opportunitiesí there
is a growing mood of claustrophobia and sense of powerlessness; for
all the relative luxuries of the western world, we are still unsatisfied;
there is an unmistakable sense of longing, a deep craving for some
kind of release or escape. (Sarah Atkins, 2001)

Commenting on this Reason asks: ìWhat is it that this bright young
woman, and at least some of her contemporaries, want to escape
from? I want to suggest to you that it is from the all-encompassing
frame of the modern world view, which stops us listening to the world.
It is a way of doing and being in the world which has made
extraordinary contributions to human affairs in the flourishing of
culture, scientific endeavour and material well-being, but has brought
in its wake human alienation, ecological devastation, and spiritual
impoverishment. In particular it has brought the twin global crises of
justice and sustainability. I want to suggest to you that these two
crises represent an enormous challenge, and one that cannot be fully
addressed within the modern worldview because it is that world view
that has substantially brought about these crises.î11

As we can see from Peter Reasonís studentís essay, these issues
are not merely to do with instrumental failures, errors in correcting
environmental damage or educational inadequacies for which the
application of practical knowledge may make a difference; rather
there is something profoundly personal at stake, the very



worthwhileness of the self, of life itself and the mode of being that
contemporary Western ways appear to prescribe for us.

Archbishop Rowan Williams in his perceptive work ëLost Iconsí12

points out that in modern culture many traditional patterns of western
thought, conventions governing almost all aspects of life from the
language of kinship, child care, gender relations, the disposal of
corpses, and the various ërites de passage involved in maturing and
ageing, have been undergoing fundamental restatement so that
contemporary texts, even when using the words of these old iconic
patterns, are based in a very different ideological condition than was
the case for previous generations. In particular, he mourns the loss of
a language of the ësoulí by which he means a reflective inner life very
different from the reactive emotionality in relation to passing desires
generated by the overpowering influence of capitalist consumerism
that presses in upon us from all sides and especially through the
identity creating power of the media. The absence of selfquestioning,
the avoidance of ìspiritual discipline in favour of an increasing
superficiality of religious thoughtî are all in play here. The Archbishop
is not alone in his misgivings. Senior educationalists also mourn the
loss of high culture and itís replacement by cheap populism usually
simplistic and reductionist in character, however cleverly presented.
They ponder the deep mistakes in education policy that have
encouraged such decline.13

In my book of 1980, ëThe Evolution of Human Consciousnessí, I too
reflected on these issues.14 ìIt is in the particular quality of
contemporary alienation that the deepest roots of the malaise lie. The
speed of change in the meanings individuals attribute to life itself has
resulted in an almost total absence of those old legitimations of life
and praxis that were the constants of traditional societies. Science
has replaced religion with the scholastic metaphysics of an
empiricism, which ñ leads to no certainty. The great unknown, like an
abyss, yawns before the enquirer. Theology, too, retreating into
parallel abstractions or existentialist visions of despair ñ no longer
provides the simple heart with the meaning of what lies before it.î



All this of course is the continuing expression of what the great
sociologist Max Weber called the ëdisenchantmentí of the world, the
loss of wonder. Morris Berman (1981) describes well what that old
enchantment was like, ìRocks, trees, rivers and clouds were all seen
as wondrous, alive, and human beings felt at home in this
environment. The cosmos in short was a place of belonging. A
member of this cosmos was not an alienated observer of it but a
direct participant in its drama. This type of consciousness ñ involves
merger or identification with ones surroundings and bespeaks a
psychic wholeness that has long passed from the scene.î15 And
moving beyond this evocation of animism and shamanic
responsiveness, even the more controlling figure of God, which in
high Christianity provided a sense of safety and involvement with the
divine, has become largely irrelevant.

Yet it seems as if we are already moving beyond the ëpost-
modernismí that followed the breakdown of the materialist
assumption of progress inherent in the Cartesian assumption of
mindís separation from nature, whereby everything was to be made
use of, exploited in some way. In postmodernism, everything became
of equal value or no value, meaning was relative, and the task was to
build an ëauthenticíself, independent of othersí values, an individual
as created by himself or herself alone. Some at least of todayís
students, by contrast, seem seriously concerned with the tragedy of
the world situation and actively seeking a way beyond the hedonism,
the conceited authenticities of the 80s-90s and the gross capitalism of
U.S.A. Even if it is primarily only the student generation that is looking
ahead, there does seem to be a new seriousness, perhaps powered
by the ever-growing global climate crisis, for which the philosopher
Charles Taylor would be grateful.

In The Ethics of Authenticity (1991)16 Taylor argues that a way
beyond the expressions of merely hedonistic individualism is
essential if Western civilisation is not to decay further with a loss of
everything gained from the European Enlightenment. Contemporary
perspectives need to be replaced, he argues, by a more discerning
viewpoint that would value the advances in self-expression, openness



and personal freedom, the permissiveness achieved in the 20th
century. It would have to counter the more recent, facile assumptions
of an illusory, personal autonomy. Behind the contemporary facade of
cheap individualism, argues Taylor, lie serious moral motives that
tend to be forgotten or submerged. Many modes of contemporary
self-fulfilment function without regard to ties with others or consist
merely in fantasised aspirations that are deeply self-defeating. One
might think here of much ënew ageismí. Taylor proposes that we look
behind these facades to the original sources of our search for
authenticity in the freedoms from tyranny, obscuration, emotional
sterility and bigotry that the Enlightenment ëturní in Western thought
provided. He seeks something like a middle way that is a re-
engagement with these earlier values and their source. He points out
that the search for such renewed meaning will be a struggle through
which the positive advantages of scientific instrumentalism and an
awareness of life as being personal can be related in a commitment
to social good. He sees that, without such commitment, the
effectiveness of the democratic process will decrease leaving room
for a tyranny of institutions that vie for governance to take control.
Meanwhile the planetary crisis grows and grows.

The essence of the matter lies in establishing what an involvement
with the good of the planet actually comprises. This indeed is the key
question that will concern us throughout this book and it is not a
matter for merely intellectual speculation. Action is needed NOW. We
all face a situation in which our grand-children will inherit a world
profoundly damaged by our current activities. Not only will the rising
sea levels have destroyed immense areas of land including several
world-class cities but also the climate of whole continents could be
radically altered. Indeed, we do not yet know the extent of the
potential disasters because we have yet to understand the thresholds
within change that may act as tipping points for cataclysmic shifts in
the nature of the physical environment. Gaia is reacting to several
centuries of abuse. Further more the essential supplies of energy
upon which civilisation depends need to be based in new, non-
polluting technologies for which adequate investment has yet to be
secured. To this is added the political and religious unrest and
terrorism resulting from intolerant, unthinking fundamentalisms that



have the potential for ending civilised life with both bangs and
whimpers.
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2
THE NATURE OF WORLD VIEWS

The question for this book is what world view could replace or modify
the prevailing Western one with any likelihood of making a difference.
The dominating world view is a product of Western cultural history,
thought and economics. In a sense, it is local. We need to consider
how far its totalising application on a global scale is adequate or even
relevant to the profound issues raised in the last chapter.
ëGlobalisationí is the current buzzword in economics and it implies
the spread of the Western world view over all cultures, replacing
ancient ways of doing things, negating contemporary local



alternatives, causing the extinction of traditional ways of life and
languages. The resistance to it is increasingly vocal, violent and often
with well stated reasons. But what to do?

We need, first of all, to ask what a world view actually is. Two
Prussian brothers, the Barons Alexander and Wilhelm von Humboldt
(1769-1859, 1767-1835), set this discussion going with their concept
of weltanschauung. Both men made major contributions to
enlightenment thought in the nineteenth century. Alexander travelled
widely, especially in South America and Russia, carrying out
pioneering anthropological studies focussing on the comparisons of
cultures. In his old age, he attempted a vast encyclopaedic work
summarising the totality of knowledge about the universe, the planet
and society. He named it ëKosmosí.1 He sought to present a
complete weltanschauung, a world view of contemporary scientific
knowledge that would be a basis for future study and world
development. He was perhaps the last ërenaissance maní to attempt
a total summary of world knowledge. His elder brother, Wilhelm, more
philosopher than anthropologist, suggested that the contrasting world
views of differing cultures that Alexander had described were based
in language differences. The languages in which experiences were
presented were the shapers of cultural ideas ñ a view foreshadowing
the Whorfian hypothesis in linguistics and influencing the language
theory of Chomski. Today we use the term weltanschauung or ëworld
viewí in a variety of ways. We have weltanschauungen of individual
persons, of institutions, of religions, of cultures, of philosophical
systems such as communism or capitalism. The term gathers up in
an inclusive summary the ideas and attitudes of the entity in question
to suggest a cultural form governing expression and policy.

It seems that more is involved in the creation of a world view than
simply the language in which it may be couched, important as that
may be. The nature of family life, the structure of society, the modes
of livelihood and the environment of exploitation all seem to be
creators of experience to which language then gives expression. The
world view of a tribe will be related to the manner in which it exploits
the resources of the environment. Farmers have a world view very
different from nomads; jungle dwellers differ from inhabitants of



savannah. In their interpretation of the forces operating in their world,
tribal peoples create differing shamanic systems in which projections
of god-like figures will demand of them sacrificial, petitionary or
placatory rituals. Such rituals express their interpretation of being in
their world, their ontologies, and give rise to manners, fetishisms and
the shaping of ethical codes. In complex civilisations with extensive
marketing arrangements, long distance travel, frontier relations with
other systems, elaborated religious thought and state policies linking
state and religion, the overall world view is correspondingly complex.
Furthermore, world views differ in their flexibility. Some, such as that
of the Roman Catholic Church, are remarkable rigid, barely noticing
or even resisting the advances of scientific understanding. Others are
quite fluid changing with new discoveries as Kuhn has shown in his
analysis of changes in scientific paradigms.2 World views also drift as
cultures change under economic or demographic pressures and here
we face the issue of the adequacy of our Western perspectives at the
present time.

WORLD VIEW, ECOLOGY AND POPULATION DENSITY

A world view is shaped in the environment within which people exploit
their habitat. Habitat includes the demography of a people, the
density of settlements and the availability of sustaining resources.
This relationship is a dynamic one as ecological studies of both
animals and humans show. For example, as a rat population
increases in numbers and the availability of resources such as holes
and food decreases so the behaviour of the animals changes. Simple
ranking of males according to dominance changes to include
territorial occupation and the defence of holes accompanied by the
aggressive retention of females for mating. If rats could speak, they
would doubtless change their philosophies too!

Among the nilo-hamitic peoples of East Africa social life and
organisation depends on their density. As numbers increase,
pastoralists seek to extend their ranging. Greater dispersal means
that families live in small, separated units. When they meet
neighbouring peoples who oppose range expansion, their population



density necessarily increases within the restricted area to which they
are then confined. Competition within their restricted range then
forces changes in patterns of social organisation and settlement.3
Comparable social changes have been recorded in other vernacular
societies such as the Shoshone Amerindians and the complex
societies of Papua.4-5

In small island populations of the Pacific, newly arrived peoples
gradually increased in number to produce intense competition leading
to the creation of hierarchies and complex political organisation
accompanied by interpretive systems that supported the religious
authority of the hierarchs. In some cases, such societies stabilised
but in others, they broke down, as on Easter Island, and the
population reverted in strife to forms that are more primitive. In all
such cases, the world views of the people change to suit their
unavoidable circumstances.6

These examples are all illustrations of the complex relations between
environment, habitat exploitation, population density, social
organisation and the sustaining beliefs that comprise vernacular
world views. In populations that are numerically well below the
carrying capacity of their habitats, competition is slight and
reproduction fast causing high rates of population increase. By
contrast, where populations are close to the maximum supportable by
the carrying capacity of the habitat, competition is keen, mortality
increases with density, reproduction slows and social organisation
becomes complex. Efficiency in competition rather than productivity
becomes a prime characteristic. Among humans, world views of
relatively simple societies are strongly determined by density in
relation to resources.

When we look at the modern world, we can see that humanity has
largely filled the usable planetary habitat and that non-renewable
resources are diminishing. The history of humanity has been one of
extensive global expansion for millennia. In recent centuries, the
prime movers have been European peoples forcing their expansion
into regions sparsely occupied by others. The mercantilist thrust



driving these movements was expressed in a world view accepting no
limiting frontier either physically or philosophically ñ witness the
immense optimism of the European enlightenment together with its
extraordinary success in exploring all realms of knowledge.7 In the
youthful USA, all this was expressed as the ëfrontier spirití.
Unfortunately the ëfrontierí has been reached ñ not only on the
Pacific coast but also in terms of global population density. The
European expansion has been halted by the failure of imperialism in
lands already occupied by effectively resistant cultures. Today the
Chinese are expanding into the lightly populated regions of Central
Asia. Yet, the legacy of Western expansionism remains an economic
theory and a psychology only appropriate to earlier conditions when
resources seemed unlimited and the frontier still far away. It needs
replacing today.

The consequent failure of economic theory to relate to the laws of
socio-ecology lies at the root of the social tensions that press
everywhere. Until we develop a world view that responds to the
dependence of the human population on patterns of density and their
social concomitance, such tension with all its ramifications at the
personal level will continue.

EXPLORING THE SOLUTION

One approach is to take globalisation truly seriously by looking more
widely at what world culture as a whole can offer. Reason and insight
are by no means Western attributes alone. Can other cultures offer
clues to a better way? Just as food products from all over the world
are easily available in our emporia so Asian philosophies and
viewpoints are today easily discovered in our bookshops. Western
academic work tends to be amazingly slow to catch on to such
perspectives. Even major works in philosophy and ethics commonly
reflect solely on Western history and culture as if no one else ever
had a creative thought: and this in spite of our understanding that the
structure of personal identity is highly culturally dependent.8 Reading
such works, one might suppose that any culture worth considering
arose solely from that of the ancient Greeks. The contributions of



India and China are usually sidelined and not considered seriously.
Eastern thought is something towards which a Western academic
may genuflect but not take too seriously lest one be considered
beyond the pale. Yet, even a slight acquaintance with Asian thought
reveals paradigms so strikingly at variance with Western
perspectives, and often interestingly subversive of them, that to
ignore their potential global contribution is tantamount to arrogance.
In challenging this stance, this book takes a risk. Yet, let us see what
the outcome may be.

In ëThe Evolution of Human Consciousnessí (1980) I attempted to
reflect on the cross fertilisation that could emerge by taking seriously
a three way relationship between biology, especially evolutionary
biology, social psychology-anthropology and an eastern vision of the
self, in particular Buddhism.9 It seemed to me that what the East
could offer was a functional phenomenology, a subjective empiricism
that had never developed in Western thought, one that might be more
responsive to the stresses of our times. Although the book was
warmly welcomed in some circles and used for a while in University
courses, perhaps the time was not yet ripe for such a synthesis. It did
not make the impact that essentially the same argument was to make
a decade later. I wrote against a background of prevailing
instrumentalism in science and relativism in philosophy. Only a few
doors were opening.

By 1991, ignorant of this prior work and in a more relaxed climate of
scientific understanding, Francisco Varela, Evan Thompson and
Eleanor Rosh were claiming successfully that: ìIt is our contention
that the rediscovery of Asian philosophy, particularly of the Buddhist
tradition, is a second renaissance in the cultural history of the West,
with the potential to be equally as important as the rediscovery of
Greek thought in the European renaissance. Our Western histories of
philosophy, which ignore Indian thought, are artificial since India and
Greece share with us an Indo-European linguistic heritage as well as
many cultural and philosophical preoccupations.î10 They justified their
position in much the same way as I had done by showing that the
prime feature of Buddhist thought is based in direct experience and



not merely speculation or philosophising about experience. Both
works argue for a subjective empiricism that balances the objective
empiricism of the European tradition, a practical phenomenology in
fact. While the West contributes to the science of matter, the East has
deeper, traditional insight into the science of mind. Together they can
initiate a new enquiry into the creation of human values.

Does this proposal really make a difference? Buddhist
phenomenology is particularly concerned with the nature of the self
and we may well contend that it is the self in either personal or
institutionalised forms that produces the problems we are enduring,
particularly since a solution requires a self restraint entirely absent in
prevailing Western economics. If Tinbergen was right in arguing that
a ìnew type of citizenî is required to put the world to rights, then
clearly it is through an examination of what the ëselfí comprises that
we must proceed. Let us look then at what Asian thought may be able
to offer. The one Asian perspective that transcends regional cultural
constraints and has proved itself to be of universal relevance is the
message of the Buddha.
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3
ASIAN PERSPECTIVES: THE CASE FOR
BUDDHISM

Surprising as it may seem, the first person to seriously question the
sources of human suffering in ignorant stupidity was not some long
sighted, contemporary scientist with global concerns but a minor
Indian prince who lived some 2500 years ago. Siddhartha Gautama,
known later in life as the Buddha, asked fundamental questions about
the nature of the ignorance that underlay suffering. The insights he
achieved have lain at the root of some of the most peaceful and
creative cultures the world has known and in which matters of
psychological depth were explored over a time period numbering
more than two thousand years.

At around the same time as Heraclitus in Greece was pondering the
nature of the Universe and coming to some remarkably similar
conclusions, the Buddhaís ìLaw of Co-dependent Arisingî emerged
as perhaps the very first scientific law based on personal empiricism.
He argued that the universe expressed the patterning of change
through time, one event determining another in a matrix of causation
ëcodependentlyí. The past has gone, the future unborn, only the
present exists impermanently as the flux of change. He was arguing
against the ëeternalistí thinkers of his time who focussed on an
external cause (a form of god or gods) and who therefore argued
dualistically and against the nihilists who denied causation. Human
life comprised a participatory element in a flux of time perceived as a
holistic system of ëinterdependent originationí.1

Unlike Greek thinkers, whose intellectual orientation was mostly
outward to the world and which led heroically to the objective
empiricism of Western science, the Buddha derived his ëLawí from
an inward investigation of the mind, a ësubjective empiricismí.2 This
was however no mere introspection, a review of thoughts, feelings



and ideas, but a profound exploration of the nature of experience
itself utilizing the yogic methods already current in Indian religious
practice and which had come down from shamanic origins. This
subtle, yogic methodology, to which the Buddha added his own
insightful practice, gave him access to phenomena of consciousness
and mental functioning that an objective rationalism could never have
reached. Basically, he came to realize that our world was very far
from what it seemed to us to be and that this profound illusion was a
product of our seemingly helpless persistence in an erroneous way of
seeing. Even today, after some fifty years of rapidly increasing
sophistication in the appreciation of Buddhism in the West, many
critical thinkers still think of Buddhism as a ëreligioní or as a
metaphysical philosophy of an outdated culture unlikely to be of
significance in a world dominated by Western thought and practice.
Of course, just as science is embedded and merged with non
scientific aspects of Western culture, so these Eastern systems are
often socially embedded in traditional cultures of village life that
interpret the world in relatively primitive ways. Yet, when one looks at
the outstanding philosophical work of great oriental thinkers, one
comes across interpretations of humanity that are radical in the
extreme and profoundly insightful, especially in the domains of
psychology and social life. In science, it is expected that writers will
refer carefully to the relevant work of others and to acknowledge the
work of precursors. Tinbergen was not familiar with Eastern thought
or the nature of its concerns. Contemporary thinkers do not have that
excuse. Translations of major texts are no longer difficult to obtain
and critical scholarship has developed based upon them. Buddhist
thought, the Buddha Dharma, has much to say about human
suffering and if we are to develop a global perspective, as indeed we
must, these views need careful examination in relation to Western
viewpoints. When one viewpoint is reflected in the mirror of another,
unusual insights begin to make an appearance generating creative
and novel ideas.

I argue that of the several important Asian thought systems,
Buddhism is today the most valuable due to its cross-cultural reach,
the clarity of its logical presentation and the yogic nature of its
practices, its empiricism and its social and political implications.



Hinduism is too firmly embedded in the Indian social system including
that of caste to be exportable on a wide scale, although it has
important similarities to Buddhism and shares with Buddhism a
common origin in the cultural resistance to Vedic thought in ancient
times. Philosophical Taoism today lacks effective institutions and is
largely modified through relating to Chinese Buddhism. Islam suffers
from similar problems to those of Christianity when called to account
by science and has yet to experience a humanist renaissance. The
Buddhist analysis of suffering as a consequence of illusion throws up
a perspective on Tinbergenís doubt of the greatest interest. It may be
that the design fault at the root of contemporary problems lies in the
nature of self-knowledge, the very seedbed of human thought and
motivation. This was certainly the Buddhaís viewpoint and we need to
examine it closely.

THE BUDDHIST DIASPORA

In 2500 years, the Buddha Dharma (teaching) has spread cross
culturally around the world. From India it penetrated China mingling
with indigenous Chinese thought, Taoism and Confucianism, and
went on to Japan. There it became deeply rooted, generating artistic
skills and martial arts shaped by the Japanese character. It went
north into Tibet, again to produce a specific methodology of mental
yoga based on the character of Tibetan civilization. A westward
extension was blocked by the European dark ages, the spread of
Islam, the vigour of Christianity and the emergence of Cartesian
dualism but the recent arrival of Buddhism in the West has in a few
years yielded temples, meditation centres and practice groups in
virtually all major cities and, particularly in U.S.A, advanced
interpretive scholarship. So far Buddhist thought in the West remains
close to its origins: little amalgamation or assimilation with Western
paradigms has yet emerged, although there are signs that this is
beginning in the philosophical work of Joanna Macy, Stephen
Batchelor and David Loy. In the main this is due simply to the difficulty
Westerners have had in taking on the Dharma (teaching) in its subtle
profundity and specific focus so often counter intuitive to Western
ideas. In these distressing times, in which traditional Western religion



has so sadly and severely failed, people are looking for comfort,
spiritual succour and insights into their hurt and often believe that
Buddhism holds at least some answers. Western Buddhists are
mostly naive, floating along with great expectations and idealizations
and usually fail to realize that Buddhism requires hard work, a
struggle with internal, personal contradictions.

This book makes the case that once vital linkages are established
between Buddhist thought and Western sciences, especially biology,
psychology and sociology, we will have in the making core proposals
for a revolution in social attitudes of great relevance for the remedial
treatment needed if we are to avoid the planet wide disaster to
civilization Tinbergen so clearly foretold. As he said, this may involve
nothing less than the creation through education of a ìnew type of
citizenî. The emphasis must focus then on new systems of education,
multicultural, international, economically and sociologically critical,
participative and innovative, which will enthuse the young for an
essential work of transformation inevitably political in nature. In such
a process, a fresh world view will be in the making. I am not here
making a case for Buddhism as such, nor for some sort of Buddhist
take over, but rather I will attempt to show how key Buddhist ideas
can and must play a major role in creating an influential ëbuddhisticí
perspective on the problems we have been considering.

Already key figures in Western thought have acknowledged the
significance of Buddhist paradigms. In the eighteenth century,
philosophers Schopenhauer and Nietzsche considered some key
ideas of Buddhism as highly relevant in response to the growing
nihilism of the time. In the last century, Carl Jung on his deathbed
was reading D.T Suzuki with enthusiasm. Martin Heidegger too has
been reported as saying that had he read Zen earlier he would not
have needed to write his philosophy! Christmas Humphreysí book
ëBuddhismí in the Pelican series from Penguin (1951) introduced the
subject to a wide readership.3 Gifted writers such as Alan Watts,4
Joanna Macy,5 Jack Kerouac6 and poets Alan Ginsburg and Gary
Snyder have touched many hearts7. Recent thinkers, such as the
Oxford philosophers David Parfitt and Iris Murdoch, have paid



respects to the Buddha and the environmentalist Maurice Ash has
created a Buddhist college on his estate.8 Gregory Bateson, one of
the greatest of contemporary holistic thinkers, spent his dying days in
the San Francisco Zen Centre and his ashes were scattered on the
shore at Big Sur by Zen Master Reb Anderson. Through their
scholarship, academics such as Herbert Guenther, Peter Gregory,
Bernard Faure, Steven Heine, Steven Collins, Richard Gombrich,
Jeffery Hopkins, Dale.S.Wright, Michael Carrithers and others have
given precision and analytical depth to our understanding. Joanna
Macy, Stephen Batchelor and David Loy and a surprising number of
American thinkers9 have begun the task of relating Western thought
to Buddhist ideas. There is also an increasingly popular genre of
writing that draws on Buddhist perspectives or practices but with a
more limited presentation of their meaning. The ideas appear as
genuflections to sources known to be important but only partially
digested. Some of the best examples of these writings include Alan
Wattís popular work, Kerouacís beat Zen and Persigís impressive
Zen in the art of Motorcycle maintenance and Lila. Such texts draw
fragmentary Buddhist ideas within the frame of the Western
consensus often in the way that yoga has become popular in beauty
parlours or meditation used as a calming practice ëmainstreamedí in
hospitals, asylums or prisons, yet their significance is not trivial but
rather expressive of a general trend. Additionally the new approach to
cognitive science in the work of Varela (Chapter 2) and Austin10

suggests that Science too is opening its doors.

To push a concern with Buddhist insights further it is essential to
relate Buddhist practice to contemporary thought in a more
embracing way, to suggest precisely how the premises and
hypotheses of this ancient system may integrate with Western
paradigms. It must be argued straight away that Buddhist thought is
not a religion in the sense that the ëreligions of the bookí, Judaism,
Christianity and Islam are so called: rather it is an enquiry into human
nature and experience. It presents no dogmatic theism in which
divinity is imagined as an external cosmic source for inspiration but
focuses on human existence from a phenomenological perspective.
There is here no string puller, confessor, father or tyrant, no heaven



and no hell. Instead, there is the mind in all its wondrous complexity,
subtlety and potential, a mind furthermore capable of uncovering its
own ësalvationí.

BUDDHISM AND THE WEST

Why should it have taken Buddhism so long to have an impact on
Western thought? To answer this question we need a brief outline of
the curious story of Buddhist history (See further Chapter 11). The
Buddhaís Dharma was never a folk religion like Hinduism, Bon or
Shinto. It began almost as a protest movement against the
dominance of the Brahmins in Indian life and thus the caste system.
Even so, it was essentially a top-down movement founded by a
highborn revolutionary and, although open to all, it attracted many
from the higher reaches of Indian society indeed from among
Brahmins themselves. Buddhism has an elitist tendency and its major
successes have been associated with support from rulers, some of
them great emperors.

Monasteries are always at risk in periods of major social or political
strife when folk religions tend to re-assert themselves or the belief
systems of a conqueror eliminate that of an earlier educated elite. In
India the great Buddhist universities did not survive the advance of
Islam and much of what we now have of Mahayana Buddhism owes
its survival to its refuge in Tibet and its entry to China. Monks and lay
followers need teachings if the superstitions of folk belief are not to
submerge them. In India under Islam, the Hindu folk beliefs gradually
re-absorbed the remains of Buddhist culture eventually to fertilize an
intellectual revival in the teachings of the great Hindu thinker
Shankara. Buddhism itself did not re-appear in strength in India until
Dr Ambedkar, leader of the ëuntouchablesí in the last century,
adopted it as a religion that would bypass the social discrimination of
the Hindu caste system.

Before its demise in India, Buddhism had spread along the silk routes
and by sea to China. Its spread and influence there fluctuated
according to the extent of the support provided by emperors and



mandarins. Contending with the indigenous beliefs of Taoism and
Confucianism, Buddhist monasteries were always liable to assault on
the grounds of being of foreign origin or because of the effect of large
monastic estates on the economy.11 Its monastic rather than folk
basis posed a risk to its continuance whenever politics took a
negative turn. Even so, in China, long after its demise in India,
Buddhist creativity again flourished producing new philosophical
perspectives and practices of an often highly pragmatic nature.

The southern schools of the Theravada containing the earliest
teachings flowered in Burma, Thailand and Sri Lanka beyond the
influence of Islam but in Indonesia it was absorbed into Hinduism
following the spread, once again, of Islam. It was this Theravada
Buddhism that first impressed Europeans. The imperial West derived
its earliest understanding of Buddhism from these countries. Between
the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries, Europe extended its
influence in Asia at first along trade routes and later in the
development of British and Dutch empires. The effectiveness of
Western technologies, military control and the vigour of missionary
Christianity with its intolerance of other faiths, comprised a power that
could not then be matched by anything the East could offer. Yet,
already by the end of the nineteenth century doubt was spreading,
confidence starting to fade and belief in an innate superiority fading.
In Europe the emergence of rationalist philosophy, the Western
ëenlightenmentí, generated a new liberalism and a tolerance that was
eventually to express itself in the emergence in India of the Indian
National Congress of which some of the founder members were
British. In Europe, the philosophical movement through Hume to Kant
unseated an arrogant Christianity leaving the questioning doubt of
Nietzsche and Kierkegaard in its place. The rapid expansion of
experimental science provided extraordinary advances in material
knowledge leaving the world of the spirit to languish.
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Tantric Vajrayana
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Although humanist liberalism and an increasingly democratic polity
was linked to a social conscience that abolished the slave trade, the
thrust of the British industrial revolution increased the power of
empire, the exploitation of resources and the implicit subjection of
non-European peoples. Only gradually did the ethics of European
imperialism and the consequences of fascism and communism
became clear so that the failure of the Christian West became
evident, and a search for an alternative viewpoint began. Ready to
hand were the thoughtful philosophies of the orient.

Yet Buddhist thought had been stagnant for centuries: the last
creative phase in the long history of Buddhist philosophy had
occurred in China with the Hua yan philosophers developing the
ideas of the old Indian Avatamsaka Sutra in new and fascinating
ways (7th Century CE). 12 Buddhism as discovered by the West was
simply circling slowly within its own heritage. Even so, embedded in
that heritage were insightful jewels that, once glimpsed, stimulated
Westerners to the creative investigation running at full spate today.

Buddhism as practised in the many centres in the West today is
primarily a lay phenomenon, very different from the oriental
monasticism that was its root. Many centres recreate one or other of



the Buddhist orientations, whether Tibetan, Theravada, Zen or a new
fangled version usually Japanese inspired. The practice of meditation
is general and proven not only to be of value in the busy life
trajectories of modern Westerners but also of distinctive therapeutic
help to the stressed, the depressed or the anxiously neurotic. Yet,
these excellent institutions remain fragmentary, and even sometimes
competitive. This is an Eastern Buddhism finding a foothold in the
West. It is not yet Western Buddhism in the sense whereby we speak
of Chinese, Tibetan or Indian Buddhism. The cultural roots remain
shallow and few new insights have yet to emerge. In China, Tibet and
Japan the introduction of Buddhism was followed by long periods of
assimilation, change and adaptation. Nothing similar has yet
happened in the West and indeed the time is so short that such could
scarcely be expected.

THE NEED FOR A BUDDHISTIC ENQUIRY

The emerging world crisis is unique in history, uniquely global in
extent. We need to understand in what ways Western and Eastern
wisdoms can fertilise one another, perhaps to yield new orientations
that can revolutionise current paradigms in ways that may protect
global civilisation from the developing ecological, economic and
political scenario that few doubt comprises threats never experienced
before. It seems likely that emerging world wisdom will confront the
culture of consumer capitalism head on, for therein lie some major
psychological and sociological roots of the problem. Maybe too an
investigation of this nature can rekindle that intellectual enthusiasm
for life and thought that the bright young woman quoted in Peter
Reasonís lecture felt to have deserted her (Chapter 1). If the young
cannot feel committed to a way of hope, then the likelihood of a future
for them becomes remote.

Such an exploration needs to be undertaken now. The pace of
sociopolitical and ecological change; the ëfuture shockí of these
changes; the terrorist response of those whose fundamentalist
theologies are threatened; the extraordinary vistas opened up by
genetic engineering, electronic communication, robotics and brain



physiology, are so far reaching and puzzling and generally so poorly
understood, particularly perhaps by so called world ëleadersí with
their often limited intellectual vision, that there is a real urgency about
an enquiry that centres on human motivation, values, ethics and the
nature of wisdom. Indeed, it seems there may be nothing more
important than such an enquiry today.

In examining the way in which Buddhism can contribute to
contemporary world culture we need to find out which questions the
Buddha Dharma (teaching) tackles especially well and those which,
researched in the West, are neglected in its teachings. As we have
pointed out the world is becoming culturally, politically, economically
ever more interdependent. We need a global vision for globalisation.
Both Buddhism and Western thought contain much wisdom. We need
to see if these distinctive wisdoms of East and West can speak to one
another and thus to the difficulties of our times. Yet, first of all we
need to understand that the philosophical project of Buddhism is of a
very different nature from traditional Western thought.

Western thought today is deeply schizoid. On one side, Christianity
and Christian values remain deeply rooted. In standard Christianity,
the meaning of the world and human life is provided by the word of
God in the Bible as related in the extraordinary story of the life and
death of Christ. In this vision, the human soul stands as the focus of
creation on a planet still implicitly the pivot of universal history and the
especial concern of God. The symbolism of the Christian story runs
very deep, full of archetypes that resonate with the daily experience
of worldly life. Yet, the formal expression of the interpretive theology
does not seem to relate in any clear way with our scientific
comprehension of the Universe as revealed in modern times.

The mythology of the Churches and their authoritarian hold on the
Western mind was originally broken through the emergence of a
questing intelligence seeking to understand how things actually
were.13 Man became no longer the central figure, indeed in many
ways his being appeared increasingly as an accident, a rarity, and a
form of life that may perhaps be unique and transient. Loneliness
before the vastness and ever changing nature of the cosmos and the



separateness of the human spirit from the physical world is inevitably
accompanied by a sense of loss. The ancient innocence has gone,
we are ëdisenchantedí. We seem adrift in ultimate unknowing, in total
insecurity. Thinking Westerners attuned to science are for the most
part living a form of stoicism, courageously facing the unknown and
creating personal values from the practice of life itself, creating the
ëauthenticityí of humanism.

Buddhism by contrast is a soteriological phenomenology: an
experientially based investigation into human life rooted in the belief
that at the end of a knowledgeable, practice oriented path a personal
solution to the problem of alienation and suffering can be found. The
Western paradigm prevailingly looks outward at the apparent things
of this world; the Buddhist looks at their representation in experience
and asks what that is and what it means.

One can see a convergence in these perspectives; while the external
world is only known through the internal, the internal is clearly an
aspect of that which is explored by the outward vision. As we shall
see, Buddhism does not reduce outer experience to a mind alone in
solecism but rather explores in what way outer and inner converge as
one understanding. While Western thought is primarily dualistic,
Buddhist thought tends to an ultimate monism of an acceptable
unknowing. What however may be the outcome of convergence?

The power of the Western paradigm lies in the extraordinary way in
which logic driven by mathematical description can comprehend
physical mechanisms and, through experiment, demonstrate the
accuracy of theory that can then be applied in creative technologies.
We are enabled to split the atom, fly to the moon, clone living
creatures. All this however has emerged only within the last century
of our existence and such power does nothing to relieve the
existential loneliness of individuals in the face of universal chance,
nor does it provide roots for clear ethics with which to meet the
problems of exploitation, violence and the many forms of strife. In a
strange way all our scientific achievements are devoid of personal
ëmeaningí because all we have are utilitarian values.



The power of Buddhist thought lies in its close relationship to
practice; its examination of the nature of experience, the depths of
consciousness, the nature of self identity, and from these to construct
values and a way of life that breaks free from dualisms that appear at
first sight unavoidable. It returns us to a belonging in the natural world
perceiving humanity as an integral part of nature. It operates, as did
the Buddha, by questioning the very basis of knowledge and
inference as experienced by the mind. It remains open to repeated
experiential test, generation after generation, and may be expressed
in varying ways in different cultures and different times without losing
its root in the meditative quest.

During his teaching career, the Buddha was often expected to answer
questions that his followers and interlocutors threw at him. He was
quite surprisingly ruthless in his disciplined replies. Certain types of
questions he would simply not answer. These were questions such as
ëDoes the world have a beginning and an end or does it go on for
ever?í He rightly saw that such questions could receive no answer.
They are purely metaphysical and he felt it useless to discuss them
because they could only lead to a multiplicity of irresolvable
contradictions. In addition, the form of such questions usually implied
a dualism, which he had already rejected. He would however respond
at length, in depth and with novel insight to questions about human
life and experience. Buddhism therefore contains no theory about the
nature of the universe or time. Rather it provides an experientially
tested path for the relief of suffering through ëenlightenmentí, a path
with social consequences, and it does, moreover, imply a theory of
knowledge.

If the Buddha were to return today, he would find that many topics
that could only be metaphysical speculations in his time have now
received empirical investigation through the development of scientific
methodologies. The responses we now have about these issues fill
out the context within which the Buddhist paradigm works. For
example, we have a much wider understanding of the universe and
time, broader understanding of human psychology, deeper psychiatric
knowledge. All of these would certainly fall within the Buddhaís
discourse today. Indeed, we can see the truth of this in the width and



depth of the Dalai Lamaís teachings that encompass most
contemporary problems about which anything constructive can be
said.

Table 1

FIELDS OF ENQUIRY IN WESTERN THOUGHT RELEVANT TO
THE BUDDHIST PARADIGM
(1) Evolutionary theory in relation to mind
(2) Psychology of self and identity
(3) Consciousness
(4) Economics and ethics
(5) Post-modernity and the global crisis
(6) Transformation and cultural change

There are several main areas to examine. Since Buddhism is so
focussed on mental phenomena, an important theme is the modern
understanding of the origins and evolution of the mind. Evolutionary
theory is synthetic based upon genetics, palaeo-ecology, and the
study of adaptations, selection theory, and behavioural ecology. Its
prime heuristic, its provocative idea of natural selection, defines the
process whereby the progressive evolution of any replicating
structure can occur. In an evolutionary perspective, we can provide a
reasoned context for the origins of mind discussed in Buddhist theory.
There has also been discussion about the origin of ethical systems
based in field studies of behavioural control in animals. Ethical
behaviour seems to be based in human universals that underlie
contrasts between cultures. The similarity between the ethical
systems of major religions suggests a common root not dissimilar
from the basic precepts of Buddhism.

Buddhism is particularly concerned with the nature and shortcomings
of the self and what happens to psychological identification in
meditative states. The ëobject-relations theoryí of psychotherapy also
describes the functions and nature of self in ways that parallel and
even support a Buddhist interpretation of ëkarmaí. In many respects,
the study of self and identity lies at the heart of both Buddhism and
modern social psychology. Many issues arise here. How do Buddhist



ethics relate to modern economics? Can the commitments of
Buddhist practitioners influence the ethos of institutions within which
they work? What sort of education is essential to bring about change
in the world? How do Buddhist values relate to those of Christianity
and humanist stoicism?

In examining these questions, we first need an account of the Buddha
Dharma itself and the way in which it is presented by Western
thinkers. The second part of this book therefore surveys the long
journey of Buddhism from India to the West. We turn then first of all to
asking who the Buddha was and what he actually said.
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PART II
GLOBAL BUDDHISM

In clarity the wonder exists, with spiritual energy shining on its own. It
cannot be grasped so cannot be called being. It cannot be rubbed



away and so cannot be called non-being. Beyond the mind of
deliberation and discussion, depart from the remains of the shadowy
images. Emptying oneís sense of self existence is wondrous. This
wonder is embodied with a spirit that can be re-enacted. This is how
one must genuinely investigate the essence.

Chan Master Hongzhi. Practice Instructions.1

4
THE CONTEXT OF THE BUDDHAíS TEACHING

The Buddha was born into an Indian civilisation that was already
complex, sophisticated and undergoing a slow fermentation of social,
political and cultural change. To understand the relevance of his
teachings to his time we need to have a clear picture of the cultural
background to which they relate, to which they contributed and from
which they stand out so uniquely.

There is also another important reason for a clear comprehension of
the context of the Buddhaís life and thought. The social and
economic changes occurring in his time were having consequences
for the social psychology of self that resemble in some respects the
changes going on today, some twenty-five centuries later. The
manner in which personal identity was understood was changing in
ways that remind us of our present situation. Of course we must not
make too much of this point because the levels of global activity
today are of an entirely different order from those of his time and the
cultural basis different. Even so, such parallels suggest reasons why
Buddhism is growing in influence in todayís world and why a
ëbuddhisticí perspective is of importance to us.

SOURCES OF INDIAN CIVILISATION

The civilisation of India goes back an astonishingly long time, indeed
in common with the ancient civilisations of the Euphrates and China,
it began in the third millennium BC on the banks of a great river that



supplied ample soil, regular moisture and other conditions suited to
agricultural development. The first great cities of India grew up on the
banks of the Indus near present day villages known now as
Mohenjodaro and Harappa. In time, this civilisation spread as far
south as Gujurat and into the upper Ganges valley showing
remarkable uniformity throughout. The peoples who created these
cultures are believed to have been of ancient Indian stock, Dravidian
peoples whose genes still course in Indian blood and especially in
some of the tribal societies of the Deccan and among low caste
people. These sophisticated cities, trading centres for an agricultural
economy, were the seedbed for important features of Indian religious
life that in mutant form have continued unto the present day.

We know from figurines and relief carvings on seals that yoga
postures and presumably related practices were already present and
that gods and goddesses similar in form to Shiva and others were
already worshipped, although doubtless not in the way that
developed in later Hinduism. The culture was probably ëshamanisticí,
with shamanic priests making contact with nature gods of the
environment. Yoga may well have begun in association with the
induction of altered states of consciousness by shamans during
rituals of intercession perhaps involving ëjourneysí to the lands of the
gods. While no details of these early practices survive, they may have
resembled the religious preoccupations of some tribal groups still
extant in the sub continent. Transformations of mental activity, a
feature so important in Indian religion and in various ways common to
most forms of shamanism, thus seem to have been present at the
very roots of Indian civilisation.2

The invasions of northern India by Aryan peoples seem to have
begun around 2000 BC and continued for a long time. The old
Dravidian civilisations faded away and the victorious Aryans imposed
their own culture upon the land. A prime feature of this process was
the creation of nonintermarrying castes, at first doubtlessly based on
ethnic grounds, whereby the Dravidians were driven into servile roles
in a world dominated by three superior and purely Aryan castes,
landowners, traders and business people, warriors and priests. Caste



was essentially a product of Aryan colonisation of a subject people. It
was in fact a successful form of ëapartheidí.

The creation of caste was related to a world view containing two
essential ideas forming what was essentially a rationalised
justification for the social structure. The first of these ideas was that of
cyclical rebirth, later known to the Buddhists as ësamsaraí. The
second was the idea that the natural order of life could only be
maintained by the practice of sacrifice. At first sacrifice was
undoubtedly made to the gods who were appeased or cajoled into
sustaining the universe as a consequence of effective performance.
Later, however, the godsí role diminished in importance: the
performance of accurate sacrificial ritual itself became the means of
ësustaining the revolutions of the Universeí3

This was no easy feat! To achieve it, the complex ritual had to be
performed with a precision in which the correct pronunciation of key
words or phrases in chants was critical. Only the Brahmin priests
knew the secrets of making correct sacrifice and received the training
required. In theory, therefore, the sustainability of life itself depended
on their activities and their purity.

The castes were required to maintain a certain moral integrity. One
had to behave correctly in accordance with the rules of caste in order
to have the possibility of a rebirth in a higher order. Good behaviour in
a servile caste had its own reward in rebirth whereas any
revolutionary act of resistance would ensure various forms of
damnation. This was a system of moral coercion ensuring the
extraordinary stability of social structure in Hindu India that survives
in little altered forms even today. Generally, the caste into which one
was born was believed to be a consequence of oneís karma - that is
of oneís behaviour in both this and previous lives; yet ritual sacrifice,
for those who could afford it, could sustain a personís status. The
strength of this extraordinary, ethical system reflects the ability of the
Brahmin priestly caste to sustain its relative integrity and its position
on the moral high ground of this civilisation.4



Needless to say, there was one caste that tended to find the Brahmin
superiority particularly irksome; the kshatriyas or warrior caste
included kings, military captains and local rulers whose leadership
behaviour was none the less held within bounds by the need for
Brahmin support. Without the sacrifices conducted by Brahmins, no
prince could be sure of success in any enterprise. It is therefore not
surprising that resistance to the Brahmins preeminence came in due
course largely from this quarter, although there were also those
among the Brahmins who sought a way out of this tightly bound
society in a quest to break the shackles of karma and thus to escape
samsara.

THE INTERNALISATION OF RITUAL SACRIFICE

The way out of the Brahminical trap lay in the gradual emergence of
points of view that radically shifted the interpretation of the role of
sacrifice in human life. Stephen Collins has described this sequence
of ideas through careful and exhaustive examination of the relevant
ancient literature, the Vedas, Upanishads and Brahminical writings.5

He points, first of all, to an underlying, cyclical motif rooted in the
movements of the sun and moon and their significance in agricultural
cycles, the alternation of day and night, summer and winter. In the
early literature, cosmic and personal cycles reflected one another.
Efficacious practice of sacrifice ensured a passage to other worlds,
either of the ancestors or of the gods. It was not, however, deemed
possible to stay in such worlds without losing humanity through
madness; a return to the human condition necessarily followed.
Cyclic reincarnation was the norm.

There were essentially three births/deaths in a manís life; the first
being the initiating sacrifice on entering his caste brotherhood, the
second during further sacrifices that maintain such life and the third
being physical death followed by the funeral pyre. A person was not
thought to move into future existence in one piece, rather fragments
of personality were believed to disperse separately. ìAt death a manís
breath returns to the wind, his eye (sight) to the sun, his bones to the



plants,ñthus a (sacrificial) hymn to preserve a manís life calls back
his breath from the wind and his sight from the sun.î6 In the natural
cycles of life, these fragments are re-assembled on the return to
earthly life. Certain sacrifices may enable a priest to re-assemble the
person by calling back such functions from the worlds to which they
have gone, essentially watery, airy and fiery. In the performance of
sacrifice, the priest literally makes up a person during such a re-
assemblage, presumably beneficially.

As time went on, the belief arose that high moral behaviour in this life
would influence rebirth since moral behaviour was seen to have
aspects of personal sacrifice in its performance. It followed that
ëkarmaí shaped by moral choice became an important determinant of
the quality of the return and a dominant eschatological idea.7 Good
behaviour became the basis for a more beneficial return.
Furthermore, if the result of sacrifice depended on the correct
knowledge of the magical acts of chant and sound, then knowledge of
such skills was potentially equivalent to their performance. Maybe a
sacrifice need not be performed at all if the inner knowledge and skills
were already present? Such a thought seems to have been the basis
for a major shift in emphasis among certain Brahmins - not so much a
rejection of sacrificial ideas as a development from them. Action
becomes internalised as an inner practice.

Collins tells us: ìIt should not be thought that this necessarily implies
an outright opposition to the caste system of Brahminical society;
rather it implies the beginnings of the alternative- and ultimately
complementary type of religious practice; that is of those who ëwent
to the forestí dispensing with external rituals and caste-related
behaviour, leaving the social world of the village in order to make their
entire life into a sacred ritual act.î 8

When a personís entire life becomes a sacrificial act, then everything
one does has its effect on the nature of the next life. Yet, this life
sacrifice did indeed entail hardship. The renouncer opted out of caste
society entirely. By becoming a ëhome-leaverí he was no longer any
sort of householder. He was socially ëdeadí through the ritual act of



renunciation and there was no way back. He lost all trace of name
and past history as a person in the samsaric world, and indeed this is
still true for those sadhus of India who truly renounce worldly life.
They are the socially dead. And yet herein lies a deep paradox. In
renouncing the social world of their birth, which essentially enslaved
them, they become for the first time truly individuals - an individual
with no name, creating himself in the inner fire of his own sacrifice.
Renouncers were revered and supported by those they had left
behind because of the admired purity of their endeavour.

Yet, there is more. Once knowledge is power, there is a question as
to the limits of such power. In the earliest texts, the term ëBrahmaní
(later to mean the power of the universe or ëgodí) was used to
indicate the potency of the Vedic hymns as embodiments of sacrificial
power. When such practice became interiorised so did Brahman. The
individual atman, ësoulí, ëbreathí or personal essence, thus became
no different from the potency of Brahman itself. ìThou art thatî as one
scripture, proclaimed. Brahman became identified with universal
creativity and the ëatmaní seen as the individualised representation
of that power. Immanence is omnipresent here but this immanence,
although in a sense ëdivineí, is not derived from the gods but from
the power of internalised sacrifice. The gods have been sidelined into
merely commentarial roles.

The release from the samsara of caste through renunciation has
therefore a ëhigherí parallel, namely a release from individual being
into universal participation. In the Kausitaki Upanishad, souls are
depicted as going to the moon after death. On arrival, one is asked a
question. If it is correctly answered, one goes on further but a failure
results in a return to earth as rain to be reborn. The question is ìWho
are you?î and the correct answer is ìI am you!î Success means
release from the effects of good or bad actions, one is not reborn in
samsara but becomes one with the all - Brahman.9 As Collins rather
dryly concludes, ìSuch an absorption in the ëallí, and such an escape
from time into timelessness, as part of the conscious inner feeling of
individuals, is doubtless the sort of aesthetic feeling which has been
described - in western terms- as ëpantheistic mysticismí. In a wider
sociological perspective, it is clear that this sort of feeling is available



only to a few individuals whose aspirations and skills tend in that
direction. What turned this statistically unusual type of feeling into the
commonly accepted religious goal in India was the particular social
position and prestige of the world renouncer and his quest.î We shall
see that this was the arena into which the Buddha introduced his own
specific and novel insights.

THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC SETTING OF THE BUDDHAíS WORLD

At the time of the Buddhaís birth the high point of Indian civilisation
lay in the middle reaches of the Ganges valley; a plain as rich as that
of the Indus, watered by the monsoon and the perpetual rivers
descending from the Himalayan glaciers and Tibet; an alluvial plain
suitable for rice growing with ample lands to support an enlarging
population. In those days it must have been a beautiful land, green
for much of the year, covered by rich forests full of wildlife and
flowering trees within which were spreading the villages and bright
green fields of rice and through which cut the roads between major
cities, trading centres situated at river crossings, road junctions and
other places conducive for the exchange of goods and for trade. The
area was divided between small states that were progressively
reduced in number as neighbours swallowed each other up in
competitive warfare.

Many of the cities were or had recently been capitals. They were
surrounded by handsome defensive walls often of great height and
along the streets and alleys were the shops and businesses of
numerous trade guilds, workshops of numerous artisans, money
lenders, some of the stature of bankers. The pivot of society would
have been either a kingís palace or a central assembly hall for quasi-
republican governance. Many families were rich and supported
extensive artistic creativity. Transportation between cities was mostly
by foot but large wagons could shift heavier objects. This was the Iron
Age and the metal was to be found in the southern hills. It was
distributed throughout the area with appropriate customs charges en
route. On the river, large boats sailed or rowed between ports. This
growing cradle of civilisation did not extend much beyond the Ganges



valley, hardly to the East as far as the sea or beyond Delhi to the
West. The Deccan seems to have been barely incorporated into
Indian civilisation at this time. Compared with later times, the horizons
of the Buddhaís world were quite small, although of course this would
not have appeared so to the inhabitants of the period.10

This actively industrious, expanding world had developed from a
more or less pastoral beginning with early agricultural settlement to
an integrated if competitive economic system based on rice
agriculture, ample surpluses, opportunities for trade exchange and
extensive urban development. Two systems of governance operated
in the contrasting polities of the time. The earlier system was more or
less a tribal ërepublicanismí with representatives of the entire tribal
community meeting to make collective decisions. It seems such
assemblies could elect a leader and the Buddhaís father was
evidently one such. Monarchs with large personal powers ruled other
states with limited consultation. Unlike the ërepublicsí, their rule did
not include representation from the people. Yet, their governance
could not be arbitrary since the rules set by the Brahmins imposed
clearly determined duties in relation to sacrifice and the peopleís
welfare. Concentration of power in the hands of an able monarch was
evidently politically effective and led to the rapid conquest of
neighbouring, less well-organised states. Monarchy was thus
replacing republican government in the area during the Buddhaís life.
It was to continue to do so after Buddhaís death until the vast
Mauryan Empire was created and the Emperor Ashoka ruled the
greater part of the entire sub-continent.

The Ganges valley was experiencing quite rapid and extensive social
and cultural change. The old Vedic cults of sacrifice and the strict
delimitation of castes had belonged to an essentially pastoral society
gradually adapting to more settled agricultural life. With successful
cultivation of rice in the riverine lands, the production of surplus
allowed for social developments based in the growth of towns
appearing where transportation links became naturally established.
As the towns became centres for government so wealth accumulated;
exchange of goods and money increased; wealth produced increased
domestic sophistication; a flourishing of the arts; busy lives occupied



in economic and political affairs and also no doubt in both romance
and intrigue. Guilds for the manufactures of all sorts of goods from
wood, leather, and iron or from precious metals and stones, tended
naturally to have urban bases and their products moved upon the
roads between the cities. Weapon manufacture and military bases
were also doubtless established near the regional capitals. Bankers
and moneylenders could create vast fortunes that could be used in
the support of enterprises or of particular kings or rulers. All such
activity produced a socio-economic style of life to which the old Vedic
ways became less relevant and which threatened the old social
divisions. Sophisticated sons of bankers with lots of money, fine
clothes and material possessions now had the time to contemplate
personal existence in a new context. What was the point of money?
What was the value of life? Who held the secrets of the spiritñthe
Vedic Brahmins with their sacrificial cults and costly performances or
the renouncers drifting about in the forests and occasionally
appearing in the cities with provocatively tranquil demeanour? Such
questions had not been asked before because the social conditions
for them had not existed. Urban life was their father and time to think
their mother. Their existence is reflected in the new doubts and
queries appearing in the Upanishads so different from the confident
authority of the Vedic hymns. Yet, doubt and enquiry had in fact been
present throughout the Aryan search for meaning, the early Vedic
Hymn of Creation, for example, provides thoughts on the creation of
the world but then continues:

ìBut, after all, who knows and who can say
Whence it all came and how creation happened? The gods
themselves are later than creation,
So, who knows truly whence it has arisen?
Whence all creation had its origin
He, whether he fashioned it, or whether he did not He, who surveys it
all from highest heaven, He knows ñ or maybe he knows not.11

In the writing of the Upanishads, such wonderings became
pronounced. We can see too that the renouncersí style of life was not
the only form of individualism developing in this culture. The effective
practice of various forms of business and banking, roles in



governance, the direction of public or princely politics all required an
intellectual grasp of practical affairs in which the development of
strongly individualised points of view, capacity for independent
argument and the complex handling of subtle affairs all required
distinctive personalities. The rigidities of the Brahminical conception
of society with its strict and limiting codes of conduct were
inappropriate in this world requiring flexibility and unhampered
insights. Yet, it was still within a deeply conservative world that these
people functioned. Small wonder that there were signs of what today
we would call alienation, a sense of personal emptiness and an
increasing need for personal quest outside the strictures of society.
The forest wanderers, the original outsiders, beckoned.

THE FOREST WANDERERS

The Aryan invasions and their consequent spread within India lasted
a long time. During most of this period, their culture had something of
a frontier spirit about it, expansive confidence and a dominating
presence. Yet, in the Vedic writings there are hints of a contrasting
development for not everyone under the new dispensation accepted
it. There are reports of attempts to harass the sacrificers and the
protection of the gods sometimes may have had to be invoked. The
Dravidians did not disappear and their relation to the new culture was
often highly ambivalent, as might well be expected. In addition, not all
Aryans were purely Vedic sacrificers. There were several elements in
this mix. Some Aryans adopted Dravidian ways but without
completely abandoning their own tradition and there was the
possibility that different waves of Aryan invaders had differences in
belief and practice occasioning dispute or divergence. There may
even have been some originally non-Vedic Aryans around to stir the
pot. The Dravidians too were far from uniform, without doubt there
were cultivated descendants from the old Indus civilisation but there
were also primitive tribes of little sophistication. Some supported
sacrifice while retaining original beliefs. All these people may be
described as ëmarginalí in that they occupied a periphery of the
society. Many of them practised austerities, extreme asceticism or
sexual practices involving either a prominent promiscuity or extreme



celibacy. Some of them may have used yogic means to their
conception of salvation or have worshipped one or other of the gods
of the Indus people. There is an account of one of these people, a
type known as a ëmunií. He is reported as having long hair, clad in
dirty, tawny coloured garments, walking in the air delirious from
drinking poison in the company of a god, and ecstatic following the
paths of sylvan beasts: a figure indeed reminiscent of a contemporary
ëNew Ageí Hare Krishna adept!12

The Vedic religion was fundamentally practical and concerned with
the life of the householder. The sacrificial rituals were designed to
ensure the welfare of such people. The Brahmans held to this ideal
even when frequenting the forest and practising internalised sacrifice.
The true wanderers tended however to deny the Vedic assumptions,
rejecting caste, the value of sacrifice and pursuing a personal pursuit
of salvation. With such a complex mix outside orthodoxy, some
attempt at synthesis was needed and the questioning that underlies
the Upanishads has some of its origins within such a synthesis. In
particular, the acceptance of the role of karma in the outcomes of a
life in samsara was influential. The acceptance of these doctrines
caused ìa veritable spiritual revolution. The early Vedic religion was
life affirming; the post-Vedic attitude is more of life negation ñ If the
moral quality of an action is the sole and irrevocable determinant of
the future, man becomes the arbiter of his destiny and priests and
sacrifices cease to be indispensable.î Several schools of
philosophical thought, mostly tied to either yogic practices or
mortifying austerities, gradually developed and their teachers became
famous figures with considerable followings. It was into this world that
the Buddha was born.13
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5
THE BUDDHAíS LIFE AND AWAKENING

The early Buddhist literature, composed many years after the events
of the Buddhaís life, contains little in the way of biography. The main
thrust was always upon the statement and clarification of the
Buddhaís teachings ñ the Dharma. Even so, diligent research within
the few accounts of his life that do exist, together with the
examination of comments in other texts regarding situations and
relationships in which he appeared, have provided us now with a
moderately comprehensive understanding of the life and times of a
remarkable man. In this chapter, I attempt to summarise the main
events in the life bringing out features of particular interest today.

The Gautama family were kshatriyas, members of the so called
ëwarriorí caste to which kings, princes and other rulers traditionally
belonged. It seems that most of the Shakya people considered
themselves well borne and this was doubtless related to their
republican style of governance. They were a hill people living in the
foothills of the Nepalese Himalayas and, ethnically, they may not
have been completely Aryan. Their state affairs were settled in



assembly, originally a tribal assembly in which open discussion took
place. Siddharthaís father, Suddhodhana, was, it seems, primum inter
pares among the noble Shakyas and plausibly the little state was
moving towards becoming a monarchy like so many others around it.
Be that as it may, Siddhartha was born into a wealthy, ruling family
with at least three palatial buildings to live in, courtiers and numerous
attendants.

CHILDHOOD
At Siddharthaís birth, some seer prophesied that the child would
become either a great king or a religious teacher. Suddodhana, not
surprisingly, appreciated the first idea but was worried by the second.
It appears that he made every attempt to ensure that the young
prince grew up to be a sound, earthly ruler. Siddhartha appears to
have been a handsome lad, athletic, skilled at arms, popular and
intelligent. Yet, something in his early life was to tilt his inclinations
away from palatial joys. Perhaps this began with the death of his
mother during his infancy and the fact that a relative living in his
fatherís harem reared him. Stemming from this loss suffering may
have started early, as indeed has often been the case in the
childhood of religious leaders.

It seems likely that his father imposed upon him so many delights,
concubines, dancing, games, sports with the intent of attaching him to
the life style of a prince, that he began to be bored by such an
existence, seeing nothing in it. Suddodhana neglected to educate the
boy in the ways of life among his people. It thus came about that
when he went out from the palace Siddhartha came unsuspectingly
upon all too visible instances of sickness and death, perhaps
strikingly displayed at the roadside. His teachers answered his
questions in a matter of fact manner. Did you not know people got
sick ñ and eventually died? These basic facts had been unknown to
the sensitive lad and he must have been severely shocked by such
discoveries. He became oppressed by the realization of the extent of
suffering in this world. He suffered himself, secluded by his fatherís
command in the palace. On one of his outings, he is said to have
observed a holy man, one of the forest wanderers, perhaps one of
the wilder ëmunisí. He was told that this strange person believed he



had solved the mystery of life. Siddhartha was left wondering whether
this could be so. In Zen terms, these events created for him his life
koan ìHow may one pass beyond suffering?î

THE SCEPTICAL RENOUNCER

Dutifully, Siddhartha married and in due course, his wife bore him a
son thus securing a male heir. Yet, even the love he had for them
could not restrain his need to solve the burning question of his life.
So, he left and sought out a leading teacher among the wanderers.
He is later said to have told his monks:

ìBefore my awakening, monks, I was simply a living being seeking to
understand the meaning of birth. I was myself ageing so I sought for
the meaning of age. I sometimes got ill and knew that I would die so I
sought the meaning of that too. I said to myself, suppose I, being
thus, seek out the not born, the beyond sorrow and pleasure and the
undefiled extinction of all these principles. After some time when I
was little more than a boy, black haired, a healthy youth in my
adolescence, I went forth from home into homelessness, my parents
weeping at my departure. I shaved off my beard and hair and donned
these brown clothes.î1

As Michael Carrithers remarks: ìThe unexamined and uncontrolled
life of the home leads only to sorrow and despair, endlessly repeated.
Only the renouncerís life offers hope, the hope of looking down upon
a mass of desire and suffering from an eminence of knowledge and
dispassion.î2

Arada Kalama was a teacher living beyond society in the forests. He
had a sound reputation and the young home-leaver asked him to
teach him his doctrine and his way of life. Siddhartha took up the
challenge vigorously, applying himself with critical attention to both
his teacherís ideas and to his practices of profound yogic meditation.
Surprisingly, we are given little information concerning whatever
views on the human condition Arada may have had. Probably he was
basically a Brahmana teaching essentially Upanishadic doctrines,



perhaps even the Samkhya philosophy. The aim of yoga practice is
the purification of the self, the element of being that transmigrates, so
that it merges with a greater self, the absolute or Brahman. In the
Samkhya system beyond the atman lies the wider self. The means of
unification is yogic.

We know that Siddhartha studied and practised yogic meditation
under Aradaís guidance. He asked Arada how far he himself had
attained his ends through directly experiencing them in meditative
investigation. Arada replied that he had reached the ëmeditative
plane of nothingnessí. Siddhartha practised hard, achieved this plane
and so pleased his teacher that Arada wanted him to become his
fellow teacher. Siddhartha, perhaps due to having experiences of
illusory happiness at home, was of a very sceptical turn of mind. He
reflected that Aradaís teaching did not lead to dispassion or the
ending of desire, to direct experience of final accomplishment, to an
awakening. It led only to this meditative plane of nothing-ness. And
he left. Joining another teacher who had reached the ëmeditative
plane of neither perception nor non-perceptioní, Siddhartha achieved
this also and came to a similar conclusion. He left once again. This
forest life, meditating in the jungles, was far from easy. In one text,
the Buddha remembers ìIt is hard to respond adequately to these
remote abodes, the woods and hills of the forest. Solitude is hard. It is
hard to enjoy being alone. It is as if the woods steal the mind of the
monk who does not concentrate.î3

These yogic meditations were well established before the time of the
Buddha. As we have already remarked, yoga itself probably goes
back to Dravidian times. In the Upanishads, and later in Buddhism,
the meditations formed a series that remains similar to the one
commonly practiced today. Adopting the traditional lotus posture, the
meditator concentrates on some object, at first physical, then later a
mental one, maybe a mantra, the breath, some inner sound or that
which lies in the heart as small as a golden mustard seed, the self. All
other thoughts or feelings are to be rigorously excluded. Modern
research confirms that such practices bring about profound changes
in conscious experience. Classically they are described as rising
through four levels to reach two meditative ëplanesí. Originally, these



planes may have been conceived as special realms, spheres, spaces
for astral travel or the realms of gods or, later on, of bodhisattvas, but
in the Buddhist accounts they are mostly quite laconically described.
These deep states of Samadhi are those in which Indian yogis
perform a number of feats, slowing the heart rate, stopping the
breath, generating internal heat. Advanced states as some of them
may be, Siddhartha found that they led to no clear conclusion. They
were merely temporary abidings in the present moment. The
practitioner returns to his normal mental condition little altered. This
was not that for which the young wanderer was looking. Such states
had little effect on the moral or intellectual character in daily life either,
he realised.

Yet, Siddartha was far from rejecting meditation as useless. Although
the methods were inadequate to reach a final resolution, they did
provide a deep understanding of the varieties of conscious
experience and the extraordinary capacity of mind. The forest
wanderers of Brahminical orientation followed the essential thought of
the Upanishads. In meditation, they reached states that seemed
tranquil, oceanic ultimates in which the lesser attachments of
everyday self became submerged and disappeared. The subject of
practice then witnesses only a state without diversity. The maps of
inner states provided by the books suggested that such was the
ultimate merging with Brahman. But, asked Siddhartha ñ Why was
there no subsequent liberation?

In much later conversations, the ascetic Potthapada4 asks him
whether the frame of mind in deep meditation comes first and the
knowledge of where one is on the map second or vice versa. The
pragmatic Buddha opts for the former reply. Yet, here comes the
problem. The meditator knows the path he took to reach that state,
and he knows about the return to normality. This is what happens in
actuality. Why call the state an ultimate one since it is dependent on
skilled practices and is not enduring? If meditative states can be
intended and created by practices of yogic skill, they cannot be the
ultimate ñ for that should be independent of the causes and
consequences of living in this world. One can see the precision of
Siddharthaís mind in following through his thought on this subject.



THE ENLIGHTENMENT

It was probably only gradually that Siddhartha developed a fresh
meditative skill that was to overcome these difficulties in novel and
surprising ways and which in the end led to his ëenlightenmentí, the
liberation that he sought. If meditative states were dependent on
conditions created by the mind what was it that the mind actually did,
and what was driving it? Siddhartha relaxed into a gentle, meditative
equipoise he had originally experienced quite casually as a child. He
simply sat and watched in clarity the machinations of his own mind,
their comings and their goings. In this way, rather than forcing his
mind into deliberately induced states, he became familiar with the
whole phenomenology of the mindís life. This practice developed in
two aspects, the first, samatha, is essentially a period of calming the
mind. Maybe it enters one or more of the absorptions but these are
not to be pushed in the direction of the trance-like samadhi of the
ëplanesí. Rather, once calm is established, the flow of phenomena is
simply witnessed. This ëvipassannaí then allows the practitioner to
see what is actually happening; provides insight into his own nature
freed from the preoccupations of thought.

At this time, Siddhartha was wondering whether the yogic methods
were perhaps adequate to reveal the ultimate of which the teachings
spoke. Other wanderers had undertaken the path of extreme
asceticism, physical mortification, and this Siddhartha now attempted.
He persisted till he was little more than a walking skeleton, every
technique exhausted. He realised that he was quite simply on a path
of suicide. His wandering brought him to a beautiful grove near a river
with a comfortable farmstead nearby. A young woman took pity on his
condition, gave him some rice gruel and arranged grass beneath a
large tree where he could sit. Abandoning asceticism and after
bathing, Siddhartha sat down to review his endeavours and once
more to focus the mind in meditation. It is said that he practiced there
for some forty-nine days.

What then happened in the early hours of the last morning has been
described in many ways. Some writers give an intellectual, academic



account rooted in texts, some list the teachings that sprung forth,
others have written in high-flown poetry about the wonders of that
night. Perhaps the best way is through a straight-forward story, the
paradoxical simplicity of which may then need further explication, for
the story indeed becomes a koan.

At first, it seems his mind was wildly troubled with speculation,
daydreaming and erotic fantasy all described as the temptations of
Mara and well known to any meditator who attempts a really long
ësití. At last, Mara asked him to provide evidence of his goodness.
Siddhartha touched the earth as witness and the earth confirmed him.
The gesture suggests that the Buddha already felt at one with the
Earth and the Earth itself could never be described as bad. Mara fled
and the renouncerís mind fell into a calm and spacious state.
Plausibly Maraís flight symbolises a dropping of all anxiety arising
from a differentiated self and its qualities. Just before first light, he
opened his eyes and there before him in the early morning sky shone
the morning star in all its brilliance. Suddenly he broke free from all
his labouring and in sharp clarity, he is said to have cried: ì Ah! The
Morning Star! When the morning star first shone there was I.î A little
later, as the experience he was undergoing became clear to him, he
is said to have exclaimed: ìOh house builder you have now been
seen! You shall build the house no longer. All your rafters have been
broken, your ridgepole shattered. My mind has attained unconditional
freedom and the end of craving is achieved.î5

The two exclamations, whether he actually ever said them or not, tell
us something about his momentous experience. Intellect, mindfulness
and yogic absorption had combined to break up both the attachments
that hampered his mind and his ego-based efforts to resolve them. In
an ineffable freedom, his experience was no longer that of a
circumscribed self or ego; the very categories of time withdrew so
that the moment of sitting and the moment of creation seemed one
and the same to him. Like a house from which the rafters have fallen,
the structures of his mind had fallen away, opening up as it were to
the vast sky, a freedom from selfconcern. There were no more walls,
no more restrictive self, no more concern, to hold him. There were no
conditions to shape experience because indeed there was no longer



a problem, no need for thought. In the collapse of the categorisations
of thought, he went beyond the conceptual. There was a vastness
beyond telling. In Zen terms, he had indeed ëseen the natureí.

The three events in this sequence recall stages in meditative practice.
Touching the earth and receiving confirmation of his natural goodness
suggests a total acceptance of himself and what he was about, a
cessation of doubt. Both the Earth touching and the seeing of the
morning star were moments in which outer and inner became ëone
mindí as the categories by which experience is measured in space
and time came to a halt in a moment of limitless clarity. The falling
rafters point to the moment when the experience of his selfhood
dropped away, removing all concern for any previous attachments. In
effect, what the Buddha had discovered was neither conditioned by
the external nor was it an inner absorption in trance or thought, rather
it was a completely radical condition in which all concerned
attachment to his own life story and its resolution simply melted away.
With no basis in ego and no concern for his personal past or future,
all activities of mind and body formerly occupied with such objects
ceased. In that cessation lay complete and utter freedom.

Sometimes a reader may wonder what joy could be found in such
emptiness. The answer lies in this experience of freedom from all
mental elaboration regarding the comfort, security or achievements of
either mind or body. Such release is naturally an end to mental
suffering. The Buddha also found that while such a state of mind was
not permanent in that the concerns of the self returned and thought
about them would start up again, the moment of freedom was indeed
his solution because it could always be recalled. Its influence
permeated his waking life, his social relationships and his teaching
with a changed understanding. There was indeed an ending of
ignorance.

We need to trace this back to its beginnings to understand the
meaning. Siddhartha had realised that the mind was nothing other
than a continuous flow of experience of all kinds, thoughts, images,
worries, memories; a flow like a river that never stops. Nowhere was
it possible to catch the river as something separate from the waterís



flow. Sensations, perception, preoccupation with intentions,
consciousness itself were names for aspects of this cognitive flow;
the ëselfí was just a name for all of it just as ëriverí was a name for
water in movement. And what is a name? Where is a name? Looking
at the flowing water ñ where is the river?6

A label is just a convenience, a ëcognitive constructí. Omit the label,
the process continues. Apart from process, there was no separate
ëselfí. The ëreificationí of process as a thing and consequent
attachment to that name was simply an error. In this realisation, there
was a sudden bursting out into a freedom from reification. Liberation
lay in the dropping of the innate preoccupation with self-reference.
Self-concern itself was driven by desire for security and attainments
rooted in attachments to whatever was conceived as desirable.
Nothing now remained to be found; the river just kept on flowing in
freedom from conceptualisation.

We can understand something of this moment from accounts of great
insights by philosophers and scientists. Profound and prolonged
concentration on a problem or a paradox may go so deep that it is
sustained unconsciously. There, worked upon in sleep and under the
surface of life, the mind may suddenly hit upon a radical reframing, a
reconstruction of the problem. Suddenly the answer is obvious. And
the joy of discovery at so deep a level can transform a life.

Siddhartha realised the momentous implications of his insight both for
himself and for others. Freedom lay in a total release from
selfconcerned conception rooted in attachment. Such emptiness was
not anything particular; it was simply the freedom inherent in letting
go of the reifying tendency of the mind, the lamp blown out, ënirvanaí.
Whatever the wordless was, it just went on without any secondary
description in thought. In the absence of words creating duality,
Siddhartha was indeed just ëthusí. Herein lay release, enlightenment,
ëbodhií. Thereafter he knew himself as the Buddha. The Zen
teachers are right: oddly, the deep quest ends in a great laugh. There
was no problem!



THE BASIC FORMULAE

The Buddha, as we must now call Siddhartha, is believed to have
spent some weeks in the caves among the hills of Bodhgaya7

thinking through the implications of his insight. We must remember
that during his lifetime there was as yet no writing, no note taking
therefore. Learning was entirely verbal. Analysis, memory,
hypothesis, synthesis were all done in thought alone or in discussion,
debate or Socratic teaching. Not till centuries later were the
memorised stories of his sermons and talks actually written down so
that textual examination and study could begin. The Buddha realised
that his conclusions were subtle, would not be easily received by
others. He had doubts about speaking of them, let alone teaching.

In myth, the Buddhaís hesitancy so disturbed the gods that Brahma
himself came down to persuade the Buddha that, out of compassion,
he must teach his insight to others. So he set off to Sarnath near
Varanasi (Benares) where his five former companions in asceticism
were staying. As he approached, they resolved to ignore him
believing him to have abandoned the search. Yet, as he came near,
they saw his extraordinary radiance and knew something had
occurred to him. He sat among them and gave them his first
teachings. First of all, he stressed that neither the path of sensuous
indulgence nor the path of mortification could lead to release. His
discovery was that of a third way, the middle way.

The early talks of the Buddha are sometimes called the basic
ëformulaeí, that is the first formulations of his thought based on his
direct experience of insight. Each formula can be considered
separately but they are all in fact extensions of one basic insight and
interdependent with one another. Starting from any one of them, one
is led also to the others. Let us put them in the order in which they
may well have occurred to him.

(i) The Law of Co-dependent Arising. Pratityasamutpada (ii)
Impermanence and no-self. Annica and Annata



(iii) The Chain of Causation. The nature of ìrebirth.î Karma. (iv) The
Four Noble Truths: Suffering, the Cause of Suffering, the

Ending of Suffering and the Eightfold Path.

1. Co-dependent arising

The Buddha probably reasoned as follows. In meditation, it is clear
from direct observation that all phenomena have a cause and that all
causes have effects. Yet, it is also true that the relation between
cause and effects is influenced by conditions. An acorn will not grow
into an oak tree unless the soil is right, rain yields adequate moisture
and the sun shines sufficiently on young leaves. When these
conditions are present the oak tree can grow and the acorn as cause
will produce tree as effect. Every thing arises dependently upon its
causes and conditions. Furthermore, given that events in one chain of
causation interact with those in another, so one event can produce
many consequences in progressive elaboration. Related events of
many kinds are co-dependently arising. This is a basic law of
interdependent origination. Nothing arises from its own side by itself
but only within the manifestation of this law. There is therefore no
need to look for some hidden essence, Brahman or God, responsible
for the occurrence of events or things; the process of causation is
sufficient.

2. Impermanence

There is then a further implication. Since everything is in movement,
no one thing can possibly be permanent. The interdependent process
sustains endless change. Everything we know is impermanent. Of
course some things endure more than others, rocks last longer than
flowers, people live longer than dogs and cats, but viewed in the
round everything is impermanent ñ even this great world itself. And
looking back in time one can see that the present is already implicit in
the past just as it is in the future. Thus when the ìmorning star first
shone there too was Iî. Such a sense of the vastness of change can



be felt in the heart in meditation. When clarity arises in timeless
experience this is more than just a bright idea.

Looking at the self in meditation one can see that it too is made up of
contributory processes. These too are impermanent, fluctuating,
subject to birth and death. Indeed in meditation that which is
observed consists in nothing more than the several ways of
experiencing: sensation, as when you pinch me in the bum;
perception, as when I realise what has happened; cognition as when I
understand it is a joke and not an attack; pre-conception when I
understand the whole matter in the light of friendship and our
personal histories of joking together; and consciousness, the
awareness of it all. These are the basic components of experience
(skandha). So where is the self? Well, there is no self as a separate
entity. The self is just a name for the interactive complex of being.
Process but no agent. The agent is an imputation. In disidentifying
from this imputation, there is freedom from the implications of agency.

The illusion of self has been compared to a wave moving across the
ocean. There appears to be something called a wave moving along.
In fact, the water remains where it is, it is simply the energy of the
wind that drives the apparently moving wave. So it is that the
skandhas drive the self, but there is no such ëthingí as a self that
moves. Water simply arises and falls as the pulse of energy flows
through.

3. The chain of causation: samsara and rebirth

In the Theravadan analysis the transience of human life is described
in terms of a twelve linked chain of causality that cycles through
repeated rebirths. Ideas that produce karma are conditioned by the
fact of ignorance. The quality of consciousness is determined by
karma and mental and physical phenomena are realised in
experience. Mental experience depends on sensation determining
perception. Perception leads to differential feelings, which result in
craving and clinging. Craving and clinging constitute becoming ñ that



is the continuing round of karmic formations that end in old age and
death and which are reconstituted in ërebirthí.

Since there is no self but only process, there is no person as an entity
that can be re-incarnated. It is rather that the unfinished business of
one cycle of life remains active after death and rekindles in another
life as sparks do when flown from a fire. It is not the old fire as such
that is reborn but a new one ñ yet the sparks of unexpended energy
coming down through time condition the new. This is the inner
meaning of rebirth. It is not a re-incarnation of pre-existing persons.

Sentient beings, believing in their possession of a self, long for some
meaning for it and the certainty of its continuity in some form of
salvation. Impermanence creates suffering because of the desire for
security. Few understand that if there were permanence there could
be no change, hence no experience either. Craving (tanha) is the
cause of suffering (dukha) in this world misperceived through
ignorance (avidya) of its actual process. The endless re-birth of error
presents an awe-inspiring picture of a process of endless suffering.
Only when attachments to the objects of craving cease and self-
concern dies away is release obtained.8

The concept of rebirth does however seem to contradict the Buddhaís
insight into no-self, until one realises that the Buddha includes
endless rebirth within his perspective. Plausibly the Buddha felt that
his teachings were already challenging enough without taxing his
hearersí patience further by rejecting reincarnation of self out-right.9
His perceptive ideas needed to be transmitted through the common
understandings of his time.

Rebirth remains a problem for many Westerners who otherwise
accept the Buddhaís teachings fully, yet it is not difficult to perceive in
the traditional account a metaphor for psychological processes well
known to modern life, in particular the prime concepts of
developmental psychology defining an intergenerational transmission
of psychological attitudes. Ever since Freud, psychologists have
focussed on the manner in which childhood experiences lie at the
root of adult behaviour, preoccupations and neurosis. The factors



involved are both genetic and acquired through social interaction.
Genetic endowment is an important determinant of mental disposition
inherited directly but, equally if not more critically, are the ways in
which a child is treated by its prime care givers ñ parents, teachers,
friends, whose attitudes, capacity for empathy and kindness, or
disinterest and even cruelty, mould the character of a young adult as
he or she processes the world (see Chapters 14 and 18).

The modern account resembles the karmic theory closely.
Predispositions acquired through social conditioning are directly
comparable with the volitional factors (samskara) in the Buddhist
model. The difference is that in the Western account the influencing
factors from the past are not regenerated as it were internally but are
responses to social conditioning through interaction in development.
Most of the programs involved are not seen as arising through
descent into the zygote at conception or at birth but rather acquired
throughout the course of the childís experience. Yet, genetic
dispositions may determine how experiences have effects.

The causes, conditions and consequences in play as one generation
succeeds another comprise genetic templates, behavioural
information, themes and ideas that evoke responses of acceptance or
rejection during the childís dependency on caregivers. Responsibility
for personal behaviour is usually seen in the West as attributable to
an individual only when he or she is sufficiently adult to understand
the effects of his or her behaviour on others. Responsibility is here
not back dated into previous existences The information that
determines distress may be derived from personal interactions, from
situations of birth in a particular economic class, ethnicity or within the
character shaping patterning of a national culture or all of these
contexts. The suffering of one generation produces further suffering in
the next in multiple ways. The notion of rebirth may be said to be a
metaphor for this continuous process of the influence oneñgeneration
bears upon the next.

4. Interpreting the Noble Truths



The first noble truth is the assertion that impermanence is the prime
characteristic of life. Since we all experience the conventional illusion
of a substantial self, the fact of impermanence is naturally distressing.
The second noble truth asserts that it is the craving for security in the
face of inevitable impermanence; quests for immortality; the pleasing
or desirable; or, alternatively, the craving not to experience whatever
is unpleasant, which is the cause of suffering. The third truth asserts
that there is a way out of this trap that leads to clarity, detachment,
and peace of mind. The direct way out is through the insight by which
illusive ignorance in hankering after permanence is broken and the
direct awareness that attachment to things is indeed based in reifying
illusions. This insight is however more than intellectual. It arises from
the yogic practice that provokes or allows the collapse of the
structures of ego attachment. The Buddhaís metaphor of the
collapsing roof is apt. What remains is not a nihilistic void but rather a
vast open sky empty of the noise of self. It cannot be described
because no thoughts operate here. Such insight when fully realised
confers an ineffable, inner freedom but for most practitioners a more
gradual path is the way to a realisation. The fourth truth therefore
outlines eight thoughtful ways designed for those deep in the mire
whereby escape may be achieved. It is through the steps of right
behaviour, speech and thought that one prepares oneself to proceed
towards a freedom that emerges as right livelihood, wherein training
in meditative concentration eventually yields realisation.

The basic training in Buddhist ideas amounts to a gradual
appreciation through intellectual and experiential training of the truth
of the basic propositions. Within this context, the practice of
meditation allows the arising of experiences that are a consequence
of the mental yogas involved and which function in confirmation of the
path. In summary the key ideas are as follows:

IMPERMANENCE

All phenomena in continual flux.
Causes and conditions: all events in co-dependent arising. INSIGHT
shows:



Mind is continuous movement in sensation, perception, cognition,
karmic pre-occupation and consciousness.
The inferred self is the name for these processes unitarily
experienced as attachment to ìmeë.
Freedom is liberation from concepts of self as a thing-like entity.
Dropping attachments to self is realisation: holding on is ignorance
IGNORANCE is maintained through craving or clinging to continuity,
status, prestige, immortality resulting from karmic conditioning .
REALISATION is perception of self and things as labels within a
universal virtuality:, hence form is emptiness while emptiness as the
ësuchnessí of things expresses itself in form.
Abandonment of clinging brings tranquillity and allows the growth of
wisdom.

MINDFUL MEDITATION

The Buddha left his followers a profound meditation practice that he
himself had used in solving the problem of suffering. The surviving
Pali text is the ëGreater Discourse on the Foundations of
Mindfulnessí, the Mahasatipatthana Sutta.10 This practice is the
forerunner of other meditation systems in Buddhism and differs in
several important points from the earlier methods of the Brahmins. It
does not focus on the attainment of profound states but rather
encourages direct awareness of what is happening in the present
moment. This is ëmindfulnessí.

The Buddha introduces his monks to the ëFour Foundations of
Mindfulnessí as follows: ìWhat are the four? Here, monks, a monk
abides contemplating body as body, ardent, clearly aware and
mindful having put aside hankering and fretting for the world; he
abides contemplating feelings as feelings; he abides contemplating
mind as mind; he abides contemplating mind objects as mind objects,
ardent, clearly aware and mindful, having put aside hankering and
fretting for the world.î

The practice begins by mindfulness of the body through observing the
flow of the breath while sitting in a comfortable meditation posture. A



monk trains himself, thinking: ìI will breathe in, calming the whole
body process.î He trains himself thinking. ìI will breathe out, calming
the whole body process.î Just as a skilled carver senses the
movement of his knife along the wood so a monk breathing in a short
breath observes the breathing in of a short breath ñ or a long breath,
in or out. The practice continues in the same way taking various
themes as a focus for mindfulness in the present moment. A monk
observes in a dispassionate manner all the parts of the body, its
composition, and its decay observed in the charnel grounds.

So, he abides contemplating body as body internally, contemplating
body as body externally, and contemplating arising phenomena in the
body. Or else he practices simple mindfulness that ìthere is a bodyî
present to him, ìjust to the extent necessary for knowledge and
awarenessî. No extrapolation or descriptive thinking is required-
awareness alone is the focus.

In the same manner, the monk contemplates feelings, the qualities of
his mind state, the objects arising in mind, their origin in the
consciousness of the sense organs. The monk observes the rising
and fading away of all these things. He practices without any
grasping as he observes the arising of peaceful states. He then
proceeds to contemplate the existential facticity of the Four Noble
Truths in himself ñ the arising of suffering, its root in the attachment to
self, the dropping of self-concern and the cessation of hurt. In further
extension of this practice, the lay-person is advised to contemplate
mindfulness of his daily work, his livelihood, thereby undoing his
attachment to the everyday in the same manner. Mindfulness training
forms the basis for insight in Vipassana meditation. There is clearly a
deep ethical significance in this meditation.

Indian meditation calms the body into Samadhi and deep one pointed
states of trance. Attachment to such states can be undone through
perceiving them as transitory appearances just like all other
phenomena. In this Sutta we find the fundamental basis for mind
training in Buddhism all the way from that of the beginner right
through to that of an adept. The roots of training go right back to the
Buddhaís words.



The Buddha tells us that the fundamental root of human suffering lies
in attachment to the illusion of a permanent self and the painful
struggle



to preserve some sense of identity in the face of endless flux. Today,
we have indeed inherited this illusion and its consequences from our
ancient past. Is the Buddhaís solution relevant and if so how to use
it?
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6
DHARMA DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN INDIA

The Buddha sometimes addressed his monks in assembly with the
talks that form the substance of many of the suttas (discourses). I
suspect however that his chosen method of teaching was through
dialogue. Many suttas depict him in conversation with individuals
whom he comes across in his travels or who, having heard that he is
in the neighbourhood, seek him out. The variety of people is great,



kings, princes, bankers, brahmins, forest renouncers, teachers of
other orientations and ordinary folk are all there in a fascinating cross
section of the people of his time ñ lively, intelligent, respectful, keen to
resolve the meaning of existence. Should we so wish, we can go and
see their depiction carved centuries later on the magnificent panels of
the gateways to the great stupa at Sanchi.

His five friends at Sarnath were not all immediately convinced by the
Buddhaís first teachings yet, after some days with the Buddha, all of
them realised in their own being the insight that he had achieved.
They became the first arhats, enlightened ones. Soon after, others
came to him, invited him to visit their houses where he met their
friends, and, gradually, when some sixty had joined him and
understood his message, he was able to create the Sangha or body
of monks. The word ëSanghaí originated from the quasi-republican
form of government that the Shakya and other peoples still practised.
It meant assembly and implies participatory discussion. The Buddha
told the monks to go forth as wanderers and to teach their insights to
others.

The development of the Sangha went through several stages. At first
these wanderers behaved very much like other renouncers, but,
gradually, they established bases in which to stay during the rains of
the monsoon season when travelling was very difficult. These proto-
monasteries were often on land given them by rich landowners. We
will not provide a detailed account of their history here. It is more
important for our purpose to describe the nature of the teachings as
they developed. Suffice it to say, as the Sangha grew in strength in
the centuries following the Buddhaís death, there were several grand
assemblies to determine the orthodox form of the teachings, which
then remained for hundreds of years as memorised ëtextsí and not as
written documents. We are fortunate that the Buddhaís cousin,
Ananda, evidently had a photographic memory of great help to the
first assembly in deciding what it was the Buddha had said. The
Suttas remembered by Ananda begin with the words, ìThus have I
heard ñî The great Emperor Ashoka used the teachings of the
Buddha as the ethical cement for his Indian empire and during his



time the teachings spread far and wide within the sub-continent and
reached Sri Lanka.

Given the slow speed of communication, the Sanghas of different
areas tended to diverge in the emphasis they put on aspects of the
teachings and gradually schools or ësectsí arose differing primarily in
their modes of practice. Only to a limited degree did the conclaves
settle these differences. In any case, the Buddha had given directions
that, rather than submerging disputes by majority decisions, Sanghas
might split if there was no other way to settle differences. Eventually
two main strands arose which became known as the great vehicle,
Mahayana, and the lesser vehicle, Hinayana. The latter consisted of
the more conservative teachings based strictly in the original suttas
and is more respectfully known as the Theravada, ìDoctrine of the
Eldersî. Geographically, it has its focus today in Sri Lanka, from
where it later spread to Burma and Thailand. The Mahayana with its
innovative teachings spread from India along the trade routes; the
overland Silk Road to Central Asia and China, and the sea route to
Java and again to China, eventually also to Japan. Mahayana
thought and practice thus mingled with every other sort of belief that
travelled along the key routes of the time. It became truly global
within Asia and the monks were immensely successful in transmitting
the teachings, founding new monasteries and making careful
translations into Central Asian languages, Tibetan and Chinese, and
thence Japanese. It also reached the boundaries of Christendom
along the routes leading West through the Greek lands of the Middle
East, as several Byzantine tales such as that of Barlaam and
Jehosavat show.

In this and the following chapter we will follow the development of the
Buddhaís teachings as they were gently spread by itinerant monks in
India and beyond during the centuries after his death. Such a task is
immense and the best we can do is to aim at presenting certain
essentials especially relevant to the theme of this book.

THE ABHIDHARMA



The Buddhaís discourses often had a decidedly philosophical tone,
and indeed Indians of his time clearly loved metaphysical debate. The
teachings were collected into three main groups: the actual
discourses, Sutta Pitaka or ëbasketí of suttas; the Vinaya Pitaka, that
is the rules of conduct for monks and nuns; and detailed
examinations of the inner meaning of the teachings known as the
Abhidharma (Abhidharma Pitaka), a word meaning discourse about
the teachings. This was additional teaching elaborating on the nature
and relationship of the ëdharmasí, the elementary events of
experience. It is said that Sariputra, considered to be the most
philosophically minded of the Buddhaís disciples, initiated these
elaborations of the discourses. Certainly whoever started this train of
thought was a thinker of no mean calibre.

These supplementary teachings are very important for our purpose
since they established the mode and set the tone for much further
philosophical development in the centuries to come. Furthermore,
they still provide a valuable basis for meditation today. The
Abhidharma originated before the splitting of the Sangha into its later
components within India so that most schools had some version of
these texts. In this presentation, we will consider only the main thrust
of the arguments because in the end they all point in the same
direction, a rather formal account of the process of liberation.

The Abhidharma is not at all easy for a Westerner to enter and
indeed, at first sight, it is a very off-putting form of literature consisting
largely of enumerated lists of mental factors and their complex
interactions. The casual reader may come to the conclusion that all
this seemingly static enumeration of mental attributes cannot be
related to contemporary psychology. While this would certainly be a
serious mistake, we do need to ask what kind of a literature this is
and what itís function is intended to be.

The modern reader will be used to studies purporting to describe
some process in a personally disinterested, ëobjectiveí manner
without considering the position of the observer or participant. If one
hopes to find in the Abhidharma an objective account of human
psychology in this manner, there will be disappointment. No



reductionism to brain mechanisms or physiology is to be found here,
although there is no objection to such an analysis by others. These
texts are simply not of such a kind. Rather, as with Buddhism in
general, the Abhidharma is a phenomenological enquiry with a
soteriological intention. That is to say it is entirely concerned with an
examination of human experience with the intention of finding a way
to move that experience out of suffering into liberation. The texts
have the function of showing the way to a release from suffering; from
the mental confusion of ësamsaraí to the insightful freedom of
ënirvanaí. They contain a dynamic model of the processes of mind
intent upon enlightenment expressed in terms of precise experiences
and their relations on the path. The difficulties for the reader lie in the
method used, listing fine distinctions in what at first seems to be an
unending and pedantic analysis.

For the Western reader without meditative experience there is a
further problem. The technical terms of the discourse refer to events
and processes in consciousness that arise in yogic practices of
mental examination. Such terminology refers to matters that are
entirely subjective and intrinsically puzzling to the inexperienced. The
system is based in a subjective empiricism and can be verified by
following the same practice as oneís instructor ñ much as an
objective experiment is open to checking by repetition in several
laboratories. The reader needs to realise that this is not a
metaphysical argument but rather a description of an advanced
method of mental analysis, a yogic phenomenology, and in this sense
it is thoroughly scientific. It is important therefore to recognise the
logical consistency of these analyses and to see how the argument
coheres.

Indian theorists other than the Buddha tended towards two extremes
known respectively as ëeternalismí, arguing for the persistence and
reality of perceived things, or as ënihilismí, arguing for their non
existence and non reality. When it came to examining human
experience the Buddha saw that neither of these ways of thinking
was valid. Taking one or the other of these positions, or both, or
neither, cannot describe an experience accurately or fully. If I look at
an egg boiling in a pan and examine the experience I am undergoing,



I can neither assert that the egg exists in itself as a reality outside
myself nor as non-reality only created by my mind. Events in
consciousness cannot be accurately described in either of these
ways because they are appearances.

The Buddha himself emphasised a distinction between the way in
which we all talk conventionally in terms of ëyouí and ëmeí, self and
other, as if such words referred to things existing in themselves, and,
by contrast, an analytical perspective referring to the processes that
such words denote. For example, to discuss personal consciousness
in terms of sensation, perception, cognition and so on, is to take an
analytical view of the object identified in common sense as ëmeí. He
sometimes spoke in what we might call ëcommon senseí terms, and
sometimes he spoke in terms of processes underlying the
conventional view; this choice depending on who his hearers were
and what they could understand. In Western psychology a similar
distinction is made between theories of ëagencyí that speak of agents
in interaction and ëmotion theoriesí that speak in terms of the process
that underlies the appearance of agents.

The Abhidharma constructs a middle way between the extremes of
Eternalism and Nihilism and works out the implications of such a
position. It does this in many ways and the argument we pursue here
is only one theme with which we are presented. It does however
introduce us to some fundamental concerns of this literature. If we
begin by asking what an experience is, we can get a grip on the
issues involved.

An experience only exists ënowí. Past events are dead; they are only
represented in memory ënowí while the future is only existent as
hope or fear. Neither past nor future can be directly experienced.
There is only one experiential moment in time and it is constantly
passing. The Buddha described it as like the point of contact between
a large cartwheel and the road. Only at the point of contact does
experience actually manifest. Furthermore, within that moment, the
discrete, minimal events in consciousness (known as the dharmas)
are said to flash on and off momentarily, sometimes maintaining their
appearances, sometimes giving way to fresh ones. One might liken



this idea to the ever-moving activity within an atom. Like flowing water
or the moving wind there is nothing here that can be grasped. The
objects of hopes and memories are cognitive constructions that do
not actually exist in present experience other than as appearances.
The Abhidharma is a discourse on the nature of experience as a
virtual flow and describes the way from ignorance to liberation
through insight (prajna) into its ultimate ungraspability.

Two methods of practice are described by the Abhidharma discourse
on meditation.

(1) The first is analytical observation of experience in terms of types
of mental event and how these condition and shape one another.
Some mental events are derived from the senses and refer to what
we might call the ëouterí world. Others are internally generated as in
dream, fantasy and imagination. Both modes influence one another.
A rope in dim light might be experienced as a snake. A visualisation
of Buddha may convert an encounter into one of kindness rather than
aggression.

In applying this first method, the qualities of the object of awareness
are seen to be determining appearances in consciousness. Objects
are commonly qualified by mental categorisation, as when mental
events arising in relation to an outer state are modified by an inner
one such as a judgement or prejudice. They may thus provide a basis
for preferences and attachments that can then be analysed.

(2) The second method perceives experience as a single process,
understanding it to be empty of any solid, separately differentiated
particularities. The flow of the mind is observed as one continuity.
Such understanding is known as insight or prajna. Whatever arises in
perception is doing so in correlation with everything else, as the Law
of Co-dependent Arising states. The insight known as prajna is the
ability to see all mental phenomena as mutually relating in co-arising.
If everything is co-arising in interdependence then every thing is
ëemptyí of a particulate, separable identity. The practice involves
becoming aware of the unity inherent in all transient experiences as a
continuity of endless change. An important consequence is that such



awareness naturally undermines tendencies to form attachments.
This second method is not usually applied before expertise in the first
has been acquired.

In relation to the first method, the Abhidharma, classifies mental
objects under five categories.
(a) The first class of object derives from the stimulation of sense
organs and sense awareness during the apprehension of forms.
(b) The second identifies the desires that arise during the differential
discrimination of sense objects.
(c) The third comprises the complex forms so produced.
Classes (a,b) and c) are thus focussed on form.
(d) In this fourth class there is meditative absorption during which the
focus on forms is progressively abandoned while the mind state as a
whole is observed in one-pointed concentration.
(e) The fifth category is that of nirvana where experience goes
beyond all forms entirely. No forms appear within the experience of
vivid awareness.
Between the fourth and fifth class several further formless spheres
are also mentioned in each of which fewer subjective characteristics
arise into consciousness. The movement between (d and e) is
essentially a progressive loss of the categorisations whereby form
appears in consciousness.
These categories of experience are qualified by the subjective
conditions that accompany objective appearances. There are three
modes of experience here: appearances considered unwholesome
because of selfish attachment; those called wholesome because of
detachment and those lacking either negative or positive qualities.
The five main classes of experience (a)to (e) comprise a developing
series with respect to the practice of meditative absorption. The
senses provide the basis for desire, which entails attachments to
forms or their rejection. Through meditative absorption in single
pointed concentration, forms become formless and insight may then
lead to a relative liberation from all attachments to form. Whether this
happens or not depends upon the quality of the subjective
involvement. On the one hand, experiencing a boiling egg may be
simply a case of observation and no more than functional in a neutral
context. On the other hand, it may be correlated with greed, in which



case it would be considered unwholesome, or it may arise in
compassionately cooking for an old person, in which case
wholesome. The unwholesome or wholesome involvements are
labelled such because they have karmic consequences, basically
either increasing involvement with attachments or a letting go of self-
concern. When a Dharma practitioner undertakes meditation
following the first method, it will normally be conducted in a
wholesome state of mind. Under such conditions, meditation can
move through a series of developing changes.1 The mind may move
from a fragmented state with many ideas and images whizzing about
chaotically linked to some distress, anxiety or maybe happy
memories, towards a more focussed, controlled and unified condition.
There are four stages in this progression known as (a) Initial
Application, (b) Sustained Application, (c) Stable state of interest,
rapture or bliss and (d) One-pointedness. (These stages are common
to most Buddhist meditation systems and we will come across them
again when we examine these in detail. Chapter 23)
Initial Application means a mindful observation of what precisely is
going on by means of a steady focus on the senses. With Sustained
Application, the quality of the meditative experience changes as
involvement with sensory data, wants and desires and fantasies
diminishes and the mind stabilises, becoming effortlessly one pointed
on the object of meditation (a material object, a mantra or an
internally created state that is no longer being judged, or an enquiry.)
At this point, the meditator shifts his or her attention off the object and
onto the experience of limitless space that has arisen as its context.
This occurs when a fully stable onepointedness is attained and the
first formless sphere appears, a condition known in India as Samadhi.
Shifting attention onto looking into the ëlimitless consciousness that
observes this limitless space as its correlateí moves the meditator
into the second formless sphere. The third is an experience of the
emptiness of limitless consciousness and the fourth entails neither
perception nor non-perception, presumably a paradoxical experience
of nothing at all. The practice as a whole is known as samatha or
mind calming.
Samatha is therefore a gradual rarification and unification of
consciousness ending in one ineffable state attained through



abandoning all roots of preference, judgement and attachment. The
progressive states are produced by a deliberate practice that,
depending on its efficacy, may yield increasingly beneficial results in
terms of knowing the capacities of mind and how to attain release
from perplexity. Yet it was states similar to these that the Buddha had
found wanting in his training. They merely provide experience of the
complexity of mental events in consciousness training. Hence they
are mostly ëmundaneí or worldly and are not in themselves liberating.
The application of prajna (i.e. the second method) to the advanced
spheres of the first approach enables the practitioner to abandon
blind beliefs in the inherent existence of objects without any residual
doubt. The continuity of all apparent entities in their unending
dynamism is then clearly known.
Liberation from attachment (ënirvanaí) is now within sight. Rituals and
rules of behaviour are no longer required. At this point, it is said that
the stage of Stream Winner is reached. As practitioners continue to
weaken their sensual desire, they reach the state of Once Returners.
Going on to eliminate these negative states completely leads to
becoming a NonReturner and dropping all attachment to both form
and formlessness leads to the condition of an Arhat who requires no
more training, lives out a life and is said to return no more.
When prajna insight is applied to any of the listed stages (A-E) of the
first method, glimpses of nirvana (liberation) may occur, the
awareness becoming clearer as the practitioner eliminates
attachments. The two methods are now working together. What then
is nirvana? It is the condition in which all attachments to either form or
formlessness are blown away through the awareness that all
elements in mind, whether form or formless, are co-dependently
arising. They cannot be thought of as separable entities unrelated to
one another. The practice progressively synthesises and integrates
experience through the abandonment of conceptual distinctions. That
which then arises is said to become signless through acceptance of
impermanence, wishless through seeing through suffering without
wanting any particular result and empty through abandoning the
reifications of self. Such liberation is ineffable and beyond description;
naturally enough for words fail! The mind has gone beyond language.
The Abhidharma model makes clear that liberation requires the initial



mind trainings of samatha to be examined by prajna; the insight into
the interdependent co-arising of all ëdharmasí, impermanence and no
separate self. As this insight becomes clearer, so glimpses of
liberation arise. It seems that for the Arhats this is the end of the
matter. It is said that their earlier karma continues to be present,
although inactive, within their transformed personalities until
everything disappears at death. For them there is no more rebirth;
liberation from the samsaric cycle of ignorance is complete.
Yet, as we shall see, penetrating thinkers were to realise an odd
paradox here. The meditator has ëseen the natureí of the
conventional as emptiness. The insight itself is a sudden cognitive
apprehension rather than a state reached by following a gradual path.

SUMMARY OF KEY ASPECTS OF ABHIDHARMA
Progressive stages of Dhyana practice. MEDITATI ONAL
MODE

ANALYTICAL APPROACH: APPLICATION
Samatha Mundane spheres

1. Application.
2.Sustained application
3.Stable state
4. One pointedness

+

SYNTHETIC APPROACH Prajna

A.Sense spheres B.Desire spheres.
C.Form spheres

D.Formless
spheres:
supramundane .

=Vipassana .

ie. Mundane spheres seen in the light of co-dependent arising. 1.Limitless space
2.Limitles s con scio usness 3. Neither perception nor

non-perception.



E. Nirvana
The application of Prajna to either Mundane or Supramundane spheres may occur at four
levels of depth each realisable either as intentional, as on a path with a goal, or as the
resultant fruit- the goal attained.

i. Streamwinner ii. Once returner. iii. Non-returner. iv.Arhat .

Application in these four ways to five(A-E) spheres yields 20 types of experien ce.Result
attained thro ugh fours ways in approaching five sph eres yields 20 types also .
Total 40 possibilities of insightful realisation.

Explanation: The application of insight ( prajna) to each of the spheres, whether mundane or
sup ramun dane, yields the u nderstanding th at each is codependently arising and lacking in
inherent selfhood. Emptiness of inherent being in all perceived entities necessarily eliminates
attachment to them and the freedom called nirvana arises.

Nirvana was already implicit in Samsara. At the end of this training
then, the practitioner discovers that Samsara is Nirvana and indeed
has always been so. The end of the path lay right at the beginning;
ignorance alone obscured it. So why do we need a path?

It was the implications of these insights that stimulated the
constructive intellects of those philosophers of later generations who,
in their own time, were making their way to the end and back again.

THE EMERGENCE OF THE MAHAYANA

The Abhidharma was a prime teaching for the ëreligious virtuosií who
specialised in meditation. Many monks were however of a more
practical disposition and acted furthermore as guides and teachers to
the lay supporters upon whom the Sanghas depended. As the years
passed there were subtle changes in Indian society and it is a
beautiful example of the Buddhaís Law of Co-dependent Arising to
work out how these social changes and the nature of the Sangha
altered in an interactive tandem. During the Buddhaís lifetime the
prime centre of Vedic religion and Brahmin power lay to the
northwest, further up the Ganges River, but already the influence of
the Brahmins was central to the local culture of his period.
Surprisingly perhaps, the Buddha does not attack Brahmin beliefs
directly in the Suttas but rather demonstrates through dialogue the



inadequacy of their system and the greater moral relativity to his time
of his own.

In the Vedic system, karma meant behaving appropriately within the
ritual life proper to oneís caste. The benefits achieved by well-
performed sacrifice were in a sense automatic. The Buddha however
persuaded his interlocutors that the true Brahmin would be one who
lived an ethical life, one whose karma varied according to his morality.
Furthermore, the merit from good living leads in the end not so much
to beneficial rebirth as to clarity and nirvana. This is inevitably so
because the practice of insight is impossible so long as moral
turbulence remains. As Richard Gombrich has put it,1 the Buddha
ëethicisedí karma and thus invalidated in one move any magical
salvation through ritual or sacrifice. Furthermore, by denying any
particularity to the atman, the Buddha also denied the equivalence of
a human essence with that of the cosmos. The relativity of samsara
and nirvana refutes the hidden essences so loved by the Vedantists.
To the Buddha the main force in karma was intention and once
intention becomes paramount so does choice. Individuals make
choices. Brahmin and Sudra may both choose the good and share in
the common karmic effects of good intention. Ethics in Buddhism are
thus no longer caste bound for, as the Buddha told his hearers,
without good intention a Brahmin becomes unworthy of the name.

Richard Gombrich has put it this way; ìIt is this purifying action -
which brings the good Buddhist rewards in this and future lives. But
since acting is really mental, doing a good act is actually purifying
oneís state of mind. In meditation, such purification is undertaken
directly, without any accompanying action. Thus there is a logical
continuum between the moral actions of a man in the world and the
meditations of a recluse.î Ethical behaviour is the cornerstone for
spiritual advance.

Such an emphasis is all of a piece with the social changes happening
around the Buddha as he grew up. The development of trade guilds,
government bureaucracy, banking and the growth of urban commerce
and trade between centres of production was accompanied by the
emergence of a new kind of individual to whom the caste allocations



of rural India barely applied. As Gombrich opines, the earliest forms
of the caste ideology had no place for trade, an increasingly important
stratum of urban society not catered for or even recognised by
Brahminism. The practical individualism implicit in trading called out
for the parallel spiritual individualism of the Buddhaís teachings.
Indeed, scholars have compared the spread of his message to the
growth of Protestantism in the increasingly mercantile centuries later
in Europe. The autonomous individual reveals through his intentions
not only his honourable status as a righteous man but also his
subscription to Buddhist values. In the Buddhaís perspective on
karma any misfortune may be attributed to an ethical lapse and
therefore a result of karma and hence of personal choice. There is no
such thing as chance. Honesty in business furthermore turns out to
be the best policy yielding trust in transaction, loyalty and stability in
enterprise. It is not so surprising that the Buddha was commonly to
be found in the houses of ëbusinessí men and residing in the suburbs
of cities.

The Buddha had much to say about the conduct of life by the laity. In
the Sigalaka Sutta 2 he advised a young man that proper ësacrificeí
consists in appropriate behaviour in relation to parents, teachers,
wives and children, renouncers and Brahmins. A husband must care
for his wife and she must look after his earnings. Servants should not
be given work beyond their ability, they should be provided with food
and wages, and given care when ill. They in turn should rise before
the master and retire after him, take only what is due and support him
in his affairs. Householders should befriend renouncers and supply
their material needs without bothering about whatever creed they
pronounced. Economic life should be carefully controlled with enough
saved for the future, debt should be avoided and the good life led.
There is, as Gombrich suggests, a sort of spiritual monetisation here,
the good man sustains his positive karma much as he might his bank
account.

Main contrasts between Theravada and Mahayana

Theravada
Buddha as human



One ëbodyí of Buddahood One life
Asceticism
Emptiness
Goal-Nirvana

Mahayana
Buddha as supramundane. Three bodies
Recurrent avatars
Social emphasis
Compassion
Bodhicitta

One may wonder why early Buddhism emphasised the ascetic life so
strongly when the path was of the Middle Way rather than the
extremes followed by other renouncers. While, as Gombrich
suggests, misery may well have increased through ill health in the
growing cities, this seems hardly sufficient to account for the ascetic
trend in Indian life. In the years after the Buddhaís death, the Sangha
seemed to forget that the Buddhaís first acquaintances became
arhats within a few days. The brahmin hold on society was very
strong and the homeless life seemed to demand almost superhuman
effort if one was to attain liberation in a lifetime. One must remember
that the renouncers were essentially rebelling against the dominant
brahminical system with its caste exclusiveness and ritual. The
renouncer undertook responsibility for his own liberation but such
rebellion was hard for the only way out of a suffocating apartheid was
through escape. The Middle Way avoided extremes but essentially
the Sangha provided such an escape for bankers and even kings.
Describing the way as a ërefugeí had real social meaning. It certainly
favoured the Buddhaís own caste, the original warrior landowners.

In the Mahayana, the ideal and the purpose of the life of a practitioner
shifted away from earlier Buddhism. Instead of a focus on nirvana
attained through practices leading to arhatship through the
recognition of impermanence, emptiness and no-self, the prime goal
became the cultivation of Bodhicitta ñ the mind set of Buddha. This
required a practice of imitating Buddha in his compassion for others
through kindness, charity and teaching. The aim was to become a



Bodhisattva who works out his repeated lives in the service of others;
shepherding them towards ultimate liberation and only accepting
liberation once all others have attained it. Although arhats were
undoubtedly compassionate, the Mahayana emphasis was on an
unlimited altruism ñ which led naturally to an abandonment of self-
concern including a concern for oneís own enlightenment. The path
to Bohisattvahood involved the practice of the Six Perfections,
generosity, morality, patience, energetic application, meditation and
especially prajna, the perfection of wisdom that gave insight into the
emptiness of all things and the application of which made each of the
other perfections transcendental.

The Buddha certainly knew that the practice of the good was valuable
advertisement in inducing faith in his teachings. And it was the
teachings rather than the teacher that he always emphasised,
especially at the end of his life. He did not appoint a successor or
establish a lineage of persons. The monks were to work out their
salvation with diligence through following the Dharma. Further more,
according to Theravada Buddhism, the Buddha had completely
disappeared on his death in a final departure from the round of
samsara. Seemingly, only the Dharma and the Sangha remained as
ërefugesí.

In the early centuries, no effigy was to be found on the empty thrones
that depicted the Buddha-dharma in stone. Yet, it was the charismatic
person of the Buddha in death as well as in life that moved hearts to
faith in the teachings. The human need for godlike icons was perhaps
more resistant to change than he knew. Probably it was the stories of
the Buddha in his past lives, as he himself recounts in the Jataka
tales and some suttas, that were one source of the growth of the idea
that many Buddhas had existed in time, avatars who descended
when their time was ripe. This idea was to become a central pivot of
the Mahayana. And of course future Buddhas, current bodhisattvas,
became figures of great interest. The notion gradually developed that
the Buddhas were recurrent representatives of ëBuddha natureí, the
underlying essence of Buddhahood. Such beings could determine
their rebirth, appearing in many forms as bodhisattvas representing
compassion, wisdom, awareness or the capacity to heal. These



figures emerged as the great icons of the Mahayana and appear in
the development of wonderful arts that depict them throughout Asia.
Although these great icons were essentially archetypes of ideal
persons they none the less represented a style of holy life liveable by
anyone who trained mindfully in the path.

In Mahayana thought, archetypical Buddhas were believed to live in
their respective spiritual lands or realms to which one might go after
living a meritorious life. Amitabha, the Buddha of the Western
paradise, was said by some to live in a ëpure landí to which one
could go simply through faith and by repeating his mantra. Here we
observe a move away from an inner path to an outer path of faith and
devotion functioning as a simple religion for many. For the virtuosi
however the whole story was seen as a functional myth
metaphorically representing processes of mind and not to be
dislocated from the true Dharma of the inner path.

The five Buddha icons primarily used for meditative contemplation,
the so called Dhyani Buddhas, are of especial interest because they
derive from the five attributes of mind, the skandhas of sensation,
perception, cognition, volition and consciousness/form. In perfected
form these attributes are said to become the Buddhas Akshobya,
Ratnasambhava, Amitabha, Amogasiddhi and Vairochana, who can
be arranged in a circle with one of them as a central core, becoming
a mandala for purposes of meditation. Such mandalas were to
become highly significant in the practice of Tantra (see Chapter 10).
In their visualisation, each of them has particular attributes and
realms representing states of mind. Meditating on these Buddha
icons transcends the mundane activity of the skandhas.

While the Mahayana was developing, the Indian world was again
changing. Although the castes remained, the country had gone
through periods of great empires, destructive wars and major
invasions from the North West. Some of these dynasties had
supported Buddhism, some not. The revival of ancient Indian gods,
often of Dravidian origin, and the emergence of a Hinduism of
devotion (bhakti) provided the people with many images, icons of
spiritual power and consoling faith in hard times. The new Buddhist



icons matched those of resurgent Hinduism and for many doubtless
served the same function.

THE LOTUS SUTRA

The idea of ëskilful meansí ( upaya) now became highly significant. In
the chaos of a world so full of illusion, the skilful means of the
Bodhisattvas were the multiple arts by which they taught a great
variety of persons with methods appropriate to their needs and
understanding. This is clearly demonstrated in the colourful text of the
Lotus Sutra (Sadharmapundarika Sutra) where all these Mahayanic
trends emerged in full force. What remains surprising is that in all this
turmoil and religiosity the heart of the Buddhaís message remained
intact, great scholars reconciled past themes with shifting needs. The
basic formulae of the Buddhaís earliest teachings remained the core
of the Dharma, the seat of philosophical and ethical development.

Several features of the Mahayana involve bhakti, devotion. Doubtless
derived from a common inheritance of devotion to the gods within
Hinduism, the Buddhist emphasis was to couple devotion with
selfless service for others. Such a trend is visible also in the
Bhagavad-Gita and especially in the Vaishnavite tradition centring on
Krishna, the avatar of Vishnu. Like Krishna, the Buddha in the Lotus
Sutra is depicted shedding brilliant light throughout the universe,
surrounded by gods and angelic beings showering him with flowers.

This ësuperabundanceí was reconciled with his mundane presence
through the doctrine of the three bodies of a Buddha. The Dharma
body (Dharmakaya) was the immaterial essence of Buddhahood, the
Resplendent body (Sambhogakaya) was his idealised, archetypical
form as the shining one etc while the Nirmanakaya was his material,
incarnated presence as a normal human being. The new tantric
rituals of visualisation could move from a focus on one level of
devotion, the abstract, through the archetypical to the personal and
back again, giving the practice of meditation a fresh, emotional depth.
The practitioner endeavoured to cultivate the intentional mind of
Buddha (bodhicitta) through visualising the mundane self as a



Bodhisattva practicing on earth in compassion, love and wisdom. A
true Bodhisattva does not seek enlightenment until all have attained
enlightenment before him/her.

The Buddha had shown that this self does not exist as an entity; the
five characteristics of cognition revolve continuously giving rise to an
erroneous imputation of self-hood. No-self is the root of the
Theravada enlightenment of the Arhat. Manhayana thinkers showed
that not only the self but also all manifold things and ideas were
interrelated and hence equally empty of inherent selfhood. Nothing
and no one could stand-alone in the world. This impermanent ëinter-
beingí, as Thich Nhat Hahn puts it, is the suchness (tathata) of all
things in which all appearances are empty (sunya) of any isolated
existence. The practice of a Bodhisattvaís compassion goes on within
this realisation as his form of relatedness with it. From this
resounding insight, one major philosophical line developed focussing
on emptiness, while a more psychological perspective emphasised
this very emptiness as the ëBuddha essenceí basic to mind. In this
latter perspective mind was therefore already Buddha, only the
obscurities of ignorance prevented one from achieving the insight that
constitutes selfless enlightenment.

The Lotus Sutra focuses on the multifarious skilful means of the
Buddhas. In this narrative drama, the scenes are always changing
and numerous Bodhisattvas meet together in multiple circumstances
with both human beings and Buddhas. The Buddha is eternal and his
descent to earth a mere expedient in a vast cosmic, soteriological
play. All Dharma vehicles are one vehicle and all are empty. The
Buddha activity of compassion combined with skilful means is
repeatedly demonstrated. In one story, the people are dancing and
partying in a great house when it catches fire. They are so absorbed
in the partying that no one notices. The Buddha creates an even finer
building outside with an even more exciting party going on. Everyone
comes out and runs towards it. When at last all are safe, the illusion
disappears leaving them to contemplate smoking ruins. The parable
is repeated in several such entertaining stories.



This brief introduction to Mahayana perhaps reveals why this form of
Buddhism was so successful in Central Asia and in China. Buddhist
institutions comprised monasteries and temples with strict rules and
ethics. They were increasingly filled with magnificent art, mural
paintings, tankas, carving and led by men of undoubted sincerity and
often deep spiritual attainment. The habit of travelling and spreading
the Dharma ensured that the ideas spread widely along the trade
routes of the time. Traders and men of religion travelled together,
strong and determined individualists sharing the hardships of Silk
Road travel. The openness of Buddhism to lay and Sangha
membership without discrimination between ethnic origins or class
pretensions meant it was available to virtually anyone moving around
on these immense journeys.

The simple ideal of an ethical life with benefits in terms of karmic
outcomes and the possibility of beneficial rebirth opening the way to
ultimate Buddhahood would have appealed to men whose capacity
for self development was apparent already in their manner of
livelihood. For those with a more inward disposition there were the
heart-warming rituals in temple and monasteries and the availability
of personal practices that tested and confirmed the premises of the
Dharma. Those skilled in the arts of calligraphy, painting and carving
could readily find a home among the monks and did so ñ as, for
example, the extraordinary painted grottos of Dunhuang on the edge
of the Gobi desert and the giant statues of Bamyan in Afghanistan,
recently destroyed by the Taliban, testify.

In Central Asia, such an ideology stood opposed by local shamanism
with its closeness to nature. Where these interact positively
Buddhism is associated with the notion of personal development as
well as adaptation to the rhythms of nature. In the cities that stood
along the Silk Road, new schools, temples and monasteries could be
established and supported by local rulers and householders of
influence. Sangha creation spread steadily as leading citizens
became attracted to the Dharma. There was also a complex
interaction with other religions, Manicheeism, Zoroastrianism and
Nestorian Christianity reflected in carvings and residual documents.



Men and women with spiritual inclinations had the possibility of
joining the Sangha as a monk or nun. It was then of course that the
depth of the soteriological philosophy with all its subtlety and depth of
meditative yoga became apparent to the practitioner. The emotionally
appealing, less ascetic, approach of the Mahayana stimulated a
renewal of philosophising. In monasteries, great scholars studied the
texts and wrote commentaries and treatises upon them. By the time,
Buddhism reached China new philosophical texts had originated in
India and Central Asia; whole Mahayana sutras that carried these
deep thoughts ever further east. These texts were, on the one hand
subtly analytical, sometimes with an amazingly penetrating insight
into the nature of language and thought and, on the other hand,
psychological, based in yogic insights. There were also devotional
texts, which, while well suited to men of little academic attainment,
could also be interpreted in the light of psychological philosophy.

We have already seen that the Buddha sometimes talked quite
conventionally and sometimes with an emphasis on ultimate
causation. This distinction is important in the Mahayana where some
of the practices seem quite worldly, attaining pure lands, obtaining
meritorious rebirths. Such activities were all skilful means by which
the institutions of Buddhism related the Sangha to the laity upon
whom the monks depended. Yet anyone with the wit to penetrate
beyond appearances soon came face to face with the transcending
wisdom whereby the impermanence and emptiness of all things was
perceived as the liberation of the Buddha mind, the discovery of the
basis. This uneasy and paradoxical relationship between the
conventional and the transcendental forms a key theme in Mahayana
and it preoccupied numerous philosophers. The great Tibetan scholar
Tsonkhapa, the founder of the reformed Gelugpa Order, indeed
claimed that the most difficult thing in Buddhism was to see clearly
how the appearances of the self were at the same time the
manifestation of the emptiness of not-self. As we shall see this insight
was often lacking, as when Bodhidharma abruptly informed a
Chinese emperor that all his practical support of monasteries and the
Sangha had no relation to his possible enlightenment. The poor
Emperor was completely at a loss.



In China, there already existed the major philosophical perspectives
of Taoism and Confucianism so it is not surprising that, as Buddhism
began to take hold there, so began a profound discussion between
these viewpoints, sometimes leading to syncretism and sometimes to
conflict. It took many years of careful translation before the meanings
of the sutras were properly understood, and, even then, the influence
of Taoism in particular often remained. Buddhism began to
incorporate the Taoist love of nature within a Dharma perspective, a
viewpoint that gradually emerged as Chan/Zen with its sensitivity to
the natural world and the wilderness.

End Notes

1. This progression has much in common with the descriptive accounts of mental yoga
practiced quite generally in India but especially associated with Yoga and Samkhya
philosophy.
2 . Gombrich, R. 1988. Theravada Buddhism. A social history from Ancient Benares to
modern Columbo. Routledge and Kegan Paul. London.

7
THE GREAT PHILOSOPHERS

The Buddha had shown that the self exists only conventionally: on
meditative examination nothing more than the prime characteristics of
mental activity, sensation, perception, cognition and the complexes of
will can be found. They are continuously and interactively moving in a
process of appearance in consciousness. The self is an imputation
inferred within the awareness of this process; it is no more than a
conceptual reification. A capacity to realise a state without attachment
to self (No-self
-anatta) is then perceived as the root insight of enlightenment
experienced by an Arhat within the Theravada.

Mahayana thinkers, as we will now see, were to go further showing
that not only the self but all manifold things and ideas were
interrelated, relative, subject to impermanence and hence equally
ëemptyí of any inherent selfhood. Nothing and no one could stand



alone as an independent object in the world. This flux came to be
known as the suchness (tathata) of all things in which all
appearances are empty (sunya) of any isolated, independent
existence for all experience is relative. The unattached practice of a
Bodhisattvaís compassion goes on within this realisation of
emptiness (sunyata) as the co-arising of the myriad phenomena in
relativity. When viewed conventionally with attachment to an ëIí, this
whole matter constitutes ësamsaraí, the realm of suffering. When
seen with the eye of insight (prajna) as to its true nature it constitutes
enlightenment ñ ënirvanaí. The process of awakening is thus initially
seen as a move from samsara into nirvana as if in a temporal
progression.

As we have mentioned, one major philosophical line focussing on
emptiness developed directly from these resounding insights while
another emphasised this very emptiness as the universal ëBuddha
natureí basic to mind. Mind in this latter perspective is therefore
already ëBuddhaí; only the obscurities of ignorance prevent one from
achieving the insight that constitutes selfless enlightenment. Nirvana
is already present within samsara and the requirement is simply to
awaken to this fact. Here, no temporal progression is needed.

We need to examine these two contrasting perspectives for they
provide the basic theoretical understanding of Mahayana practice and
of a later development in Chinese philosophy, which has significance
for our view of the self, and the environment in Western Buddhism
today.

NAGARJUNA: REDUCING PHILOSOPHY TO ABSURDITY

The Mahasanghikas, early Buddhists of eastern India, were the first
to develop the philosophy of total emptiness (sunyata) by
emphasising ancient teachings on the Perfection of Wisdom
(Prajnaparamita) that some argue had been secret or hidden since
the Buddhaís time, possibly because they had been taught only to
adepts. The actual history of these texts remains uncertain and
modern scholarship remains unclear as to what extent they may have



been taught by the Buddha or developed from his tenets in a later
age. Certainly, they have a clear foundation in the Buddhaís idea of
the emptiness of self. According to a recent understanding, elements
in Greek thought ultimately stemming from Parmenides (475 bc) very
plausibly influenced Buddhist philosophy during the years of Greek
predominance in Gandhara in the Indus valley, Bactria and the region
of contemporary Afghanistan, at around the same time as the Greek
style of dress and imagery Afghanistan, at around the same time as
the Greek style of dress and imagery 200ce). The emerging
philosophy of the Mahayana may thus have resulted from an
amalgam of Indian and Greek ideas.1

These Prajnaparamita Sutras appeared over some thousand years
from around 100 bce till the 5th century ce.2 They began with
elaborations of a central idea in which the names of the discussants
in the texts are those of individuals known to the Buddha. Later they
became unbelievably unwieldy as repetitions were inserted for the
purpose of chanting. As time went on, the names of the protagonists
in dialogue became those of idealised Bodhisattva figures such as
Avalokiteshvara, the icon or archetype of Compassion. Near the end
of the period, manageable condensations of the essential tenets were
written to provide the classic sutras of the genre ñ the Heart Sutra
(Hrdaya Sutra) and the Diamond Sutra (Vajracchedika Sutra). The
key idea is that the basic elements of existence (dharmas) figured in
the primordial events of experience and which had been viewed as
really existent in the Theravada, are, like the self, inherently transient,
insubstantial, empty of any sort of particularity or permanence. They
come and go, emerge and change in endless process. There is
nothing that can be grasped as an object independent from context.
As the Law of Co-dependent Arising argues, phenomena are
dependent on conditions, causes lead to consequences under the
influence of context. The nature of reality itself is thus ëemptinessí
and nothing can be grasped.

As the Heart Sutra puts it: ìForm is emptiness and emptiness is form.
Form is precisely emptiness and emptiness precisely form.î
This root idea is then applied to everything that in the Theravada



retained a quality of inherent ëthingnessí:
ìSo also are sensation, perception, volition and consciousness. This
emptiness of all dharmas is not born, not destroyed, does not
increase nor decrease. In emptiness...there is no sight, sound, touch,
thought...no realm of cognition, no ignorance and no ending of
ignorance, no suffering and no ending of suffering, no ageing and
death and no ending of ageing and death. No wisdom or any
attainment. No path...î
And thus with nothing to attain, Bodhisattvas relying on such insight,
ìhave no obstructions in their minds and departing far from confusion
and imagining they reach ultimate nirvana.î Yet, one must never
forget the returning line ìemptiness is formî: the empty process
manifests in the forms that appearances take in the mirror of
consciousness.
The understanding of this view is no mere intellectual exercise, it
depends on deep meditation until the experiential awareness of its
meaning arises as personal insight. At this point even the idea of
emptiness is abandoned as a mere raft that had carried one across to
the other shore. This indeed is a radical position, as Shariputra the
Theravadin Arhat must have found when, in the Heart Sutra,
Avalokiteshvara first put it to him.
The great philosopher Nagarjuna (Second century CE) pondered
deeply upon such ideas and wrote two great works exploring their
logical implications. He saw that any assertion, whether positive or
negative, would simply dissolve in the light of the transcending
wisdom of emptiness. His method was therefore to reduce any
proposition to ëabsurdityí ñ the method of prasanga as it was called.
He would take any thesis presented by either a non-Buddhist or a
Buddhist thinker and, by the use of subtle syllogism, show that it was
simply untenable because inherently inconsistent. Being utterly
consistent himself, he applied the same method to his own thought
and thus had no position to propose whatsoever. Accused of mere
nihilism by some of his critics, Nagarjuna was actually making the
powerful and logically incontrovertible point that whatever ërealityí
may be it remains ultimately beyond thought construction since no
metaphysically conceived entity can possibly exist. The applications
of Nagarjunaís method continue to be a fundamental Mahayana



philosophical position, with minor commentarial diversions, till the
present day.
Nagarjunaís insights had begun from contemplating the questions
that the Buddha himself had refused to discuss. These were: (1)
Whether the world is eternal or not (or both or neither); (2) Whether
the world is finite or infinite (or both or neither), (3) Whether the
Buddha exists after death or not (or both or neither) and (4) Whether
the self is identical with the body or different.

Altogether these comprise fourteen questions derived from four
basically opposed alternatives.
The Buddha, in refusing to answer, stated that he could neither affirm
or deny any such position and that his viewpoint was the middle way
ñ from which we get the name Madhyamaka for Nagarjunaís thought
system. Reflection on any one of these positions shows that no one
of them can be reasonably and conclusively held as true. They are
simply speculative, veering from an eternalist to a nihilist position.
Any belief based upon any one of them is thus necessarily untenable.
Since most religious tenets are based in such beliefs it follows that
nearly all religions remain nondemonstrable. They are merely one-
sided ëfaithsí. Any assertion becomes meaningless in the awareness
of its contextual dependence, its ëemptinessí. Whatever might be
called the ëAbsoluteí in Western translations is thus, to Nagarjuna,
completely void of meaning.
Nagarjuna was followed by a number of eminent thinkers.
Buddhapalita continued to develop the prasanga viewpoint but
Bhavavivika believed that the reduction to absurdity of any viewpoint
was not enough to establish absolute truth. He tried to compose
independent, logical arguments additional to Nagarjunaís dialectic to
silence an opponent. Candrakirti was having none of this,
demonstrating that such a position could not be held against further
application of Nagarjunaís method. Philosophy in these centuries was
very much alive and a prime concern in the great university of
Nalanda and elsewhere.
The positive point in Nagarjunaís Madhyamika philosophy is that in
adopting a third position, that of total non assertion, the practitioner
transcends dualities and gains freedom from their implications. This
practice of finding a third place transcending the dualities of opposites



is a vital move in Mahayana thinking and also in meditative practice.
Freedom from any one-sided conceptuality emerges as the key to
Nirvana and yet living in a world of appearances we have to deal with
the conventional. Here then we return to the problems of finding a
path in the paradoxical awareness that no such ëPathí can ultimately
be found!

THE ëEMBRYOí OF BUDDHAHOOD ñ TATHAGATAGARBHA

There were thinkers who felt that this via negativa, this negative way
of expressing ultimate truth, was unsatisfactory because it failed to
express the joy of positive discovery, of realisation and relief,
inexpressible logically but none the less there, which attended the
insight giving rise to freedom. How could what has been discovered
be expressed? The issue here is more psychological than
philosophical. In Tibet this unease became focussed in a debate
between a) ëself emptinessí (rang tong), that is the emptiness of self
in all things as found in the Heart Sutra and discussed by Nagarjuna,
and b) a comprehensive basis which could be said to be there even
though all its expressions were ëself emptyí. This basis was called
ëother emptinessí (sheng tong). ëOther emptinessí means something
that is empty of every characteristic other than its own existence. The
argument asserts a ërealityí even though all its expressions are
selfempty, thereby creating an interestingly positive position much
less precisely intermediate between nihilist and eternalist viewpoints.
Unfortunately Buddhists are as prone to prejudice as anyone else
and this divergence of view occasioned much disputation between
monasteries in Tibet, some of it violent, a divergence still apparent in
the thought of lamas today.

The Buddha himself had from time to time strongly argued that
although the self was empty this did not mean that it was void-that is
to say nothing at all. In a famous quotation from the Udana (VIII.3) in
the Khuddaka Nikaya he said: ìThere is an unborn, unbecome,
unmade, uncompounded; for if there were not this unborn,
unbecome, unmade, uncompounded, there would be no escape from
this that is born, become, made and compoundedî.



We have here the basis for a positive assertion of an ontology
affirming that ultimate being exists even though it must remain
ineffable because any assertion made about it is captured by
Nagarjunaís reduction to nonsense. It was the relation between this
assertion and the negations of Nagarjuna that troubled these
thinkers. The theme crops up in numerous writings in the early
Mahayana and scholars have yet to thoroughly understand the
intricacies and roots of these various arguments. We can only trace
the main theme here.

The arguments circle around a puzzling question: if all things are
relative to one another is this relativity also relative? We have seen
that all phenomena (and all concepts) are viewed as relative to one
another, hence, contextually co- determined and ëemptyí of an
independent selfnature. Nothing stands alone. Yet, if everything was
relative, the concept of relativity necessarily depends on the notion of
non-relativity. Candrakirti, a great follower of Nagarjuna, indeed says
that so long as we argue that relativity is the common characteristic of
all existents, we must also argue that there is no existent which could
be non-relative. Yet, because relativity has no object with which it
could be contrasted it becomes as unsubstantiated as a flower in the
sky. He goes on to ask whether this means that relativity should
therefore be rejected. No, he argues, because the assertion of
relativity is the only way to get rid of arbitrarily existent conceptions.
Yet, clinging to relativity is to fall back once more into ignorance. It
would be as if a shopkeeper said, ìI have nothing to sell.î and the
shopper replied, ìOK, then sell me this nothing itself.î

The Gelugpa of Tibet say that to argue for a positive basis for the
relativity of things is merely a device in argument to aid those lost in
the puzzles of emptiness. Yet, others argue, as we have already
seen, for a more assertive stand as being genuinely useful to
understanding. In effect what troubles these thinkers is the
ungroundedness of thought based in the relativity of ëemptinessí and
their sense that some positive ontology is needed if only to provide
psychological security for believers in the Dharma.



The Buddhist assertion of groundedness appears to have developed
through a progressive series of ideas that emerged gradually over
centuries. We have seen that a prime move in the development of the
Mahayana was the notion that the historical Buddha was a
representation, along with many previous Buddhas, of a universal
Buddha-mind or nature that was transcendent. Since this Buddha-
mind was held to be universal, it could be said to be potentially
present in all sentient beings. This potential became known as the
ëembryoí of Buddhahood that in each and every person remains
unseen because of ignorance.

This embryo or womb of Buddha at the heart of every person can be
interpreted from a ësheng tongí position as being the ultimate ground
of being, while emptiness refers simply to the impermanence of moral
and spiritual hindrances. Defilements can be read as empty and
merely adventitious to the root conceived as pure, blissful and
permanent. There is a sharp divergence here from the Perfection of
Wisdom and Nagarjuna.

Examining the etymology of terms is useful here. The Sanskrit word
for this basic Buddha nature in everyone is Tathagatagarbha.
Breaking this word down to its components, we have: garbha
meaning embryo or womb and tathagata meaning the ëthus (tathata)
going (gata) oneí, a title of the Buddha which he had attributed to
himself. The whole word means the ëembryo or womb of the one who
comes and goes ë or more simply ëthe basis in coming and going ë,
i.e. impermanence. Therefore, although this word points to the
Buddha-mind in everyone, this mind is in no sense a self as entity but
rather the principle of impermanence lying at the heart of being. It
seems we have here a sort of short hand whereby the assertion of
the Buddha-mind in everyone codes for the presence of
impermanence as a potential to be realised in enlightenment. Yet, the
concept fills the role of an assertive ontology for those requiring one.

This dispute or contrast in perspectives re-appears also in Chinese
Buddhism. Master Yinshun of the last century argues that in
Buddhism there is a distinction to be made between definitive and
non-definitive truth. The former expresses an ultimate or conclusive



understanding while the latter is useful for helping a practitioner
overcome obstacles. Yinshun opines that tathagatagarbha is a non-
definitive teaching designed to overcome peoples fears about
emptiness. The teaching is expedient to circumstances and has a
soteriological function. It is not that the idea of tathagatagarbha is
false or misleading but rather that it is incomplete. The ërang tongí
position here retains its ultimate hold. Yinshun would point us back to
the Diamond Sutra as definitive while Nagarjuna might well point to
the relativity of ërang tongí and ësheng tongí and press the case that
neither can be true exclusively of the other. Their mutual dependence
points beyond both of them. 3

There appear to have been sociological reasons for this gradual shift
towards a dualism in the understanding of the Buddhaís message.
During periods of imperial stability in north India (the Kushan and
Gupta empires), there had been a resurgence of confidence in life
and livelihoods and the re-emergence of a folk pantheon of gods to
form the roots of what in modern times became known to the West as
Hinduism. In addition, newly asserted philosophical views within
Brahminism emphasised a view of the ëultimateí as Brahman, an all-
pervasive godhead. It seems the times required a more positive
ontology as a basis for Buddhist values than that supplied by the
Theravada. The shifts in philosophical argument seem therefore to be
the result of a social selection of ideas under the influence of changes
in society. Unfortunately, we have no clear picture of the nature of
these changes so that much of this argument remains surmise, but
the presence of large Buddhist universities teaching a wide
curriculum additional to Buddhist thought must have encouraged
reflection and innovation among the professors of a cultured elite and
a tendency to divergence in doctrine. Anyone today who attempts to
enter the surviving literature of these centuries will be impressed by
its sophistication, subtlety and philosophical drive.4

Among these developments was a tendency that current Westerners
may find difficult; namely the idea that the universe can be interpreted
as mind rather than as matter. The hefty assault on dualism had lead
to a monistic picture of reality as the relativity of co-dependent



arising. But what was ëdoingí this co-dependent arising? The yogic
basis of Buddhist thought inclined thinkers towards seeing experience
itself, rather than the experienced, as basic to understanding. Which
came first, observer or observed? If the observer was not separate
from the observed then these two shared the same nature. Since the
approach was through the yogic activities of mind, it became logical
to view the seen as an aspect of the seer. Inversely, the seen
included the seer. Hence reality could be considered to be the same
as mind, indeed was Mind (capitalised!) of which individual minds
were, one might say, mere reflexes, like waves on the surface of the
ocean.

As we have already remarked, a Buddha could be described in three
ways: as the actual physical and historical person, as the iconic or
archetypical emanation of the principle of Buddhahood, or as the
basic universal Buddha mind, the pervasive and essential nature of
all.Within this perspective, the tathagatagarbha became a term for an
embryonic aspect within the as yet deluded individual mind that had
the potential of blossoming into full comprehension of its apparent
self as Dharmakaya. We can see in this metaphysical vision a
shadow of Brahmanism but must then immediately recall that the
perspective of Nagarjuna has not been lost. The tathagata remains
ëemptyí, even though conventionally reality is positively here as such
(tathata).

Several sutras reveal the progression of ideas that led to this
tathagatagarbha perspective but the question as to how the individual
person might come to comprehend it experientially was not at first
answered in them. A further perspective however emerged that did
provide an epistemological argument, indeed a model of mind, to
show how the experience of personal ëenlightenment ë as the
recognition of the Buddha within could arise. Several names outline
this viewpoint: Yogacara, emphasising the use of mental yoga, Mind
Only (Cittamatra) school, or the Consciousness school (Vijnanavada).

THE YOGIC APPROACH TO ëMIND ONLYí



The gradual shifts in Mahayana philosophy towards an apparently
more idealist position did not stand in contradiction to the teachings of
the Prajnaparamita sutras and Nagarjuna. Earlier teachings were
always preserved but new terminologies and emphases developed
within them providing what amounts to a superstructure. In the
Yogacara endeavour to meet the needs of Gupta period Buddhists,
the ideas of emptiness were relegated more to the back burner. More
positive assertions enabling effective meditation praxis came to the
fore.

The large body of Yogacara literature developed from the major
teachings of two brothers Vasubandhu and Asanga who are known
as the main founders and synthesisers of this school. The earlier
writings had asserted the ëembryoí as the self-evolving root of the
mind. Later the identity of this root with the pervasive Buddha mind of
the universe became emphasised and, finally, the psychological
process whereby this could be perceived was provided. Ontology
thus came to be reinforced by an effective epistemology of the
process of awakening.

A major advance in this direction is found in the famous Lankavatara
Sutra, which, as we will see later, became a foundation text for Zen
and the emergence of vital trends in Chinese Buddhism (Chapter 8).
The sutra includes a well-elaborated model of mind discussing the
psychological dynamics of enlightenment itself.5

The Buddha had listed the mental faculties as sensation, perception,
cognition, preconceived attitudes (the samskaras) and consciousness
all based on the faculties of seeing, hearing, smelling, touching and
mental awareness each of which was described as a sense organ
linked to the consciousness appropriate to that sense organ. To this
basic picture the Yogacara added two further faculties, a basic
storehouse of impressions of all kinds (the alayavijnana or alaya for
short) and the cognitive construction (manovijnana) of the relations
between the contents of this storehouse created by an attentive
consciousness (manas). Put simply, the idea is that we all live within
a world of perceptions, cognitions and ideas constructed by mind out
of an incredibly vast store of dynamic and interactive memories. As



attention is directed to some aspect of this store so the links between
it and a wide reaching scenario including ongoing perceptions of an
ëouterí world are created. Basically, we are living in a virtual world
created by the biased patterns of attentiveness of our own minds.

Yet, what is the fundamental process of this mind? The imagery in the
sutra suggests that incoming information from the sense organs is
like a perfume that scents the storehouse. This perfuming activity
creates ëseedsí (bija), which may grow into complex associative
structures. This approach emphasises the intangible nature of
memory and hints at the arbitrary character of the world we create
from it. There is a sense here that we are ëimprisonedí by the
patterns of associations we make in constructing a personal view of
the (apparent) world. Some ëseedsí are thought to be innate or
universal and to provide a basis for the construction of a picture of
ërealityí. Others arise in the course of interaction to create the
conditioned world within which we live. This early recognition of an
innate and an acquired origin of the contents of mind foreshadow
similar discussions today (Chapter 15) and again demonstrate that in
the world of ideas there is very often rather little new under the sun.

Yet we must persist, what is the nature of this perfuming process?
The Yogacara view argues that the process is none other than the
pervasive universal mind (Buddha nature, Dharmakaya) in perpetual
motion. Direct apprehension of this flux is normally obscured by the
masking construction of the world of ideas concerning the everyday
world of ëthingsí, a view none the less beset by an uneasy
apprehension of their insubstantial nature. Such unease is perhaps
the motivating root activating the ëembryoí of enlightenment to an
expansive investigation.

Within this perspective, meditative training leads ultimately to a
ëturning aroundí (paravritti) of the mental apparatus so that
consciousness (manas) suddenly becomes aware of the storehouse
no longer as a matrix of complex relations but simply as an unlimited
network empty of any particulate, inherent reality. This moment is an
enlightened awakening to the total relativity of all self-concern and the
pointlessness of any attachments within it. Grasping at the



ungraspable becomes foolish, like trying to catch the wind or cook
sand. And in the release of freedom from mental constructions,
unconditioned bliss appears as the basis for the career of a
Bodhisattva.

MENTAL CONSTRUCTION

Careful study of these sutras reveals that the basis of mind is viewed
from the twin perspectives of its basic nature and its capacity for
knowing (epistemology). These are the two aspects of sentience.
Sentience emerges from insentience; both are expressions of
ineffable Buddha mind or nature.5 Such a viewpoint presents the
mind as constructing its understanding of reality in three ways:

(1) Perceptions based in sensation create objects of cognition leading
to both the idea of the graspable and a self as grasper, thereby
creating a dualistic picture of phenomenal reality. A constructive
imagination (parikalpa) builds up the conventional world of samsara
from the reifications inherent in thought and language. Seemingly
really existing objects appear to face seemingly really existing
subjects in a world of subject-object duality.
(2) Meditative practices enable the mind to observe the flow of mere
perceptions (vijnapti) prior to their conceptualisation as objects.
Under disciplined yogic control, thought is observed in its actual
dependency upon this perceptual flow.
(3) The Yogacarins say that this perceptual process must itself be
dependent on an underlying stratum or basis, a really existent ground
of phenomena. They reject the Madhyamika analysis of Nagarjuna as
too strong a negation. The essential basis is suchness (tathata) itself,
the Dharmakaya or universal Buddha nature, which however is not
something that can be characterised as a thing.
The Yogacarins argue, reasonably, that without such a basis the

misconstructions of thought could not exist and, correspondingly,
neither could the awakening that arises when its illusions are
abandoned. There would be absolutely nothing at all. Since there is
something existent as an inexpressible suchness, it seems wise to
say so.



The major implication of these Mahayana philosophies is that there is
no need to progress in time from samsara (illusion) to nirvana
(insight) because samsara and nirvana are already co-present as
inherent potentials of mind. They are in effect the same process
observed from contrasting perspectives, with or without the grasping
motivation. There is no need to ëgoí anywhere. The vital move is to
look directly at what is present without activating the dualistic mode of
thought, effectively to remain at the point of contact between
cartwheel and road. Such a revolutionary view has had wide
implications in the further history of Buddhist thought and practice,
particularly in China, Korea and Japan.
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SILK ROAD ADVENTURES

The gradual spread of Buddhism and its great philosophies in Asia
began



The gradual spread of Buddhism and its great philosophies in Asia
began 236 BC). Under his influence monasteries became established
and the Dharma flourished in Kashmir and Gandhara, now in
Pakistan. To the west of Gandhara was the kingdom of the Bactrian
Greeks, descendants of Hellenes who had conquered these lands
during the great Asian adventure of Alexander the Great but who had
subsequently become isolated from Europe through the intervention
of the Parthians. A political and military weakness in India in the
second century bc had enabled these Greeks to extend their rule into
the Indus valley and some areas further east. Their great king,
Menander, became famous, not so much because he was an
effective ruler, but because of the extensive interest, he took in
Buddhism. He debated Buddhist tenets with the monk Nagasena,
their discussions becoming an important text revealing the extent to
which Greek and Buddhist thought intermingled in Bactria before the
birth of Christ. The melding of Greek thought and Buddhist ideas led
both to the development of philosophy and to the development of
Mahayana art in both India and China , particularly the well known
Buddha image in Greek clothing, perhaps modelled on Apollo.

The Scythians, who had originated in North West China and been
driven southwards by the Turkish Xiong-nu, eventually conquered the
Greeks. By 130 BC they had established an empire covering not only
large parts of Central Asia but also an even greater area of India than
had the Greeks. Their emperor, Kanishka of the Kushan dynasty,
became a great supporter of Buddhism and the Dharma gradually
spread into Central Asia along the Silk roads running west, eventually
to Rome, and eastwards through Kashgar and Khotan to Turfan and
ultimately to the borders of China at Dunhuang. These large oases in
the vast Central Asian deserts were well watered in those days,
supported agriculture and fruit and were often well governed as
independent fiefdoms each isolated from the next by savage
wilderness. They already had an ancient history having been
colonised at first by Indo-European peoples. Here caravans would
pause, monks could settle and spread their ideas, monasteries were
established and great schools of translation of Buddhist scriptures
into Central Asian languages developed. From Kashgar to Dunhuang



was a long haul but it was probably there that Buddhism first
encountered China1.

Dunhuang lies at the far Western end of the Great Wall of China at
the junction of the northern and southern branches of the Silk Road
around the Taklamakan desert. Here, in the Mogao grottoes, Chinese
culture and that of countries to the West met and fertilised one
another, eventually attracting great scholars and translators as well
as the artists who have given us wonderful murals that still adorn the
walls of the ëcaves of the thousand Buddhasí. The famous explorer
Sir Aurel Stein was able to obtain ancient scriptures here, long hidden
in a walled up cave. Their study has opened the door to our
understanding of Central Asian Buddhism,the interactions between
the various Buddhist cultures and the advent of Buddhism in China.2

An Indian or a Central Asian Buddhist scholar arriving in China was to
encounter a civilisation totally different from that with which he would
be familiar. In particular, China already had advanced systems of
thought with which Buddhism was to interact down to the present day.
By the time of the Han dynasty (206 BCE ñ 6 CE), China had already
established an advanced system of bureaucratic control that was
perhaps the key to its greatness in Asia. The Emperor was envisaged
as the Son of Heaven appointed to ensure the welfare of mankind. To
lose the Mandate of Heaven was the cause of the state falling into
chaos. To assist him, the state appointed scholars upon whom the
conduct of state depended. Confucius supplied the way of thought
that underlay the loyalty and discipline of these often finely disciplined
administrators. The relationship between heaven and humanity was
believed to be such that human dislocations caused natural
disturbances. Human morality was thus crucial to the maintenance of
natural equilibrium. Flood, earthquakes, famines and so on
comprised warnings to the ruler and people that their poor behaviour
threatened the mandate under which the state was licensed. Heaven
had sharp eyes. Confucianism emphasised filial piety and loyalty to
the imperial power to such an extent that individualism was firmly
suppressed in favour of a mutual understanding. Such an attitude is
still a marked tendency of Chinese identity favouring collective



solutions and negotiation towards mutual agreement rather than
individualistic effort, personal excellence and competition.

The other key element in Chinese thought was Daoism (Taoism). The
Dao is the natural way of nature with which it is the aim of a mystical
practitioner to unite in a confluence conceived to be eternal.
Philosophical Daoism has some resemblance to Buddhism in that it
discusses the ontology of human experience rather than a right way
of social action. Indeed, as Buddhism first lapped upon the shores of
China, Daoist terminology was widely used in translations of texts. In
Chan (Chinese Zen) particularly, Daoist themes, especially the love of
nature, remain important. The middle classes and literati supported
the arts, poetry, essay writing and painting expressing many Daoist
themes. Chinese yoga, part of Daoism and in many ways as powerful
as Indian yoga, could quickly penetrate the meditation practices and
ideas of Buddhists. Among the less sophisticated, Daoism focussed
on the preservation of corporeal life so as to achieve physical
immortality. In addition, ancestor worship generated cults whereby the
well being of the dead could be assured.

The history of Buddhism in China is very much one of comparative
evaluation and competition between these three streams of thought
and indeed others that took up further contrasting positions. The rich
culture of China was far from monolithic and the potential for a
creative interaction between ideas always present. Unfortunately,
more often than not, one tradition or another would gain the favour of
the imperial court, sometimes leading to the suppression of other
points of view. As a foreign system of tenets, Buddhism was often
stigmatised and made to suffer indignity, repression, loss of property
and social position. Yet, at other times, it spread widely enjoying
imperial favour. A main element in Buddhismís survival has been its
support among the laity and the relative independence of monks from
public support through their own labour.3

THE FLOWER ORNAMENT SCRIPTURE



Naturally enough the two main themes that dominated the emerging
Buddhism in China were the Madhyamaka and Yogacara
perspectives (Chapters 6-7). Yet, a key to how Buddhist philosophy
developed such originality in China was the arrival of the
extraordinary Mahayana scripture known as the Avatamsaka Sutra,
the ëFlower Ornament Scriptureí. This extraordinary work, vast in
dimension, is really a whole library of sutras of varying kinds
amalgamated into an immense text written with all the flowery
exuberance of Sanskrit literature in the dream like creativity of the
Indian imagination. Thomas Cleary4 has recently translated this
corpus into English to provide a volume that runs to one thousand
five hundred pages of closely printed text. As yet, few Western
studies of this work have been made in spite of its great significance.

Parts of the great compilation were probably composed in the Kushan
period and partial translation into Chinese began in the second
century CE. From then until the eighth century several further partial
translations and one of the whole scripture were made. So profound
were the spiritual intimations in the Avatamsaka that each of the
several Buddhist perspectives that were entering China was
influenced by it. Chinese Zen, Chan, was not only deeply affected by
its ideas but conversely the meditation practices of Chan were found
to be of value by those studying the scripture. A considerable
convergence between the Avatamsaka perspectives and those of
Chan eventually emerged. In Chinese this work is known as Hua-yan,
a name translating the title of the sutra, that became attached to a
whole philosophical school based upon its themes.

When compared to the Prajnaparamita Sutras, the Lankavatara or
even the Lotus Sutra, the Flower Ornament Scripture presents us
with a radical change of climate. The great Daisetz Susuki writes, ìWe
are no more in this world...we are miraculously lifted up among the
heavenly galaxies. The ethereal world is luminosity itself...When the
Buddha enters a certain kind of Samadhi, the pavilion where he is
situated all of a sudden expands to the fullest limits of the
Universe...while the Universe itself is dissolved into the being of the
Buddha. And this is no mere expanse of emptiness...for the audience
before the Buddha is not a mortal one but a huge gathering of



spiritual beings,î archetypical bodhisattvas assembling from countless
universes. The ground is ìpaved with diamonds, the pillars, beams,
railings etc are inlaid with all kinds of precious stones sparkling
brilliantly and glittering with the reflection of one another.î As the
Buddha enters that Samadhi, all those present find themselves
placed in galaxies of mutual reflection in which each one contains the
Buddha and in every atom of which the whole realm of universes is
replicated. Although impermanence rules, there is no time other than
an eternity of the present and space is no longer a container of
particularities but rather an infinite fusion of mutual penetrations and
replications in which everything is luminous and transparent. Such a
vision represents the Dharmadhatu, the realm of the infinite Dharma
insight, as opposed to the Lokadhatu or realm of conventional
appearances. Yet, not all can see this vision equally; it depends upon
their spiritual attainments!5

The books of the Avatamsaka explore this realm from many
perspectives. The final work, by far the largest, describes the descent
of Manjusri, Bodhisattva of Wisdom, from such an assembly to the
human world where he finds a youth called Sudhana who has the
potential of becoming a Bodhisattva. Manjusri gives him some
instruction and then sends him off in search of enlightened beings
each of which has a vision and a practice. These illumined ones
come from every walk of life, beggars to kings, seeming fools to great
monks, some human and some from far beyond the human world,
some men and some women; each one passes Sudhana on to the
next who is said to possess even deeper knowledge. This tale of an
extraordinary journey reveals the wide reach of Mahayana thought
and its rich inclusiveness, an understanding of an extraordinary range
of human perception, sometimes deep sometimes relatively shallow.
Sudhana eventually reaches the abodes of great beings; Maitreya;
the Buddha of the Future, and Samantabhadra, the Bodhisattva of
Great Vows, who represents spiritual action in the world. Sudhana is
shown a miraculous tower inside of which are countless other towers
each one a replica of all the others in unending mutual reflection.
None of them obstructs any other one, yet all retain their individuality
and each may fuse with all. Sudhana sees himself in all the towers



and experiences an emancipation that goes beyond all limits. He
finds himself experiencing great selfless compassion for all beings
emanating from a wisdom world of unlimited insights powering
unlimited potentials for the good.

A reading of such work is a reading of great religious poetry and
although the style is foreign to a modern Western reader, it can have
a compelling, almost hypnotic quality and the power to entrance
through its profound conviction. To its original readers it became a
source of faith and inspiration especially in its persuasive account of
the lives, morality, achievements and insights of the Bodhisattvas
busying themselves in saving the world. Yet, its immense bulk,
seeming indigestible wealth of imagery and profuse metaphor was a
challenge to the essentially practical Chinese mind.

The extraordinary wealth of contrasting and seemingly contradictory
Buddhist ideas that were pouring into China prior to and during the
Tang dynasty (7thñ9th centuries) demanded some sort of
classification, review and condensation. A string of eminent monks of
philosophical inclination undertook to unravel the intricacies and to
set out clearly the metaphysical principles that underlay these works.
Interpreters of the Avatamsaka were of especial importance to the
future of Buddhism in China. In particular five names stand out as the
founders or ëpatriarchs ë of the Hua-yan perspective: Du-shun (557-
640), Zhi-yan (600-668), Fazang (643-712), Cheng -guan (738-839
approx) and Zong-mi (780-841). A further author Li-Tongxuan (8th
century) wrote further commentarial works that had a deep influence
some centuries later.6

Thomas Cleary summarises the significance of these works as
follows: ìThe hua-yen doctrine shows the entire cosmos as one single
nexus of conditions in which everything simultaneously depends on
and is depended on by, everything else. Seen in this light, then,
everything affects and is affected by, more or less immediately or
remotely, everything else; just as this is true of every system of
relationships, so it is true of the totality of existence. In seeking to
understand individuals and groups, therefore, Hua-yen thought
considers the manifold as an integral part of the unit and the unit as



an integral part of the manifold; one individual is considered in terms
of relationships to other individuals as well as to the whole nexus,
while the whole nexus is considered in terms of its relation to each
individual as well as to all individuals.î

Cleary goes on: ì The accord of this view with the experience of
modern science is obvious, and it seems to be an appropriate basis
upon which the question of the relation of science and bioethics ñ
may be resolved.î7 Important words which we shall explore anon. But
first, how is this vision constructed?

The essential basis is impermanence as the synonym of emptiness or
suchness of all phenomena. As we have seen, impermanence means
the momentary arising and simultaneous annihilation of phenomena
(dharmas) in an unending yet timeless cosmic process in which all
apparent entities are ëemptyí of any inherent existence (Chapter 6
&7). The Hua -yan philosophers explore the implications of this idea
further than did their forerunners in the Madhyamika or Yogacara
traditions from which the sutra emerged. They do this in ways which,
although at first seemingly very odd indeed, are in fact well based in
logical argument from the initial premises.

Two root premises are Totality and Non Obstruction.8 Since all
phenomena are both instantaneously self-arising and self destructing,
description in terms of temporal processes and dimensions become
irrelevant in this vision. There is one cosmic whole and that whole is
in its suchness ëemptyí; furthermore, as phenomena arise and depart
they do not obstruct one another but co-emerge without mutual
interferences.

The Empress Wu, a great sponsor of Buddhism in the Tang dynasty
and a woman of great intelligence, had had a copy of the
Avatamsaka imported to the capital from distant Turkestan. The great
sanscritist Siksananda undertook the immense task of translation.
Wanting to understand the tenets, the Empress requested Master Fa-
zang to explain them to her. In attempting to describe them Fa-zang
found that the empress, perhaps unsurprisingly, remained puzzled
even though she had grasped some essential ideas. She asked him



whether he could arrange a demonstration of the key idea as a sort of
metaphorical expression. After some thought, Fa-zang had the
brilliant idea of using a hall of mirrors. He prepared a room with
mirrors on all four walls, in the corners and on the ceilings. In the
centre, he placed a Buddha image and a brightly burning torch. As
she gazed at this inspiring panorama of receding mutual reflections,
the empress exclaimed in wonder. Fa-zang told her that the room
demonstrated very clearly that all realms of experience reflect one
another and are thus contained in one another while also
interpenetrating. Realms embrace realms to infinity and different
realms arise simultaneously and all in a harmonious and quite natural
pattern. He also demonstrated that the big could be contained in the
small as well as the small within the big. Taking from his sleeve a
large multifaceted crystal, he showed how all the manifold images in
the big mirrors were also represented in the small crystal. On another
occasion, he used the statue of a golden lion to demonstrate how the
gold pervaded all parts while each part participated in the same gold.

Garma Chang has provided a valuable explanation of the Sanskrit
word dhatu translated as ërealmí and used frequently in the scripture
as in ñ ìthe realm of Buddhahood is the totality of non obstructionî, or
ëdharmadhatuí ñ the realm of Dharma. A ërealmí is a term for an
area, sphere or perspective within which certain beings, functions,
activities, thoughts, or descriptions are manifest. A woodland is an
area within which numerous trees and plants support insects, which
support birds or small mammals that in turn support larger predators.
Each of these comprises a ërealmí and each is dependent on the
other and, in view of death, decay and the creation of humus, all are
interdependent in one manifold process. Furthermore, the whole
process may be expressed through other perspectives, realms of
thought this time, providing a descriptive vision in terms of food
chains, chemical equilibria, energy conservation, gain or loss or even
in terms of a physical analysis. Again, the wood might be seen
through the eyes of a poet or a painter. All these realms are
contributory to a holistic vision and are both independent and
mutually interdependent at the same time. Chang gives the example
of a cup of water which may be seen as thirst quenching, contributing



to a cooking process, made of H20, appearing as ice or snow or
steam and so on. All of these ërealmsí are independent yet all can
manifest harmoniously without contradiction or ëobstructioní. In a
ëtotalisticí vision, therefore all perspectives or ërealmsí concur
without interference with one another yet all contribute to and relate
within the whole.

Chang then asks what it is that comprises ëobstructioní. In Hua-yan
speak, an obstruction is a boundary, wall, barrier or threshold beyond
which a realm no longer applies. These barriers may be of many
kinds and could perhaps be classified in terms of the distinctions they
make. A poetic vision of daffodils is very different from a biological
account of them.
ëYear after year
Daffodils
On the road to Pant-y-dwr.í

Such a verse evokes a very different response from a statement
regarding the climatic conditions that stimulate their appearance.
What is in play here is what Wittgenstein called a difference between
language ëgamesí. There is a barrier between two forms of verbal
expression through their contrasting modes of insight and focus.

What distinguishes a barrier is the presence of distinctive ëbeingí. To
ëbeí normally means to ëbe somethingí or to be in a certain manner.
Distinctions acquire names and names soon enough evoke
preferences or biases for one perspective or another. Such
distinctions are constitutive of the way the human mind normally
perceives or constructs its world. Our human mode of being is in itself
a ërealmí among many others. The world of owls, or frogs, for
example are very different from the world of humans as a study of
their eyes and ears makes plain. Human minds, furthermore, are
highly distinctive in themselves, each running according to a
contrasting karma or conditioning. What one human sees another
cannot imagine. In the wood, bird watchers see and hear birds,
entomologists see a world of insects and the hunter of mushrooms
keeps his eyes on the ground. They live in separate ërealmsí yet all
these realms arise together and penetrate mutually without



obstruction. Indeed, they are also interchangeable. Clinging to one
realm or another is a product of karmic roots generating distinctive
evaluations and preventing the possibility of wider vision. A totalistic
vision is only possible when such discriminations are entirely
dropped. What is then seen is a whole without barriers yet it is no
different from that seen categorised, as it were, through coloured
glasses a moment before.

Garma Chang explores the inner dynamics of the totalistic or ëroundí
view as presented in Du-shunís perceptive essay On the Meditation
of Dharmadhatu. The meditation first of all distinguishes between the
realm of phenomena (Shi); that is events as normatively experienced,
oak trees, admiral butterflies, cars on motorways, the song of the
robin, hot fire and freezing ice, and the realm of the underlying
principles (Li) that sustain phenomena; laws of gravity, inertia,
temporal patterning, linguistic structure, brain processes that are
invisible yet which are the determinants of events as perceived. This
is then a distinction between the phenomena that appear and the
noumena that they express. There are many realms within Li and the
phenomena of Shi are the multiple experiences we have of the world,
yet all can be subsumed under these two general terms. The realms
of Shi and Li are however not themselves realms with barriers
between them for they are inseparable, interdependent aspects of
one whole. This is the metaphor of the Golden Lion explained; the
gold is Lithe underlying pervasive noumenon, while the form of the
lion is Shi, the differentiated, phenomenal artefact.

Du-shun describes the relations between Shi and Li. Li does not
obstruct Shi ( Li Shi Wu Ai). An event is always the expression of
some underlying principle. Du-shun elaborates characteristically in
ten ways. The principle (Li) embraces the event (Shi)) just as the
event embraces the underlying principle; when the event (Shi),
appears it relies on Li, the principle. Events illustrate the principle yet
the appearance of the event may obscure the principle just as
realising the principle may obscure the significance of the event. The
principle is present in the event just as the events are none other than
the principle. Even so, the principle is distinguishable from the event
just as events are distinguishable from the principle.



Each of these positions depends on whether one takes up a
standpoint from the perspective of the event or its underlying
causation or understanding. Each of these relations is then quite
logically comprehensible. Modern writers have described this
distinction in terms of theories of ëagencyí, people or objects doing
things in the world, or ëmotioní, the underlying forces that drive the
processes of agency. While such theories refer to contrasting data
and use differing terms, they are not in contradiction with one
another. The beheading of Charles the First may be discussed in
terms of personal beliefs or in terms of underlying cultural and
historical trends.

Yet there is a further proposition; the non-obstruction of Shi against
Shi ; that is of one event against another, an insight based upon the
preceding analysis. Given the nature of impermanence, every
individual event (Shi)) enters into and merges with all other events in
perfect freedom irrespective of the principles underlying them. In the
end the only dharmadhatu that exists is this mutual penetration in Shi
Shi Wu Ai (Non obstruction of Shi against Shi).

In Cheng-guanís ëMirror of the mysteries of the universe of Hua-yaní,
a contemplation on Du-shunís works, we have the following
summary: ì...when all completely enter into one, that causes the one
also to be within all that are within itself, simultaneously, without
interference. Moreover, because including the other is identical to
entering the other, when one thing is completely in all, it causes the
all to be always in the one, simultaneously, without interference.
Ponder this.î Indeed!

Thomas Cleary reviews such ideas: ì The Flower Ornament Scripture
is like a hologram, the whole concentrated in all the parts, this very
structure reflecting a fundamental doctrine ñ that this is what the
cosmos itself is like, everything interreflecting, the one and the many
interpenetrating....Were its method unlocked, ancient research into
the mental cosmos...might have something to offer to modern
investigations into the holographic nature of the brain and its linear
and simultaneous modes.î9



These Hua yan ideas were taken up within other Buddhist trends
entering China. The principles of Li Shi Wu Ai and Shi Shi Wu Ai
became a differentiating focus between viewpoints expressed by the
Tian tai and the Hua yan schools and both were subsequently
influential in Chan.

THE INVOLVEMENT OF THE LAITY

During the Tang and Song dynasties there were periods when
imperial courtiers and literati favouring either Confucianism or Daoism
succeeded in persecuting Buddhism as a foreign faith. Monks and
nuns were disrobed, monasteries sacked and teaching suspended.
These cataclysmic events effectively destroyed much of the wealth
and cultural contribution to Chinese Buddhist culture that had been
built up in the Tang. In the following Song period the surviving
Buddhist traditions tended to compete with one another for influence,
not so much from the court as from rich patrons among the literati.
The significance of lay practitioners thus became greatly enhanced.

The relations between Buddhism and both Daoism and Confucianism
were argued anew. In particular, the great Chan and Hua-yan master
Zong-mi10 was able to show that neither Confucianism nor Daoism
were of much use in determining the fate of humans either in this life
or in the next. The folk doctrines of karma and rebirth of ancient
Indian origin, polished to a reformulation in China, did however
provide essential solutions. Through following the moral precepts, the
lay-person could reduce the risks of negative karmic retribution in
favour of a better rebirth. One might return as a human or even a god
instead of as a hell being, a donkey or a perpetually duelling fighter.
Such ideas provided a meaning and an incentive for living a good life.

One must recall that in the great cities of ancient China there were
many sophisticated men of letters as well as innumerable relatively
wealthy people forming a middle class in society; shopkeepers,
artisans, traders, big merchants. Their concern with ultimate
questions of life and death could find a more helpful answer in basic
Buddhism than they could elsewhere. As the significance of the laity
increased, so Buddhist teachers and masters shifted their attention



towards the provision of teachings suited to their needs. Simple
practices such as repeating Buddhaís name originated with the Tian-
tai and developed into the Pureland schools. the naive were
encouraged to believe that by simply repeating a Buddhaís name
they would be reborn in the land of the western paradise where
Amitabha presided. The sophisticated would however understand
that this was actually a metaphor for a mental process of self-
cleansing.

Some monks, often living solitarily, acquired functions more shamanic
than Buddhist. Once the charisma of such men became established,
attention was drawn to their practice. One monk, who took the Hua-
yan Sutra as his Dharma root, encouraged others in reciting it until a
large society came to be formed with many local groups dedicated to
periodic meetings and feasts at which the sutra was chanted. The
more sophisticated lay scholars developed close relationships with
Buddhist masters and some extensive correspondence between
them has survived.11 Furthermore, women began to play a role in
both monastic and lay Buddhism receiving transmission as teachers
and exercising influence.

During the Song Dynasty the surviving traditions sought to bolster
their influence and popularity by rethinking their histories,
questionably anchoring their teachings in the lives of great names of
the past and even composing sutras in their name. The Song was
thus a time rich in competitive Buddhist politics that, far from being
negative in effect, generated a new creativity and force that enabled
Buddhism to survive and sustain its institutions in China.
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9
ZEN: THE DIRECT APPROACH
ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT

The great importance of Zen within the history of Chinese Buddhism,
its significance in Japan and its cultural impact on coming to the
West, merits Zen a chapter in itself. Indeed, for many Westerners
Buddhism essentially means Zen and vice versa. The word ëZení is
the Japanese pronunciation of the Chinese ëChaní (primitively Chan-
a), which in turn is the Chinese pronunciation of the Sanskrit
ëdhyanaí meaning meditation. In Korea and Vietnam the word
mutates similarly to ëSoní and ëThiení respectively. It is a school of
Buddhism devoted to meditation practice, which it ranks in
significance high above scholarly knowledge whether philosophical or
psychological ñ a conventional generalisation which we must
however consider below.

Unlike other schools, Zen (Chan) is taught primarily through stories
that illustrate personal openings to enlightenment and encourage



students to emulate the lives of great masters by penetrating the
meaning of their sayings and actions ñ basically becoming
enlightened through recreating the awakened mind of the master.
When, during military service at the time of the Korean War, I met my
first Chan teacher in Hong Kong in 1954, he taught his small group in
this manner. A businessman who later became a leading monk in
Hong Kong, Yen Shi-liang* had sat with the revered Master Xu-yun in
pre-communist China and was therefore a first generation, realised
descendant of this great reformer. It was in small convivial meetings
held after hours in a Chinese doctorís surgery that I first heard the
legendary tales of Bodhidharma and Hui-neng. Our task was to
penetrate these tales to perceive the Buddha mind hidden within
them. We neither ësatí nor contemplated koans but the talk was
brilliant, totally bemusing to a 21 year old, biologically trained
reductionist, and, as I also began to appreciate the aesthetics of the
(then) remote monasteries on Lantau Island, I found myself
discovering a new perspective on my life. In those meetings, we
assumed we were examining history, however legendary, and that the
stories were essentially ëtrueí.1 Today we have a very different
account, the result of outstanding textual research mainly by
American scholars.2 Their work has revealed a much more nuanced
understanding in which the romantic allure of Zen in the fifties is
being replaced by a carefully considered understanding which, in the
end, strengthens our comprehension of Chinese Buddhism, its
Japanese derivative and its significance in post-modern culture.

* Mr. Yen was later to become head of several monastic foundations is Hong Kong under the
religious name Yen Wai Si.

There is virtually no information about Chan in any precise Indian
form although it clearly originated from within Indian Buddhism. The
founding legend concerns the monk Bodhidharma who, it is said, on
his arrival in China had an interview with the Emperor and told him
that all his practical support for monasteries and monks, in which the
Emperor took much pride, had no merit whatsoever being merely
trivial practice. When the Emperor, not unreasonably, asked whom it
was that was speaking to him in this fashion, Bodhidharma, evidently
unwilling to enter into any discussion and sticking to his abrupt zen



pronouncements, exclaimed that he did not know. Perhaps
understanding that he had offended the Emperor, he went off to a
distant mountain and faced a wall in meditation for nine years. The
Emperor is said to have regretted the rapid departure of so strange a
monk but his ministers told him that such monks only appear once,
they do not return. After some years in front of his wall, Bodhidharma
was sought out by the monk Hui-ke but refused to help him. In
desperation, Hui-ke is said to have cut off his arm and offered it,
whereupon Bodhidharma turned to him and asked what he wanted.
Hui-ke told him that his mind was troubled. Could Bodhidharma pacify
it? ìFirst show me your mindî, said Bodhidharma. When Hui-ke said
he could not find it. Bodhidharma said, ì Well then ñ I have pacified it
for you.î On hearing this Hui-ke became enlightened and eventually
succeeded Bodhidharma as patriarch.

This story is in fact a creation of much later times. We have virtually
no knowledge of who the real Bodhidharma may have been but from
among the manuscripts found at Dunhuang there have emerged
important references and texts attributed to him. Among them is a
verse that states the nature of Chan in a very clear manner revealing
the basis for Bodhidharmaís seemingly uncouth abruptness with the
Emperor. These texts provide an account of a method of practice that
turn out to be the basis for many subsequent developments. The
famous verse defining Chan reads:

A special transmission outside the scriptures
No dependence on words and letters
Direct pointing to the human heart/mind
Seeing oneís (Buddha) nature.

Two things are established by these texts; firstly the direct
understanding of oneís true or basic nature is not to be gained, so it
is argued, by reading descriptive or explanatory literature, secondly,
understanding arises in a direct encounter with a master who knows
and is thus able to confirm a realisation. When one perceives what
the master knows such perception comprises both enlightenment and
a transmission of the Dharma. The prototype story here is one in
which the Buddha is said to have refused to answer monksí



metaphysical questions but rather to have picked a flower and held it
up. The disciple Mahakasyapa smiled and the Buddha gave him the
flower, thereby establishing the Chan style of teaching.3

The image we now have of Bodhidharma was built up over many
years. John McRae (2003) has dated the first textual appearances of
differing aspects of the stories concerning him from between 547 CE
and the first millennium. Seventh century assertions suggest
Bodhidharma came to China around 480 CE, was in the capital
Luoyang between 516-526 and died around 530. He may have been
a monk from south India of Brahmin caste who taught a small group
of students and was the author of a text ëThe Treatise on Two
Entrances and Four Practicesí prepared probably after his the death
by a disciple. We must realise that not only may there have been
more than one monk of this name in China but that the stories, like
many others, were almost certainly created retrospectively to cement
a growing tradition in a largely but perhaps not completely imaginary
origin.

The ëTwo Entrances and Four Practicesí provide a picture of the
early Chan orientation and method. The two entrances are by
ëPrincipleí, that is directly seeing oneís Buddha nature through
intuitive insight, and ëPracticeí in the use of certain meditative
techniques or attitudes in daily life. The four practices entail accepting
misfortune as the maturing of oneís own past transgressions,
accepting all circumstances whether of good or bad fortune, living
without craving while knowing craving to be the source of suffering,
and living a life based in the six perfections naturally and not through
some enforced technical system. At the root of both Entrances lies a
faith in the Dharma, which is here essentially the Tathagatagarbha
interpretation of Buddha mind: the root of mind is Buddha nature
itself. In this vision all sentient beings, whether ordinary or
enlightened, are said to possess a fundamental nature which in
ordinary people is obscured by false sense impressions and
attachments to fixed ideas based upon them (Chapter 7). When the
false is discarded, the underlying nature is seen. When a practitioner
comprehends this directly, either through a non-discriminative, serene
and inactive meditation or through living an active life within the four



practices, he or she perceives enlightenment. Here then we have a
dual approach that recurs throughout the history of Chan - one
through meditative absorption and the other through perfecting life in
the world through the dropping of craving concerns.

The foundation myths of the Chan sects are based in genealogies of
enlightened masters traced back generation by generation to the
Buddha himself. Although the more recent lineages are more or less
historical, the earlier ones are not only myths but also stories created
in the Song dynasty (960-1126) to authenticate the teaching of a
monastic line by an dynasty (960-1126) to authenticate the teaching
of a monastic line by an 907). Study of extant texts reveals the nature
of the teachings and practices associated with these masters and
their study can give an account of the manner in which Chan
developed in China. In the accompanying Figure the basic historical
phases of Chan development as reconstructed by John McRae are
shown superimposed on the conventional lineage tree of major
masters. We must bear in mind the often fictional reconstructions that
surround the lives of these masters who none the less appear within
the presentations of ways of teaching that vary in a progressive
manner through time.4

Proto-Chan 500-600 CE: The early formulations of teaching and
practice attributed to Bodhidharma seem to have been taught in
small, scattered groups in northern China suggesting perhaps an
entry by way of Central Asia and the Silk route. The teaching was
focussed on experiencing Buddha nature but there were no lineage
claims. Our understanding of this time is based in later traditional
accounts and documents discovered in the Dunhuang caves.

Early Chan 600-900 CE: Small monastic communities had now
developed following varying paths to understanding the mind through
yogic meditation. At this stage, there is little differentiation between
any specific Chan approach and those of other schools although
divergence is emerging during the period. Lineage theories began to
appear as contrasting sectarian positions emerged. In the seventh
century a famous monk, Shen-xiu (606-706), gained influence and
prestige in the capital. Shen-hui (684-758), a vigorous and



confrontational evangelist, attacked the sitting meditation methods of
the impressive Shen-xiu monastics and advocated a more direct
approach to insight. He attributed this to an otherwise little known
monk Hui-neng who lived around 700 with whom he had been
acquainted and perhaps studied. This alternative viewpoint became
known as the ësoutherní school focussing on direct insight through
enquiry rather than the sitting meditation of Shen-xiuís ënortherní
school. Middle Chan 750-10000: The classic ëPlatform Sutra of the
Sixth Patriarchí (Hui-neng) appeared perhaps around 780 purporting
to give an account of the origin of Shen huiís new approach through
an autobiographical account of the life of Hui-neng. Although it is a
retrospective and perhaps largely fictional interpretation, the idea of a
sudden approach to enlightenment through direct enquiry rather than
through the gradualism of sitting meditation catches on and a major
split between the original Northern school and the Southern school of
Hui-neng appears. While the ënortherní monks based their approach
largely in the Lankavatara Sutra, those of the Southern orientation
favoured the Diamond Sutra. The respective positions were
subsequently described as the Gradual versus Sudden ways to
enlightenment although such differentiation is questionable (see
below). In this period, accounts of the ëencounter dialoguesí between
masters or masters and monk students became the prime method of
teaching. The masters of this period were certainly among the most
forceful presenters of the koan approach such as we still know it
today. The ësoutherní tendency thus gained prominence in Chan and
the ënortherní approach almost became extinct.

DATES, PERIODS AND NAMES OF MASTERS IN LINEAGE SYSTEMS OF CHAN SAKYAMUNI
ca 500-600 PROTO CHAN

Bodhidharma Pre-lineage and pre-encounter

Chan
Huike
600-900 EARLY CHAN Hongren
Shenxue and Huineng Platform Sutra Shenhui
750-10000 MIDDLE CHAN Matsu Encounter dialogues Tsao/ tung Linchi
950-1300 SUNG DYNASTY CHAN
Five houses Chan Hung chi ( Hongzhi) Tsao-tung and Linchi schools
Ta hui

1300-1900
PRE-MODERN CHAN

Tsaotung School in China Linchi school in China = Soto school in Japan =Rinzai school in Japan



=Rinzai school in Japan 
MODERN to
POST-MODERN

Hsu yun in China

Shenyen in Taiwan and West Jiyu Kennett

Soto masters Daisetz Suzuki

Shinriyu Suzuki and others in USA Reb Anderson
and others
Maezumi and others in USA

Glasman, Loorie and others

Song Dynasty Chan 950-1300: Major collections of encounter events
were assembled becoming the basis for Koan stories used in
contemplation. These stories largely concern the activities of the
great Tang masters as retrospectively recreated and attached to
genealogies by monks of the Song dynasty. Chan becomes the chief
ideology of great monasteries favoured by government. Later, as
government support waned, the differing sects competed for
influence by wooing the great scholars and influential literati of the
time. The competition between a reviving ënortherní and the
established ësoutherní Chan orientations contributed to the
divergence of the two famous schools of Caodong (Tsao-tung) and
Linji (Linchi) which in a later age became the Soto and Rinzai
lineages of Japan. The Caodong school favoured Silent Illumination
as its chief practice method while the Linji School favoured koans or
rather the use of key phrases (huatou) from koan stories as themes
for focussed meditation. The great advocates of these positions were
Hong-zhi and Dahui (Tahui) respectively.5 There is considerable
documentation from this period including letters between masters and
learned disciples.

Pre-modern Chan/Zen 1300-1900: In China the influence of
Buddhism waned for a number of reasons: routes to India had been
cut off and no further translations, which had previously generated
active research and discussion were being made; the existing
schools became highly ritualised and their activities formal rather than
spontaneously creative; Confucianism revived offering patterns of
thought that had imbibed some Buddhist ideas making Buddhism
altogether less distinctive; national disasters; the conquests leading



to Mongol and Manchu dynasties; restrictions on monastery power;
periodic rejection of Buddhism as a ëforeigní religion, all led to a
lessening of interest and power. By contrast, in Japan the former
Chinese schools (Linji and Caodong) flourished as Rinzai and Soto
respectively, both as a result of fine teaching and from government
support. Yet, here too, Buddhism gradually became highly formal and
practice, including koan practice, highly ritualised. Some truly creative
monks resisted this process with vigour (for example, Ikkyu and
Ryokan), becoming legends in their time and exemplars today.

Modern Chan/Zen 1900-1950: In China the great reforming Master
Xuyun and several other fine masters led a cultural renewal in
Buddhism through teaching, meditative practice and in the
reconstruction of monasteries. Master Xu-yun favoured a degree of
eclecticism in his revival, culling doctrines from largely forgotten
teachings to support a popular perspective. He tended to merge
Chan with some practices of the Pureland school. Buddhism regained
some of its former glory and began to attract the interest of
Westerners. Yet, China itself was in deep political and economic
decline and subject to Western imperialist predation and the
introduction of Christianity. The advent of Communism suppressed
Buddhism completely but did not kill it. Like Daoism and
Confucianism, it remained embedded in the hearts of the people and
survived. In Hong Kong and Taiwan, Buddhism began to thrive as the
post World War II economies grew. In Japan, before World War II,
Zen became associated with the cult of the Emperor and developed
growing links with Japanese militarism, a fact largely denied or
ignored in the immediate post-war period of recovery and linkage with
the West.6 Since the war this emphasis has been abandoned. The
Soto monks, unlike Rinzai, had been little influenced by such
distortion.

In the West, the decline of Christianity allowed room for a growing
and lively interest in Asian thought especially Zen and the formation
of Buddhist societies. In London the well known judge, Christmas
Humphries, and the writer Alan Watts, did much to encourage the
popularity of Zen, which caught on within the hippie movement
through the work of American writers Kerouac, Ginsberg and Snyder.



The great Japanese teacher Daisetz Suzuki had become famous
early in the century, promoting a view of Zen based almost entirely on
the Rinzai viewpoint. His learned translations and his one-sided
discussions of Zen remain influential today although subjected to
considerable correction. After WWII, Phillip Kapleau, following some
monastic training in Japan, compiled ëThe Three Pillars of Zení, a
highly influential contribution, and established a Rinzai style
monastery in U.S.A. The head of the Soto church in Japan welcomed
Peggy Kennet, an Englishwoman, to his monastery. She then trained,
not without difficulty, in a male dominated institution eventually to
become a local priest in Japan and to be the founder of a Soto
derived monastic order in U.S.A. and in Britain.

Post-modern Chan/Zen (1950 ñ present): Zen centres now abound
throughout the Western world and cater for the spiritual and often the
psychological needs of numberless westerners. The movement is
essentially secular and may be in danger of subversion by the
prevailing spiritual materialism of the consumer culture ñ much as
has happened to the humanistic sensitivity and growth group
phenomena of the 1960s70s. Many centres and lively masters
abound but not without several reprehensible scandals arising from
unwise transmissions to teach given to individuals who may have had
ëenlightenment experiencesí but who were clearly spiritually
immature. Currently, a mature Chan is taught in New York by Chan
Master Sheng-yen of Dharma Drum Mountain, Taiwan, with affiliated
institutions world wide, while Japanese oriented Zen (for example, the
San Francisco Zen Centre founded by the much loved Shunryu
Suzuki Roshi) flourishes in U.S.A. under the leadership of such
teachers as Reb Anderson, John Daido Loori and Bernie Glassman.
There are numerous Rinzai based groups, for example that led by the
nun Myokoni in London (Irmgard Schloegl). There are signs of a
major reappraisal of Zen/Chan history based on the work of textual
scholarship reviewed in this chapter and of a rebirth of fresh Buddhist
philosophy in the writings of Stephen Batchelor and David Loy. The
social movement of ëengaged Buddhismí is largely Zen based, and
attempts to ameliorate and criticise the materialism of our times.7 In
addition, both Korean and Vietnamese Zen flourish under good



masters especially the renowned Thich Nhat Hahn of Plum Village in
France.

There are reasons for thinking that Zen in homeland Japan, although
still vigorous, may have declined somewhat due not only to the tide of
consumerism enveloping that country but also because of the
emergence of trendy post-modern sectarian novelties of dubious
spiritual value. Indeed there may be a parallel here with the decline of
Christianity and the emergence of New Age superstition in the West.
In China, the restoration and renewal of practice in many monasteries
bodes well for the future and receives considerable support from the
laity. Conservative Chinese Buddhism together with traditional
Daoism and Confucianism is no longer suppressed although closely
supervised by the Chinese government.

KOANS, ORIGIN, USE AND MEANING

Daisetz Suzuki used to argue that solving koans led to an insight into
a pure consciousness beyond any teaching yet fundamental to all
religion. His philosophical approach ignored history since it focussed
on an underlying nature of mind beyond thought and therefore
beyond historical determination. Koans, he argued, essentially had no
meaning because any successful response to a koan lay outside
thought. The koan was an instrument for triggering insight into this
hidden or obscured nature of mind. Such an interpretation did not
encourage questions concerning the history of koans as a method
nor an examination of the social history of the Chan School. It led
some to a belief that Zen could be equally a basis for Christianity as
for Buddhism. Such an attitude has allowed some Japanese masters
to create Dharma heirs who were Christian rather than Buddhist and
who mostly began at once to promote koans as instrumental in a
Christian revelation. Such a use of koan decentres it from its position
in Chinese and Japanese Buddhism and denies any connection
between it and the ontology of mind found within Buddhist thought.
Koans then become instruments for Christian theology potentially
involving theist positions almost completely opposed to Buddhist
understanding. Some theologians argue that while Zen is ënaturalí



religion, the Christian ëtruthsí are ërevealedí religion. Many have
been confused by these sophistries, which remain unresolved.

Koans are best seen as instruments for a realisation allowing the
student or monk to break out of his or her conventional assumptions
into a freedom that is only possible to express through metaphors.
Koans are themselves essentially metaphors. The Chinese ëgong-
aní, from which the Japanese word ëkoaní originates, means a public
case ñ such as a lawyer might present to a court. In the court of
spiritual insight, the koan becomes the problem for the lawyer who
sits as it were before the master as judge. Yet, here, the master
already knows the resolution of the metaphorical paradox and the
lawyerís job is therefore to align himself with the mind of the master
who has trained in the same way in his own generation.

As one popular koan story has it, when the Master Joshu was asked
ëDoes a dog have Buddha nature?í He replied MU! This word MU
meaning no or not (No, the dog does not HAVE Buddha nature)
becomes the huatou or brief summarising phrase of the koan. The
studentís task is to penetrate the meaning of Mu. This does not entail
searching for the reasons behind Joshuís answer if any, but rather a
direct realisation of what is being negated.The dog has no essence, it
is just the dog. What is NOT? There is no absolute dog abstracted
from the living animal, the dog-process itself. One can create
numerous interpretations of this koan all to no avail unless one
discovers for oneself indeed what NOT is. It is not enough to seek
recourse to philosophy arguing that MU represents the Buddha mind
behind or beyond all thought, rather one has to realise MU directly
and beyond words ñ the absence of an inherent being apart from
process in anything. One is looking for a revelatory experience or
insight of the mind before concepts arise within it ñ a pre-conceptual
awareness.

Such stories do indeed have a history and were not used in early
Chan. Bodhidharma had never heard of them and the story about the
flower had not yet been invented. Where then did koans come from?
Examination of extant texts reveals a gradual development beginning
with the use of ëencounter dialogueí between a teacher and a monk



in discussions of the meaning of Buddhist ideas. Some monks began
recording such dialogues that became increasingly focussed on the
gaining of a precise insight. In terms of Bodhidharmaís ëTwo Entriesí
this would be an entry through ëprincipleí that would not however
invalidate entry through the methods of practice. The encounter
stories eventually became a fictional and indeed a literary form,
although a number of actual past events may underlie some of them.

There is a doctrinal background to this development. The
Lankavatara Sutra was the favoured scripture of early Chan. One
story relates how Bodhidharma on his deathbed told Hui-ke it was
now time for him to read this sutra since his teacher would soon be
gone. The Lanka is a very psychological text8(see Chapter 7) setting
out a theory of mind and suggesting methods of meditation that hark
back to the Indian methods of calming the mind (samatha) and
gaining insight into it (vipyasanna). Students of the Lanka would have
used such methods which included long periods of developing
meditative equipoise through ësittingí. The early East Mountain
school, unlike other non-Zen Buddhist schools of the time, taught
meditation and little else and seems to have become a base from
which other monasteries with the same approach developed. The
Lanka would have been a prime scripture for the Northern school of
Shen-xiu. From the time of Hui-neng however emphasis shifted to the
Diamond Sutra, a short text in the Prajnaparamita tradition. Here very
little is said of the mind or its nature. The meditator is directed to see
immediately why, for example, the Buddha never said anything at all!
Consideration of such a matter did not require sitting but an
immediate insight into the pre-conceptual basis of mind that can arise
as all attachments are given up. In such an approach, we can see the
essence of the koan dilemma that became the prime approach of the
Southern school.

Even so, the divergence in monastic practices only developed
gradually. Early on, every monastery had contained facilities for sutra
study, recitation, ritual and manual labour in addition to meditation.
This is true also today. On visiting the restored Yun-men monastery in
1997, my Chinese colleague and I found buildings allocated for these
different purposes and monks could choose which activity was best



suited to them. The options available suggested that Bodhidharmaís
ëTwo Entries and four practicesí are thus not merely theoretical but
meaningfully expressed today in monastic life.9

The Platform Sutra of Hui-neng,10 although now known to be a
polemical document rather than either history or autobiography,
remains a key text in understanding the emergence of these views. It
appears that during the transition from early to middle period Chan,
the use of sitting meditation as the key to enlightenment began to be
popular and spread to a number of monasteries where individual
teachers taught varying methods centred upon either calm sitting in
the traditional Indian manner or more direct entries by principle. It
seems that these contrasting patterns of practice may have coexisted
in some monasteries connected to the practice of monks wandering
between masters on pilgrimage. At the fifth patriarch Hung-renís
monastery, it seems plausible that an obscure and illiterate monk Hui-
neng had a direct experience outside both scriptural study and long
term sitting and that this was noticed by other monks. Unfortunately,
so little is known of Hui-neng that we cannot be sure.

The story is none the less vivid. It depicts a monastery full of
somewhat rivalrous monks without great initiative. When the master
wished to transmit the patriarchate to a worthy fellow he asked the
monks to compose short poems to demonstrate their insight. Shen-
xiu, the head monk and instructor, is said to have written a verse in
such trepidation that he wrote it secretly on a wall. It said:

The body is the bodhi tree
The mind a stand of mirror bright
At all times must we polish it
Let not the dust alight.

The master approved the verse but did not consider it profound
enough to award the patriarchate. He exhorted Shen-xiu to greater
efforts that were not forthcoming. Meanwhile Hui-neng, pounding rice
as a labourer in the kitchen, heard of the verse and immediately saw
its shortcomings. He was able to perceive its defects due to his prior
spontaneous enlightenment experience, which had brought him to the



monastery in the first place. Being illiterate he asked another to write
his capping verse on the wall. It read:

The body has no bodhi tree
Thereís no stand of mirror bright
Basically there is not a thing
Where could the dust alight?11

Secretly the master approved the verse as revealing true insight but,
due to fear that the jealousy of the monks might harm his chosen
successor, he transmitted the patriarchate and its symbols (robe and
bowl) to Hui-neng in the dead of night and rowed him away across
the river. Hui-neng disappeared into obscurity for years and this may
possibly be one reason for the lack of information about him. Shen-
xiu (who may or may not have actually been at the monastery at the
same time) meanwhile acquired great fame in the capital through his
teaching of Chan based on the East Mountain meditative practice.

When Shen-hui eventually criticised this approach he did so in a very
public and evangelistic manner seeking to establish an alternative
direct approach to enlightenment based on the Diamond Sutra. His
developing school used Shen-huiís apparent recollection of Hui
nengís experience as a vehicle that became very popular. Eventually
this Southern school largely displaced the Northern and developed
encounter dialogue as a prime method leading gradually to the formal
use of koan stories.

A famous case in the collection of koans called the Blue Cliff Record
provides a fine demonstration. Master Nan-yue of the southern
orientation observed his disciple, Ma-zu, sitting for many hours a day
in silent meditation. He asked him why he was doing it. Ma-zu replied
he was trying to become a Buddha. The master sat down and began
rubbing a tile. ìWhy are you doing that?î asked Ma-zu. ìI am making a
mirror!î replied the master. This gave Ma-zu a shocked insight into his
mistake and he became enlightened. Subsequently, as a great
master in his turn, his method of teaching relied exclusively on koans.
Neither he, nor the equally great master Lin-ji, relied on verbal
answers, explanations or descriptions. Often a monk had to express



his insight through means other than words and a whole repertoire of
shouts, blows, castigations, developed with which to express insight
or the rejection of a response. These non-verbal methods emerged
as a kind of coded communication and their precise meaning in the
stories is often lost to us now. Koans could be posed in disguised
form during walks or manual work, the disciple being expected to
penetrate them on the spot. Hours of sitting were not in the forefront
of these endeavours.

The final development of the koan approach arose from the teaching
methods of the great master Da-hui (1089-1163). He guessed that
there was no need to labour with an entire koan story, some of which
are quite lengthy. Rather one should focus on a capping phrase or a
single sentence or word in the Koan story and investigate that. This
use of such ëhuatouí became the main Chan method following Da-
Huiís teachings. Indeed it became a way of freeing koans from the
literary forms into which they were developing. Simple huatou like
ìWho are you?î or ìWhat is it?î became valid themes for investigation.
When the monk Daikaku went from China to Japan to teach Chan to
samurai he knew no Japanese and they did not know classical
Chinese so he invented simple phrases based on their training, the
so called warrior koans ñ which have become famous.12

We noted that the Northern or Caodong school had almost
disappeared after the Tang dynasty. Indeed its last master failed to
find a worthy Dharma heir and asked another monk to hold his
transmission in trust as it were until one appeared. Eventually the
monk did find a suitable candidate and handed the tradition down to
him whereupon the school revived under several notable masters. Of
these a contemporary of Da-hui was the famous Hong-zhi, who
brought to perfection a method known as mo-zhao or Silent
Illumination (or Shining Silence) clearly based in the orientation of the
Northern school and a reinterpretation of the old Indian methods of
calming (silence) and insight (illumination). They were brought
together in a unified practice in which insight into the silenced mind
constitutes an enlightenment experience much as did the solving of
koans in the Lin-ji approach. In modern times, Master Sheng-yen of
Dharma Drum Mountain, Taiwan and New York, has said that the



method is a delicate one like seeking to catch a falling feather on an
outstretched fan.13 It is not easy to balance the silencing of the mind
with insightful introspection, too much silence leads to drowsiness or
trance while too much illumination sets going the orchestra of
thought.

Da-hui (Ta hui) had rigorously attacked this practice arguing that it led
to a nihilistic quietism without insight and indeed some teachers of
the Song period may have been making such a mistake through
denying the importance of effort in practice. Hong-zhi himself was
quite clear that effort, or rather sustained focus, was essential if
silence was to shine. It was essential to focus strongly on the silent
practice to observe its fundamental nature. It seems Da-hui was not
attacking Hong-zhi personally, and indeed it seems they greatly
respected one another. He was objecting to a mistaken Silent
Illumination practice consisting of tranquilisation alone. Even so there
is little doubt that he felt his own method to be superior. There was a
political motive in his assault. At the time, there was strong sectarian
competition between the two schools for the favours of sponsors
among the literati and Da-hui may have been alarmed by the
renewed success of the Caodong school.

Shen-huiís attack on the northern orientation in Chan had introduced
an atmosphere of rivalry to the Chan scene the shadow of which has
continued to obscure the basic congruence of the two approaches
even to this day. Particularly in Japan, the separation of the Soto and
Rinzai sects has sometimes occasioned bitter disputes from which
Daisetz Suzukiís silence on Soto derives. In China, the need to revive
basic Buddhism led necessarily to a lessening of sectarian tensions:
even so this deep and long enduring divide had yielded productive
debate even as it was emerging.

The distinction between sudden (ësubitistí) methods and gradual
ones has been a source of debate in modern as well as ancient
times. To argue that Da-hui had favoured a sudden method and
Hong-zhi a gradual one is misguided. The terms become
meaningless when it is realised that a long time may have to be spent
gradually with a koan before a ësuddení breakthrough occurs.



Likewise, when an insight is obtained in the illumination of silence it
occurs suddenly. Furthermore, there are varying levels of insight in
both cases. In either case, an insight may be of brief occurrence and
lack complete loss of self-concern or it may consist in a full ëseeing of
the natureí in which self- concern is totally absent. Either way, the
learning that occurs is a substantial confirmation of the truth of the
path. Today these terms, sudden versus gradual, need careful
nuancing if they are to retain meaning.

The great master Zong-mi (780-841) upheld the Southern viewpoint
but provided an understanding analysis of ësuddení and ëgradualí
that related it to the wider concerns of Chinese Buddhism in the Hua-
yan and Tian-tai sects. He saw that fundamental to the division
between Chan and other Buddhist approaches was an opposition
between the ancient scholastic traditions of philosophy and the Chan
emphasis on practice pure and simple. The devide lay between
seeking understanding through devotion and intellect on the one
hand and the evocation of a direct experience on the other.

Zong-mi was so distressed by the rivalry between the Caodong and
Lin ji schools that he even argued that Buddhist teaching had become
a barrier to enlightenment rather than as a means to assist people to
understanding. He took the view, already present in the Pali Canon,
that the Buddha had taught people of high perception in a way
different from those for a duller mentality. The sudden methods were
for the bright and the gradual for those less quick on the uptake. He
also pointed out that the two terms imply one another and could be
related in contrasting patterns of practice. After all, the experience of
realisation is always sudden, while it seems that understanding it
must be necessarily gradual. There could be varying paths in the
manner in which experience and understanding were related.14

(1) Gradual cultivation followed by sudden enlightenment as when
one travels gradually towards a city and suddenly sees it. Here then
gradual refers to movement towards the goal while sudden is the
moment of experiencing it.



(2) Sudden cultivation followed by gradual enlightenment: ëSuddení
here refers to directly seeing as when an archer aims his bow and
sees the target clearly and ëgradualí to the practice needed before
one can hit the bullís eye. Here a philosophical understanding
precedes an experiential one.

(3) Gradual cultivation and gradual enlightenment: This is as if in
climbing a tower oneís gaze sweeps over an ever-increasing vista.
Such an approach admits therefore of grades of enlightenment.

(4) Sudden enlightenment followed by gradual cultivation: Here
ëenlightenmentí means a glimpse of ìseeing the natureî which needs
to be followed by gradual study and practice to perceive its meaning.

(5) Sudden enlightenment and sudden cultivation: This occurs only in
those of exceptional brilliance who both understand the ìnatureî
conceptually and become fully realised experientially at the same
time.

Zong-miís analysis makes sense out of the counter claims of the
contrasting advocates and clarifies the relations between the process
of actualisation (Silent Illumination or Koans) and the experience of
ëseeing the natureí.

It becomes clear that different teachers may prefer to emphasise one
approach over another and indeed individual seekers may find one
approach more suitable than others. Zong-miís analysis is profound
and merits close study today, yet his school did not outlast the Tang.
Subsequent Chan teachers abandoned his syncretic approach and
his sudden awakening/gradual practice approach ñ perhaps indeed
because of the unusual breadth of his vision. He had been not only a
Chan master but also a leading adherent of the Hua-yan school. Yet,
in course of time, his viewpoint was resurrected by the great Korean
master Chinul to encompass a broad approach to Chan practice
related to Hua-yan theory in a truly ecumenical teaching, the basis of
Korean Son still practiced today.15

KOAN AS LITERATURE AND ITS USE IN SERMONS



Modern scholars have noted that the structure of koans is essentially
a brilliantly evocative literary device anchored in the Chinese love of
word play. Moreover Koan stories and the huatou based on them
were not always used solely in encounter dialogues or as themes for
focussed contemplation. Nor for that matter was their use confined to
the Linji and Rinzai descendants of the Southern school. Hong-zhi
not only founded the practice of Silent Illumination but also built up a
fine collection of koans now published in English as The Book of
Serenity together with his own verse commentaries on them.16 Its
seems therefore that in talks and sermons he may well have referred
to koan stories as themes for awakening the minds of his monks in
addition to the practice of focussed silent sitting. Certainly, when the
famous Japanese monk Dogen studied under Master Ru-jing, the
Caodong master of Tiantong Monastery, and became enlightened in
the Chan Hall, he returned to Japan not only with the method of Silent
Illumination but also with a profound knowledge of Buddhist thought
and especially koan stories, which he wove brilliantly into his
numerous lectures from the platform. Dogen uses koans with great
spiritual and philosophical insight but outside the confrontational
technique so beloved by the Rinzai sect.

The Rinzai teachers in Japan developed a system of Koan use
whereby a trainee monk had to pass a long series of koans in
succession before receiving an acknowledgement of his insight.17

Each response to a koan is moreover tested further by the use of a
number of supplementary koans probing the depth of the monkís
insight. The greatest exponent of this method was the great Hakuin
from whom the koan system as used in the Rinzai tradition today is
descended. Rinzai monks sit for long periods holding their koans in
the meditation hall and are periodically summoned to confront the
master. In a ritualistic rush, they queue up for a brief encounter. A
skilled master is said to read the mind of a student even in the way he
sounds the bell before his entry to the interview room. Most students
are thrown out many times, sometimes with a shower of abuse,
before any kind of verbal interaction actually develops. In Korean
Son, a monk usually remains with a single koan for many years, even
a lifetime, and there is no sense of rushing through a series.18 None



the less, many koans are available. The repetitive use of koans and
their supplements shows this to be a gradual process based on an
intentionality leading finally to a sudden realisation.

So, what is it that is seen whenever an experience of realisation
occurs?

PATTERNS OF REALISATION

The newcomer to Zen arrives with a mind of conventional
understanding believing in the identity of his self as the root and
narrative of his life. This conception plays itself out in a network of
social relations with other similarly composed identities. A Zen
teacher will try to assist the beginner to a realisation that such a
structure is underpinned by a pre-conceptual awareness that is the
foundation of his being beyond identity. The beginnerís understanding
of mind is ëignorantí in that he/she has no comprehension of the
existence of such a basis to being in the world. She can relate to the
social and natural world only through the structures that arise within
her identification with her history and has no insight into a mode of
awareness that does not structure the world in words, thoughts or
symbols. The Korean Son master Chinul puts the intention of a
master clearly.

ì When the Buddhas and the Patriarchs appeared, they had no
teachings to offer. They only wanted sentient beings to see their
original nature for themselves. The Avatamsaka Sutra says, ëYou
should know that all dharmas are the own-nature of the mind. The
perfection of wisdom does not come from any other awakening.í
Buddhas and Patriarchs did not let people get snared in words and
letters; they only wanted them to put deluded thought to rest and to
see the original mind.î19

ìSeeing the nature ì (J: kensho) is to become purely aware of this
preconceptual condition as the root of personal being ñ a no-mind.
This is an awareness that perceives the everyday directly and without
interpretation through conceptualisations in words or symbols. It is



empty of all identifications because these become abandoned when
the awareness arises. Approaching such a state through thinking
about it can be scary since most people are unwilling to let go of their
identity in so total a manner. Practitioners often stand back at the very
moment when a realisation becomes possible. Pressing the delete
button of the mind is not so easy yet the self does not die, it merely
ceases to manifest for a while.

Such an opening is not easy to achieve because of the obsessive
nature of self-regard. Indeed, it can never be an ëachievementí in the
sense of obtaining something but rather arises as a consequence of
letting go of everything. Practitioners have faith that such an event
has great value. ëEntry to the inconceivableí20 is accompanied by
feelings of release as if one had escaped from a mental dungeon.
This is why it is termed ëenlightenmentí and it is often accompanied
by feelings of amazement, wonder, perhaps bliss and love. It is a life
turning moment as something has been uncovered that is quite
fundamental and which may become the basis for a practice that
turns to an active concern with others rather than oneself (bodhicitta).

The practices that lead to this insight are not so easy as this simple
formulation would suggest. Indeed our account of the disputes that
have arisen in Chan history makes that very clear. As the self clings
fearfully to its identifications and its securities, there are numerous
misapprehensions, deviations from a direct way and illusions to
avoid. The self-obsessed mind is very busy in its defence and in
promoting itself in whatever way possible. The anxieties, delusions,
cravings and defences provide the would-be meditator with an
exceedingly active mind within which an insight simply cannot arise.
Calming this mind is essential. In the Silent Illumination practice the
mind calms down and releases its rigid hold on self-protective
manoeuvres. It may then experience a widening inner vastness of a
spacious and timeless quality that reflects the abandoning of normal
categorisations of space and time. It is not possible to achieve this by
desire or thought and yogic concentration is essential. One objection
to the koan method concerns its strongly intentional character and itís
need for intense application before the mind simply gives in. The
result is often dramatic and clearly ësuddení while in Silent



Illumination the mind seems to melt into awareness slowly although
the final realisation is again sudden. An objection to Silent
Illumination is that if the silence is too deep illumination may not be
seen.

We have noted that some processes of training suggest that the
outcome may arise at differing levels of completion. Sometimes there
may be no more that a momentary glimpse of a total otherness not
seen before. Another level is what Master Sheng-yen calls the ëOne-
mindí experience when a deep sensation of union with the world is
felt very much as an expansion of self. In a complete experience of
ëseeing the natureí there is a puzzling sensation of absence ñ the
self has simply disappeared leaving the world shining in all its glory
unprocessed by thought. In solving a negative koan such as Mu, the
mind may simply and suddenly find that all thought, evaluation and
endeavour has ceased in the great laugh of freedom. Such insights
are however usually short lived as the conventional mind returns,
perhaps leading to forlorn attempts to restore what one has glimpsed.
Grabbing at such an experience is totally useless as it clearly results
from the active presence of a desiring ego. Again as Master
Shengyen puts it, all one can do is to practice, endure loss and then
retrieve the practice again and again.

It is not a matter of the absence of thought alone. Sometimes there
appears to be no active thought at all, yet there remains some feeling
of constraint. Examination then reveals that some attachment to
concept remains in place, albeit virtually unconsciously. Often this is
an attachment to practice itself or to some idea of what
ëemptinessíshould be like. When this is given up then boundlessness
arises. A smile arises with the discovery that there is absolutely
nothing to do whatsoever.

The word ëenlightenmentí has been used in at least three ways.20

Firstly, it may refer to the underlying non-conceptual basis of mind,
which in theory at least may be permanently available to a fully
realised Buddha however active in the world. Secondly, it may refer to
a brief experience either of ëseeing the natureí fully or perhaps
merely in a brief glimpse of no-mind (i.e. no thought or attachment).



Thirdly, it may refer to the training process whereby the ability to
realise the meaning of training becomes apparent. Clearly, the
contrasting meditation methods of the schools arising from the old
Northern and Southern dispute are focussing on varying ways of
expressing the process. There is however no real argument between
them. Perhaps the contrasting methods are reflecting no more than
differences in the temperaments of masters and the practitioners they
attract.

The claims of the Chan and Zen schools to provide a way outside the
scriptures is false in that they practice no more than what these
scriptures claim to reveal. None the less, the methods are indeed
probing beyond words and letters for such can never reveal more
than descriptions of experiences or injunctions to follow particular
ways. Zen is indeed a very direct and confrontational way with which
to uncover the full reach of the mind and the meaning of
transcendence.
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10
TANTRA IN TIBET
BUDDHISM ENTERS TIBET

In the twelfth century, the advance of Islam across northern India
destroyed the great Buddhist monasteries and universities, yet, in the
few centuries prior to this cultural catastrophe Buddhism had slowly
and hesitatingly crossed the snowfields of the Himalayas and entered



the high plateaux of Tibet. It was this that enabled a very remarkable
late development of Indian Buddhist practice, largely of East Indian
and Bengali origin, to survive and flourish in a land markedly different
from that of its origin. Everything about tantra seems tropical, yet this
passionate engagement between asceticism and the sensuous, even
sensual, life, developed most profoundly in the land of snows and
constitutes one of its great gifts to world civilisation.

The wild men of Tibet had conquered much of central Asia, sweeping
the Chinese aside and even, for a time, occupying the capital Chang-
an (modern Xian). These fierce, largely nomadic ëbarbariansí as the
Chinese thought of them, lacked most of the niceties of their
neighbouring civilisations. Fearful of the terrible gods of ice, snow,
avalanches, flood and tempest, their shamans evoked ferocious
nature spirits that needed placation and cajoling if anything was to go
well. The period of the Yarlung kings (7th-9th centuries) was one of
almost constant warlike activity and the war weary poetry of Po Chu-i,
Li Po and Tu Fu expresses the Chinese fatigue at this time.

In the seventh century, the King Srong-brtsan-sgampo of Lhasa
married two princesses, one from China and the other from Nepal.
These valuable dynastic alliances brought Buddhism to the Tibetan
court; both ladies were Buddhists. The king was impressed by the
power of literacy and the depth of meaning in the Buddhaís message
and founded the still extant temple in Lhasa, the Jokhang, for his
Chinese wife. Yet, it was not until the reign of King Khri-srong-lde-
brtsan in the following century that Buddhism began to spread
successfully and overcome local resistance. The king invited the
scholar Santarakshita from India to educate the capital. Santarakshita
was however quite unable to make any impression on the Tibetan
farmers and nomads and his attempt to build a great stupa and
translation centre at Samye was repeatedly frustrated by accidents
and problems said to be due to the local demons. Santarakshita,
according to tradition, then sent for a great tantric master,
Padmasambhava, subsequently known to the Tibetans as Guru
Rimpoche, who, using extraordinary skills and charisma,
demonstrated such psychic power that he overcame the shamans
and forced their gods to acknowledge the Buddha. Dangerous,



demonic spirits were dismembered and their body parts scattered as
odd shaped rocks all over the country, yet most of the local spirits
remained in place only now under vow to support the Dharma. These
stories are legendary perhaps refering to a historical process
whereby Buddhism gradually spread over the countryside.. Whoever
he was, Padmasambhava achieved the merging of shamanism and
Buddhism that characterises the religion of Tibet to this day.1

The entry of Buddhism to Tibet was thus considerably more dramatic
and dependent on a ëdepthí psychology than was the gradual
percolation of Buddhism along the trade routes into China. From the
first, there was in Tibet a unique blending of shamanic themes with a
late form of Buddhism, itself ëshamanicí in many respects, yet one in
which the scholarly tradition of the masters remained the bedrock.
Purely ëkarmaticí Buddhism, whereby meritorious behaviour ensures
a better rebirth, was perhaps of less significance in Tibet than direct if
not magical realisations of the holy through powerful yogic means
often supported by tantric shamanism. The Indian concern with caste
and the Chinese commercialised classes were absent from Tibet.
Simple farmers and nomads needed to sustain their inner strength in
the face of their fierce environment. They did this through direct
placation, exaltation and enlightenment in relation to the powers of
nature. The scholar Geoffrey Samuel has termed this spiritual
amalgam ëshamanic Buddhismí and the Tibetans themselves
ëcivilised shamansí.2

THE ORIGINS AND SOCIAL EXPRESSION OF TANTRA IN TIBET

The earliest folk religions of the world took the form of animistic cults,
beliefs and practices broadly known as shamanism. Unusually
charismatic individuals conferred with the powers of nature often
alone in the wilderness and some of them undertook long inner
journeys often in trance to spiritual lands of ancestors or gods whose
messages helped solve social and personal problems. In other forms,
the gods descended on the shaman in trance who then healed the
sick and pronounced oracles for rulers and villagers alike while
manifesting feats beyond those of normal mortals.



In the centuries after Ashoka (Third century ce), the Indian religion of
the common people became increasingly devotional and the gods
resumed their pivotal place as bringers of salvation. Devotional
ëbhaktií became the root of so called ëHinduismí, although older
elements persisted. The influence of bhakti also found its way into
Mahayana Buddhism, indeed comprising one of the elements in its
evolution. The Mahayanists focused on the innumerable Bodhisattvas
whose idealised figures became a focus for devotion and evocation
(Chapter 6). The main spiritual practice in both Hindu and Buddhist
life became the sadhana, visualisation of holy beings, a method that
is the defining hallmark of ëtantraí.

In visualisation, the image of the deity or Buddha is called to mind
through invocations, often aided by the use of mantras and an
offering ritual, and the imagined figure is invited to enter an effigy or
indeed the priest-meditator him/herself. The deity is offered lights,
incense, water, flowers and maybe food and wine, as would be an
honoured guest. The deities are expressions of psychological power,
which is thus transmitted to the worshipper. An enormous corpus of
technical writings used in such evocations is known as the ëtantrasí.
Practical rather than theoretical in nature, they are usually associated
with various forms of physical and mental yoga.

The way in which the tantric Buddhism of India penetrated and fused
with Tibetan shamanism can be understood today through field study
in remote locations in Himalayan Nepal where communities of
shamans and Buddhists live side by side and influence one another.
In addition, within the folk practice of Buddhism in Tibet and Ladakh
many shamanic themes remain and their relationship to the Dharma
is being investigated.

The anthropologist Stan Mumford was extremely fortunate in locating
a village in the Gyasumdo region of the Nepal Himalaya where, on
one side of the Marsyandi river lived a traditional shamanic
community of Gurungs, who had themselves, centuries before, been
immigrants from Tibet, while, on the other, lived a small population of
recent Tibetan buddhist immigrants. In studying the interaction



between these communities, Mumford traced parallels for what
probably happened widely in Tibet in earlier centuries.3

Basic to both communities are very early shamanic themes common
to the ëSiberian ëtype widespread in central and northern Asia. Such
themes and their Buddhist substitutions crop up in the ritual
observances of both groups. The shamansí world view is focussed on
sustaining a harmony with nature through animal and other sacrificial
offerings to the nature spirits of the locality. The community practices
exorcism and soul guidance to the land of the dead at the time of
death while ritual journeys to the underworld are undertaken to
recover lost or stolen souls. Mumford remarks that in the Gurung
villages shamans still seek to live out the ancient way embedded
within relationships between the community and the cosmos and
signified in the local landmarks. The Gurung shamans offer no
programme of extrication from such a world rather they mediate
between forces, images and wills of various domains. By contrast, the
Tibetan lamas across the river use rites and written scriptures of great
sanctity to push into the foreground ìa highly individuating religious
identityî. The rituals include means whereby this world can be
transcended and the individual extricated from the matrix of village
life and shamanic concern. The doctrine of karma allows individuals
to accumulate merit through modified behaviour and practice a linear
progression towards personal liberation. An implicit individualism thus
replaces the communalism of the shamans. While the Buddhists see
the shamans as remaining on the ëouter pathí of samsara, they see
themselves as selfliberating on the ëinner pathí to nirvana. Never the
less, the lamas in their teachings regularly interpose images and
portrayals of affliction, sacrifice and augury that stem from the
aboriginal shamanic base and which are persuasive among the
people. In these villages, the ordinary Buddhist farmer is deeply
embedded in a compromise between his nirvanic aspirations and his
samsaric necessities. The shamanic visions thus remain attractive
and the outcome is a complex dialogue between the two world and
life interpretations.

Mumford interprets this process in the manner of Mikhail Bakhtin
who, in his book The Dialogic Imagination (1981), envisaged the



historical process as moving through three stages. The first primal
experience of time and space took shape as an ëancient matrixí, the
shamanic world view, in which personal identity is submerged in the
communal interplay of persons and environmental characteristics.
The need for harmony with nature is paramount. In the second
phase, Bhaktin envisaged the development of a directional intention
in individualsí lives towards some form of escape transcending this
world, essentially a duel with death. The notion of an individual
destiny arises and takes many shapes as in the salvation of
Christianity, the nirvana of Buddhism, the wealthy life of the economic
humanist or the ëindividuationísought in psychotherapy. In the third
phase, the individual becomes aware of the relativity of changing
circumstances, cultural belief and persons through time and takes
this into account in a reflexive scepticism regarding any absolute
values. It is the transition between the first two that Mumford finds
particularly illustrated in his work.

Although the relative wealth of the Gurungs helped to sustain their
shamanic approach, Mumford found that in Gyasumdo the personal
meaning given to a trajectory through life as presented within
Buddhism was gaining ground supported by the charisma of leading
lamas, the power of written texts and in particular by the strong
opposition to sacrifice that a leading lama had maintained. Yet, the
influence ran in both directions and the cultural dialogue was
beginning to produce an amalgam of belief neither purely one nor the
other. It is this process that Mumford believes was paralleling the
historical development of Tibetan tantric religion in its complex and
highly creative merging of themes from Tibetan folk culture, Indian
tantra and the Buddhism of the Sutras.

In Ladakh, the outcome of such a process of amalgamation can be
readily observed in the religious life of villages. The monasteries high
on precipices, cliffs or mountains overlook villages where exorcism,
possession cured by shamans in trance and oracular
pronouncements, are carried on as a regular practice. In particular,
young women are commonly subject to dissociative states of
possession that are attributed to witches. Research shows that for a
young woman the transition from the paternal household to that of an



husband on marriage can be unusually traumatic: women have little
influence in their new homes yet they are expected to carry out
important duties associated with household pride in hospitality while
expressing exaggerated humility. They retain links with their natal
homes but childbearing is entirely a matter for their new abode where
a powerful mother-in-law may hold sway. In order not to cause
household trouble, and a consequent loss of social esteem, the
pressures to which young married women are subject are only shared
with similar aged women among whom excessive dependencies
develop providing the ground for mutual feelings of unexpressed
jealousy, envy or paranoia. As these feelings become ever more
inexpressible they may appear as hysterical symptoms of possession
attributed to an unidentified witch, who, unknown to herself, may
actually be a ëbest friendí. There are many simple treatments in local
use but, if the condition persists, a shaman known as a lha.ba (ìone
who lends his/her body to the godsî) may be consulted. This
individual has usually gone though a similar ëinitiatory illnessí
followed by training from another shaman who in trance can call up
local gods to assist in diagnosis and cure.4

The curing séance consists in a long, sometimes dramatic, interaction
between the possessed ëpatientí and the lha.ba, both of them
mentally disassociated from ërealityí in trance. The process is a form
of negotiation whereby the imagined ëwitchí is placated or somehow
relieved and the young woman, having received much healing
attention all this time, recovers a normal identity. Once a woman has
had children and is well established as the family mother such
afflictions rarely occur.

Where a case is especially resistant and the ëpatientí appears to
have become a vehicle for the appearances of higher beings such as
local demons or gods, then a Rimpoche (reincarnating lama) in a
local monastery may be consulted. He uses sacred texts, Buddhist
sutras etc, to come to an opinion. He may authorise the afflicted one
to go into her trance but only on occasions when the appearance of
the lha (spirit) in her trance can be helpful in curing another. Such a
woman must then undergo severe training similar to that of monks
and work with an established shaman. The Buddhist narrative thus



imposes a limitation on when the possession may occur (i.e. when it
can be socially valuable).

We must remember that when Padmasambhava converted country
folk to Buddhism, he put the gods themselves under vow to support
the Dharma. A Buddhist metanarative has thereby come to supervise
the healing process. By placing the whole social situation in the realm
of the spirits, actual personal responsibilities are set aside while
noumenal forces act out the drama. In a society where the mutual
relations of families are important for their collective well-being such a
ruse prevents direct accusations against individuals being made. The
assumed ëwitchí is not personally accused.

Men are less regularly afflicted by this form of possession but may
also become possessed in the context of family or personal
misfortune, not usually by ëwitchesí but by local spirits of which there
are many kinds. They thereby receive a lot of attention and on
becoming lha.ba achieve some social significance. Indeed one
anthropologist, I M. Lewis, argues that this is a main function of
trance possession, a rise in social ranking and a restoration of
personal esteem.

The monastic system may also make use of trance possession to
further its influence and ensure the orthodox practice of the Dharma.
At Mattro monastery in Ladakh, two selected monks annually
undertake a long period of seclusion whereby, through repeated
repetition of an invocatory text, they gradually enter into trance as
local spirits. At a major festival, they then appear in trance
majestically proclaiming the importance of religious practice and
morality, providing oracular judgements on harvests and even politics
and also performing strange feats and healing. The Dalai Lama
himself likewise consults a very powerful spirit that appears in the
trance of the Nechung oracle. Such oracles within the control of the
monastic system may indeed play a major role in political decisions. It
is fascinating that these monklha ba acquire their abilities through a
training procedure and not through an ëinitiatory illnessí. They usually
appear in festivals wherein the triumph of Guru Rimpoche over the
original shamans of Tibet is celebrated through the performance ofí



ëmystery playsí. The story of the intercourse between shamanism
and the partial victory of Buddhism over the ancient ways is thus re-
enacted every year.

TANTRA AND THE PASSIONS
The function of tantra is sometimes described by using a string of
beads as a metaphor for the mind. The beads are of many forms and
colours and obscure the string from view. The string is the clear basis
of mind in enlightenment while the beads are the attachments we
have for samsaric delights. The practice of tantra is said to render the
beads translucent so that the inner string becomes visible.5 The
methods used are methods of transformation rather than of ascetic
denial, avoidance, rejection or celibacy. Everything is accepted as
real and wonderful, even disgusting things and those of moral
questionability, but they are all transformed through mental yoga into
the clear, empty, energies of the Buddha mind. Tantric Buddhism
thereby contrasts strongly with the older, ascetic tendency of early
Buddhism with its emphasis on moral form and chastity. Tibetans
make a clear distinction between ëtantric ëand the ësutric ëBuddhism
of the earlier scriptures.

Tantra is however commonly said to be dangerous. One senior monk
of Mattro Gompa in Ladakh, told me ìTantra is like the kiss of a
beautiful woman with snakeís fangs.î The argument here is that
indulgence in delights can become nothing more than that, a selfish,
possibly addictive, practice harmful to self and others. Earlier Western
commentators viewed tantric Buddhism as a repugnant, superstitious
activity allowing sexual practices that were far from the pure thought
of the Buddha or of serious monks. Recent research suggests
however that these prudish opinions in no way accommodate the
power and value of tantric meditative experience.

In order to understand Tantric Buddhism correctly, a prior training in
the rigours of Sutric Buddhism is recommended because these
provide the basis for the more complex practices. The meditative
training consists primarily of the methods of samatha and vipassana
that form the basis of Mahamudra, a system often taught within a



tantric frame. Different schools present these methods in a number of
slightly varying ways.6

In his valuable work on The Art of Tantra Philip Rawson presents a
more positive picture.7 He points out that lying at the root of much
Indian culture is a theme that is not entirely absent from the West;
namely that ìhuman sexual libido is in some sense identical with the
creative and beneficial energy essence of the universeî(p. 31). One
prime Indian response to this idea is that sexual libido should be
conserved, saved and not ëspentí. Hence, numerous practices
developed in which orgasmic abstinence is linked to sensual delight,
as in ëmaithunaí ñ intercourse without emission. Here the semen is
identified as the source of spiritual energy to be stored and not
wasted in spiritual life. Some yogic practices in this mode may
achieve the ejaculation of semen internally rather than externally in
the belief that the power is thereby re-absorbed. Yet, alongside this
retentive attitude may lie its exact opposite, the notion of sexual
generosity, symbolised for example in the Holi festival when people
sprinkle each other with red powders and water. In this perspective,
ejaculation is considered as an act of sacrifice or as a way of
anointing a spiritual object. Female companions to such activities are
welcomed, in some cults especially during menstruation. To be
complete a tantric experience is believed to require the presence of a
consort or ëdakinií as an inspiratory, libidinous muse, mere
visualisation of whom is thought of as inadequate. In the texts of such
tantras, vivid sexual imagery of precise anatomical reference is to be
found incorporated into the ritual. A recent Tibetan teacher, Lama
Thubten Yeshe, was often entirely explicit in his references to Tibetan
beliefs about human sexual anatomy in relation to yogic practice
while emphasising that the purity of intention had to be present in
both partners for the joint meditation to be valid. There is of course
the ever ñ present danger of a moral lapse.

In India, a certain species of yogic heroism developed whereby
yogins would test themselves in extremely demanding conditions to
see whether the mind was capable of seeing through the bauble of
experience to reach the clarity of the continuity within. In particular,



charnel houses, cemeteries and cremation grounds where dead
bodies, incompletely incinerated, were torn by feral dogs or other
animals, were selected for rites in which wild dakinis associated with
the yogins in self-denying ecstasies among the filth and the rotting
corpses. While such practices are rare today, less gory forms of
cemetery meditation persist as for example in the Chod ritual best
performed in 108 cemeteries in succession. In the sadhanas of the
great Tibetan tantric cycles, the imagery is still vividly present and
sung in the deep chants of the initiatory ritual in shadowy, candle lit
halls before a freezing dawn.

HIGHER AND LOWER TANTRA

The practice of sadhana extends to the visualisation of an internal
anatomy, doubtless once believed to be actually physical but today
understood to be an imaginary creation, within which dynamic
experiences of energy flow occur. The body is experienced as laced
through by numerous channels in which psychic energies flow. While
these are connected to the outer air and sky, the energies are not to
be completely identified with breath even when breathing exercises
are employed. Two channels from the nostrils are imagined to run
down within the body cavity close to the spine. At certain points, they
cross over a central channel into which they ultimately flow by turning
upwards to enter it in the lower belly. At the nodes formed by the
crossover, minor channels fan out from a disc like plate on the central
channel and radiate into surrounding organs and musculature. These
ëcakrasí (wheels) occur particularly just below the navel, at the level
of the heart, the throat, behind the forehead and below the crown.
The spiritual energy in these channels, prana, is brought up the
central channel from the lower cakras to the upper ones, the manner
in which this is done varying between the rites and whether they are
Hindu or Buddhist inspired. Basically the rituals all incorporate, as it
were, the visualised rising of spiritual semen from the generative
organs to the higher cakras where it expands into bliss, blowing the
mind into selfless delight. Indians say that the self is only truly
transcended in birth, death and orgasm. The spiritual experience of
self-loss in psychic orgasm is thus the basic object of this quest and



from this basic model other considerations are derived. A unity of
bodily expression in blissful passion is being emphasised here and
used as powerful adjunct to traditional meditative absorption.

These tantric yogas can indeed have very powerful effects
demonstrating the power of meditative visualisation over actual
physiology. In the Six Yogas of Naropa, the first concerns the
generation of blissful heat (gTumo). The method involves visualising
the channels and cakras with a flame burning as if from a Bunsen
burner at the point where the two lateral channels enter the central
one. Special breathing exercises blow this ëflameí up the central
channel to the head. As blissful delight arises, so the body flushes
with heat. Tibetan yogins are known to practise in the snow dressed
only in cotton cloth and to dry wet clothes in testing their abilities at
generating this body heat. Western scientists have confirmed the
efficacy of such practices. I myself tested one method that had been
shown me and succeeded in generating a fierce heat flush. Without a
teacher, I have not continued; a derangement of the sympatheticñ
parasympathetic nervous system is possible. The Tibetan yogis
indeed warn that defects in method lead to illness.

Other practices of the Yogas of Naropa involve perceiving the body
as a mirage of flowing energies, transferring consciousness into
space and the induction of lucid dreaming. The results of these
practices clearly show that they engage the physical nervous system
in unusual ways to produce such feats. Although keeping warm in
unheated rooms at 15000 feet in the Tibetan winter has practical
implications, it is the state of spacious bliss that is the true object of
this quest. The yogins say that these practices add power to methods
of mindful calming and insight such as Mahamudra. ìThe bow of
tantra makes the arrow of insight fly further,î we were told. Even a
slight acquaintance with using visualisation to enhance meditative
practice can reveal the truth behind this suggestion. All such methods
are only taught in secrecy and through initiation by a master ñ yogin.
Errors are dangerous to practitioners in many ways and these
methods should not be attempted without careful instruction.8



A fully developed Tibetan sadhana is a long, complex ritual that
invokes the great Bodhisattvas to visit the worshippers where the
practitioners internalise them. The monks are expected to visualise
this process as they chant the texts and mantras, performing inner
yoga while making expressive hand movements (mudras) signifying
the pattern of internal changes. A novice westerner striving to follow a
translated text through the freezing, early hours in a monastic hall
may be spellbound by the deep, rhythmic chanting accompanied
periodically by dramatic outpourings of wind instruments, drums,
cymbals: a performance that ravages the inner world in ways
impossible to describe, taking one down into vast silences, flying high
in great spaces, or travelling in an utter blackness of a void so total
that its seems endless, and surfacing into fields of light. One emerges
cleansed, lightened, and extraordinarily open to the world. In such
practices, it is clear that archetypes of ancient meaning embedded so
deep as to be largely hidden are moved around by breathing
techniques, bodily movement, inner visualisation and liturgical chant
expressing a self-annihilating intellectual force that only the fully
trained can understand.

These liturgies are classified in a series that begins with action: a real
dakini is present, real foods are eaten, real offerings and elaborate
rituals are enacted. Then the yogic element is introduced and much
of the ritual is taken within as visualisation. Finally, the entire ritual is
an internal visualisation leading one ultimately into deep, inner
experiences of enlightenment. The evocations of unity with a
visualised consort may be considered to be an internalised
enactment of the deepest experiences of pure orgasmic love in which
self is totally transcended. While not many Tibetan lamas reach these
levels of knowledge, there are certainly some remarkable individuals
who do so and radiate a selfless spirituality born of deep training. For
them the world does not need re-enchantment ñ it is enchantment
itself. To reach their levels from the triviality that characterises so
much of modern life is a difficult path indeed.

TIBETAN RELIGIOUS ORDERS



Although tantra is the most striking aspect of Tibetan Buddhism, it is
important to realise that the whole structure remains based in the
classical scriptures of the Mahayana and the monastic rules of
Vinaya variously interpreted. Indeed the validity of tantra has often
been questioned and vigorous reform implemented when it seemed
to be swinging out of the Dharma path. While Tibetan Buddhism owes
its strength and creativity to tantra, its basis remains well anchored in
the teachings of Buddha.

The early tantras had a tendency to slip into various forms of illusory
self-indulgence that needed correction. The great teacher Atisa
Dipankara came from the great Indian university of Nalanda to
Western Tibet precisely for this purpose (1042 CE). He instituted a
severe reform creating the indigenous order of the Khadampa in the
process. The Khadampas were strictly celibate and ascetic even
while practicing reformed tantra. One of their ideals was to be able to
live in a cave and not worry whether villagers brought them food; to
live in a cave and not worry about illness; to live in a cave and die
there i and to live in a cave and not worry about dying there with no
one ever knowing their names.

Other orders also reformed the relation between basic Mahayana
teachings and the use of tantra. Lama Tsong khapa created the
powerful Gelugpa order as a ëteachingí order strong in philosophical
debate and ethical purity. The Sakyapa are similar. The Kargyupas
and the Nyingmapas consider themselves ëpracticeí orders focussing
on deep engagement in meditation and the use of tantra rather than
philosophy. They transmit their teachings more by initiation and
devotion to personal teachers than through lectures and debate. The
Nyingmapa retain the use of some very ancient tantras but, together
with the Kargyupas, they have also created an amalgam of scholarly
teachings, the rismed approach, providing balanced instruction
rivalling the well-organised corpus of the Gelugpas. While fierce
philosophical debates have raged between these orders, occasionally
leading to the sacking of rival monasteries, for the most part these
varying trends in practice and teaching co-habit peacefully and have
not fossilised into restrictive forms of closure. Indeed the frequent
rediscovery of ëhidden textsísupposedly placed by Padmasambhava



in rocks, cliffs or trees in ancient times, allows for cultural and spiritual
renewal in successive generations particularly among the
Nyingmapa.

While the sheer complexity and cultural embedding of Tibetan
Buddhism may make it difficult to approach for some Westerners, the
appeal of tantra, the emphasis on devotion and the depth of
meditation practice, has led many to create new Tibetan centres
world wide often led by highly eloquent teachers. In spite of the
cultural holocaust following the Chinese occupation of Tibet and their
continuing, strict political control of monasteries, there is no doubt
that the vigour of Tibetan Buddhism, both outside and potentially
within the Land of Snows, is undiminished.
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11
ENTRY INTO EUROPE

The preceding chapters have told the story of the spread of
Buddhism south and north from its origins in the Ganges valley
through many lands and some five civilisations, India, China, Tibet,
Japan and into the West. Clearly, this progress marks an extensive
globalisation of the ideas and practices of Buddhism over many
centuries. Among world religions, only Christianity, carried along on
the tide of Western imperialism, has travelled so far; Islam, after its
initial expansion, remaining focussed mostly in the Middle East and
Indonesia but with numerous communities in the West resulting from
immigration. Buddhist thought, moreover, was only rarely supported
by a conquering tide, rather it seems that it was predominantly by
reason of its essential ideas that it spread so far and achieved such
success. There appears to be persuasiveness about the Dharma that
once appreciated penetrates deeply, particularly among the educated
of many contrasting worlds.

DELAYED ARRIVAL IN EUROPE

The advent of Buddhism in China was through an open door, even if
one somewhat vigorously flung open by the Mongol invader, Kublai
Khan. Not so its westward drift. The Dharma only reached Europe
spasmodically, in a fragmentary fashion and against the tide of
prevailing and intervening world views. Stephen Batchelor has
provided an admirably detailed account of these various
penetrations.1 Although the post-Alexandrian Greeks in Bactria were
the first Europeans to show great interest in Buddhism, their
subsequent influence tended later to run along the Silk roads to
Central Asia and not towards Europe. Certainly many of these Greeks



were Buddhist and the dialogues between their King Menander and
the erudite monk Nagasena reveal the subtleties of the speculations
of the time. The Greek states faded away, re-absorbed into India, but
there can be little doubt that some knowledge of Buddhism, albeit
fragmentary, had managed to drift west. In particular, legends and
stories coming in along the trade routes made some mark and the
Gnostics seems to have been deeply influenced by ideas from the
East. The Christian monk Basilides (2nd century CE), in particular,
wrote a Christian Gnostic text with many seeming overtones of
Buddhism plausibly derived from Indians living in community in
Alexandria. His disciples, the Basilidians, were active in the Middle
East and even in Gaul into the 4th century CE. Both the great
theologians, Clement of Alexandria and Origen, made passing
references to the Buddha.

The emergence of mutual intolerance between Christianity and Islam
came eventually to form an effective cultural barrier against ideas
coming from the East. Although various popes and kings sent
missions to central Asia to locate the mythical land of Prester John or
to solicit support against Islam from the court of the Mongol emperor
Genghis Khan, indeed attempting to convert him, and thereby came
across Tibetan Buddhism, such discoveries led to very little apart
from a few travellers accounts buried in the libraries of the Vatican
and the writings of Marco Polo. The Mongol rulers practised
considerable tolerance towards the several faiths swirling around
their courts so long as they did not impact upon their more worldly
politics. Indeed the priestly travellers found the fundamental ideas of
Buddhism so at odds with Christian assumptions that they were
scarcely understood by them at all. As Batchelor remarks, the
relationship between Christianity and Buddhism during the thousand-
year period between the time of Buddha and Augustine was simply
one of mutual ignorance tinged by the Christian assumption that all
other peoples were barbarians.

It was not until 1720, when Peter the Great sent Ivan Licharov to
search for gold near the source of the river Irtych in Siberia, that an
intellectual interest in Buddhism was created. The explorer located a
ruined temple and brought back a number of scattered pages of a



manuscript written in Tibetan, which at that time no one could read.
The Tsar was intrigued and began enquiries, which, in the course of
time, came to the attention of oriental scholars elsewhere in Europe.
Yet, the very concept of Buddhism did not yet exist.

As their empires spread in Asia, the Europeans began collecting
materials from the newly colonised cultures. The British in India
became interested in Tibet and the great Hungarian Csoma de Körös,
following his lonely endeavours to read Tibetan in the wilds of
Zangskar, was supported during his great work on Tibetan grammar
at the Asiatic Society in Calcutta (1831). Meanwhile an interest was
developing in the Theravada monks of Ceylon (Sri Lanka) and Brian
Hodgson began studying and collecting ancient Sanskrit documents
found lying about in Kathmandu. Although such manuscripts were
now arriving in the research institutions of Europe, they were mostly
stacked away and little studied. It was not until the great sanskritist
Eugene Burnouf in Paris become engaged that Buddhism could be
said to have been discovered and an understanding of it begun. His
great book Líintroduction a líhistoire du Buddhisme Indien (1844) was
a major eye opener for many. Based on Hodgsonís texts and his own
first translation of the Lotus Sutra, Burnouf describes the new field of
enquiry as ìa completely new subject, with innumerable schools, an
immense metaphysical apparatus, an endless mythology; everywhere
disorder and a hopeless vagueness of place and time.î2 His work
established Buddhism as a project within Western research using all
the increasingly available skills of scholarship and science: and so it
continues.

The impact of Burnoufís work was surprising. It was taken up very
rapidly by thinkers, philosophers, historians, idealists and the
composer Wagner to become a component of that spirit of
investigation of all things in the known world rejoicing the name of the
European ìEnlightenmentî. Batchelor tells us that in 1853 the French
writer Felix Nève was to proclaim that Buddhism was the only moral
adversary that western civilisation would find in the Orient. Buddhism
was being adopted by the Humanist enthusiasms of the time, yet the
nobility of the Buddhaís character was seemingly undermined by the



apparently negative, life denying nature of his message ñ as it was
first understood.

The irruption of Buddhism onto the European intellectual scene came
at a time when the humanist assault on conventional religious belief
was at its height and when industrialisation was creating social
changes leading towards the revolutions of 1848. The philosophical
concern with ethical nihilism arising from the ëdeath of Godí was
deeply disturbing at the time. Christian struggles with new ideas
concerning the geological origins of fossils and biological evolution
were opening up deeply schizoid tendencies. Ludwig Feuerbach had
already argued that religious belief was merely superstition, a
projection arising from wish fulfilment. Man invented God and not the
other way about, his creation enshrining the anxious hopes and fears
of mankind. The Buddhist ideas of ëemptinessí, nirvana as extinction,
and the purely nominal existence of self, reverberated with the
philosophical doubts stemming from Hume and Kant to set up not
only their approving adoption by as great a philosopher as
Schopenhauer but also their vigorous rejection by Christian
apologists.

Humanism itself was of course not new. As opposition to Christianity,
it already had had a run of several centuries. Islamic scholars in the
Dark Ages had preserved the ancient philosophies of the Greeks and
these gradually became known in Christendom. A number of thinkers
moved away from a Christological focus to resurrect the Greek
concern with Man as the measure of all things, as Protogoras (490-
421 BC) had proclaimed. Human beings were to determine their own
values and moralities; these were not to be made dependent on
metaphysical codes whether objective or subjective. Any attempt
thenceforth to create an absolute authority through dogmatic
assertions came up against similar refutation.

The church of Rome in medieval times had developed an
authoritarian stance in relation to belief. Anyone not obeying the
dictates of its dogma was a heretic and heretics could be treated with
disdain, scorn, excommunicated or even executed. As resistance
grew, the church became more prejudiced against any trend away



from its doctrines and rooted its imposed morality in a focus on
human sin, confession and forgiveness only through Christ ñ policed
by the notorious Inquisition. Scholastic theories endeavoured to
neutralise the humanism and individualism of the Greeks by
incorporating Plato and Aristotle into theology as the great works of
Augustine and Thomas Aquinas show. Yet, the openess of Greek
thought was not easily suppressed and critical minds began to
investigate the nature of the world independently from dogmatic
assertion. William of Occam, Roger Bacon, Galileo and many Italian
thinkers fathered an increasingly open minded ërenaissanceí of
classical thought rooted in studies of Roman and Greek texts.

The cruel response of the church was in the end to lead to its
undoing. Philosophy itself in the work of Hume, Kant and others came
to demonstrate that knowledge of the ultimate was finally
unobtainable because all knowledge was dependent on the senses
and reasoning of human beings. Internal church corruption led to
resistance within the Church itself and the protestant reformation
eventually precipitated the Thirty Years War that ravaged the heart of
Europe. Afterwards Descartes, horrified by such chaos, created a
philosophy in which matters of mind and consciousness were
rigorously separated from objective material knowledge; thereby
creating a dualism that was to leave the physical world open to
morally unrestricted scientific investigation and economic exploitation.

The spread of science and utilitarian philosophy coincided with the
assertive development of European mercantilism in global imperial
projects. The excitement generated by creative European expansion
into all manner of subjects, the outreach of research lining up with
adventures into geography, geology and the awareness of far off
civilisations, became known as the ëEnlightenmentí (from the
German ëAufklarungí). Its values, now known as Humanism,
focussed on the extraordinary capacities of human thought in
exploration, in the freedom of the investigative and analytical mind
and the development of rights for all.

Humanism may be described in many ways depending on a variety of
emphases. We have secular humanism, religious humanism in which



the function of religions in human life are acknowledged, humanistic
psychology emphasising human capacity for spiritual growth and so
on. There is even a humanist religious institution as a sort of church.
Humanism is essentially a positive orientation that asserts the rights
of human beings for individual expression and independence free
from any priestly or lay hierarchs, or coercion by victimisation arising
from dogmatic belief.

Sadly, humanism has not been a success, as the trials of our time
testify. In spite of the genius of innumerable great humanists,
Bertrand Russell, Albert Einstein, Carl Rogers, Abraham Maslow,
Julian Huxley, John BoydOrr, Andrei Sakharov and contemporary
scientists such as Stephen Jay Gould, Richard Leakey, Edward
Wilson, Francis Crick and many others, the world is not a reformed
place.

The reason lies in the split between the humanism of values on the
one hand and the materialism engendered by human greed for
endless ego enhancement, based perhaps ultimately on an
unacknowledged fear of death without spiritual succour, on the other.
Humanism does not provide an adequate understanding of human
suffering, the stupidity of greed, and the institutionalisations of power
that prevent political change. The dualism that Descartes established
has created a schizoid Western mentality. Even if, as Charles Taylor
(Chapter 1) wishes, we return to the positive values of the
Enlightenment, unless these defects are corrected little progress can
be achieved.

All this was becoming evident as early as the 1850s when
Schopenhauer and Buddhism began to capture peoplesí imagination
replacing the interest in Hinduism that had preceded it. The mounting
uncertainties that accompanied new scientific discoveries, Darwinís
theory of evolution and social unrest consequent upon
industrialisation, produced spiritual doubt, moral uncertainty and
social anxieties. The Churches became increasingly defensive,
spoiling for a fight, which Thomas Huxley eventually took to them in
his effective defence of Darwin; while the Vatican produced a
ëSyllabus of Errorsí that consigned to the rubbish heap any idea that



the Pope might reconcile himself with modernity. Buddhism was
increasingly put forward as an antidote to the times and as a
replacement of Christianity. Schopenhauer and Nietzsche became
major background influences in this movement. Unfortunately, a focus
on an Aryan rather than a Jewish origin for western spirituality was
ultimately to have disastrous consequences in German nationalism.
Buddhism was still poorly understood and the Theosophical Society
based in the imaginative projections of Madame Blavatsky (1831-91)
and Annie Besant (1847-1933) was offered more or less as an
alternative. Eastern religions were drawn upon to suggest a religious
orientation that might replace the old. The fantasies around this
movement were blown apart by Krishnamurtiís bold rejection of the
role of a Messiah, which Annie Besant and her movement tried to
impose upon him. His subsequent, inspired teachings had much in
common with Zen. Yet Buddhism continued to fascinate many with
serious concerns about their own spirituality and the future of the
world, and various societies were formed. Even so, it was not until
after World War Two, when Daisetz Suzukiís often puzzling works
based in Rinzai Zen became extremely popular and the Chinese
holocaust in Tibet projected learned lamas into a receptive world, that
Buddhism started to fly. What is it then that the key ideas in
contemporary Buddhism have to offer this confused and suffering
world?
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12
TRUTH CLAIMS OF BUDDHIST THOUGHT
TRUTH, OPINION AND BELIEF

As we have argued, Buddhism is based essentially in the practice of
a subjective empiricism. It is a healing psychology focussing on the
transformation of human experience. The key ideas are open to test



and repeated test by people living in many differing cultures. The
tests are personal and convince by way of producing changes in
mental attitude, the quality of awareness and actions in the world.
While individuals may experience happiness as a result of ëtaking
refugeí, the key intention is a cultivation of equanimity within
compassion. The American linguist and anthropologist Melvyn
Goldstein and his Tibetan colleague Paljor Tsarong have argued with
respect to Tibet that Buddhism ñ ìrepresents one of human historyís
most ambitious and radical social and psychological experiments
precisely because it attempts to achieve the creation and
perpetuation of a society in which basic ideals of non-attachment, non
desire, material renunciation and transcendental wisdom are
institutionalised. (It) therefore attempts to socialise recruits into an
alternative set of norms, values and standards for perceiving and
evaluating the world: a cultural template in which desire and wealth
are renounced as the source of misery and suffering.î 1

The same claim may be made for Buddhism in general and it is a
matter for historical research to establish how successful it has been.
At least one may say that the record of most Buddhist countries in
terms of limiting warfare and aggression and paying attention to the
quality of life has been relatively good. The question arises as to
whether these aspects of human life can develop further as this world
view moves west and whether it should therefore be actively
promoted.

The subjective empiricism of Buddhism means that its value as a
testable set of propositions is not confined within the bounds of what
Westerners normally mean by the word ëreligioní. The world
religions, particularly the ëAbrahamic faithsí, the so-called ëreligions
of the bookí, are very largely built up from dogmatic assertions that
the ëfaithfulí must believe lest misfortune befall them and sustained
by priestly hierarchies that may wield great social and political power.
Such religions, competing for influence and recruits and based in
contrasting dogmatic assertions, ensure that multiculturalism is often
difficult to promote since the side by side existence of radically
different interpretations of being becomes easily threatening. How
can oneís truth be absolute when oneís neighbour, conditioned by



education in some ëfaithí school or another, is convinced of
something else and when neither of us can produce conclusive proof
except within ultimately dogmatic statements of belief? If a faith
becomes little different from a fashion what then is its value?

Buddhist propositions are truth claims in the sense that anyone
interested in them is able and encouraged to confirm them for
themselves through personal assessment. Mere belief without a
personal assessment rates poorly in Buddhist thinking. If the test is a
failure, the individual is quite free to look elsewhere. Again, mutual
assessment, rather than some authoritarian imposition, is the basis
for the master ñ pupil relationship. The ideas of Buddhism can be
checked out by anyone of whatever origin. Their relevance does not
lie within a particular culture but is essentially domain-free. They are
openly available to the whole of humanity.

The empirical basis for Buddhist propositions means that as a system
of ideas they are closer to views of humanity put forward by great
western psychologists than they are to the religious orthodoxies.
Western psychologies are likewise rooted in testable propositions
whatever dogmatic assertions have sometimes been based upon
them. As we have argued, propositions derived from subjective
empiricism cannot be evaluated in the same manner as objective
empiricism in the hard sciences but they can be evaluated by
comparisons of individual experience, much indeed as therapeutic
systems may be assessed.

A truth ñ claim may be either an incontrovertible proposition that no
one in their right mind would deny, or a proposition about the world or
self that can be repeatedly tested. Kant would have considered an
incontrovertible proposition to be a ësynthetic a priori statementí
(Chapter 18) upon which an understanding of the world or of value
can be based. Science also includes synthetic assumptions of this
kind, although most scientific ideas are of the testable variety. In
Buddhism, we find the system of thought rooted in a major
incontrovertible assertion, the Law of Codependent Arising (Chapter
4), a generalisation that few would deny lies at the root of causality at
least for macrophysical phenomena. In relation to this key idea,



certain verifiable propositions arise from which the whole system of
self-understanding and value is built.

These Buddhist ideas are however broadly situated within a set of
social conventions that do take a form closely resembling the other
major world religions ñ holy persons, temples and temple
administration, the collection of alms, the ownership of land, simplistic
renderings of the Dharma for the naive and those too busy to study
carefully, communal rituals, comforting practices, counselling support
and in some places a degree of wilful political influence. All these
themes form part of Buddhist culture and they vary from one country
to another as we have seen. As such, they do not claim universal
interest; they are a matter of local convention, choice, taste or
personal persuasion. It is in the key ideas of Buddhist thought and the
means of testing them that we find something of universal appeal and
relevance to all cultures. These are the themes that are of interest in
this book, the institutional form of the ëreligioní when compared to the
practice of a testable way remains a matter of conventional aesthetics
and need not concern us greatly here.

What then are the key propositions of the Buddha Dharma that may
be considered to be universal statements about the human condition
of significance to all of us? Considering them independently from the
religious system of the monasteries and the temples allows us to
come upon a practical philosophy for a way of life, we may call it a
buddhistic way, which has relevance to the bewildering value-free
world of the postmodern West. May be there is a perspective here
that can help us to a ëre-enchantmentí of the world.

Although there is variation in the way buddhist ideas are presented
almost all can be traced back to their origin in the Buddhaís own
teachings. The key ideas relate together comprehensively to create a
perspective which we have called a soteriological phenomenology;
that is a view of human experience which has the capacity to take us
beyond suffering, particularly that form of suffering rooted in habitual
self-concern. Essentially, the phenomenology comprises a practice
the results of which are available for test. Each generation explores
the assertions of those earlier masters who have walked the way



previously. Buddhism resembles a therapeutic system evaluated in
terms of the effectiveness of its cure. Indeed the Buddha is
sometimes described as the ëGreat Doctorí. The fundamental
questions it asks concern the nature of mind and Buddhist
methodology is the application of yogic mind exploration in the
examination of contrasting states. Descriptive conclusions always
arise from the practice rather than merely from metaphysical
speculation. Let us list the main findings.

(1) Observation shows that in its normal state the mind undergoes
continuous transformation. There is an unbroken flow of thought,
imagery, planning, emotional feeling, going on all the time within
states of varying alertness and clarity. If one looks for some
permanent source or locus of control one cannot find such an entity
apart from further sets of experiences. The self is a cognitive
construction, an inference arising from the awareness of processes of
sensation, perception and habit formation. The self appears as an
observer that is itself unfindable, because it is imputed within
experience itself

(2) Such an observation challenges assumptions that depend on the
notion of a permanent entity or self, a controller or operator situated
somewhere central to the system. Ideas and experiences follow from
causes and exercise effects on subsequent experiences. There is no
independent self. The mind responds through the senses to exterior
circumstances and the observer infers that the observed process of
change is going on in the world. Inner and outer are related. The
universal process flows as such. There is no evidence for assuming
some pivotal agent, being or god responsible for the endless co-
dependent arising of phenomena in all their complexity. The view is
monistic not dualistic, an implicit holism of a vast differentiating
diversity.

(3) Yogic practices using methods honed by skilled yogins reveal
depths of mental experience undetectable by the everyday mind.
These practices form the basis of Buddhist understanding. Mind
calming practices, often using physical posture and breathing
techniques, lead to a gradual elimination of the normal manner by



which the mind constructs its view of the world. Within the practice,
time largely ceases and the normal awareness of space is replaced
by a sense of vastness without horizons. The world given by the
senses is no longer framed by such basic categorisations. The mind
enters a deep experiential ësilenceí in which conceptualisation is
greatly reduced or may even stop. Yet, observation remains
extremely acute and, lacking boundaries, experience appears to
merge with or become essentially continuous with the world given by
the senses. There is a feeling of a vast, timeless oneness. In some
individuals a further happening may arise. The normal concern with
an identified self as the pivot of experience may drop away. There is
an odd awareness of absence in which all else continues as before in
a oneness transcending everyday picturing, except that no one
appears to be present within it. As we have seen, in Zen this moment
is called ëseeing the natureí, the basis of mind. All such experiences
soon wane, coming to a natural end in a return to the everyday of
self-identification in a world of objects and ideas.

(4) Such practice is commonly life transforming because the
attachments to an egoic self conceived as a sort of ëthingí together
with the desire to satisfy its wants are now seen as essentially
illusory. The mind normally functions through illusions, which none the
less define our social and cultural worlds in an operational virtuality.
We may assume that the mind has evolved to perform these
functions in relation to environment but that in discovering how to
withdraw from those functions a relative freedom from their control
can be found. In Buddhist practice, people commonly find a new
sense of freedom and consequent happiness and this undoubtedly is
the greatest gift of the Buddha.

(5) Such practices suggest that self-concern need not be a habitual
root of being in the manner that it usually is. The self attaches to likes
and rejects dislikes, whether physically, socially or culturally, and
these attachments easily lead to competition with others. In their
infinite elaboration, attachments define a personal self-process that
suffers because eventually it finds that nothing can be made
permanent and its own existence as an entity is deeply questionable.
The yogic investigation reveals this process to be merely a functional



illusion floating in a timeless spaciousness, a ëvastnessí in which an
ultimate freedom from concern may be found. Persons fully trained in
Buddhist practices find life to be play, serious play of course but play
none the less.

(6) People who play are happy yet, in the awareness of othersí
inability to play, there is the experience of sadness and compassion.
Furthermore, when, in ignorance of their implicit freedom, humans
enter exploitative conflict, ego and nationalistic aggrandisement or
the various dehumanisations of others, Buddhists face a choice ñ to
act in relation to such violence and coercion or withdraw from all
action. In the Theravada, there is an emphasis on non-harming
through strategic withdrawal. In the Mahayana, there is an emphasis
on compassionate action to enlighten the world.

(7) The split between everyday engagement in illusion and the yogic
realisation of freedom reveals a profound paradox. The Buddha
argued that in living a life it was essential to develop skilful means
whereby the ignorance of living in illusion was comprehended within a
wisdom that understands the emptiness of self-conception. Skilful
means begin with self-understanding, and extend to understanding
others. They work to create a world of non-harming activities, in effect
a sustainable world for humans to live in. Such wisdom can of course
be applied at whatever level in social organisation one has oneís
being, labour, caring, business or politics. There is an important
ethical motivation at every level in such a life.

The truth-value of such claims cannot merely be asserted: we have to
investigate them. They do however put forward a viewpoint that
challenges in a radical manner the inherent selfishness and greed
that dominates the religious bigotry, nationalism and capitalist
enterprise that is ruining our world today. We have here a subtle,
healing perspective that needs deep consideration. This is not some
ancient belief system for the historically curious but a living practice
with the potential of intervening in the mismanagement of our world.

Buddhist perspectives are not without their echoes in the modern
West. Christian monasticism has techniques and beliefs that support



spiritual development in many ways similar to the approach of
Buddhist practice. Both Christianity and Buddhism emphasise the
practice of compassion and a life of ëpovertyí. Islam emphasises a
brotherhood of righteousness. Many Buddhist ideas find considerable
support, both direct and indirect, in contemporary science, in
psychology and in some philosophical perspectives. Perhaps the
most important thing for a nonChristian Westerner is that in Buddhist
practices we have a spiritual path not dependent on a conception of
God. This means that for a humanist who feels the need for an
understanding of his or her inner world, a way is open that leads to
the investigation of little understood aspects of the functioning of mind
without requiring the abandonment of a basic agnosticism.2,3

To relate Buddhism to modernity we need to trace out some of the
Western themes that relate to Buddhism and then to assemble an
integrated perspective from which a more hopeful world view can be
suggested. The relationship between Buddhism and Western
Humanism is a key feature in such an enquiry.
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PART III
TUTORIALS FOR THE BUDDHA

This terror and darkness of the mind must be dispersed not by the
sunís rays or the bright shafts of day but by the face of nature and her



laws. We start then from her first great principle that nothing ever by
divine power comes from nothing. Sure fear holds so much the minds
of men because they see many things happen in earth and sky of
which they by no means see the causes, thus think them done by
power divine. So when we have seen that nothing can be created out
of nothing, we shall at once discern more clearly the object of our
search, both the source from which each thing can be created, and
the manner in which things come into being without the aid of Gods.

ñ Lucretius. ëOn the Nature of Thingsí.

13
THE BUDDHA IN SOHO

Let us suppose that the Buddha returns to Earth, parachuting as it
were, into the busy streets of Soho, London, equipped miraculously
with the English language, suitable clothes and cash for lodgings.
Being the Buddha, he would counter a high level of culture shock by
mind stabilising mantras and, after a few days of adjustment, set out
to discover the nature of the social world in which he found himself.1
Visiting the halls, bars and pubs of the city, talking with a multitude of
people, he gradually begins to build up an understanding of place and
people, the modern western world view.

At first the material aspects of this new world would grip him; the
huge buildings of business overlooking revered inns, churches,
museums and theatres of a past time; the dense and noisy traffic; the
adventure of travelling on the tube; the extraordinary technologies,
mobile phones, television, radio; the speed and volume of
communication of all sorts, the internet; the miracle of flight by craft
bigger than any ship he had known; the coherence of the planet
almost as a single whole ñ a total world of humanity yet driven by
strife of all kinds. Over the city hung a nervous intensity, hidden fears
of further terrorist attacks.

Gradually he would sense the profound concern his companions had
for self-rewarding experiences, their excessively ambitious



workloads, their personal advertisement in conversation and their
highly individualistic forms of dress or speech. He saw that this
concern with self was very different from the type he had known and
rejected in ancient India. Very few were concerned with personal
salvation either through sacrifice or some form of merging with the
ultimate nature of the cosmos, atman merging with Brahman. Most
were busy enhancing material possessions and personal credentials
to improve or sustain their status in the eyes of others right now in
this material world of competitive buying, selling, acquiring
possessions and sexual influence, all such things being markers of
whom they felt themselves to be. Conversations, radio programmes,
television all suggested this to be a major preoccupation of the time.
Even trivial markers, the current craze for mobile phone ring tones,
for example, were coming to be pointers to a young personís self-
concerning individuality. He soon came to believe that behind this
almost unconscious preoccupation lay a fear, a fear of being
meaningless, a fear that rested upon an implicit absence of any
awareness of ultimate personal value. Once upon a time, he realised,
there had been a sense of security in the Christian faith and its loss
seemed to evoke a curious blend of grief, anxiety and hedonism.
Many were in complete denial of any such theme and found their
compensation in money and what money could do for them. Seeing a
profound and pervasive suffering, the Buddha felt sadness and
compassion. He saw that at root mankind was still languishing in the
deep ignorance he had come to understand and transcend through
his enlightenment.

Yet, in some ways, people were much freer to ëbe themselvesí than
in his time. Although there was no caste system such as he had
known, and although there were many social differentials, yet people
could represent their needs, wants and opinions through an electoral
system underlying governance. In principle, it seemed as if the
people had a strong say in government. This democratic principle lay
at the root of social life and was often jealously defended. Yet, as he
examined the daily news, he quickly saw how vested interest, power
groups, huge wealthy institutions, the power of money and the
contrivances of spin could distort and even corrupt such a na⁄ve
picture of political process. Furthermore, power groups behaved in



many ways just as individuals did; carelessly maximising benefits to
themselves in every possible way.

In returning to Earth, the Buddha had a purpose. He wanted to see
how far his ancient teachings might be having an effect on the way
people lived and experienced their world today. In order to make such
an assessment, he soon realised that he would have to build up an
understanding of the modern world into which he had introduced
himself. The way things were clearly depended on a knowledge base
vastly more developed and inclusive than in his time and also upon
beliefs and attitudes that controlled the use to which that knowledge
was being put. Yet he was also quick to see that the underlying
structure of the human mind remained very much the same as he had
known it; that expressions of ëgoodí and ëbadí reflected patterns with
which he was not unfamiliar. The narratives by which people
understood their lives were not difficult to reconcile with his prior-
understanding and he saw that, as in ancient times, it was in the
misleading depths of these narratives that the people of the world
were getting lost.

After some weeks, he bumps into some local intellectuals, in
particular one professor from nearby London University who, struck
by his intelligence, openness and the seasoned maturity of his
original insights, invites him around to his college where they could
have more formal discussions. In effect, the Buddha was learning
fast, not only in a manner conferring street wisdom, but also through
private and mutually rewarding ëtutorialsí.

He learns that great world religions, the ëreligions of the bookí ñ
Christianity, Islam and Judaism ñ had immense influence on public
opinion even though most scholarly academies had long ago
abandoned them. The Christian idea that there was a God with
personal attributes who created the universe and lay down the laws
of human conduct through dogmas that had to be believed on pain of
punishment in this life or another, was generally superseded in the
academies by rational, this worldly, analyses of how the whole thing
worked ñ material science. And it was science that had yielded the
extraordinary technologies of the time while undermining any



religious sense of transcendental value. In this perspective, mankind
appeared to be a rare, possibly unique, phenomenon in a vast
unfeeling, unknowing, cosmos ruled by laws that could be stated in
mathematical form following intensive empirical investigation. The
belief that humanity lay at the centre of a universe made meaningful
by the will of a creator god who had mankind specifically in mind, had
become increasingly rare, at least in the scholarly worlds. Individuals
seeking the meaning of their existence could no longer call upon such
myths to sustain themselves before the awareness of a life that
seemed to have no ultimate, personal point and which terminated in
death. Scientists, dedicated to uncovering the truths of the material
world were mostly agnostic as to its ultimate value and lived by a
form of stoicism affirming a humanism of authenticity that did not
pretend that things were other than they were, or seemed to be.

The Buddha soon realises that at the root of science lay some of the
same insights that he had come across in his pursuit of truth. He was
amused to note that his Law of Co-dependent Arising expresses
exactly the underlying root of the scientific endeavour ñ that
phenomena are dependent upon causes and conditions and that
causal dependency lies at the root of impermanence, the rising and
falling of everything in the process of time. Things are far from being
discrete independent entities, they relate in complex ways to other
things in a mutual contextuality. Impermanence is far from being
random. He would probably be too polite to insist that he was
therefore the first scientist, for he would have seen that whereas he
applied this law primarily to phenomena as experiences in mind (i.e. a
subjective empiricism), these Western scientists saw it as basic to a
material process to which the mind of the observer was pretty well
irrelevant (i.e. objective empiricism.).2 He would have been excited to
discover, however, that both the continuity of form and the emergence
of new phenomena could be understood by a fresh empirical law,
which he had not thought of Charles Darwinís principle of natural
selection.

Looking back to his own time, the Buddha recalled the vision of world
and life creation that he had employed in teaching two young monks
about the origin of morals. Based on then current ideas, he had



argued that once upon a time there was a world of radiance in which
self-luminous, sentient forms consisting solely of mind lived in
rapture. Such forms took the shape of human beings that were as yet
still luminous, traversed the air and were glorious in a world that yet
lacked the light of moon and sun. Genders had not yet appeared.
Gradually, as the earth took shape, its surface became a colourful,
sweet scented crust, tasty like honey. One being began to eat it and,
craving more, went on doing so. Others followed suit and soon all
were involved in greedy feasting. As they did so, their luminosity
faded and time began. Some of the solidifying bodies became
beautiful in the eyes of others and some ugly. Discrimination and
jealousy began and the earth began to loose its taste. The people
began to grieve for what was happening. Plants appeared, feasts
continued, greed grew, jealousy and competition led to the division of
land and assets. Theft appeared, sex originated and disgust
appeared. As evil acts increased so stealing, lying, killing and
punishment emerged upon the scene and, in desperation, the people
appointed a king who did his best to rule wisely. People resolved to
live good lives, some became ascetics, and some scholarly
intellectuals, some farmers and gradually the castes emerged. Those
who lived good lives were reborn in happiness; those who did not
lived in suffering. Anyone who was self restrained and followed a path
of wisdom could attain freedom from evil in this life.

Looking back on this story the Buddha smiled. It seemed to him that it
was not at all a bad metaphor for what he was observing. In its broad,
imaginative brush strokes, it presented a moral viewpoint on this
world. Other narratives of his time had seen the cosmic process as a
cyclic one. The Universe rose and fell in cycles of innumerable
millions of years. Chatting with physicists over the refectory lunch
table, he found that they too were concerned with the role of time in
cosmic understanding. After the Big Bang did the Universe go on
expanding forever or was its mass sufficient to cause a gravitational
return to point zero? Yet more mysterious was the notion from ëstring
theoryí that there might be an incalculable number of universes all
incommunicable with one another rising and falling in their own times.
These mysteries were far from resolution; let alone what the
meanings human beings might read in them. The stars, he noted, still



twinkled in their mysteries. Taking his eyes off the heavens, he once
more focussed his attention on the facts of suffering.

THE POINT OF IT ALL

It was well after midnight but the lights were still on in the small
Islington restaurant where the Buddha sat engaged in conversation
with a young waiter he had got to know in the recent weeks. Jim was
Anglo-Greek, twenty-six years old, an unemployed Ph.D, filling in
time before going wandering across the world with a rucksack. Jim
had many questions and found the condition of the world unsettling.
The Buddha began to think that Jim might be able to assist him with
his enquiries and decided to explore his interests and cast of mind.
After the other diners had gone, Jim often stayed up late talking with
the Buddha who grew to enjoy his perceptive anxieties. Sometimes it
was not until the early hours that they locked up, put out the lights
and went home through the quietened streets. Pouring out yet
another last cup of coffee, Jim was saying how worrying he found the
world.

ìYou know, I was brought up in Greece and loved the Orthodox
Church with its beautiful music, its icons and all those certainties. I
felt safe then. Unfortunately, I read too much and studied science in
the University here in London. I no longer know what to believe.
Nowadays, I find myself anxious almost all of the time.î

ìDo you enjoy the work here?î asked the Buddha.
ìOh yes, I want to do this waiting job perfectly. There is real style to
good waiting if you know how. The Greeks can be very good at it. Do
you
know there are only two places where you can find a waiter actually
running
between tables and not spilling anything? Yes ñ Piraeus and Dublin!î
ìWhatís the root of your worry then?î
ìIts a little strange. My world seems quite stable yet my reading
disturbs
me and indeed my life experience these days is one of complete



uncertainty. I wake at night full of doubts. What is it all about?î ìGood
question! Indeed, what is it all about?î
ìI feel I know less and less the more I read and read. Especially
nowadays
with all this emphasis on deconstruction, I am only sure of one thing
and
that is uncertainty.î
ìWell,î said the Buddha, ìmaybe that is exactly how it is!î ìHowís that?
î asked Jim. ìWhy shouldnít we have some certainties like
those in which the old Fathers on Mount Athos believed?î ìYou know,î
the Buddha said, recalling a refectory table conversation,
ìeven science is rooted in uncertainty although today I suppose it is in
Science that we seem to see most certainty. Yet Bertrand Russell
discovered that the language of mathematics by which Science
relates to the cosmos
was actually based in uncertainty.î
ìHow come?î asked Jim.
ìIíve heard that early in the last century, Russell and Whitehead were
investigating the basic principles of mathematical knowledge. They
eventually wrote a great tome on the subject. One day Russell
realised
that there was a sort of irresolvable paradox underpinning all logical
statements. Russell has tried to explain it simply. Imagine a great
library.
It is being catalogued according to subjects. And then a catalogue of
catalogues is compiled. When it is done, someone asks ëDoes this
catalogue
include itself in the library?í Whatís your answer?î
ìWell ñ yes, I suppose it would. Yet it is also not the library so it
should
be outside it. It describes the library but is not actually part of it.î
ìExactly,î agreed the Buddha, ìthatís the paradox. Strictly speaking,
it works like this. Some sets, or catalogues if you like, seem to be
members
of themselves, while some do not. The set of all sets is itself a set,
within
which it seems to include itself. Yet, an empty set cannot be a



member of
itself because of course it would not then be empty. Suppose we form
a set
of all sets that, like the empty set, are not included in themselves. The
paradox arises from asking the question whether this set is in itself. It
is if
and only if it is not! Whitehead and Frege, the great German
mathematician
of the time, both of whom hoped to establish an irrefutable logic as
the
basis of thought, were most put out. Simply put, it means that our
thought
about classifying thoughts remains paradoxical. Is our understanding
of
thought within thought or apart from it? There is uncertainty right at
the
basis of thinking.î
ìSomething like Heisenbergís principle then? You cannot tell whether
an electron is best described as a wave or a particle, nor can you
determine
both its position and its movement at any given instant. It seems it
has to
be one or the other.î
ìAs I think I understand it,î said the Buddha, ìthis electron is actually
neither a wave nor a particle. These are merely complementary and
not alternative descriptions. This is only a paradox if you allow it to be
one
by adopting the stance ìit has to be one or the other.î The wave has
no
uncertainty associated with it, it just gives the probability at each
position
and time of the outcome of certain measurements relating to the
electron.
The ëUncertainty Principleí between position and momentum or time
and energy arises quite naturally from the mathematics of the wave.î
Jim took up the argument, ìIt seems that so long as we deal with
macrophysical entities, things in our sensible world, one can apply



laws of straightforward causality, for example the Buddhist Law of Co-
dependent Arising ñ that events have causes and causes produce
events. At the microphysical level of the quanta there are no such
certainties. I believe it is for this reason that although we are within
touching distance, so to say, of the Big Bang we cannot actually get
there. The original bang remains a mystery. It happened before either
space or time existed. Only when time and space have emerged can
we determine any regularity. At the singularity itself we do not even
know what dimensions may have been in
play.î
ìSo far indeed, it seems so,î replied the Buddha. ìWe encounter
mystery.î
ìI will tell you what really scares me,î said Jim. ìOne day the sun will
expand till it reaches from horizon to horizon and the scorched earth
will
melt. It seems desperately tragic that all trace of humanity, the
gorgeous
palaces, the cathedral spires, libraries, works of art and literature will
all
simply disappear. Nothing will remain of us. Not even a memory. This
thought makes my blood run cold. It really affects me. No joking.
What is
the point of anything if that is our fate in store?î
ìAt least that is some four billion years in the future.î
ì Maybe ñ but that thought doesnít help me.î
ìYou know,î said the Buddha, ìthere was one scientist who, when he
was told all this was four billion years away, said ëWhat a relief, I
thought it
was four million!î
Jim did not get the joke. He looked really distressed and sunk in
himself.
Time to get serious, thought the Buddha.
ìWhatever we may feel about it, it is a huge distance away in time,î
he
said ìIt seems plausible that life will have moved to other galaxies by
then.
Possibly some memory or trace of our time now will still be present



among
people of these distant futures.î
ìSeems unlikely,î muttered Jim.
ìWe donít know how to measure such a likelihood over so long a
period.
Just think of the extraordinary advances in our understanding of the
cosmos in the last two hundred years. Magnify that by millions of
years and
a very extensive and maybe very different comprehension of the
cosmos
will certainly arise.î
ìTo leave our galaxy is a very different matter from a trip to Mars or
even
leaving our own solar system. It is very difficult to imagine it.î ìOf
course, but really no more of a problem than that of a man of the
fourteenth century imagining radio or e-mail. In any case you are
making
an assumption.î
ìWhatís that?î asked Jim.
ìYou are supposing human beings of billions of years hence will be
the
same as we are today. Very unlikely, I should say. So many
developments
will have occurred: genetic control over our abilities, cloning, the
creations
of various kinds of cyborg and robotic machinery and the continuing
evolution of scientific understanding, space travel, maybe time travel
ñ
who knows? My guess is that we would find it a big problem relating
to and
even understanding such future people. Their mindset would be
incalculably different from our own.î
ìCertainly it would pose a bigger problem than talking with a Stone
Age manî said Jim. ìAnd again we may also have discovered we are
not the
only life forms in the universe.î
ìI agree. I feel pretty sure that in other galaxies there has been some



parallel evolution of what we call life. Maybe science fiction will come
true
given the immensity of time we are discussing.î
ìI am wondering why I find all this so disturbing. I suppose it is
because
such thought undermines all my assumptions. It is as if I am
assuming I
will go on for ever, that humanity will also remain the same and that
God
is in his heaven and allís right with the world. Actually, it is obvious
that
any such permanence is impossible. A dim awareness becomes a
sort of
almost unconscious threat.î
ìSomething like that, I expect,î responded the Buddha, ìbut I am
wondering why you do not find the mystery of things something to
wonder
at?î
ìOh, donít get me wrong! I do wonder at it. It is awesome. So
awesome
indeed I find it difficult to imagine how cosmologists can contemplate
it
without fainting! Whether I look through a big telescope or down a
microscope, I am always filled with a sense of wonder. Yet, as a
scientist I
have had to suppress that wondering in favour of analysing what I
was
doing, what the stars were up to or what the little organisms were
wriggling
on about.î
ìAre you saying that attempting to be rational spoilt the fun?î ìNot
quite. Thinking about such matters, puzzling over the results of
experiments, for example, is fascinating. I recall pacing up and down
a
library in the excitement of some of my own research discoveries. At
such
times, however, I was not thinking or referring to myself; there was no



threat. It is only when I ask what is the point of my being here that
these
panics start.î
ìSo the mystery is over-whelming?î
ìI guess so.
ìWhat if you look inward rather than outward?î
ìWell ñ I do know something about that. I have meditated, done some
Zen and listened to the Dalai Lama. Its great stuff but soon my mind
goes
down and the depression looms again. Its difficult to hold onto what
one
has realised when the mind is calm.î
ìIndeed so,î said the Buddha, ìyet it may be that in meditation you are
avoiding the mystery and then the threat inevitably returns. In
meditation,
one has to delve immediately into the current problem. Whatís this? ñ
You need to say ñ and stare straight into your fear of the unknown.î
ìIndeed ñ and that is really scary. What if I have no point at all?î ìWell
ñ what exactly would this ëpointí you are talking about be?î ìI
suppose it would amount to the meaning of my existence.î ìAnd what
is this existence?î
ìHmm ñ I get a glimpse of something when you ask that question.
Perhaps
meaning is something outside existence ñ just as the catalogue may
be
outside the library. If you look at it one way, meaning accounts for
existence,
if you look the other way existence is its own meaning.î
ìAnd if you look a third way?î
ìAm I getting your drift? A third way might be to know that it is I who
supplies the meaning ñ just as the librarian supplies the catalogue.
The
library just goes on meditating, as it were, on its own shelves just as
existence
remains whatever meaning I impute to it.î
ìSeems we are getting somewhere,î said the Buddha, ìSo you are not
supposing that meaning is supplied from outside - from the cosmos



itself
for example.î
ìWell ñ I donít see how that could be. The cosmos just is. The sun
keeps shining without asking why. Itís I who ask why? It is I who have
a
brain with intentionality ñ not the cosmos.î
ì So who are you?î
ìThatís the mystery!î
ìWell then - how many mysteries are there? We seem to have found
two.
Thereís the universe and thereís yourself.î
ìYes- of course but thatís just the way it seems because I have such a
mind as I have. Actually these mysteries are just one big, total
mystery.î ìIs this big, total mystery still alarming?î
ìCuriously not ñ it just sits there ñ like a cat purring in an armchair,
which I want to sit in!î
ìWhy not do some sitting with the cat? It seems you need to learn
how
to purr!î
Jimís face was brightening. ìI have always found cats inspiring ñ so
selfcontained ñ or rather so self-absent. Tail curled round, fur
washed, just
gazing over the garden ñ alert ñ alert.î
ìSo, sometimes not knowing is marvellous!î
ìYes ñ you are beginning to sound just like the Buddha!î ìEveryoneís
a Buddha,î said the Buddha. ìShall we go further into this
another time?î
Iíd really appreciate that!î replied Jim.

LATE NIGHT TALKING: THE LAW OF CO-DEPENDENT ARISING

The Buddha had taken to writing up his notes in the spacious cavern
of the Reading Room in the British Museum. Here, in its stately calm,
he reviewed his investigation. While he realised that his studies could
only comprise a mere snapshot of Western culture, he also felt that
he was beginning to spot the essential themes in play that were
driving the culture of the time. He was focussing his investigation



especially on contemporary practices and ideas relevant to his
original themes of two thousand five hundred years ago in Iron Age
India. He wanted to see how congruent these ancient themes might
be with ideas in the modern world.

He knew that outside the scientific establishments and western
universities, the long established world religions, particularly the
Abrahamic trio with their anchorage in metaphysical absolutes
perceived as ultimate realities, wielded enormous influence and were
tragically at loggerheads with one another. Given the politics of
religious and cultural conflict, there was little common ground
between Christianity, Islam and Judaism although the wise men of
each could still talk to one another. Unfortunately, wise men and
women were few on the ground. The resentment and cruelty of
fundamentalist Islam, the narrow mindedness of orthodox Jewry and
the bigoted self-righteousness of evangelical Christianity in U.S.A.
had little in common bar their spiritual poverty. None of these
viewpoints had rational contact with the world of the academy in
which science, positivism and capitalism dominated a very
argumentative scene.

He also observed that Buddhist ideas were attractive to thoughtful
people, especially those appalled by the sufferings of the world and
with minds open enough to reflect on the broad conspectus of
modernity. He wondered repeatedly whether there was anything he
should do to widen their reach. He was already teaching ancient
languages and giving meditation classes in London, and these were
well attended, but there were other teachers at this level who knew
the local culture better and who spoke better English. He foresaw that
to announce his presence as a Buddha in the world would simply
cause confusion. He could see the tabloid headlines ìBuddha Back!î
ìSchizo thinks heís Buddha!î The gossip and the confusion that would
certainly arise did not seem helpful. Indeed, he felt that anyone who
claimed to be a Buddha could not possibly be one. O, the Ironies of
fate! He remembered his final words to Ananda ñ Itís not the teacher
but the teachings that count. He had never appointed a successor but
allowed the drift of enlightenment within confusion to proceed in a
natural way through the self-discoveries of his followers. Teaching in



fact was going well, there were great living teachers as well as poor
ones. He would trust in human nature to carry through the necessary
exploration. Even so, he felt that a rapprochement between Buddhist
ideas and the modern academy could exercise a beneficent influence
on the future and here he felt he should set down his thoughts, but
first he needed to understand the world-view of modernity with
greater clarity.

The Buddha was discovering that Jim, the waiter in the Islington
restaurant, was not only clearly intelligent but also very
knowledgeable. His doctorate had focussed on the history of scientific
ideas yet he was primarily interested in how ideas create the world
we live in. He was a bit of an existentialist. To the Buddha, he
seemed an ideal person with whom to pursue his enquiry, certainly
more alert to current problems than his academic friends in the
college who mostly viewed things through a screen of their own
competitive theorising. One evening he put his project to Jim thereby
starting a long walk through contemporary culture with a wellinformed
guide still enthused by a youthful urge to discover, explain and
understand.

ìOK!î said Jim, ìLet us suppose you really are the Buddha wanting to
see how his ancient ideas relate to modern thought. How far are we-
oftoday thinking along similar lines? Have we learnt anything from his
ñ your ñ teachings? Do ideas today have anything in common with
what he ñ you ñ originally taught? Does this have a bearing on the
crisis our civilisation now faces? How should we proceed?î

ìI think our starting point should be exactly where I, the Buddha that
is, also began. After my time spent with several teachers, I realised
that any assertion about an ultimate cause for everything could be no
more than a projection of a personal belief. Their assertions about an
absolute ground of being were purely metaphysical; they could not be
anchored in the sensible, the sensual, and the actual experience of
life. Further more, meditation showed they could not be anchored in
the mind either. Those ideas were responses to needs for safety,
desires for world and life transcendence, but they were essentially
illusions born out of those needs and desires. It was as a result of



such realisation that the Law of Codependent Arising seemed an
obvious truth. It was the basis for my thinking once I had become
convinced of it through personal experience.î

ìRemind me what your Law states,î Jim asked.
ìActually to call it a Law is perhaps somewhat presumptuous. It is
more a simple statement about how things are ñ both in experience
and in
observation. Yet, although it can be simply stated, it is in fact deep
and
subtle. Not to appreciate it amounts to ignorance in which
attachments
to words and concepts leads to strife. Fundamentally, it expresses an
accepting experience of impermanence and its implications. Every
compounded thing changes; nothing is permanent. Events arise
through
predetermining causes and become causes of something else
themselves.
Everything is in continuous flux. Chains of causation also interact so
that
everything keeps getting more complex, a process sometimes slowed
by
its compliment, we might call it co-dependent destruction. There is no
unchanging root principle or fundamental, isolatable cause, no
ëabsoluteí
to use a term often used in the West. Of course, this means that we
have no
ultimate security to rely upon! Everything is in process. Thatís it!î ìI
see,î said Jim, ìit is a statement about an easily overlooked fact of
life. Kant would probably have said it expressed a priori knowledge of
an irrefutable truth. Actually, it is more a statement about
conditionality
than about linear relations of cause and effect. It asserts that where
something exists it is conditional upon something else. Where B
exists it
is conditional upon A. For example, suffering is the consequence of
ignorance, of a personal past and mental awareness in the sense that
it is



conditioned by the presence of these factors. Without such factors
suffering could not exist.î
ìYou must not forget,î added the Buddha, ìthat although ignorance is
the first named in such series, these conditioning factors also feed
back to
shape the occurrence of ignorance itself. The law functions both
objectively and subjectively.3 The relativity apparent in the
examination
of mind also applies to the appearance of all things. Every thing is
coconditioned in a web or ëmatrixí of relations and this realisation
stands as
the basis of the intellectual expression of awakening.î
ìWhat this means,î interrupted Jim excitedly, ìis that, essentially, the
Law of Co-dependent Arising proposes a set of systemic relations
that
closely resembles the General Systems Theory of modern times.4
And we
only came up with that in the last century!î
ìIndeed so,î the Buddha continued, ìthe Law is opposed not only to
the linear causality inherent in the Brahmin thought of my time but
also
to the linear causality apparent in the history of western thought and
science itself. As I understand it, the usual endeavour in experimental
science is to isolate a cause or a limited set of causes to examine the
effects of removing or otherwise manipulating them.î
ìYou are right.î said Jim, ìSuch an approach is indeed the basis of the
hypothetico-deductive system whereby most scientific discoveries
have
been made. A perspective viewing the systemic interdependence of
all
phenomena is still a relatively recent arrival in scientific thought and
one
often neglected in favour of short-cut analyses that work within their
limited
frames and without reference to a wider context. So many complex
phenomena in biology and in cultural studies are the result of many
interacting factors operating often at differing levels with feed back



loops
between them. General Systems Theory accepts this and works with
such
complexity. There is a consistent trend nowadays towards more
inclusive
thinking that belongs to such a holistic approach. Evolutionary
thinking
for example is very much on the move in this direction.5 One of the
great
pioneers of General Systems Theory, Ludwig von Bertalanffy (1901-
1972)
indeed argued that such an approach would lie at the basis of a new
world
view based on holistic vision rather than reductionist reasoning.î ìI
believe that a number of other recent thinkers have followed through
on that idea with versions of their own,î said the Buddha.6 ìYes,
indeed,î said Jim, ìitís an important contribution to modern theory,
yet holism in Western thought is not new. Indeed one of its first
proponents, you know, was Heraclitus in the fifth century bce and
there
were other Greeks including the Stoics who thought similarly.7 Their
views were largely set aside by the later prevalence of dualism in
Greek
thought. In the 20th century, Jan Smuts and Alfred North Whitehead
put
forward influential cases for a holistic approach.8 Neither made great
headway against the high tide of Cartesian dualism, positivism and
behaviourism of the time yet their ideas have remained as alternative,
controversial interpretations of knowledge. Holistic methods now
contribute to research on many social projects.9
ìWhitehead considered the universe to be one vast mesh of dynamic
events taking account of each other in a complex holistic system. He
thought the human organism had immediate access to this great
mesh
through a direct participative, emotional rapport. The French
psychoanalytic genius, Merleau-Ponty, argued similarly that all
language and



discursive knowledge presupposes a consciousness ñ world union
prior
to thought, a totality which is anterior to every distinction including
that
of consciousness and nature.î10

ìWe seem to be edging beyond the frontiers of scientific thinking
here?î queried the Buddha.
ìIndeed,î continued Jim, ìHolism is sometimes confused with Vitalism
in which some purposive force beyond our knowledge is believed to
direct
the universe or drive evolution. Lovelockís Gaia Hypothesis is a case
in
point with some non-scientists seeing in it evidence for the planet
Earth
existing in some sense as a conscious being. Lovelock was actually
drawing attention to the complex interrelationship of the geological,
meteorological, biological and social systems of the planet within one
whole system with homoeostatic properties; a proposal entirely within
the
field of science. Yet others, the ëpanpsychistsí, believing the universe
to
be conscious; the ëmysteriansí believing consciousness to be beyond
understanding; and the supporters of Intelligent Design as a
supposed
alternative to Darwinian evolution, all go well beyond science in
supposing
metaphysical forces to be at work in giving meaning to our world. I
take
the view that they are confusing the ways of speaking that may be
appropriate to subjectivity with those appropriate to objectivity and
are
basically seeking a replacement for the lost God of Christianity. That
loss
is very hard for some to take.î
ìI think Iíll stay with the simplicity of the Law,î concluded the Buddha,
draining his cup, ìNext time I want you to tell me about Darwin.î
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14
CO-DEPENDENCY AND EVOLUTIONARY HOLISM

ì Now I must do my homework!î said the Buddha. ìThere are clearly
some parallels between the Law of Co-dependent Arising and
theories of evolution. What are the essential features of Darwinís
theory that make it perhaps the most fundamental understanding of
our time?î

ìIíd better give a little lecture!î smiled Jim. ìBiological evolution is of
course an undoubted ëfactí demonstrable to all in an examination of
fossil sequences in rock strata, yet the interpretation of the process
by which this has occurred is still intensely debated. Evolutionary
theory is no simple hypothesis but rather a body of inference; a
ëparadigmí dependent on relating together evidence from
experimental biology, genetics, anatomy, behavioural ecology and
evolutionary psychology. Like all such paradigms, it is subject to
development and change as emerging evidence and fresh insights
shift the direction of inference and hypotheses. Indeed, the
development of knowledge may itself be an evolutionary process
involving the differential selection of ideas, a suggestion supported by
Richard Dawkinsíview of a ëuniversal Darwinismí concerned with the
evolution through selection of any replicating entity or idea.î

ìSo evolutionary theory goes beyond the study of genetic
determinism?î queried the Buddha.
ìIndeed so. The two major fields of genetics and evolutionary biology
originally developed largely in isolation from one another and their
relationship was for a long time difficult to establish. Thanks to the
insights of great biologists,1 these perspectives eventually became
closely entwined in a new synthesis. This ëneo-Darwinianí approach
of the mid 20th century2 came to dominate evolutionary thought
providing the roots that lead into the concerns of today. Yet, the



fundamental evolutionary process of natural selection operates
without necessarily involving genetics.
To understand modern evolutionary theory you need to appreciate the
power of natural selection. Essentially variations in strategies
determining survival and reproduction are positively selected when
they yield improved reproductive success for individuals showing
them. While the causal involvement of genetics and the natural
selection of genes are undoubted, the argument for adaptation
through natural selection does not depend on any specific genetic
interpretation.3 Darwinís theory was built from a relatively small set of
five points and of course, he knew nothing about genes. They came
much later.íí
ì OK. What then were his first principles?î asked the Buddha.
ìFirstly,î responded Jim, ìthe capacity of populations of animals and
plants for very rapid increase; exponential growth.
ìSecondly, the resources available to most populations are usually
limited and therefore, in spite of their capacity for growth, most
populations tend to show a relatively constant size.
ìThirdly, during reproduction a range of heritable variants appears in
each generation. For example, in a group of sibling puppies each one
shows some difference from the others.
ìThen, fourthly, just as humans may select heritable variants of a dog
breed to create new breeds, so a natural selection due to
environmental pressures favours variants that are better adapted to
the constraints of their environments. In each generation some
variants are more fit than others both in terms of survival to
reproductive age and in terms of their subsequent reproductive
success. Where the characteristics of successful forms are inherited,
the population continues to adapt to its circumstances through the
selection of such fit individuals. The adaptation arises primarily
through direct and indirect competition between individuals for limiting
resources such as food, homes or mates.
ìLastly, it is worth noting that Darwin himself said explicitly that natural
selection was probably only one of the causes for evolution although
plausibly the most important. Darwinís theory and Mendelís laws of
inheritance treat selection as focussing on individuals and their
behaviour and do not argue for any particular biochemical theory of



the mechanism whereby inheritance occurs.î
The Buddha interrupted, ìSo you are saying that any anatomical or
behavioural feature that replicates with variation may be subject to
the influence of natural selection irrespective of its underlying
causation. Learning and cultural change may thus be as significantly
a process of evolution by selection as genetic elimination.î
ìYes indeed that is so. What is required, as Richard Dawkinspoints
out, is that an evolving trait should be a ëreplicatorí that varies.4 It is
this that allows adaptation through differential selection. By setting
the question of the mechanism of inheritance to one side, one can
see that evolutionary theory is not even implicitly reductionistic ñ
reducing explanations to genes and biochemistry ñ but rather
ultimately holistic.5 The idea of natural selection emerges as an
algorithm that can apply to many circumstances of change and on
many levels of change.î
The Buddha confirmed, ìSo, when theorists talk of the ëfitnessí of
behaviour that does not therefore imply that a behaviour is
necessarily genetically determined but rather that, whatever its origin,
the behaviour has consequences in terms of reproductive success,
either positive or negative.î
ìThatís right. A one to one relationship between a gene and
behaviour is probably rare, particularly in higher animals. For
example, genes apparently expressing a particular behaviour may
have been selected because they control physiological mechanisms
that make the behaviour possible rather than causing it directly. The
fitness of behaviour is dependent on more than a genetic basis.
Supportive cognitive and endocrinal machinery is also vitally
important. Behavioural strategies are often quite flexible and
responsive to variation in the environment and this indeed may be
crucial, determining the adaptability of a species within a varying
habitat.î ìSo, you are telling me,î the Buddha suggested, ìthat in the
end evolutionary explanations must be holistic in that they require an
understanding not only of lower mechanisms but also of contextual
aspects of habitat such as demographic and cultural processes. Such
an understanding would indeed necessitate a systemic rather than a
reductionist analysis. You are telling me that individuals live within
complex evolutionary systems controlled at several levels; co-



dependent arising indeed!î
ìIím sure thatís right,î interposed Jim, ìbut look its one-thirty! Iím on
the lunch shift tomorrow and need some sleep. Lets go on with this
when next youíre in for dinner.î
ìGood Lord!î replied the Buddha, perhaps surprisingly, ì I got quite
carried away. Cheers till the next time!î

PROBLEMS FOR AN ADAPTATIONIST PROGRAMME

A few days later Jim met the Buddha again. This time they were
strolling along the embankment in spring sunshine glorying in the light
on the river, the movement of the barges and boats and the slow
circling of the London Eye.

ìI think we need some examples to fill out our discussion,î remarked
the Buddha, ì if we are too abstract we loose touch with actual living
creatures.î

ìI agree,î said Jim, ìbut we do need to explore the background a little
more because the systems approach to evolution operates today with
several different levels on each of which change may occur. Way
back in the fifties and sixties experimental work on evolution focussed
on testing the functional significance of individual behaviours. If
something had a clear function the argument for its selection could be
strengthened. Much of this work concerned examination of single
factors only.î

ì Yes,î agreed the Buddha, ìI have looked up some of that stuff. Niko
Tinbergen was a genius at that kind of work. For example, he was
puzzled by the behaviour of birds removing broken eggshells from
near their nests after their young had hatched. It was a clear-cut
behaviour precisely done. Why? What was its function? I recall he did
experiments in which mock eggshells were placed near nests. The
result was a clear increase in predation by predators. The birds were
removing the eggshells to sustain camouflage. The simple implication
was that selection favoured birds that protected their young from
discovery in this way. By manipulating the birdís immediate



environment, Tinbergen made many such useful tests of the survival
value of various behaviours. Ultimately it was thought that the genes
determining the behaviour were the entities selected. I think,
however, that such a view was rather a one-dimensional conclusion.î

ìIndeed,î said Jim, ìactually Tinbergen was aware that to conclude
that single genes were the ultimate causation of innate behaviours
was too simple. He argued that to answer the question why an animal
behaves in a certain way, several distinct types of investigation are
needed. The ultimate cause may be said to have been natural
selection and we need to understand the way in which behaviour
under selection gains or loses fitness. Yet, in addition, we need to
understand the developmental process that leads to an individual
behaving in a certain way, the manner in which innate elements guide
development and interact with processes of learning. Then again, we
need to know how a stimulus evokes a particular behaviourña
question about cognitive mechanisms.6 In neglecting these questions,
theorists assuming direct genetic causation set aside factors that may
be crucial to the manifestation of a trait or behaviour. Much of the
debate still in progress concerns the role such factors play.î

ìSo, ëselfish genesí are not always the answer?î
ìHa, I see you have indeed been doing some homework! There has
long been a struggle between those explaining behaviour as
controlled
genetically and those who favour its acquisition by learning. Although
Richard Dawkins and Edward Wilson, the leading, popular
sociobiologists,
have tended to overemphasise their case in favour of genetics,
neither
they nor any other biological scholar is in fact proposing that life can
be reduced to genetics. The biologistsí case has been for a more
general recognition that genetic factors are inevitably involved in
human behavioural evolution. Biologists argue that we need to take
account of such research in areas where it may have a bearing on
policy, on education and on the personal understanding of life. Yet the
key players among biologists also recognise the powerful role of
acquired behaviour in the fashioning of culture and personal



character. A ëblank slateí on which learning may write is not the only
plausible basis for a civilised society and to achieve one an
understanding of our biological inheritance appears to
be vital.î7
ìThere is quite a debate going on here then,î the Buddha commented.
Jim went on, ìActually biologists have not always been entirely
circumspect in their presentation of evolutionary theory so that less
informed readers or journalists commonly misunderstand or misuse
their
metaphors and tactical ploys. A vivid but one-sided evolutionary
metaphor
can seduce even a good, professional philosopher. Evolutionary
thinkers
are currently engaged in a dispute concerning how far the role of
natural
selection is supported or modified by other processes operating
through
time. Iím afraid the arguments are characteristically unfriendly. ìMany
biologists assume that a gene or genes for a behaviour are being
directly selected by the environment, a ëgenetic gambití one might
say.
This is an assumption because the developmental process whereby
the
behaviour appears has not been examined. Selection may actually be
acting at any point along a developmental pathway rather than on
specific
genes and many genes may be involved. The advantage of the
simplistic
theoretical ploy is that it allows mathematical modelling and elegant
theory construction based upon a precise if partly metaphysical
ëentityí,
the ëgeneí. This makes theorising simpler but researchers know that
many
aspects of behavioural causation are being neglected. Journalists
who are
unaware of such shorthand often conclude that there must be a
general



argument here for direct single gene determinism for complex human
behaviours.î
ìAs I see it,î the Buddha interposed, ìa similar problem arises from
the
now widespread use of Richard Dawkinís phrase ëselfish geneí.
Although
this is clearly a metaphor, dire implications have been read into it.
Dawkins
simply meant that genes would replicate whenever they can. I think
philosophers might say that the word ëselfishí belongs to a
vocabulary
referring to intentional choice by self-conscious beings who may
serve
their own interests or not as the case may be. Genes of course are
mere
chemicals with no intentionality whatsoever. They do their chemical
work
and then equally non-intentional environmental forces either select or
eliminate the outcome. Dawkinís borrowing of a term from common
speech seems to imply a driving force in evolution, and a soulless,
unpleasant one at that, for which there is no evidence. There is no
Èlan
vital with either a selfish or a non-selfish motive involved!î ìWe are
entering arguments of some complexity here,î warned Jim.
ìGenes probably only rarely act on their own. They may team up with
others in the production of a trait. There is increasing evidence that
genes function together as complexes. Individual genes may move
from
one complex to another so that a range of compositions arises
through an
internal process not necessarily dependent upon environmental
selection. Indeed internal selective processes may be at work
sustaining
constitutional stability. Gene complexes seem responsible for the
coherence of the species plan in each individual organism. They may
vary
in composition during the lifetime of an individual and also from one



generation to another in a manner distinct from the sorting out of
genes
through natural selection.î
ìSo the implication is that internal factors and their expression are
involved in the evolutionary process additionally to external ones,î
concluded the Buddha. ìThe interactivity of genes suggests that
individual genes are rarely directly the units selected. The unit being
selected emerges here as the individual organism itself. Of course
the
genetic constitution of individuals is indeed thereby selected but the
process is hardly one in which single genes can necessarily always
be
related to explicit behavioural functions.î
Jim went on, ìNot only that but further difficulties for the idea that the
environment is directly selecting genes also arise from ecology. A
species
exploits particular features of the physical and social world that
constitute
its habitat and which ecologists call its ënicheí. In communities of
several
species, competition between them ensures that each inhabits a
different
niche; overlap is limited. The niche is not an objective property of the
environment but rather a consequence of the ways whereby the
organisms
move around, compete with one another and exploit their habitat. The
relation, for example, between woodland birds and their habitat is an
interactive one involving the whole community of species. Great tits,
Blue
tits, Coal tits, Robins and Nightingales each have their own niche, the
patterning of which results from their competitive relations over many
generations. Changes in habitat orientation by one species may lead
to shifts in niche construction by others. Coal tits for example show
preferences for conifers, Blue tits for deciduous trees.î
ìI can see how co-dependence is emerging as a very real aspect of a
holistic
process here,î added the Buddha. ìThe community of species as a



whole provides the environment in which the evolution of behaviour
arises. While geographical processes in forest, mountain, tundra, etc
ultimately call the tune as to what sort of a collection of species is
living together; the actual community is an expression of relations
between species evolving together. Happenstance in ecology,
demography, or cognition may alter the balance of the community in
unpredictable ways, even chaotically. The direction of
evolution is in no way predetermined.î
ìIndeed ñ and whatís more, some circumstantial shift in the distant
past might have altered an existing direction of selection to produce a
very different kind of human being from the two of us actually present
and gazing up at the London Eye!î

ëPUNCTUATED EQUILIBRIAí AND OTHER ISSUES

When the Buddha next dined in Islington, there were few diners
present and, to the amusement of the manager, he invited Jim to eat
with him. At once, they took up the question whether processes other
than natural selection might be involved in evolution.

Jim provided the opening salvo. ìA key challenge comes from the
work of Stephen Jay Gould in which he focuses on the marked
breaks in the sequence of evolution, which could only be the result of
interrupted adaptation. The most sensational of these breaks
concerns the extinction of the dinosaurs. It seems their
disappearance was due to large changes in world climate following a
major meteor strike. The fading of the dinosaurs gave small warm
blooded mammals the opportunity to expand into vacated habitats
gradually creating the complex communities of mammalian species
that are now, thousands of years later, being driven to extinction by
human activities.î

ìSo,î summed up the Buddha, ìthese dramatic shifts in the course of
evolution were not caused simply by gradual natural selection alone
but in response to a sudden imposition of change in their habitat.
Species of dinosaurs were so firmly adapted by selection to their long



stabilised world that they did not have the flexibility to respond under
the conditions of so fierce an environmental shift.íí

Jim resumed, ìGould and others also point out that long-term
evolutionary changes cannot be solely the result of slow and
continuous adaptive change because new species commonly appear
within relatively limited time periods in between long periods of
stability. Once evolved, many species stay anatomically unchanged
for very long periods suggesting that their genetic constitution
protects them to a considerable degree from minor environmental
shifts. These details form the basis for the idea that evolution shows
ëpunctuated equilibriaí, long periods of stability and sudden,
environmentally driven changes in whole faunas; the emphasis being
on the power of the environment in inducing change. The continuing
significance of selection within this frame is however not denied.

ìAnother point from Gould is that many genes do not express
adaptive characteristics but rather non-adaptive traits that are an
indirect spin off from the selection of other features. These he calls
ëspandrelsí ñ an analogy to the triangular architectural feature
between a curved arch and a flat roof that are of no structural
significance but which are an indirect consequence of the main
functional features. A biological example may be the inner tube of the
snail shellís coil. Such features imply the existence of a reservoir of
genes determining non-adaptive structures. Mutations among them
might then induce shifts in the characteristics of a species without the
involvement of external selection.î8

ì As I see it then,î the Buddha continued, ìthe implication of all this is
not that selection is unimportant but that its action in determining the
direction and pace of evolution may be modified by other factors.9 We
have concluded that behaviour of the several species present in a
given environment often arises from their interaction with one another
so that they co-evolve as members in a system. For example, the
colours of flowers have co-evolved in step with the perceptual
mechanisms of bees that pollinate them and which they supply with
nectar. In addition, a species may show considerable resistance to
external pressures due to internal processes expressing the



conservative genetic complexes we have discussed. These two
points mean that direct selection by the environment is to a degree
muted both by such internal resistance and by the coherence of co-
adapting organisms.

ì Some theorists argue that a species presents a range of
characteristics to the communal system and whatever is sufficiently
effective for survival and reproduction is retained. Selection is here
seen as discarding what is not compatible with the system rather than
driving adaptation to a fixed and independent environment.10

Communities of organisms are selforganising systems and individual
species are components within a process. The old dualism, whereby
species and environment were seen as separate, linked together only
through adaptive responses to selection pressures, is here replaced
by a non-dualistic systemic account. Within such a viewpoint any
definition of the ëunití of selection becomes dubious ñ the whole
scenario is co-determining.î

ìYou knowî, said Jim. There is a nice example in an African
forestfringe monkey.11 The animals take fruit out beyond the edge of
the forest and sit on termite mounds to eat. Seeds fall on the ground
and their germination sustains the forward advance of the woodland
habitat. All other things being equal, the monkeys thereby extend
their own world. ìNatural driftî is plausibly a better term than ìnatural
selectionî in describing such systems.î

BEHAVIOURAL COMPLEXITY AND ECOLOGICAL INHERITANCE IN SOCIAL

PRIMATES

Talking is not allowed in the Reading Room of the British Museum but
the excellent roof restaurant provides a quiet atmosphere in which to
chat after a light lunch. Jim at once recalled one of the Buddhaís
requests.

ìYou wanted rather less theory and more facts,î he said. ìThere are
so many good stories of field studies that we could talk about them
for months. For our purpose I think I will describe just one



investigation, which illustrates so much of what we have been
discussing.î

The Buddha poured out a postprandial coffee and prepared to listen,
a notebook to hand.
ìThe biological programmes that underlie the social behaviours of
higher animals are generally ëopení.î began Jim, ìI mean that
relatively fixed, innate behavioural components may manifest within a
wider, flexible responsiveness to contexts. The more complex the
social life the more open these programmes tend to be. In particular,
trial and error and exploratory learning may operate to create
elementary cultures well before the evolution of language.12 On
meeting others, individuals make decisions that depend on moment-
to-moment variation in motivation that relates to memory of past
situations. The animal makes a decision on a cognitive basis
appraising the motivational state of the other and who s/ he is. Such
choices are clearly the result of choosing between options on a basis
of past memories and analysing appropriate cues from moment to
moment. Cognitively based decisions of this type are clearly not
coded in the genes as such, although the capacity to ëreadí the
social situation may well be based in the genome of the species. An
animalís decision making is made not only within the confines of its
biology and habitat but also by moment to moment appraisals of the
motivation of the individuals with whom it relates.î
ì Can we have an example? íí asked the Buddha.
ì Sure!î said Jim, ìLets look at the social world of the Gelada baboon.
We can see here some very clear relations of complexity between
group dynamics, demography and climate. Geladas live in the high
mountains of Ethiopia.13 Their herds are composed of one ñ male
groups or ëharemsí together with ëall-maleí groups of unmated
males.
ìThe reproductive units consist of one male with a group of females,
commonly sisters, although, as we shall see, occasionally two males
work together in maintaining a harem held in common. Such groups
move in herds together with the ëall-male groupsí of non-reproductive
males. The longer a harem lives together the more babies are born
into it and the larger it gets. As group size increases, the bonding



between the male and adult females gradually lessens due to the
decreasing frequency of interactions between the male and each
individual female. Basically, there are too many for him to service. In
addition, the male shows little sexual interest in his adult daughters
who increasingly comprise the female contingent. The dominant,
older females mate most with the male and have most young and
their daughters seek to mate with other younger males. Indeed they
may assist such a one to take over the harem from their Dad!
ì Young males employ several tactics to take over a harem and
commence breeding. They regularly challenge harem owners who
respond to their approaches with noisy chases and encounters. A
weakening older male is easily detected. A young male that
repeatedly harasses a fit owner may eventually tire him out so that he
allows the intruder to become a member of the group. The older male
stops resenting the sexual relations between the newcomer and his
daughters and eventually the young male leads them out of the
harem to form a separate reproductive unit. The process is often
quite slow because the daughters remain very attached to their
mothers.
ìSometimes a male opts for a frontal attack to gain the whole harem
and fighting may go on intermittently for days. The daughters may
begin to transfer their attention to the newcomer through grooming
him and, in response to this, the older male makes renewed attempts
to satisfy his females by increasing the amount of grooming he
himself gives. Never the less, once several females have begun
relating to the newcomer the older male must lose. He becomes
peripheral to the group now dominated by the sexually active
newcomer.î
The Buddha added, ìI have read that in many harem-forming
mammals, when a newcomer has triumphed in this way, he may kill
all the remaining offsprings of the defeated male in order to get
females into oestrous quickly and establish his own young. Does that
happen here?î
ìInterestingly not,î replied Jim. ìAmong geladas the old male may not
be driven out but remains in the group assisting the newcomer in
defence of their common group. He is no longer sexually active but
his latest infants are not killed. It is as if the newcomer trades his



forbearance for their continuing presence against the collaboration of
the old male in defence. Indeed, after a long engagement, both
animals may be exhausted, and a third opportunist may then attack
and obtain the harem.
ì Male Geladas attempt to obtain a harem in ways that differ with their
age. Young ones enter by harassment and acquire the groupís
daughters. A harem may loose several sets of daughters in this way.
Older nonreproductive males have little time left to reproduce and
tend to stake all in a fight to obtain the whole unit. However there may
be a price to pay, as large harems are unstable and most easily taken
over by others. Over time, Gelada herds show cycles of harem
creation and break down. As harems increase in size, so too do the
numbers of non-breeding males. The harems become unstable as
the number of young females in them increases and, when young
males take them over, they create a larger number of smaller units of
younger animals. Small numbers of large unstable harems thus
alternate with larger number of smaller harems little threatened now
by the low number of unoccupied males.î
ìThatís an intriguing story,î said the Buddha. ìIt shows how tactical
behaviour based in subtle cognitive awareness can vary with
changes in demography, individual need and group control. It
demonstrates how many factors need to be taken into account in
explaining any complex social structure.î
ìWhat I need to share with you now,î said Jim, ìare some studies that
conclusively demonstrate the importance of analysing the co-
dependence of factors operating on different levels in determining
social behaviour. I think you will find clear demonstrations of your law
operating here.î
ìSounds exciting!î smiled the Buddha.
ìA good many years ago the great geneticist C.H.Waddington pointed
out that the behaviour shown by individuals often perturbs their
environments producing changes which subsequently become
continuing aspects of the habitat in successive generations.14

Burrows, excavations, pathways, consumed resources, rubbish
generation, scent marks, and so on may alter the humidity, cover,
food and shelter availability, soil and soil moisture in a habitat. When
organisms do change their environments in such ways, it follows that



they also shift the balance of selection pressures that their offspring,
kin or partners subsequently confront. If this is so, it shows that
behavioural adaptation plays a role in altering the environment of
evolutionary adaptation through time. We cannot therefore consider
the environment as a static feature and a stable source of selection
since it is modified by the lives of animals that inhabit it. Surprise,
surprise ñ organisms are involved in their own future evolution! The
great biologist Ernst Mayr and geneticist R.C. Lewontin have both
supported these ideas.
ìEvolutionist John Odling-Smee has rightly complained that most
evolutionary analyses omit from consideration the effects of
organisms upon their environment that act to change the
environmental selection pressures in successive generations.15

Behaviour leads to niche reconstruction so that an untouched habitat
necessarily changes through time. The ëecological inheritanceí of
succeeding generations comprises not only the original
environmental features but also those that have been created by the
previous generationsí activities. Evolution occurs not only because of
genetic selection but also as a result of a changing ecological
inheritance. The process becomes a cyclic interaction between
organism and organism ñ influenced ecology, organisms becoming
both the cause and effect of their own evolution. Environments
respond to the activities of organisms inhabiting them, they are no
longer fixed features in evolutionary equations. We have to explore
the feedback cycles that occur between environment-modifying
organisms and organism-modifying environments.î
The Buddha interrupted, ìIn complex mammals such a viewpoint will
have to include the relations between culture and genetic evolution
and this of course leads us to the problem of how learning and
imitation, nurture and nature, are related in understanding human
life.î16

ìIndeed so!î Jim confirmed, ìSome detailed modelling has recently
attempted to describe the co-evolution of psychological and physical
mechanisms in the social evolution of higher animals. Animals store
information about the environment in a number of different ways.
Adaptive behaviour involves the retrieval of that information from
differing processes. Four such systems may be in play: the genetic



constitution, information acquired within open programmes,
accumulative individual learning, and the cultural pool of information
acquired through imitation and education. Each system sets some
constraints upon the others. Each level tracks the environment
independently and does this by scanning for mismatches between
environment and previous adaptation, the process running on
different time scales and utilising differing mechanisms at each
level.17 When some contrast between the present and the past is
detected information at the appropriate level is used in response.
ìWhere the features of the social environment change rapidly, such
scanning involves the cognitive mechanisms involved in learning and
imitation and the retrieval of possible tactics from the cultural store.
Changes over a longer period of time lead to the variation in
behavioural traditions. Even longer-term change leads to the
differential selection of genetic processes between generations. The
overall relationship between these processes tracks contrasting
aspects of the environment. We have here a multi-level process
involving biological, psychological and cultural transmission
correlating in one process of co-adaptive change.î
ìThatís quite wonderful,î said the Buddha.
ìAnd now I really must be off!î said Jim, ìWhoís paying today?î
ìAfter all your hard work, certainly itís on me!î laughed the Buddha.

THE QUESTION OF ALTRUISM

ì Itís becoming pretty clear that a holistic approach to the evolutionary
process is essential, but I have a question,î said the Buddha over
coffee one evening. ìEverything we have discussed suggests that
natural selection results solely in the selfish promotion of an
individualís own survival and reproduction. As a Buddhist, you will
understand I am concerned with compassion. Does evolutionary
theory explain those undoubted cases of compassionate or selfless
behaviour in both ourselves and some other species?î

ì After what we have been discussing, you may be surprised to know
that a lot of thought has been put into the question of the evolution of
altruism,î Jim told him. ìEarly in the last century a Russian biologist,



Kropotkin, had described numerous examples of altruism among
animals and pointed out that Darwinís theory would have problems
with them.18 Evolutionists had avoided the topic because it was
difficult to see how behaviour seemingly disadvantageous to an
individualís prospects for reproduction could evolve. Any altruistic
animal would seem to be at a severe disadvantage in relation to
reproductive success if not survival. Everything seemed based on
effectiveness in competition. Yet, eventually, in a now famous paper,
William Hamilton saw that benefits in fitness might none the less
accrue to individuals who assist relatives ñ that is individuals also
sharing some of the altruists genes.î19

ìHow would that work?î asked the Buddha.
ìHamilton realised that fitness in terms of producing descendants
depends on how many copies of a gene are passed to subsequent
generations and not merely on the number of offsprings directly
produced
by an individual. If an individual, say a brother, helps a relative, a
sister say,
then the genes they share in common (50%) will continue into the
next
generation even though there may be a cost to the brother. He might
have
passed on more by himself had he not participated in helping, but,
suppose his wife had died, he then continues to push genes to the
next
generation by helping his relative. So long as the benefit in terms of
gene
frequencies of transmission exceeds the cost, the brotherís behaviour
will
be selected. For example, even if I find helping my brother expensive
in terms of my lost gene transmission, if the number of our shared
genes transmitted to the next generation is larger than my personal
genetic loss incurred by the expense, my ëaltruistic geneí will be
selected. An organismís fitness is thus made up from two sources,
direct fitness from its own reproduction and indirect fitness from the
improved reproduction of a relative resulting from altruism, the two



being known together as ëinclusive fitnessí. A gene promoting such
altruism would evolve if it had
a positive inclusive fitness.î
ìAm I to suppose then,î asked the Buddha, ìthat altruism would
function in relation to inclusive fitness more effectively when altruistic
acts were directed at close rather than distant relatives? If I share
with a
close relative we have more genes in common that I have with a
distant
one?î
ìYes indeed,î replied Jim, ìresearch shows that this prediction is
indeed
the case. This process of ëkin selectioní has been demonstrated in
many
animals. For example, lionesses may suckle their sisters offspring as
well
as their own. Prairie dogs may give alarm calls more frequently when
relatives are nearby than when a neighbour is unrelated. Among
humans
the intensity of childcare varies with differing categories of relatives:
own
children generally receiving more benefits and less harm than step
children for example.î
ìBut can altruism also develop between unrelated individuals?î ì Ah,
yes, but by a rather different process. Robert Trivers realised that
altruism did sometimes occur between unrelated individuals. Could
this
also be explained? The answer is yes ñ but it depends on the benefit
received being in some way returned. Reciprocal altruism, ëyou
scratch
my back and Iíll scratch yoursí, occurs when both participants in an
activity
gain a net benefit from their participation in terms of frequencies of
gene
transmission to the next generation.î20

ìYet, if an individual recipient cheats by not responding, a donor
would



surely be put at a serious disadvantage?î
ìOf course. Giving assistance to an unrelated other does carry this
risk.
The question is how likely is cheating to occur? Computer modelling
suggests
that if the frequency with which individuals meet is common, then the
continuance of helping may be mutually sustained. Since no one can
be sure
when the frequency of helping will diminish, there will be an
advantage in
choosing to continue. A policy of ëtit for tatí emerges as the best
solution.
Individuals follow two rules ñ cooperate on the first opportunity and
thereafter
do what the ëfriendí does. If the friend cooperates, one also
cooperates, if he
does not then one withdraws support but if he resumes helping, one
does
the same. In this way, it is assumed that the fitness of this helping
behaviour will be sustained. Two aspects are particularly important,
an ability to recognise
the individuals with whom one interacts and an ability to detect
cheating.î ìAll this computer modelling feels very abstract to me,î
objected the
Buddha.
ìIndeed this is an issue,î agreed Jim. ìMathematical modelling looks
very sophisticated and indeed often is so: it has become quite an
addictive
pastime for biologists imitating research on engineering design, and,
furthermore, it can be done in the armchair; no more muddy boots or
climbing trees! But the intention always is to seek confirmation in
empirical
field studies. In the end only those models confirmed in the field
survive.
A natural selection of ideas, you see!î
ìThis leaves me wondering,î the Buddha said, ìwhether in
evolutionary



thinking humans are ever ëtrulyí altruistic as most religions
recommend?î ì Attempts to answer this question are often
convoluted,î replied Jim.
ìDisinterested altruism certainly seems rare. Acts of altruism may
lead to
large biological benefits to an altruist if reproductively successful
individuals
are then more willing to mate with it. Arabian babblers, sociable birds
of the
desert fringe, live in groups with many helpers at the nest. The
helpers
provide nestlings with food and actively compete with one another to
do
so.21 Cooperating individuals are effectively rivalling one another in a
demonstrable avoidance of cheating. When a potential mate chooses
the
best altruist for mating, a reputation for altruism may prove greatly
beneficial
reproductively. A kind of market place emerges in which the
purveyors of
altruistic acts compete to achieve reputations ultimately to their
reproductive
benefit.
ìThis story shows some resemblance to human food sharing where
skilled hunters ëshow offí by sharing their capture with others. This
turns
out not to be solely a matter of improving supply to relatives but also
a
means of gaining sexual favours from others.22 By extension, one
may
argue that in advanced civilisations the gaining of a reputation
through
sharing of either commodities or information could lead to a return of
favours going well beyond the sexual to include commercial contracts
and further forms of market partnering which may of course be highly
beneficial to the family concerned in terms of higher standards of
living,



good health and reproductive success. Such social incentives may
indeed
have become prime drivers in the complexities of human behaviour
and
reveal how various forms of behaviour, foraging, mating, grooming,
sharing,
inter-relate in complex ways that ultimately constitute patterns of
culture.
The concepts of the ëcheatí, the ëaltruistí and the ësaintí are applied
to
individuals within a system of mutual advantages.î
The Buddha took up the theme. ìIn traditional Tibetan monasteries of
the Gelugpa order young monks from poor farming families are
celibate and may become famed for compassionate altruism and
goodness. While lacking any personal reproductive fitness, they are
among the few who receive an education, and traditionally this may
lead to power and privilege.
Their families inevitably benefit from the success of the celibate son.íí
ìThatís fascinating!î said Jim. ìIt reminds me that in the practice of
science a balanced relation between competition and cooperation is
essential to the common purpose of using information in the process
of
discovery. Cheating, plagiarism, false results and failures to quote
othersí
relevant work are profoundly condemned and careful reference to
othersí
ideas and achievements essential to cooperative relations that are by
no
means always sustained.î
ìI am afraid all this means that disinterested altruism seems an
unlikely
proposition in human affairs.î the Buddha pondered.
ìAh, but by your own account nothing is independent! Compassion
must also have its precipitating conditions. Maybe we are simply
discovering
what those may be.î
ìIndeed it looks like it. Yet if we all came to think of one another as



kin,
a more widespread compassion might arise.î

GAIA THEORY

When they next met, the Buddha suggested that they summarise
their discussion so far. He felt that enough had been said to
demonstrate quite clearly that the Law of Co-dependent Arising might
legitimately be said to lie at the root of modern evolutionary theory, a
basic source upon which the idea of natural selection depends.

ìOK,î Jim responded, ìLets see what we have done. The problem has
commonly been that in evolutionary thinking only two interactants, the
organism and the environment, have been considered thereby
producing a highly dualistic argument: genes or environment, nature
or nurture. The criticisms and suggestions that we have been
exploring stem from a realisation that evolution occurs within systems
wherein co-evolution of various types occurs at differing levels. This is
where the comparison with your ancient Law becomes valid because
it seems that everything interacts with everything else and the various
levels of interaction evolve together. Actually we have not discussed
what must be the most fruitful validation of your law ñ the evolution of
our planet itself.î

ìWell then ñ tell me more!î said the Buddha.
ìSome years ago, biologist turned climatologist James Lovelock
proposed that the planet Earth was itself a self determining system
capable
of sustaining itself against the increasing heat of the sun. He
proposed that it was itself therefore a product of evolutionary
emergence that could even be likened to the evolution of a sentient
being. There was quite an outcry. Most evolutionary biologists were
working with a reductionist approach that had descended from
Descartes. Sentience and mind stood on one side of a great divide
beyond which lay inanimate matter. Life had indeed emerged on
Earth but the planet itself was essentially inert matter. In any case, it
seemed the evolution of a system as complex as that of a



Planet could hardly be accounted for in Darwinian terms. ìLovelock
persisted. The Earth, he felt, evolved along with life. It had
become known from the analysis of air bubbles retrieved from deep in
Antarctic glaciers that the temperature of the planet had only varied
within
quite strict limits through enormous periods of geological time even
though the heat arriving from the sun had got steadily much hotter.
Clearly
some sort of regulatory process was going on and such a process
implied
an evolutionary development through time whereby some process
had
emerged to limit overheating. To overcome his critics Lovelock
needed a
model that could reasonably realistically demonstrate how this could
be.
He came up with a brilliant idea ñ the Daisyworld.
ìHis computer model depicts a planet upon which grow two kinds of
daisies, one dark and the other light. The dark one absorbs heat from
the
Sun but the light coloured one reflects it back to outer space, thereby
cooling the planet. He ran the model through a time sequence of
slowly
increasing incident heat. The results showed that at the beginning,
when
the earth was cool and the incident heat only warm, the dark coloured
daisies grew well absorbing the heat needed for their life processes
and
thereby adding to the planetary temperature; a positive feedback
situation.
They gradually covered much of the planet. Yet, as the sunís heat
increased,
the temperature eventually became too much for them. By contrast,
the
white flowers reflected back the heat and continued to metabolise
well by
reducing the incident heat affecting them; a negative feedback



situation.
The cooling planet gradually became covered with pale daisies. The
pattern
was reversible; by lowering the solar heat on his computer, Lovelock
showed
the advantage returning to the warmth collectors. Although simplicity
itself,
the model revealed how a complex self-regulatory system could arise
through a process of differential daisy selection, which also had the
consequence of keeping the planets temperature within limits. He
renamed
the self-regulatory planet Gaia after the ancient Greek goddess of the
Earth. ìSuch a demonstration led to intensive work culminating in the
present
day understanding of the extraordinary self regulatory systems
involving
key planetary chemicals that have the effect of sustaining the
planetary
system as a whole
ìThere are many such homeostatic cycles correlating in a massive
system
of planetary protection against increasing solar radiation.23 The most
significant of these is the carbon-calcium cycle. In brief, Carbon
dioxide
from heated rock in the Earthís depths is blown out into the
atmosphere
from volcanoes. This greenhouse gas prevents incident solar heart
escaping back to space and so the global temperature rises. Yet, one
effect
of this is increasing evaporation from the oceans yielding rain and
accompanying storms. Forests grow in the damp hot climate and the
photosynthetic activity of plants eats up CO2 in making sugars. The
roots
break up the granitic rocks releasing calcium that ends up in rivers
and
accumulates in the ocean. Photosynthesising algae use CO2 to
interact



with the calcium that ends up as cellular chalky deposits used in
making
various protective organs, shells, carapaces, spicules etc. When
these
marine organisms die, they sink to the ocean floor with the CO2
entrapped
in the calcium compounds. This removal of CO2 from the atmosphere
cools the planet down. Sedimentary rocks, chalk and limestone, build
up
as enormous deposits of calcium trapped CO2. Yet, tectonic plate
movements of the earthís surface over vast spans of time push these
rocks
up against harder continental bodies. They descend to great depths
where
the intense heat and pressure breaks the chemical bonds thereby
releasing CO2 again. It rises in basaltic lava flows onto the ocean
floor and
blows up to the atmosphere again in volcanic explosions.î ìWhat an
extraordinary mechanism!î exclaimed the Buddha. ìIt is
quite wonderful to think of all these processes mutually depending
upon
one another and indeed defining the possibility for life on Earth. But
that
is indeed not quite what Darwin meant by evolution is it?î ìDarwin
never said that his principle of natural selection was the only
process whereby life evolved and changed in adaptation to the
environment!î replied Jim. ìYet he did believe it was the key to
evolutionary
understanding. We have seen how contemporary theory shows how
natural
selection occurs within systems of environmental change in a holistic
manner. This Gaia theory still relies on natural selection. Its self-
regulation
occurs because of living processes and the micro-organisms and
other
creatures are all undergoing selection as the process proceeds. The
holistic vision emphasises the importance of Darwinian change within



a
greater whole. Physical and biological changes work in tandem.
Indeed
without the evolution of living processes the homeostatic mechanism
as a
whole could not work. There is however, a great deal more work to be
done on the whole question. Indeed, as you know, understanding the
way
we can control our own CO2 emissions has become a critical issue
right
now.î
ìI can see no reason why the social sciences should not also be
involved
here too,î argued the Buddha.
ìI think so too,î agreed Jim. ìRegrettably, some social scientists, in
spite of compelling evidence, have been adamant in their Cartesian
insistence that the soul, self, culture, or mind was a totally different
phenomenon from the material world. Supporters of this schizoid view
are essentially arguing that things are what they want them to be
rather
than what the evidence tells us. In this assertion, they abandon the
basic
understanding in science that Edward Wilson emphasises in his book
Consilience that there is an implicit connection between all
phenomena
from quanta to the stars.
ìI agree with you that it seems right to argue that the picture of
evolution
as a set of systemic relations recalls the basic principle of the old Law
of
Co-dependent Arising. As we have already seen, the close similarity
between this law and General Systems Theory is remarkable. We
have
here not so much an analysis of causation in the sense of a direct
cause
and effect relationship but rather a broader statement of contingency
within which further studies of causation are implied. This also



appears
to be the case with current evolutionary thought. Learning is
contingent
upon behavioural constraints themselves contingent upon rules
stemming
from the interactions of genes. The parallel is exact.î
Jim turned to the Buddha smiling and asked, ìWhat then do you make
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of all this?î
ìWell,î said the Buddha, ìIt is not that the old Law in its profound
simplicity can contribute anything to evolutionary theory as such but
that
the conformity between evolutionary theory, particularly in the holistic
form we have been discussing, and the Law is a matter of interest,
not
merely in historical terms, but because within the contemporary
search
for personal ëmeaningí the coincidence has an important relevance.
Buddhist thinkers developed the law as the root for a morality no
longer
requiring external coercion from priestly or other hierarchies. In
understanding this law as being in conformity with evolutionary theory



we
can also see that the Buddhist argument is in agreement with a
fundamental scientific perspective. Within Buddhism, there is no
breach
between science and an ontological basis for ethics.
ìAll this is important because at the present time it seems that
personal
values in the modern West, wherever they extend beyond wealth and
having a ëgood timeí, remain dependent either upon god-given
doctrines
and dogmas of an Abrahamic religion, which have no relation to the
scientific understanding of the cosmos, or on a stoical ëauthenticityí
within
agnosticism. Such perspectives sustain the split condition of the
western
mind, which is the prime root of our ënot listening to the worldí
(Chapter
1). Perhaps now we can see that when we turn to examine the
Buddhist
interpretation of personal meaning we have something that may be
quite
remarkably related to the general perspective of evolutionary science 
and indeed may be said almost to have predicated it.î
ìI like it!î said Jim.
ìAnd yet and yet,î cautioned the Buddha, ìmerely knowing this will
not make much difference to the world. The existential use of the Law
depends on directly experiencing the mutuality of all things and this is
unlikely without a deep practice of spirituality. The implication of the
interconnectedness of all phenomena is that any apparent one of
them is
empty of any specific thing-ness-it has no existence inherent in its
own
isolated being. Insight is needed to perceive that this means that
emotional
attachments to things, ideas, prejudices, beliefs resting in mere
assertion,
as objects to rely upon as sources of safety within impermanence is



mistaken
for not one of them possesses constancy, and that to defend such
attachments through vicious argument, resentment, strife and terror is
to
base a life on total illusion. The only true course must be through
sharing
and mutual understanding and that means the cultivation of love.
Thereís
the problem.î
ìYes indeed!î said Jim quietly.
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15
THE NATURE OF PERSONS
PERSON AS THING OR PROCESS?

In his wanderings around Soho the Buddha had observed that most
people he spoke with seemed to have very clear views concerning
who and what they were, took pride indeed in affirming an essential
solidity in themselves and evinced some alarm if their picture of
themselves as a certain kind of being was challenged. People
seemed to see themselves very much as ëthingsí or ëagentsí in a
given social world. Indeed, whenever he met a committed Christian,
this view was strengthened not only by an affirmation that they
possessed ësoulsí of a certain moral character but that good souls
could expect a happy life after death whereas evil souls were
condemned to painful downfall. This soul ëthingí was perceived as
transcending death. When he investigated academic opinions, he
found too that some philosophers likewise stressed a certain thing-
ness at the root of their conception of self. The philosopher Galen
Strawson opines that the mental self is ordinarily experienced as a
mental ëthingí in some usually undefined way. This entity is felt to be
undivided, shows continuity through time and is distinct from all other
ëthingsí. It is a subject of experience in the sense of having both
ideas and feelings. It acts within the world as an agent and has a
certain character or personality distinct from those of other humans.
He argues against the view that a person is a ëprocessí rather than a
thing on the grounds that all things are also processes when viewed
in a universal perspective. Yet, in common parlance, thinking of a
person as a ëthingí emphasises a certain fixity, stability and
coherence. The idea of ëprocessí seems to allow a degree of
impermanence and a greater possibility of change. The Buddha had
taken a ëprocessí point of view, denying any fixed entity as a basis
for the self. He had based his view on careful introspection utilising
methods of meditation giving insight into the mindís deepest
activities. What sort of a thing or process had he been investigating



here? The Buddha began to ask himself how contemporary
psychologists viewed the nature of the mind. He soon discovered an
enormous literature on this theme.

Human beings are distinguished from other sentient beings by their
massively superior capacity for learning, imitation and innovation that
has allowed the progressive development of culture. Culture entails
understanding the skills of others, the properties of materials and
their uses. Enquiry and exploration has allowed people to continually
refashion and innovate technologies: the use of fire; the
domestication of animals; the creation of tools; nuclear energy and
the internet.

The vehicle for the runaway emergence of material culture was
language whereby innovation could be described, conveyed and
spread across whole populations. Such skills did not replace the older
mechanisms of instinctive responding or trial and error learning but
were intercalated with and superimposed upon them in systems of
information management enabled by the progressive evolution of the
brain. An essential aspect of the development of personal skills was
the ability to distinguish between the self as actor and others with
whom one interacted.

A person has ëmetacognitioní: the ability to be aware of and cognise
oneself. Quite early in life the infant realises that s/he is distinct as a
sentient being from the carer who attends to its needs. This initial
insight develops into the emergence of a distinctive ëselfí
characterised by behaviour shaped by early and subsequent
experiences. As the person grows so s/he acquires new layers of
understanding both of self and others and assimilates the social world
of a particular culture. In many ways, a person is the product of the
environing culture, particularly as expressed by parents and later by
peers. He or she continually grows and changes through education,
just as culture itself does. Indeed, in recent centuries, culture,
especially technological culture, has changed so rapidly that the
enculturation of the young changes significantly in successive
generations. The young people of today differ in important respects



from their grandparents and great grandparents to an extent probably
never experienced before.

Understanding of self and other rests on mental capacities far greater
than those of any other animal. These all go under the heading of
ëintentionalityí: that is the capacity to understand the beliefs,
intentions and purposes of others, to have a ëtheory of mind.í We all
have a certain capacity for ëmind reading.í First order intentionality is
simply knowing oneís personal state ñ ìI am hungry, angry, or feel
upset.î Second order intentionality is the capacity to infer, correctly or
not, the state of mind of another, ìI believe she is cross with me
because I failed to meet her yesterday.î Third order intentionality is a
belief that someone has a belief about another, ìI believe that he
believes that she thinks I am naughty.î ìThere seems to be a limit to
intentionality at about six levels although not everyone may be
capable of all of themî ñ ìI believe (i) that my wife thinks (ii) that our
son wishes (iii) me to think ( iv) that she will allow (v) his sister to
think vi) she may go out at night.î These levels of intentionality form a
hierarchical series constituting our capacity for theorising about other
peopleís minds. Clearly there is great potential for misunderstanding.
Cues from facial expression or gesture may be misinterpreted. One
may project oneís own hopes or fears into the inferences one may be
making.1

Intentionality allows individuals to assess the motivations of others
and to infer othersí beliefs about their companionís intentions or
purposes. Without these evolutionary pre-adaptations, culture based
in the communal holding of world views simply could not exist. This
must be especially true when the higher levels of intentionality are
used in the context of elaborate metaphorical symbolism. Such
symbolism is made possible through the human ability to fantasise
emotional relating. We may imagine that the gods believe that we are
avoiding our responsibilities and are angry with us. So they punish us
with an avalanche. Such thinking is not only an effect of imaginative
ability but also due to unconscious processes operating to create
representations of every day events, both present and derived from
memory, that come to symbolise social process. This seems to be the
reason why dreams are often sufficiently interpretable to make



personal and social sense. Such abilities underlying communally
shared beliefs probably only emerged well after the evolution of
language and underpin inner worlds of hopes, fears, fantasies of all
sorts.

When we look around the world and observe the great differences
between the structures of human languages and cultures we are
necessarily led to wonder how far peoples of differing world-views
can understand one another. What exactly may they have in
common? How far can an Eskimo understand a Bushman?

CULTURAL CONTRASTS AND IDEAS OF SELF

The Buddha began pondering this question. The relativity of person
and culture led him to ask how far human persons share general
characteristics worldwide and what is currently known about this. If
the differences are great how do human beings come to understand
one another? Can people in highly divergent cultures ever
understand one another? He decided to engage Jim in another
exploration.

This time he arranged for them to take a long weekend holiday
together so that they could go into the matter with few interruptions.
They travelled down to the isolated Beaulieu Road railway station in
the middle of the New Forest. There was a comfortable small hotel
there set among heathland and deep woods. Jim was keen to do
some bird watching and the Buddha thought this might be very
enjoyable. Sure enough on a bright day in early summer they soon
listed Green and Greater Spotted Woodpeckers, Stonechats,
Wheatears, Curlews and Buzzards and then, excitement indeed, a
pair of rare Dartford Warblers foraging about among closely set gorse
bushes on the heath above Matley Bog.

That evening Jim took up the Buddhaís challenge. ìThe complexity in
this question is revealed when we realise the number of mental
properties that are involved. First of all there is consciousness, the
basis of being aware both of self and of others. Then there is



language, the basis not only of concepts concerning things and
events to be described and communicated but also of internal talk ñ
thought. Contrasting languages structure thought in different ways
and this may influence the way in which one thinks about oneself.
Persons feel emotions that are often of great complexity, shame or
guilt for example, and express them in selfdescription and in making
comparisons with others. Personsí needs and wants are expressed in
verbal description and emotional expression. Individuals feel that all
these elements comprise an essential unity, which can be given a
name ñ the name commonly assigned by parents ñ John or Maria.
Yet this unity can be threatened not only by the world and other
people, their words and attitudes, but more insidiously by those within
oneself.î

The Buddha joined in, ìI suppose the basis of human personhood lies
in genetically based, universal, traits common to the whole human
species. After all, there is much in common between the emotional
vocalisations and facial expressions of human kind worldwide. These
must be based in a species-specific mentality within which certain
universal rules of behaviour, thought and expression manifest.
Certain psychological traits may have a universal distribution and
may be based in the genome of the species, as evolutionary
psychologists have suggested. Yet, there is also evidence for marked
differences in the organisation of self between one culture and
another. The linkage between culture and the way in which an identity
is attributed to a personís self is extremely close.î

Jim took up the theme, ìCultural norms are the basis for attributing
properties to oneself just as the collective representations of persons
come to constitute important components of culture. There is
mutuality, a reflexive relationship, between culture and the way in
which one perceives oneself. Individuals attribute an ëidentityí to the
self through reference to the culture or cultures in which they live and
this goes on throughout life. This identity is what a person considers
himself or herself to be. Identity is therefore an attribution; an
individualís personal construction of self as an expression of what he
thinks and feels him or her-self to be. Indeed this is what is meant by
a ëmentalí representation. While a person is undoubtedly biologically



embodied, he or she understands himself or herself through the
cognitive manipulation of relevant information. Indeed self is
nowadays often viewed as neither less nor more than a narrative.î

ìI have been doing some reading,î the Buddha continued.
ìDifferences in the styles of self-expression between cultures can be
large indeed and are often related to the social contexts of
competitive communication. There are for example considerable
differences between European and particularly US styles of ëselfingí
and those of peoples of East Asia.2 Research on personal behaviour
in the United States reveals an emphasis on individualism, on
promoting oneís ëidentityí as positive. The individual experiences his
or her self as distinctive, integrated, meaningfully expressive of
socially acceptable values that gain approval, yet which are unique.
The individual is competitive in comparing self with others and
constructs self around attributes, possessions and achievements that
contrast in a selfpromoting way with those of others. While such
characteristics undoubtedly owe their origin very much to the
ëfrontieríspirit of white America and a protestant orientation to life, in
todayís U.S.A. these characteristics relate clearly to the consumer
culture in which individuals are now raised. Choice is openly available
in the market economy and one can choose how to distinguish self
from others, keeping up with the Bernsteins, discretely or sometimes
indiscreetly showing off a new car, house, hairstyle, or qualification.
Life, like commerce, is essentially competitive and maximising. Just
as a consumer economy needs to generate novelty to sustain sales,
so too does the self seek renewal as fresh means for self-
manifestation. Selfexpression in this culture is very much linked to
money.î

ìPsychological testing suggests that white Americans in the U.S.A.
habitually tend to overate their abilities as they attempt to preserve a
highly positive and often exaggerated self-esteem,î Jim added. ìIt
may be that expensive mistakes in national foreign policy are in part
an expression of this overweening tendency! It is, however, not the
case that Americans ignore relationships but that relationships are
often used as means for self-promotion or for the maintenance of
self-esteem rather than as part of a mode of interdependent living.



There is a strong focus on individual rights that is often expressed in
expensive litigation. In the US and in Europe also, such marked
individualism tends to conflict with moves towards communal values
and the creation of community.î

ìIn the US,î went on the Buddha, ìit seems that children tend to be
praised for their distinctiveness, positive reinforcement being given
more to encourage a child to feel good about herself than as a
marker of achievement. In the US, tests have shown that when a
friend succeeds in a task unrelated to an individualís interest he tends
to be supported and given admiration, yet, when success is in an
area similar to that of oneís own interest, signs of jealousy or
resentment may appear. Self reports and evaluations are rarely
critical or self-aware but rather emphasise oneís own good points and
feelings.î

ìWhen we look at the Japanese,î said Jim, ìa very different picture
emerges. In Japan, social studies show that customs favour
expressions of mutuality, interdependence, self-effacement and an
appreciation for communality at many levels. Education emphasises
not the cultivation of distinctiveness but rather participation in
communal activity to the extent of favouring an ability to read othersí
minds while maintaining critical self-reflection. Japanese people tend
to feel a sense of connectedness with others, a need to fit in and a
tendency towards seeking to promote social harmony that contrasts
markedly with the Euro-American sense of separate identity,
boundedness and a need of being in control of social situations even
within contexts of interdependence. Japanese tend to present
different aspects of self in contrasting social situations, fitting into the
norms of a particular gathering rather than standing out within it.
Japanese language also employs different expressions in relation to
social rank with a high frequency of varying ëhonorificí forms of
politeness to those treated as higher in some hierarchy.î

ìIn China too,î the Buddha picked up the story, ìa study of poetry and
philosophy suggests an awareness of a distinctive self that parallels
that of Europeans.3 Yet Taoist, Buddhist and particularly Confucian
themes of mutuality are commonly significant and, in contemporary



testing, an awareness of a need for community is expressed. In the
Confucian tradition, virtue is achieved as an individual develops into a
social being. The social order is constructed in terms of paired
relationships that express difference within asymmetries: father-son,
emperor-subject, husband-wife, elder-younger. Appropriate behaviour
and manners are believed to create harmony and effective social
functioning when they are correctly cultivated. There is an implicit
assumption that what is good for a group will also be good for the
self. Ideas of individual ërightsí in such a context will clearly differ
from those in America. Self-definitions in China are often less
individualistic and more expressive of a role in relation to others than
is the case for Euro-Americans.î

ìIn business dealings,î Jim went on, ìand even in close friendship, the
Chinese show a phenomenon often described as ëfaceí. A Chinese
friend will be cautious about sharing personal feelings until a
respectful intimacy has been established. This is not so much a
matter of risking a loss of esteem in selfís or anotherís eyes but
rather part of an overall need not to stand out distinctively from the
norm of a group. Chinese in business interactions will tend to protect
each otherís face as well as their own. Negotiations are cautious,
filled in with invitations to social events, involve extensive behind the
scenes discussions with superiors and take a long time. In politics
and administration, Chinese mistakes often arise through the
covering over of the errors of others. Excessive confidence rather
than caution is unlikely to be a root of political mistakes. Again, in
another East Asian country, Korea, there is a marked emphasis on
what we may call ëwenessí expressing a sense of corporate or
communal intimacy, mutual comfort or acceptance. Members of a
group are felt to embody some fundamental feeling of relationship
rather than as being a simple collection of individuals.î

ìYou know,î continued Jim, ìeven greater differences from the
EuroAmerican norms become visible when we consider societies,
commonly tribal in nature, in Africa or Papua for example. In Africa
there are many contrasting groups of people living under conditions
as varied as the dry savannah of the Bushmen or the dense forests of
the Pygmies. Research will doubtless show contrasts in self-



processes between such varying groups. Some generalisations have
already been made. Africans in their traditional worlds are said to
have little conception of a person separate from community.
Community and person are so closely related that in a legal conflict in
Lower Congo senior members of the matrilineage will argue for the
defendant yet it is the clan as a whole that wins or loses a case.
Jurally all members of the group are equal so far as an outsiderís
opinion is concerned and no one therefore has an individual identity
so far as such legal matters are concerned. Differences between
individuals are identified in terms of hierarchical ranking within the
group. The self as experience is without the boundaries a Western
world person would conceive but rather extends through the group
and back into the ancestral realm.

ìMembership of an African community may depend on the presence
of certain individual characteristics based in position in society.
Parenthood is often a vital necessity because an individual who is not
reproductive is not connected to the past or future and therefore not a
ëmemberí of the group. Personhood is conferred as a result of
participation in the collective world. Anthropologist La Fontaine has
noted that not every individual is fully a person, or even a person at
all, in societies that define human beings by their place in a social
chain linking past with present. 4 Such a manner of perceiving self
may have close connections to the kinship system but this does not
seem to have been investigated as yet.î

ìAnother common feature in such worlds is a failure to distinguish
clearly between the spiritual and the material, the mind and body,î
contributed the Buddha. ìCommunal feeling may extend even to dead
ancestors who are perceived as playing active parts in the life of the
group and to whom various obligations are due. Good ancestors act
to sustain group integrity while bad ones tend to cause dissension.
Ancestors are felt to play a role in the maintenance of communal
welfare. The person exists within a world of spirits. In the Congo,
tribal people may take care not to step on someoneís shadow or have
their own stepped upon. Personal power is lost to the other under
such circumstances. Parts of the body may also participate in
selfhood so that injury to a limb or other organ is also damaging to



the personality. The spirituality of a person may extend beyond the
apparent self.î

ìYes, indeed that may seem to be the case,î said Jim. ìFor example,
the divinities or ëtotemsí of Dinka tribes of the Sudan are inherited
from ancestral fathers and considered to be spiritual beings, living
members of a tribe. While tribal individuals are in some settings
distinct persons, in others they are seen collectively as participants in
the manifestation of an ancestral spirit. Invocations in ritual invoke
this quality. When engaged in sacrificing, the tribal spirit possesses
the individual Dinka. The possessed may run around in a staggering
manner or verbalise in glossolalia but otherwise they appear sunk
into themselves, eyes unseeing, muscles twitching. At such times
they are said to be ënot themselvesí but rather the divinity itself. As
anthropologist†Lienhardt remarks, ìThe individual I, both public and
private, is temporally submitted to and replaced by the clan ëweí.î5

ìI think we can overdo that argument,î said the Buddha. ìAfricans
must also be aware of individual idiosyncrasies that are described in
folk tales and appear in self-expression, for example in dance.î

ìWell,î said Jim, ìLienhardt argues that although degrees of
individuality are indeed appreciated, the self of a person is
traditionally seen as hidden or undiscoverable. In the Congo the root
of being is seen as a sort of undifferentiated awareness upon which
the discourse of relationships is superimposed ñ like writing on blank
paper. Being is not alive until named, just as a written page acquires
meaning from the words.6 The self of a person is ultimately elusive
and this is perhaps related to the fact that self and body are not as
precisely distinguished as is the case in Europe or America. Perhaps
we may suggest that the notions characterising a person in a society
are closely linked to the structure of authority and kinship as well as
to the way in which spirituality, the ancestor, say, is conceived in its
economic functioning. Above all, self-understanding and self-
conceptualisation arise within the social representations by which an
individualís world is constructed.7 These comparative researches
need extensive development but enough is now known to



demonstrate that world civilisations support people whose sense of
self and its expression can show marked differences. An
understanding of these contrasts is of vital importance in the context
of global politics today.î

ìAn understanding rarely shown in western politics, I am afraid,î
added the Buddha.

SELF IN SOCIETY

ìSo, how do psychologists think of the self in modern society?î Asked
the Buddha.

Jim leaned back in his chair after an evening meal that well rewarded
their walk through the woods. ìModern psychological theories of self
emphasise the close connection between the concepts by which
personhood is created and the social environment,î he replied. ìSelf
and culture are viewed as each participating in the other. The first,
and one of the foremost, theoretical interpretations, comes from the
work of George Herbert Mead who worked at a time when most of
psychology was sunk in behaviourist reductionism and rejected
concepts seeking an understanding of self or consciousness. Mead
was interested in the means whereby self-conceptualisation could
have evolved and he anchored his theory in the signalling behaviour
of animals using gesture. He argued that animal signals functioned as
stimuli for eliciting appropriate behaviour in social situations. Such
gestures are ësignsí indicating an individualís intention to behave in a
certain way, aggressively, sexually or whatever. The respondent
reacts innately to such signals in a manner that is adapted to the
otherís behaviour in ensuring survival or reproductive success. A
threat signal may lead to an avoidant response, for example. Such
interactions are however not conscious in the human sense. Mead
did not suppose animals to be aware of self.

ìMead thought that the perception of other selves emerged from a
more basic understanding of objects. The appearance of an object in
its context is ëreadí through the interpretation of past occasions in



which it appeared. Persons likewise interpret the social world through
recalling the meanings of gestures operating in the field of social
relations. Awareness of self, Mead argued, requires understanding
the meaning of anotherís intention as if one was oneself performing it.
One interprets the meaning of oneís own behaviour through
understanding the meaning of anotherís action in making the same
movements. According to Mead therefore it is the ëintrojectioní of
anotherís intention that allows a comprehension of the meaning of
oneís own social behaviour and hence of the self performing it.î

ì Hm, how complicated!î observed the Buddha.
ì Iím afraid so!î Jim went on,î Once the capacity for this reading of
signs is established, Mead argued, visual or verbal gestures become
symbolic of mutual understandings between persons. Symbols are no
longer mere signs. Abstract percepts, such as a phoneme in
language or
a written set of letters, can symbolise complex psychological states or
intentions. Words in languages come to indicate contrasts in time,
past or
present, location here or there, and the various tenses in the
conjugation
of verbs comprise an imperative mode, subjunctive possibility or
conditionality. An understanding of symbols requires participation in
conventional norms mutually learnt or agreed upon within a culture.
Indeed this is what culture is.î
ìVocal stimulation must be of an especial importance here,î added the
Buddha. ìIn addition to the one spoken to, the speaker can hear his
or
her own utterance. Communication involves not only responding to
one
anotherís talk but also the monitoring of what oneself has said. The
same
is true of emotional sounds whether linguistic tones or simply moans,
shrieks or shouts. Vocalisation allows one to overhear oneís own
thought
and, if there are doubts, two internal voices can dispute together
either
aloud or in the head as thought. In this way self-awareness arises in



the
taking of roles initially defined through observing othersí behaviours.î
ìThis has further implications,î said Jim. ìAn individual can now
engage
with himself internally through observing his own thoughts just as two
separate individuals can experience each otherís words. Within such
an
internalised conversation one can modify a future course of actions
without others knowing. Within each person there is an internal social
world that is private and does not have to be expressed to another.
The
operations of this internal world give the person a degree of
independence
from the external, social realm in which she is situated. The person is
not
a passive respondent to the social world but a reflective one.
Responses
can be determined in thought prior to any action. Such a capacity of
course also allows for deviousness and indeed deceit.
ìTaking his cue from William James,9 Mead distinguishes between
two aspects of the self, the ëIí and the ëmeí. The ëIí is the basic
motivation
arising as a desire, while the ëmeí is the socialised self, which
incorporates
norms derived from observations of others. As Mead put it, the ëIí
propels
action while the ëmeí directs it. The ëIí may innovate while the ëmeí
controls. The mutuality of individual and society is regulated by the
interaction of these two aspects of self.î
The Buddha was leaning forward reflectively. ìYet the very fact that
the mind derives its understanding of the world though internalising it,
raises the question as to whether a mind can perceive ërealityí or
merely
its own representation of it, which may be to varying degrees
erroneous.
Jesting Pilateís question ìWhat is truth?î has a basis in our
psychological



ambiguity.î
ìSocial psychologists, Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, have
investigated this issue in depth.î10 Jim responded. ìThey argue that
consciousness is always intentional, it has an object. Objects arise in
differing contexts, not only in the outer world but also the inner.
Imagination, poetry and dreaming present objects to the mind in very
different modes. Such contrasting forms of experience create differing
realities and the relations between them may often be far from clear.
Dreaming about someone may have a different meaning from
actually
meeting her, yet the two versions are likely to have connections that
are open to interpretations biased by other factors; past childhood
experiences, effects of drugs, the ambience of an occasion. Multiple
meanings create multiple realities and the mind may be said to
objectivise
the subjective while also subjectivising the objective.î
ìThatís nicely put!î smiled the Buddha.
ìThe title of their book,î continued Jim, ì ëThe Social Construction of
Realityí, emphasises how the everyday world presents itself as a
realm of
interpretable objects that seem solid, present and appearing in ways
considered normal. Social structure gives me a world in which I can
create
a self that is related to apparent regularities that exist outside me. Yet
institutional realities established by convention, such as the rules of a
dining club, the imposed moralities or prejudices of religion, differ
from
physical objects in that they are based only in social usage. Their
reality,
although collective, is subjective. One cannot find a dining club rule
sitting at the table where it is none the less expressed.
ìBerger and Luckmann emphasise that human beings ëreifyí aspects
of the conventional world, viewing accepted social standards as if
they had
the status of physical things ñ as if they were touchable objects or
cosmic
laws, rather than being simply agreements about conduct and the



interpretations of affairs. Reification implies that we are capable of
forgetting our own authorship of the human world. Our engagement in
dialectic between our purely mental products and ourselves is lost to
consciousness when a thought is made into a thing. The reified world
risks loosing its humanity when we reify ideas about society as if they
exist outside ourselves: operating with controlling force instead of
being known
as the products of a personal and social process.î
ìItís a compelling argument with great import,î the Buddha
contributed. ìReification is a consequence of treating aspects of
social
convention as if they were really existing objects. Human beings then
see
themselves as products of this reified order rather than being its
creator.
Such thinking objectifies the social world as a fixity in which we deny
ourselves our intrinsic freedom. We invent Gods and then allow our
characterisation of them to order us about.î
ìUnfortunately reification occurs not only in everyday thinking but also
in theory construction,î added Jim. ìTheological or philosophical ideas
may be given the force of external truths that constrict the mind within
merely mentally created channels. Reification is especially strong in
religious or political thought where concepts that yield an illusion of
security, or suggest a transcendental reality that can be experienced
after
death, may gain great power. Such assumptions can then be coupled
to
obligatory moral codes imposing norms whereby the powerful,
priesthoods
or presidents, can exercise control. Berger and Luckmann argue that
personal understanding of the process of reification and the
entrapment it
can entail is relatively rare and requires a ëde-reificationí of the mind.
They
argue that such a capacity is a late development both in history and
in
individual lives. Even so it is at least 2500 years old. The Buddhaís



message
concerned itself precisely with the de-reification of concepts, did it
not?î ìCompletely so!î murmured the Buddha. ìIt is the only way to
freedom!î

EXPERIMENTS ON THE EXPERIENCE OF SELF

The Buddha and Jim were sitting by a mossy bank in a beech wood
glade near a murmuring stream. They had sat there in meditation for
an hour in the dappling sunlight. Refreshed, they began opening their
packages of sandwiches for lunch.
The Buddha returned to their topic of discussion. ìYou know, what we
have been discussing remains very much in the realm of theory, an
advocacy of a particular, sociological view of the human condition.
Although these ideas express insightful understanding of human life,
they are not experimentally based and subject to empirical testing. Do
you know of some experimental studies that can add flesh to these
suggestions?î

ìYes indeed,î replied Jim. ìPsychologists have extended such
perspectives with experimental examinations of testable hypotheses.
Lets look at what they have to say. Psychologists Duval and
Wicklund,11 for example, argue that the self operates in either one of
two modes of awareness they term subjective and objective self-
consciousness ñ terms they derive from William James notions of ëIí
and ëmeí. They have designed experimental situations to
demonstrate these distinctions. ëObjective selfconsciousnessí or
ëmeí is present, they tell us, when oneís attention is focussed upon
oneís own body, person or mind as if it were an object. Oneís self is
then the focus of attention and this usually involves explicit or implicit
comparison with others. By contrast, when oneís attention is directed
away from self, at others, the scenery, the passing of time, then the
subject, ëIí, is the source, not the object, of the attention ñ so called
ësubjective self-consciousnessí, an awareness looking out from
rather than at the self. Duval and Wicklund argue that these two
modes are exclusive. One cannot be simultaneously in both modes. It
is either the one or the other. They say that when a personís attention



is directed towards a consideration of his personal virtues, it is
impossible at the same time to focus attention towards driving nails
into a board.

ìThe ëmeí, that is Objective self-consciousness, operates
comparatively. One compares oneself continuously with others using
a set of culturally established standards. In this way, we attempt to
regulate our self-esteem and a sense of well-being. We live in a world
where standards of social correctness commonly demand
compliance. Our deviations from ënormalityí lead us to bring
ourselves back into conformity with socially accepted conduct. One
has previously learnt what is approved socially and what is not and
these values have become internalised as ratings on scales of self-
approval. When oneís attention is drawn to oneself, a momentary
evaluation of oneís personal desirability begins, the measure of it
being derived from the views of others whose approval is desired.
The process occurs along a multiplicity of dimensions created within
the culture of which one is a member.î

ìOK, but whereís the experiment?î interrupted the Buddha.

Jim nodded, ìHere it comes! It is unlikely that all oneís covert
comparisons with others will support oneís self-esteem so Duval and
Wicklund suggested that sustained focus on ëmeí becomes
uncomfortable. They based their experimentation on seeing whether
this was actually so. In contrived situations where there is a
discrepancy between an ideal and oneís actual, perceived state, a
painful feeling is commonly experienced. When an individual is so
self concerned that he continuously evaluates ëmeí on one
dimension after another, he will inevitably discover inadequacies that
promote anxiety or concern and prefer to revert to an awareness
looking out on the world without self-reference.

ìThe condition that gives rise to a ëmeí or an ëIí is the presence or
absence of stimuli in the environment that call for attention to self.
The experimenters therefore arranged tests in which subjects were
exposed to these differing conditions. Even the presence of a mirror
during the performance of a task can induce anxieties without the



person understanding the source. By manipulating experimental
subjects into differing degrees of objective self-awareness, the
experimenters showed that the lack of comfort had a number of
consequences. Someone in a group expressing opinions opposed to
those of the group often seeks to adjust his ëerrorí even when he is
correct in his opinion. In a small group where an individual has no
way of determining correctness, he will tend to adopt the opinion of
the group willy nilly. Some startling experiments have shown that the
norms of an experimental group may influence a test subject towards
actions he would normally not even contemplate, even committing
acts of cruelty of a potentially criminal nature of which he would not
normally dream.î12

After a bite at his sandwich, Jim continued. ìSurprising as it may
seem, when people are interacting socially, they are usually rating
themselves unconsciously on scales of relative superiority or
inferiority. They base their evaluations on ratings such as attractive or
not, intelligent or not, deserving or not, class origins, race etc. Such
dimensions have widespread influence in human life. One quite
normally experiences oneself as subtly one-up or one-down in
relation to another. People judge themselves according to whether
they feel themselves to be in control of a social situation or not.

ìSome psychologists argue that people respond to social situations in
ways that may be either ëexternalistí or ëinternalistí with respect to
their so called ëlocus of control.í13 An ëexternalistí is a ëmeí
focussed person most of the time and feels judged and controlled by
others. Her locus of control lies outside herself. Such a condition
leads to lack of confidence, a feeling of being unwanted, unattractive
or inadequate. The ëinternalistí, by contrast, shows a purposeful
focus, involvement and commitment to an ëIí based activity
irrespective of the views of others. The release from egoconcern
creates for such a person a basis for a sense of fulfilment
unattainable through the worried introspective discriminations of
objective self-awareness. If you can just ìbe yourselfí in social
situations you will generally feel socially comfortable. Not surprisingly
such common advice has experimental confirmations!î



ìIím glad to hear it! Yet these experiments seem to differ from Meadís
ideas in an important respect,î the Buddha pointed out. ìAs we have
seen, Mead saw ëtaking the role of anotherí as the psychological
basis from which an individualís self originates. What you are now
saying suggests that individuals are not necessarily dependent on the
views of others but may construct self-awareness out of their own
initiatives towards others. Indeed, research on the development of
infants shows that from the very beginning young children set up
transactions with mother. A young childís sense of self arises from
these interactions, which may generate both íIí and ímeí.î

ìYes, thatís a valid point,î Jim agreed. ìFurthermore, I must tell you
that the subjective component of self awareness, when we are
focussed outwards from the ëIí, has a number of implications that will
delight you. Psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihaly14 noted that
involvement in games and in certain types of highly absorbing activity
in work result in enjoyment and a positive evaluation of the self.
These are the conditions, you recall, that Duval and Wicklund called
ìsubjective self consciousnessî. Such conditions appear to be
important components of happiness. How do they arise?

ìCertain sports that provide their practitioners with rich enjoyment
have not been easy to understand. Why rock climbers should climb or
mountaineers struggle to the peaks of dangerous mountains,
sometimes engaging with a very real possibility of death, is a classic
question. Climbers report that it is not so much the ascent of a peak
that is important but the activity in itself. In research with people as
diverse as chess players, rock dancers, and surgeons,
Csikszentmihalyi found much the same principle at work; the
activities themselves were self-fulfilling. Rewards came from the
doing them rather than from an particular achievement and were
described again and again in terms of creative discovery, exploration,
testing of competence though praxis, competitive matching of skills
against others, or against a rock face or in working through a surgical
problem. The need for total attention in such pursuits gives rise to a
strange joy that is perhaps the most characteristic feature of such
engagement.î



ì Did he not call that ëflowí?î asked the Buddha. ìThere is much that
excites me here.î
Jim went on, ìYou are right. This work is of especial interest to
Buddhists. Perhaps the clearest sign of flow is the merging of action
and awareness. The person in flow has no dualistic perspective: he is
aware of his actions but not of himself. Based on extensive
interviews, Csikszentmihaly found that if a skilled person believes a
task is too demanding on his capabilities the resulting anxiety
precludes flow. Conversely, when a task is too easy, opportunities for
boredom arise followed by anxiety stemming perhaps from a need for
a more demanding and hence more rewarding performance.
ìHe describes modes of action in which total involvement excludes
self-judgement and in which the end, purpose or meaning lies in the
action itself. Wherever such total involvement in a skill develops, the
ëflowí experience may arise. I myself remember states of flow in
highly competitive rugby matches at school where, for the duration of
a hard fought game, there was an almost trance like state of
absorption in which toleration of exhaustion was a prime feature.
Such states also arise in combat in warfare, as in an infantry platoon
in attack. Soldiers in WW2 who were dropped behind enemy lines to
join resistance forces have often reported these days of extreme
danger as the most fulfilling moments in their lives. Adjustment to
normal life was sometimes difficult for them once the war ended.î
The Buddha interrupted, ìSo you are telling me that the main features
of flow which differ from everyday life include one-pointedness of
mind, absorption in the timeless moment, integration of body and
mind, sharing with companions, oneness with nature and a sense of
contact with an ultimate reality. I believe this has been called ëdeep
playí! It seems that such states resemble spontaneous experiences
accessible through certain religious practices and which have been
discussed throughout the history of Buddhist meditation.î
ìI am sure you are right,î said Jim. Csikzentmihalyi also investigated
less extreme experiences that occur more commonly in everyday life.
These he called ëmicroflowí. Daydreaming, talking to oneself, to
plants or pets, humming or singing, watching events, hearing radio,
smoking, walking or jogging, dining out or sex could give rise to
similar but less intense experiences of satisfaction. In experiments in



which such activities were suppressed, individuals described
themselves as tense or irritable, listless, defensive, unfriendly and
lacking in energy or purpose. Where the activities are solitary rather
than social, the subjects rate themselves more positively, perhaps
because of an absence of associated self-awareness in company.
These findings suggest that ëidlingí may be an important means of
balancing forms of awareness in daily life. The meaningfulness of life
may be related to achieving such a balance and Csikszentmihaly is of
the opinion that excessive, implicitly competitive, interaction inducing
too much self-awareness, as for example in the business world, may
be related to the prevalence of depression and escapism in Western
society. Alienation may be due to the absence of a sense of intrinsic
reward in lifeís activities in the modern world.î
ìI am thinking,î said the Buddha, ìthat the significance of the two
contrasting modes of experience which we have been discussing,
whether we call them ëIí and ëmeí, objective and subjective,
internalist or externalist, or action versus receptive, has very wide
implications. They may be anchored in the contrasting functions of
the cerebral hemispheres, the left being concerned with logical
analysis, language, speech, symbolic thought while the right is
concerned with spatial organisation, synthesis, image management,
music and so on. A person experiences social life through positioning
herself in relation to these modes. The distinction between them may
be especially important because of its relation to the moods
associated with self-appraisal. Ego concern, if too intense, can
become destructive, depressive, while ego release leads to focussed
awareness, bare attention, openness and flow. Many Buddhist
practices aim to achieve exactly this.î
ì I thought you would say so,î said Jim gathering up the sandwich
papers. The evening was growing cool as they strolled back to the
little hotel.

THE SUFFERING SELF

Jim and the Buddha had seen that in the emergence of a mature self
the mind seeks to balance differing modes of experience, modes that
may be opposed to one another and which may thereby produce



emotional stress or discord. We now know that suffering is by no
means a simple reaction to physical pain nor to a sudden trauma,
although both may be involved in distress, but caused particularly by
re-emergent, habitual attitudes towards events, especially social
events, that originate in the earliest days and months of life and which
persist as hidden determinants of experience and motivation into
adult life. Suffering is intimately conditioned by the process whereby
an infant succeeds or fails to emerge from parental care as a person
in his or her own right. Such unconscious factors determine for
example whether one tends habitually towards an ëIí or a ëmeí
perspective on social events. It has been said that deep suffering is
always a result of distorted love. Such a view squares very well with
the Buddhaís approach to suffering as a consequence of ëignoranceí.

After dinner that night, the two of them took up the problem of the
causation of habitual suffering. The Western literature that deals with
the origins and cure of mental ill health is necessarily a part of social
psychology. They were not discussing here mental suffering that is
the result of biological causation, defects of the brain, neurology or
endocrine activity for which modern medication is often an effective
response, but, rather, with suffering that, originating in the earliest
mother-infant interactions, has an essentially social causation. Not
only is the self a social product but the suffering a self may
experience also has a social origin.

During coffee, Jim was saying, ìWe have to start here with one of the
greatest doctors of mental life. Sigmund Freud was the pioneering
explorer who sought to understand mental suffering through an
approach that started in biology but became increasingly social as his
understanding developed. Freudís approach, psychoanalysis,
became the basis for a treatment that is itself social; a search for
understanding between analyst and patient in which the analyst plays
an interpretive role. Since Freud, many differing modes of
interpersonal and group action have developed to aid those suffering
from mental distress. While many are derived from the concepts of
psychoanalysis, some, while sharing a common origin, take a very
different line. This field as a whole has been called
ëPsychodynamicsí and includes a range of psychotherapeutic



theories and methods. We cannot discuss them all, and some indeed
are pretty wild. Lets stick to the main themes.î

ìI have heard that these approaches have often been criticised as
being unscientific and indeed the experimental methods characteristic
of physics or chemistry and common in biology are not applied here,î
commented the Buddha. ìThe material for psychodynamic enquiry is
the narrative through which a patient or client describes himself and
his dilemmas. The roots of these personal stories are however hidden
and a prime task of a therapist is to uncover the hidden origins, a
process known as ëthe recovery of the repressedí, and to share
these findings in such a way that the patient can accept them and
return to health. Even before Freud, it was realised that much of the
rationale behind a personsí attitude was ëunconsciousí. Here are
themes, unknown to the person, that motivate attitudes to events in
adult life and, so long as these are not understood or worked through,
happier states of mind are unlikely to arise.î

ìIndeed the approach here is very different from more standard
scientific enquiry,î added Jim. ìIt is participatory through and through.
Working with clients is a very intimate process and a therapist
requires extensive training to resist falling for the many ploys and
emotional demands that a client can transfer onto him or her. The
work is tentative, not a matter of delivering opinions, but a mutual
exploration of origins and the way they determine a clientís distress. It
is very much a process of decoding the clientís secret life, so secret
she does not know it herself. As such it can be called ëhermeneuticí
resembling the decoding of ancient texts rather than being objective
in the usual scientific sense. The personality of the therapist plays a
major role both in interpretation and in the outcome. Indeed, as
psychotherapist Lavonia Gomez makes clear in her description of the
theories of master analysts in the ëobject relationsí tradition, a
therapistís theory is often very clearly influenced by who he or she is -
as much as by their work with clients.î15

After a sip from his cup, Jim continued. ìIn spite of the highly
subjective nature of the process, a body of opinion has developed
that has considerable consistency. The patterns underlying mental



distress are quite largely understood and the relations between client
and therapist that tend towards success are increasingly well known.
This is then a body of knowledge that provides valuable if tentative
explanations of human life and which is just as worthy of respect as
other more experimental or ëobjectiveí methods. As is perhaps
inevitable, however, the whole tradition is a product of Western
culture and its value for people in other cultures remains open to
exploration.î

At this point, a young lady at the adjacent table surprisingly
interrupted them. ìDo excuse me!î she said with considerable charm,
ìI cannot help overhearing what you have been discussing and it
intrigues me. You see, I am a psychotherapist working in a
Southampton practice myself.î

ìWell then,î said the Buddha, ìyou must certainly come and join us.

Waiter! Do bring us some more coffee ñ or would you prefer some
tea?î ìCoffee will do fine,î she replied, moving her chair to join them.
ìI
hope you donít mind my interrupting. My name is Eleanor.î ìNot at
all,î said Jim. ì If I may put it this way ñ now we can hear something
from the horseís mouth. Can you outline for us some of the history of
psychotherapy?î
ìIíll give it a go,î said the young therapist, ìbut first lets sit more
comfortably in the lounge.î
ìThe mainstream of thought in psychodynamics is known as ëobject
relationsí,î Eleanor began. ìThe word ëobjectí here means a social
theme
appearing in the inner world of the self, which produces habitual
orientations to others in the ërealí world. Although Freud did not use
this
term, his thoughts started the ball rolling.î
ìI understand,î said the Buddha, ìthat Sigmund Freud (1856-1939),
together with Karl Marx, Albert Einstein and Charles Darwin, has
been a
great originator of grand ideas that became a major preoccupation in
Western culture in the twentieth century. Indeed Western culture can



be
described as essentially Einsteinian, Freudian and Darwinian in many
of
its key concerns while Marx is still important in political theory.î
ìIndeed,î said Eleanor, ìthese cultural patterns distinguish the
Western
world from other contemporary cultures in India, China or the Islamic
world where they are less a focus of interest if indeed understood at
all. In
the West, these themes provide a basis for contemporary humanism
and a
counterpoint to Christianity. Their opposition to orthodox religion
accounts in large measure for the schizoid, intellectual patterns so
vivid
in the West today.î
ìFreud has of course been criticised,î she went on, ìand more than
that, rejected, rebutted and generally mauled, yet his key concepts,
sometimes restated or used in ways that differ from his own
orientation, remain a part of every educated personís vocabulary and
the basis of theory and practice within the mass industry of mental
health. The relations between the id and the ego, the oral, anal and
phallic states of development, the Oedipus conflict, transference and
counter transference remain at
the root of much psychodynamic discussion.
ìFreud believed mental life began at birth through the expression of
biological drives of an innate nature. Only gradually did the need to
relate to others socially begin to play a role in personal development.
These innate drives were unconstrained demands for satisfaction in
relation to the nutritional, eliminative and sexual urges of the baby.
Often hotly disputed, these ideas perhaps gain more support today as
a
result of the work of Evolutionary Psychologists emphasising genetic
origins. However, Freudís own ideas in his later work together with
their
development by object relations theorists stress biological origins
much
less. The emerging relationship between self and significant others in



the mind of the developing child has moved to the forefront of
attention
in theory, where it indeed remains.î16

ìLets see if I understood Freudísí fundamental terms rightly,î
requested Jim. ìThe Id refers to a world of innate urges and the
concept
has some resemblance to the ëIí of Meadís formulation. It lies at the
foundation of experience. The ëEgoí arises in the mental work
whereby
the baby attunes to the behaviour of carers who are by no means in
the
business of satisfying its every whim. The ego embodies a ëreality
principleí
whereby the infant begins to comprehend its immediate world of
rewards
and rejections and to adjust to it. The ësuper-egoí is the world of
othersí
ideas that the infant has to take on in order to become a social being
in
conformity with the expectations of society. In Freudian thought much
of
this comes through the father.î
ìYouíve got it,î Eleanor confirmed. ìThe so-called oral and anal stages
arise from a struggle between the babies innate feeding and
eliminative
demands and the wishes of the carer. When the experience of this
struggle
involves too much rejection, punishment or too little discipline, the
infant
suppresses its pain in denial and may repress it completely. Such
repressed
material does not however disappear. It remains in the ëunconsciousí
as a
dynamic root of subsequent distortions in attempts to relate with
others.
The ëunconsciousí is thus a world of hidden forces, a mental reality
but



one unknown to the growing child. The ëOedipus conflictí in the boy
marks the emergence of sexual orientation towards the mother and a
realisation of fatherís overbearing role in this regard. Of course, none
of
this is objectively understood, it operates in a world of mental
shadows, suppression and repressions. Eventually the child
incorporates the fatherís behaviour, but with residual, repressed
resentments. The young
person may remain deeply split and antagonistic to any authority.
ìSuch experiences in childhood, Freud argued, become the hidden
roots of distorted projections onto to significant adults as the child
grows
up. Since we all suffer through this developmental process, everyone
is to
some extent affected. We all endure suffering of this origin but most
of us
come though without too much distortion. When painfully unadjusted
to
reality, an individual may seek the aid of a psychoanalyst. Freudís
method
was to listen closely to what the analysand said and then interpret it
in
such a way that the patient could recover the repressed material and
incorporate it in an understanding that allowed a less distressed
relationship with the world of others. Understanding oneís self, in this
view, does the trick.î
ìSounds like an admirable procedure,î commented the Buddha. ìYes,
but there are problems,î continued Eleanor. ìOne of Freudís
discoveries was that the patient would project onto the analyst the
very
distortions he or she had acquired in a painful development ñ as if the
analyst was himself the father or mother of the ancient story.
Furthermore,
this ëtransferenceí could lead the unwary analyst into a ëcounter-
transferenceí
projecting his own hidden themes onto the patient. Out of careful
consideration of such themes with a range of people, including much



selfanalysis, the analyst may develop considerable skill in assisting a
patient
towards recovery. The work may however take years and is by no
means
necessarily successful. Much of the search for better forms of therapy
has
involved attempts at methods that work more speedily.î
ëThat brings us to Klein, I imagine,î said Jim.
ìIndeed so. Melanie Klein (1882-1960) herself had a tragic life that
undoubtedly accounts for the dark tone of much of her interpretation
of
mental illness. Her work focussed directly on very young children.
Whereas
Freud inferred the child in the adult from therapy with adults, Klien
observed the child mind of infants themselves. Kleinian theory
emphasises
subjective experience and its meanings rather than biological origins
in
the development of mental structure. In particular she saw how
infants
related at first not so much to a carer as a whole person but rather to
ëpart
objectsí, breasts, penises etc, and her descriptions are often very
colourful
utilising the vocabulary of young children to illustrate her discoveries.
Klein developed a method of observing the play of children whereby
she
could observe their preoccupations directly.î
ìAs I recall it,î Jim contributed, ìKlein saw mental life developing
around oppositions between rewarding and unrewarding experiences
with the same ëpart objectí. In particular, she saw the opposition
between the ëgood breastí, that is a fruitful one, and the ëbad breastí,
a denying one, as fundamental to the growing relationship with
mother and a key focus of early discrimination. Unlike Freud,
however, she saw early conflicts rooted in anxiety arising from the
stresses generated by these oppositions rather than in the frustration
of early sexuality. She saw children as splitting their mental worlds



between ëgood ë and ëbadí in an extreme way. The fairy godmother
and the wicked witch inhabit virtually distinct mental universes. In
order to trust and love, the bad aspect of life has to be split off, yet it
remains potent, present in the unconscious. The problem then is that
when the ëbadí is unavoidably re-experienced, the child faces an
undiluted negativity of its unreconstructed projection upon another. To
Klein, the oral phase of Freud becomes the ëparanoid-schizoid
positioní,
a self-persecutory split, to which, in later life, serious regression may
occur.î ì Yes, that can be very tragic,î said Eleanor. ìIn normal
development a
child gradually realises that ëmotherí expresses herself as a whole.
There
actually are no two positions because mother turns out to be both
good
and bad. According to Klein, this emerging understanding leads to a
ëdepressive positioní wherein the child seeks to come to terms with
the
problematic and opposed themes in its mental life. The problems this
entails may lead to the many forms of illusion whereby neurosis
develops.
All individuals go through this process whereby eventually a balanced
understanding of self in relation to others hopefully emerges. Maturity,
in this view, is the capacity to cope with inevitable depression,
ambivalence,
sadness and guilt.
ìKleinís approach emphasises the emergence of fantasy as the field
of
ëobject relationsí within which development occurs. Psychological
health
lies in the extent to which we develop a capacity to see beyond the
projections of good and bad and to appreciate the balance between
them
that is social reality. Ill health returns when a relapse into the
paranoidschizoid position occurs. In adult life, events can easily
produce such a
relapse and any ultimate security from inner torment is not easily



achieved. ìFrom these beginnings, later Object Relations practitioners
and
theorists focussed on particular aspects of mental life and provided
yet
further interpretations. Ronald Fairbairn believed that the child is
mentally
undivided at birth but that early experience creates a schizoid state.
The
baby translates occasional and inevitable incidents of carer
indifference
into feelings of abandonment that become unbearable. The only way
that
the baby can sustain the relationship, Fairbairn argues, is to hive off
the
painful experience as a repressed inner state. Whenever this
experience
emerges from repression, feelings of dependency coupled with
intolerable yearnings arise. The repressed image of the carer is seen
as rejecting ñ thereby giving rise to resentment. The ensuing anger is
then split off and disowned as dangerous and it becomes a hidden
source of
both hostility and guilt.î17

ìComplicated!î said the Buddha.
ìIndeed so,î continued Eleanor, ìOne realisation derived from
Fairbairnís work is Donald Winnicotís concern with the significance of
what he called ëtransitional objectsí. He meant devices or ideas that
help
the child bridge the gap between itís wants and its disappointments.18

The best-known example is the teddy bear. Teddy is always good
even
when Mummy is bad! Teddy is a receiver of projection, usually of the
good
aspects of the ideal object. Relating to Teddy becomes a source of
transitional security whereby the difficulties with the bad can become
managed as the self gradually matures. In most cases, Teddy is
eventually
left in a cupboard and is no longer needed.



ìSometimes, however, the issue becomes far more complex as when
various ways of behaving, thought systems or philosophies, become
transitional in a similar way but are then mistakenly taken to be
solutions
to lifeís problems ñ so that maturity fails to emerge. Conversion to a
religious or philosophical view may be one example. The selfless
communist, Christian or fascist fundamentalist locked onto a
ëtransitionalí
belief becomes unable to relate to actual persons as a mature adult.
Such
a person may then do either a lot of generalised good or sometimes
great
evil. On achieving political power yet stuck in believing a viewpoint to
be
the ultimate good, such a person in tragic delusion may defend it with
indifference to cruelty and barbarism, the hallmarks of 19th century
idealisms, whether of the left or right, and from which we are not yet
free. ìMichael Balintís concept of the ëbasic faultísums up a
prevailing
perspective in these various analyses19 ìAs we have seen, in all
these theories
birth is perceived as the beginning of a process of psychological
disruption
whereby an untrammelled state of union with mother is broken. As
the baby
experiences the ambivalence present in all relating, so a splitting
process
develops whereby the psychological pain of acute anxiety is
repressed in
complex ways. Such repression, Balint argues, constitutes a ëbasic
faultí in
human nature When this is boosted by actual abuse or negligence on
the
part of mother or significant others then the repression involved
becomes
malignant, rather than relatively benign. It has the potential to erupt
destructively in adult life. Balintís term is derived not only from ëfaultí



as in
ëmistakeí but more generally from the notion of a geological ëfaultí
lying
undetected beneath a peaceful landscape until it moves.
Psychological
earthquakes may likewise be extraordinarily and surprisingly
destructive.î ìIt seems that many of the oddities of adult human
behaviour arise
from the ëdefencesí we develop to offset the potency of the basic
fault.î
said the Buddha. ìWhat has occurred here is a breakdown in
fundamental
trust. Other people are dangerous! This is not something that troubles
only a few of us. It is almost certainly common to all members of our
species although the manner of its expression in cultures other than
the
Western world is as yet barely understood.î
Eleanor agreed. ìBalint views the therapeutic relationship as an
adventure in trusting. When the earth moves people often seek
psychotherapeutic help. The experience may be little more than a
sense of
alienation, worthlessness, or simply a not knowing of oneself. There
may be
repeated tendencies to wreck relationships through increasingly
predictable but neurotic behaviour. The feelings expressed are
actually
the surface appearances of defences against internal splits. Through
seeking to understand such defences in the company of the therapist
the
client takes a risk in facing powerful negative feelings that inevitably
emergeî ìIndeed such work demands a sort of courage,î Jim added
for he
seemed to have some experience of these things. ìLetting go of
defence
is a new beginning. It may occur in brief discoveries, or progressively
as a
sustained awakening in which the risk is gradually seen to be purely



illusory, or at least quite different in nature from what the repression
supposed. The outcome is an emergence into self-trust within relating
to
others, who are now always understood as potentially ambivalent
persons
- like oneself. What has arisen here is a trust in a self that is
independent
from others and no longer dependent on the transitional relationship
with the therapist.î
ìYou probably know,î went on Eleanor, ìthat the process is often
fraught
because the client makes numerous demands on the therapist that
arise
from the neurosis. The therapist has to steer a very delicate course. It
is
essential not to fall in with demands that stem from the clientís
illusions.
The good therapist continually frustrates the client but in such a way
that
the client comes to understand his own distorting demands and to
perceive
the precise role the therapist is playing in the transitional process.
Yet,
sometimes a client becomes so angry he will abandon therapy. The
therapist has then failed. But if the therapist begins to allow
appointments
at unusual times, or attempts to meet neurotic demands, then he also
fails
because the client is learning nothing and various kinds of mutual
codependence may be arising. The skills of a gifted therapist are hard
won. ìBalint was quick to point out that therapists who sustain a
stance of
superiority or remoteness, perhaps as a result of counter-
transference, or
who allow clients to see them as powerful even saintly healers, are
unlikely to be successful. In such work, the therapist needs to keep
the hierarchical aspect of the work in a very low key, to be open and



trusting within a quietly intimate rapport allowing the client simply to
be there in his or her vulnerability. In a setting of unbiased care,
broken trust can be repaired. While a personal history cannot be
gainsaid, new beginnings can then arise. There is a certain optimism
in Balintís perspective for it
seems that something like happiness may at last be attained.î ìThese
are all very social theories and practices. Has anyone had a
further look at the biological basis for such problems?î asked the
Buddha. This was more in the field of Jimís interest so he took up the
point.
ìThe work of John Bowlby indeed returns us to a consideration of
biology.
He felt that the object relations approach in psychoanalysis was
becoming
too subjective, too involved with the analysis of fantasy and the
decoding
of inner experience.20 He sought ways to return to the integration of
biology and psychology inherent in Freudís original work so that
psychoanalysis in general could be more open to empirical
examination
as a contribution to psychological science. He was able to achieve
this
through an interest in ethology, the zoological study of animal
behaviour,
which was exploring behavioural development in young birds and
primates and developing an extensive experimental literature. The
work
of Konrad Lorenz on ëimprintingí suggested that many animals were
innately primed to fixate on parental figures in attachments that
became
the basis of social organisation. Research by ethologists Bill Thorpe
and
Robert Hinde in Cambridge and Harry Harlow in the US offered
Bowlby
the ideas he needed to create his ëattachment theoryí for humans.
His
approach, leading to experiments with young children and their



carers,
allowed the emergence of an empirical literature, which, none the
less,
supports the basic ideas in the interpretive work of object relations
theorists
to a considerable extent.
ìHarlowís pioneering experiments with infant monkeys initiated
research that is today finely tuned. He found that young monkeys
deprived
of the presence of their mothers became so distorted in their
behaviour
that once adult they could neither mate nor parent young. Distorted
mothers raised distorted young. Infants separated from their mothers
clung to wire models of caring figures that were covered with cloth
and
therefore seemingly ëcaringí, rather than to wire models that only
supplied
milk. This suggested that Freud and Klein were wrong in suggesting
that
attachment derived from feeding requirements. Instead, it appeared
that
the satisfaction of innate needs for maternal support and comfort was
essential for emotional maturation; a position supporting the view that
babiesí behaviour originates in seeking loving care rather than
pleasure. ìBowlby argued that human relationship arises through the
expression
of behaviour selected naturally in evolution and which appears in an
orderly sequence to ensure bonding as the basis for social life. These
behaviours interact all the time with environmental conditions to lead
to
the formation of the self and to relating between adults. Separation
from
significant others constitutes a crisis whenever it occurs in human life.
It
leads to processes of mourning similar to distress shown by other
primate
species. Separation in babyhood has seriously deleterious effects on



psychological development in humans too. Mothers also have
innately
based systems of responding to babies, intense involvement, the
speaking
of baby talk and sensitive responsiveness to stimuli from the baby.î
ìThank you for that,î said Eleanor, ìBowlbyís work led on to some
very
interesting experiments with human mothers and babies. Mary
Ainsworth,
a colleague of Bowlby at the Tavistock Clinic in London, developed
the
ëstrange situationí test as an experimental method to investigate the
effects
that different styles of mothering had on young children. The
approach
has been found to be broadly repeatable in a range of cultures. Such
work
in U.S.A. by Mary Main and Eric Hesse has been especially
significant in
recent years.
ìThe test is constructed as follows. Mother, baby and a stranger (to
the
baby) settle into a playroom equipped with toys. After some minutes,
the
mother leaves and the infantís behaviour is noted for a set period in
the
presence of the passive stranger. When the mother returns the
response
of the infant is recorded. The whole process is videotaped and
analysed
in great detail. The results portray the babyís orientation to his/her
mother
that can then be shown to correlate with the motherís preceding
behaviour
and responsiveness as a carer. Secure infants, although distressed
by the
motherís departure, demand and receive care from her on her return



and then continue to play happily with toys. Less secure infants show
avoidance or ambivalence to the returning mother while the most
insecure
do not appear unduly upset by her departure but ignore her on her
return, watching her closely and unable to play at ease. Some
showed
panic on separation and simultaneously clung to and fought mother
when
she returned. A fourth group, diagnosed later, was confused and
showed
chaotic behaviour on motherís return and appeared dissociated.
ìThese behaviours were shown to correlate with the quality of care
shown by the mothers to the babies during their first year. Mothers of
secure babies had interacted with them freely and warmly and were
accurately empathetic. Insecure-avoidant babies had mothers who
behaved
rigidly in their caring behaviour while avoidant babies had
unresponsive
mothers who were unpredictable and insensitive in their caring. The
fourth group had disturbed mothers who came from backgrounds
characterised by abuse, psychosis or neglect. Bowlbyís emphasis on
the caring environment has been repeatedly confirmed in such
research, which now encompasses a large literature. His lifetime
concern with child welfare stems from his academic work and is of
great significance in
childcare and understanding today.î
The Buddha recalled, ìJohn Bowlby also became interested in the
whole process of mourning personal loss whether in a child or an
adult.
When children between the ages of six months and three years are
unavoidably separated from mother or primary carer for long periods,
their distress develops through three phases. The first is violent
distressful
ëprotestí. A separation longer than a week leads to ëdespairí in a
withdrawn
state with tears or apathy. Even longer separation leads to
ëdetachmentí



whereby the infant appears to adjust to loss. However, if the parent
now
returns the child may fail to respond, remain aloof or even not
recognise
her. Such cases are heart-rending for those who experience the
family
situation. Repeated separations are followed by an inability to create
relationships. Fostering such children is often accompanied by
extreme
difficulty. Such children may be angry and destructive.î
ìYes,î said Eleanor, ìand furthermore, Bowlbyís work with forty
juvenile
thieves showed a correlation between delinquency and separations in
childhood. In the worst cases, a psychopathic inability to feel or show
affection becomes the root of criminal behaviour. Grief has led such
children into a defensive repression of all feeling as too painful to
experience. Needless to say, therapeutic work with such adolescents
can
be extremely demanding and success difficult to achieve.î Time was
getting on and the effects of coffee wearing off. The Buddha
suggested that they convened again after breakfast the following
morning.

A POSSIBLE CURE FOR SELF MAY BE?

The Buddha, Jim and Eleanor were strolling in the garden. Eleanor
said to the Buddha,ìJim has been telling me that you are interested in
the way the ideas we discussed last night might be related to
Buddhist thought in ancient times. Have you come to any
conclusions?î

ìI am certainly amazed at the depth and detail in which these
enquiries have been made and at their profound concern with healing
mental illness,î replied the Buddha. ìWe have seen together that the
psychodynamic approach shows the attainment of a mature self
experiencing a degree of happiness in the world to be a process
fraught with difficulties. ëSelfingí is a complex developmental process



that continues throughout life. The initial causes of difficulty lie in the
unavoidably ambivalent behaviour shown by carers to infants who, in
comparison with other mammals, are born in a condition
necessitating total dependence on the mother. Carers have their own
concerns that may not mesh well with the needs of very young
children for total support. Children have to come to terms with what to
them is an always a less than totally satisfactory love. While it may be
ëgood enoughí in most cases, the work to undo deep and
unintentional distortion may go on throughout life. Suffering is indeed
a condition inseparable from human life.î

Jim added, ì Few infant mammals are so dependent on the care of
others as are human babies: many species are free-living soon after
birth. It is in the context of an unavoidable dependency that carer and
cared for have to find a mutuality that works through a balancing of
the conflicting needs of both parties. The whole process is a major
theme in the sustaining of effective social life in which the rearing of
children is the ultimate biological objective.î

ìYou know the Buddhaís first Noble Truth stated that ëLife is
sufferingí,î said the Buddha. ìIt seems as if these modern ideas
amply confirm those words of the sage in the Deer Park at Sarnath all
those centuries ago. Buddhist models of mind are much simpler than
those we have been considering but maybe go to the root of the
problem more directly. Yet I think their purpose is slightly different.î

ìI was once in Kyoto and met a Zen master,î interposed Jim. ìWe
discussed psychotherapy and he agreed a number of his monks
certainly required it! But I remember something he said especially
vividly: ëZen is total therapy!í He clearly thought that Western
methods of healing the mind only went so far. They lacked the radical
coup de grace he clearly felt Zen could supply.î

ìMaybe,î the Buddha took it up, ìthatís because psychotherapy is
primarily seeking to return a patient or a client to a normal life riddled
with tensions that only too easily re-activate all sorts of personal
problems. One has to see the interdependence of all this. Society
reflects individual development and development occurs within



society. If society too is sick, there seems to be little hope for an
ultimate solution. Yet suffering is not necessarily sickness. It may
simply arise from an error in understanding. Zen confronts the self
immediately and leads to an analysis of oneself in the context of
emptying the mind through meditation. As the mind repeatedly
empties itself of its engrained concerns, someone may discover he is
not so bad after all. If a self-acceptance arises, the mind turns to
others and that allows happiness to emerge from the shades.

ìYet to say ëZen is Total therapyí is possibly a little dangerous for
beginners. It may set up all sorts of expectations. A Zen practitioner
has a lot of preliminary work to do: calming the mind to allow
meditative experiences to arise, re-orienting awareness towards
deliberate compassion, thinking through a life story. If he or she
launches into Buddhist practice without doing these preliminaries,
mistakes are easily made. I think the psychodynamic approach would
be a valuable preliminary practice for many people. 21 One should not
hurry into Buddhism. The seeker has to be prepared.î
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16
SELF, CONSCIOUSNESS AND CULTURE

What actually is the self? So long as we discuss it in terms of the
roles or identities that people adopt in society, we seem to be on firm
ground. I am John the writer, you are Esmeralda the lawyer, and she
is Bertha the politician. No apparent problem. Are we then the
performances of names in role? If so what exactly is this performance
and to what is the name attached? Then again, as we saw in the last
chapter, we can speak of experiences of self under different
conditions, in contrasting cultures, in performing tasks or climbing
mountains or perhaps undergoing forms of therapy. We can indeed
describe our experiences as manifestations of ourselves. But what
exactly is experience? How has it evolved? Why is so much of it an
immersion in suffering? Is there such a thing as evil? As we begin to
ask the more searching questions, we become aware of paradox.

THE HARD PROBLEM



The Buddha and Jim were back in London but to continue their
investigations into Western psychology they thought it would be a
good idea to invite Eleanor up for the weekend to continue their
discussions together. They met in the Buddhaís rather poky rooms in
Soho. He had tidied them up carefully, bought some flowers, got in
some cakes, food for the evening and fresh fruit juice. After tea, they
settled down to talk.

Eleanor posed the problem. ìWhat am I? Am I a biological entity, an
experiencing subject, a social role, a name or a narrative, or perhaps
all of these? Yet there is one undeniable fact ñ I normally experience
myself as a conscious entity and I am assuming you are one too. At
least that is my common sense belief. There would be little point in
talking with you if I thought you were unaware of the meaning of
words or indeed the experience of reading texts. You donít point out a
flying bird to a blind man.î

Jim took up the question. ìYet there is no way I can be sure you are
conscious. I am making an assumption. You may tell me so, but
should I believe you? I watch the sheep dogs rounding up sheep. Itís
a brilliant performance but is it conscious? And if so, of what? It
seems I can never know. Philosopher Thomas Nagel has asked,
ëWhat is it like to be a bat?í1 One can imagine hanging upside down
or flying around squeaking and spotting insects on the wing by sonar
but that is only me imagining myself to be a bat. To experience the
batís world as ëthe thing in itselfí I would have to be a bat. Since that
is impossible, I will never really know. In any case, I cannot even
know whether the bat actually has a subjective world or innenwelt as
the German biologist Jacob von Uexküll called it.2 Maybe my own
experience of an apparent world misleads me into supposing other
sentient creatures have somewhat similar worlds too. On the other
hand, similarities between my brain and that of a collie dog suggests
that there may be some experiences more or less in common at least
between man and dog. Close parallels between human and ape
behaviour suggest the same here too. Jacob von Uexküll (ie a u)
believed that a study of sensory mechanisms could go some way to
understanding the experience of other animal species. Is he right?î



The Buddha joined in, commenting, ìWe are running into
philosophical problems here. There can be no ëscientificí answers
because consciousness itself is not a ëthingí which one can examine
or test, rather it is an ëappearanceí. It always escapes our grasp and
indeed there is no readily accepted definition of it in what I feel to be
an increasingly verbose field of ëconsciousness studiesí. Answers to
these questions go beyond the physical. They will necessarily be
based in ëmetaphysicalí assumptions, some of which may be
materialist, others spiritualist, with every other possibility in between.
While there are a number of approaches that clear the way to a
greater understanding of the phenomenon, to actually grasp the
nature and meaning of consciousness itself has become more not
less problematical as thinkers probe the issue ñ and probe they
certainly do. An understanding of human life may seem to depend on
it.î

ìYet,î said Eleanor, ìthere are number of questions we can reasonably
ask. What are the conditions under which consciousness is present?
And what are the conditions when it is not? How far do certain
activities seem to require consciousness? What brain regions are
active when consciousness is present? ñ And so on. All such work
describes the circumstances and conditions under which
consciousness in a human being arises. But what it is and why do we
have it ñ the questions slip from our grasp.î

ìPhilosopher David Chalmers has described the difficulty as the
ëHard Problemí, Jim said. ìHow do the physical processes in the
brain give rise to personal experience ñ the subjective world? The
relatively ëeasyí problems concern information processing,
perception, cognition, the physiology of attention or anxiety, causes of
sleep. Most of us would also say that we know what it is like to be
conscious but as to how and why we should be so appears to lie
beyond us. Why should the brain be conscious at all ñ it seems it
could do all its calculations without that. Indeed the more we seek to
describe personal consciousness, the more it seems to recede,
becoming something like space ñ perhaps. Metaphors and poetry
loom as the only way of expression.î



ìThe ëhard problemí may seem absurd ñ after all we just are
conscious,î rejoined Eleanor, ìbut it does seem conceivable that
human beings could do everything they do totally without
consciousness. Consciousness does not seem to have a function; it
doesnít seem to do anything! We can account for most of our
behaviour and much of our cognitive ability in terms of the functions
of brain mechanisms and their evolution. Furthermore, the remaining
problems of this nature seem quite open to future research in brain
chemistry, neurology, artificial intelligence, robotics and so on ñ but
how and why consciousness arises remains unanswered. Yet, we
give accounts of ourselves in terms of experience, consciousness. It
is the way we operate.î

ìMuch of the riddle lies in the difference between the verbs ëto haveí
and ëto be,î commented Jim. ìI can say I have a brain with certain
properties; I have habits; I have a headache; and I have intelligence,
sadness or a stomach-ache. Or, indeed, I have consciousness. In
such statements the possessor, the observer, myself, is distinguished
from the property that I have. I can view the matter ëobjectivelyí.
There are two things here ñ two conceptual fields ñ dualism as it is
called. Descartes, in proposing a complete separation between mind
and matter except at one point of contact, the pineal gland, started
this ball rolling. Science largely depends upon this way of thinking
coupled with mathematical modelling of observed results in
experiments or other forms of observation. The world is described
through observation in objectivity, the observer in relation to the
observed. It is one form of knowledge. The other is ëbeingí itself.
When I say ëI amí, what is that?î

The Buddha added. ìIf I say I am good, bad, happy, fat, alive, dying,
such a statement may perhaps be agreed upon by others ñ yes he is
fat ñ but the ëis nessí, the feeling that constitutes being, remains
known only to myself. The experience is mine alone; consciousness
is private. This is another form of knowledge ñ direct rather than
indirect, a presence rather than a description. As you know, the field
of study concerned with this is called Phenomenology. It is full of
problems circling around the ultimate paradox of the ëhard problemí.î



ìThe great Victorian psychologist William James was well aware of
this problem. His extensive work pivoted upon it in many ways.î3
commented Jim. ìOn the one hand, consciousness and matter seem
to be completely separate, but, on the other hand, the mental is
completely dependent upon the physical. James disallowed both the
idea that the human being was a mere automaton and the idea that
there was some special Cartesian mind stuff interacting with the brain
through some special connection. He urged the study of the linkage
between physiology and mental life and his work remains deeply
influential today.

ìThe ëautomatoní perspective crystallises around the question
whether a Zombie could replicate human life. The theoretical Zombie
can do everything a human can do but it is not conscious. What
would being consciousness add to this? Is subjectivity needed? But if
a zombie could do absolutely everything you or I could do then
logically we would not be able to infer whether it was conscious or
not. Everything it did might look conscious but whether it was indeed
having private experiences we could never tell. The problem would
then be no different from whether I can ever know for sure that you
are conscious.î

ìPerhaps the problem seems absurdly academic,î said Eleanor, ìbut
the advances in computing have created robots with extraordinarily
human like behaviour. Rodney Brooks at MIT has created a robot
called Cog, which is so built as to be able to learn about its
environment and develop some adaptive behaviour. This machine is
constructed by embedding devices that connect its perceptions to its
actions directly without the need for internal built-in models of the
habitat or the construction of representations of the environment. The
devices are layered and programme one another progressively, the
higher functions based upon the development of the lower. It thus
acquires behaviour in much the way a child might. Cog can focus on
faces and eyes, attend to a caregiver, follow gestures and give nods
of agreement. Such skills enable it to learn from humans around it in
a progressive manner, its behaviour arising from the functioning of
numerous information processors for perception and movement. In
addition, it has feedback sensors that give information on the state of



all moveable parts. Currently Cog has no memory, no sense of time
and no linguistic ability but Brooksí design allows for the incorporation
of more devices that may enable these abilities to develop. If he
achieves this, would we expect the machine to be conscious? It
would certainly look as if it was. What would we say when Cog starts
to talk to us about its feelings? But I am very far from sure that the
four or five levels of social intentionality of which humans are capable
could be replicated in this way.î

Jim took up the point. ìAnother advanced robot called Kismet is the
brainchild of Cynthia Breazel. Unlike Cog, it can take turns in
interaction with humans. Kismet is just a head with large eyes, an
elementary face, ears with microphones inside and lips. Eyes, ears
and lips all move. It runs on fifteen computers using differing
operating systems and no one computer is in charge. It can hear and
make sounds and has no language but it can respond to pitch
patterns of the human voice detecting the differences between
approving, forbidding, attention requesting and calming tones. It
responds accordingly. It can create facial expressions and make
sounds relating to mood. When people are introduced to Kismet,
many of them interact with it exactly as if it was a person. They
behave as if it was alive and as if it was as conscious as they. It has
been argued that in such interactions people are not actually relating
to Kismet but rather to the whole collection of people who created the
devices that run it. None the less the attribution of consciousness to
Kismet is felt to be very compelling.î

The Buddha joined in. ìMany will say that the computing mechanisms
in these robots are acting as if they were conscious. The machines
ëpretendí to be conscious but, actually, they have no clue about what
is going on. They are simulators. But then the question emerges as to
when and how one could tell whether the apparent conscious
awareness is really present or simply an ëas if ëperformance. It is
here that metaphysical arguments step in, often clearly based in
purely ideological concerns of the contributing thinkers. Some will
argue that only biological machines can be really conscious. Others
will say that if a machine has the right properties then consciousness
will automatically emerge. Machines showing intentionality would be



strong candidates here. Some have argued that the cosmos itself
might be conscious, the ëPanpsychistí position. The use of the word
ëconsciousí, normally referring to personal experience, is perhaps
merely confusing in such a universal context. In any case, we could
never know if inorganic matter was itself conscious because, if so, it
would not be different from ourselves.4 We would be like fish that
swim in water but do not know it because they partake of it. David
Chalmers argues that if the computational machinery were
appropriate then conscious states will appear, but he does not say
what would be the extra property required making this happen.5 Dan
Dennett, by contrast, takes the view that the whole issue of
consciousness is an illusion.6 We may think we are conscious but
actually, beings, other complex computers and ourselves are all
behaving ëas ifí so far as being conscious is concerned. Yet, even
was he to be right in this assumption, since we think we are
conscious, the question emerges as to how that illusion happens and
why.î

ìRodney Brooks 7 takes the view,î said Eleanor, ìthat the involvement
of computers and cyberspace in human lives will alter the way in
which we think of consciousness. Already we can replace or enhance
many activities by the use of electronic devices implanted in the body.
Disabled people can already control their wheelchairs and such like
by thinking. Implanted electrodes pick up brain signals and control an
external device. Susan Blackmore8 asks what will happen should
miniature mobile phones with access to the World Wide Web be
implanted in the brain. We might then be conscious of a whole vast
world beyond ourselves in which we would be participants.
Consciousness might seem to have expanded to something like
infinity of knowledge. The questions ìWhat is real?î and ìIs it me?î
then become an ultimate paradox.î

ìThe literature attempting to resolve the hard problem is already vast.î
said Jim. ìIndividual books are correspondingly bulky. Dan Dennettís
tome ëConsciousness explainedí has 511 pages and fails. David
Chalmerís book runs to 414 proposing a perspective entirely at odds
with Dennettís. Sue Blackmoreís recent textbook runs to 459 pages



in an attempt to cover the ground for students. As we have
suggested, the main contrasts between these points of view depend
neither on experiment, nor on evidence or objectivity, although
appeals to all of these may be made, but rather on the personal
world-view of an author. The fact is that consciousness conceived as
a thing or a property remains a mystery and none of these stances
have even begun to solve the problem. We are left, as Blackmore
informs her students, in even greater perplexity that when we began.
Nick Humphrey even suggests that the apparent mystery of
consciousness might have a function; to provoke us into thinking we
are special and thus to work hard in preserving ourselves.î9

Summing up the field, the Buddha said, ìFrancisco Varela has
distinguished four approaches to explaining consciousness:
reductionism; functionalism; phenomenology; and ëmysterianismí.
The reductionist argument seeks to solve the problem in the study of
the brain, cognitive mechanisms, or hypothetical determinants. The
approach is primarily focussed on experiments and uses traditional
scientific inference. In some of these approaches consciousness is
believed to be based in phenomena at the quantum level ñ which
takes the discussion out of psychology altogether and merely
deepens the mystery through placing the term in an entirely
unfamiliar context, thereby changing its meaning. Functionalist
approaches look for what consciousness does, can do or might do. It
is essentially an evolutionary perspective since, if a function can be
proposed, one may also argue that it has evolved through selection.
Biological, social psychological and anthropological approaches are
all in play here. Phenomenology focuses on the accounts people give
of their experiences and the way in which these relate to objective
experiments. It includes what may be called ësubjective empiricismí10

investigating what happens in experience when phenomenological
variables are changed as in studies of prolonged attention, sensory
deprivation, altered states, Husserlís methods of introspection, gestalt
psychology or Asian meditation systems. This has also been called
ëfirst person scienceí. ëMysterianismí claims that the whole thing is a
mystery and that we may never be able to solve the Hard Problem.î



ìPhew!î said Jim. ìIt really is a bizarre field of investigation. One of the
big battles is between what philosopher Daniel Dennett calls the A
team, of which he is captain, and the B team is headed by David
Chalmers. The B team includes the philosopher John Searle, Thomas
Nagel and the psychologist Steven Pinker among others. They insist
that consciousness necessarily involves ëfirst person enquiryí. There
is a subjective ontology, they say, the study of personal being that
cannot be reduced to objective, third person explanation. Chalmers
accepts as fact that we do have subjective experiences and that
these vary under differing conditions. Our knowledge about them
comes from immediate first person, private experience. We have to
study them as such because they comprise the central material we
ask a science of consciousness to explain.î

ìBy contrast the A team, which includes Quine, Hofstadter and others
besides Dennett, considers subjective phenomena irrelevant or
illusory. They focus on what people say and do, arguing that there is
no other way to get at the problem. When this ëthird person dataí is
thoroughly understood they believe there will be nothing else to
explain. They argue that when we have inner experiences we are
actually creating illusions that seem to be states of experience. We
seem to be conscious and it is this very ëseemingí that needs to be
explained. Dennett argues for what he calls ëHeterophenomenologyí
by which he means the study of what other people say of their
experiences.î

ìOh dear!î said the Buddha. ìDo we really need such words?î ìWell,î
said Jim, ìthey donít help much. Dennett is trying to avoid ëfirst
person scienceí entirely. He believes a coordinated approach using
physical sciences in relation to what people say of their experiences
can
eventually provide an account of private experience however
seemingly
ineffable. This approach uses peoplesí accounts of themselves to
gain
insight into their lives. It leaves aside such questions as to whether
the
described fictional worlds are actually experienced. There is no room



here for subjective empiricism apart from the gathering of descriptive
data. The question as to whether consciousness is ëas ifí or ërealí is
not addressed. Dennettís approach seems to be basically a form of
cognitive or linguistic reductionism. As with all reductionisms the
colour fades
from the screen.î
ìWhat are we to make of all this argumentation?î asked Eleanor.
ìWhere
the confusion is as considerable as these disputes suggest, we may
suspect
a profound philosophical muddle; one indeed we are hardly likely to
resolve here. Yet, there are one or two pointers that may be useful.
We
have already noted that Berger and Luckmann in their book ëThe
Social
Construction of Realityí discuss the human tendency to reify the
abstract
and then to attach value to that abstraction as if it were a thing or a
possession. For an example, we may take the word ëSpringí. The
word
points to a condition that appears once a year after winter and before
summer. I love Spring ñ you may say. Yet, if we go looking for
ëSpringí we
wonít find ëití apart from the blooming of snowdrops and daffodils and
the appearance of green buds and leaves. ëSpringí ëis an abstraction
indicating a period of time, yet the way we use the word is the same
as if we
were talking about a table or a chair. Everyone knows what Spring
means
but we do not expect to go out and locate it under a bush. The rules
for its
meaningful use make that absurd.
ìSimilarly, in most of the theories we are discussing, we find
ëconsciousnessí very much reified as a thing or a locatable process.
The differing
stances try to explain why this thing appears, or what capacity leads
to its



manifestation. Quite plausibly, ëconsciousnessí is inappropriately
treated
in this reifying way. The word denotes a condition in a manner akin to
ëSpringí, ëHealthí or ëTimeí ñ a descriptive abstraction without
location.
What kind of meaning then has ëconsciousnessí?î
ìIt seems to meî, said the Buddha, ìthat ëconsciousnessí is a
summarising abstraction referring to the facts of personal experience.
Indeed ëexperienceí may be a more useful word here because it has
been less rigidly reified. Experience, like spring or time, runs along,
defines a quality with many themes, images, symbols, and thoughts.
Spring
appears with flowers, birds and trees without itself being anywhere to
be
found. The birds, leaves and flowers are spring. Thoughts, images,
feelings,
the so-called qualia, are experience. In English we call it ëconsciousí
to
distinguish the experienced and remembered from events that have
happened without being experienced or remembered ñ under hospital
anaesthesia for example. We find ëconsciousnessí as ëexperienceí
and
neither of them is a ëthingí.î
ìWe are experiencing machines rather than machines that have
consciousness,î contributed Jim. ìBy setting aside the dualistic
reification
we have perhaps a simpler problem to handle. Whatever the brain
may be doing, some of its processes appear as experience. That is
the nature of the beast. Whether experience is conscious, or just
seems to be so, no longer matters; either way, there it is. You and I
could not be engaged in this discussion without the experience of
reading or if we lacked brains. It seems the investigation can only
proceed, as William James suggested, through observing the
concurrence of experience and the circumstances that give rise to it:
the warmth of early summer, bird song, green leaves, memories are
themselves experience. How they relate to whatever gives rise to
them may appear by studying the physical processes that mediate



them. There is something out there that the cognitive activity of the
brain makes sense of, more or less. Language creates the contexts
within which these items are felt as meaningful and it is highly
involved in the process. We may say that experience is brain
physiology manifest and certain states of brain physiology create
awareness. Each side may surrender to the other. The plan of study
becomes monistic rather than dualistic. Adopting this stance may
eventually help us to discuss where the machinery might be found.
Can
we by-pass the Hard Problem in this way?î
Eleanor took it up, ìPart of the difficulty in exploring this problem may
lie with the contrasting ëlanguage gamesí we use. We ëplayí with
ideas in
varying ways inferring contrasting meanings according to the rules of
differing word ëgamesí. Philosopher Rom Harré has pointed out that
one
side of the Hard Problem is expressed through one ëgameí, the other
side by another.11 As Ludwig Wittgenstein has argued, we need to
understand the use of words, like ëconsciousnessí or ëexperienceí,
within
the particular games in which they are used. Harré argued that the
games
used in giving accounts of the subjective have different
contextualising
rules from those used in accounting for the subjective in some
objectivising
manner. One may use concepts meaningfully in one game, which one
cannot do in another. This is like taking someone to see a game of
football
and not saying whether it is soccer or rugby. The ball is played in
different
ways in each game although it has the same name in both. Talking of
consciousness in the context of phenomenology is a very different
ëgameí
from discussing its significance as a property of some unknown brain
process. We need to explore the contrasting rules in these differing
games. The Hard Problem itself may be illusory after all.î



ìIt looks as if the Hard Problem poses a paradox not a question.î The
Buddha said. ìWe need to understand what a paradox is. Consider,
for
example, a Zen koan. Koans are paradoxes gaining their power and
interest
from the perplexity they induce. This power derives from the fact that
a
koan brings together expressions from contrasting language games
in
such a way that terms appear in a novel usage in which their
meaning is disallowed. There is a sudden short circuit as the mind
flounders in meaninglessness. ëWhat is the sound of one hand
clapping?í is one such koan. Only two hands can clap so a basic
understanding has been discarded here and hence with it the normal
meaning. The task then is to find a
ëgameí that heals the split and restores, discovers or transcends
meaning.î ìWe may take this koan further,î added Jim. ìThe rule says
one clap
involves two hands yet claps may also arise quite appropriately from
two
people clapping their hands together with one another. Clapping
games
may emerge with four children doing complex rounds of mutual claps.
A
theatre is filled with clapping at the end of a performance. Someone
may
say ñ Listen to the ëclappageí. Struck by this odd word, in which
ëclappingí
has been reified by a grammatical shift and a verbal invention, one
might
enter the theatre, stupidly of course, looking for the ëclappageí. Even
while clapping, continued one might start searching for the
ëclappageí
under the seats or above the chandeliers. One may soon be reading
articles
in the philosophical journals asking where ëclappageí is to be found.



There is no ëclappageí apart from the clapping but the linguistic twist
makes it seem so.î

MECHANISMS OF AWARENESS

It was a Sunday morning, bright and fresh, so the three discussants
went down to Hampton Court, becoming not inappropriately lost in
the maze. Afterwards in the café they went on with their discussion.

The Buddha began ì There is no consciousness apart from
experience. Maybe we should look where experience arises.î
ì Few would disagree that the brain is involved,î said Jim. ìHorace
Barlow argues however that consciousness can only arise in the
context of communication with another.12 Social experience leads to
the incorporation of othersí ideas and experiences and the recall of
these in inner reflection allows insight into oneís own world. These
then are realisations leading to functional social behaviour, an idea
going back to Mead. Consciousness requires a remembered partner
for reflection: it becomes a forum, he says, not of a single mind, but of
the social group with whom the individual interacts. Consciousness
becomes fundamental to the evolution of culture.î
Eleanor added, ìJohn Searle13 and Jeffery Gray14 both espouse
versions of a mind-brain identity theory arguing that the mind is fully
an expression of brain activity evolved through time by Darwinian
processes of selection.î
ìYes,î said Jim, ìmost such versions of this perspective argue that
there are two kinds of event, mental and neurological that correlate in
space and time. Searle bases his argument on the difference
between macro and micro descriptions of a system. He illustrates his
account by pointing out that a glass of water may be described either
in terms of its macroproperties of fluidity contained in solidity or by its
micro-properties, the molecules and atomic physics of the
constituents of water and glass. He argues that a similar relationship
exists between descriptions of mental activity and brain processes.
The surface phenomena of experience are underpinned and
explained by the micro processes that determine them. Macro and
micro elements are aspects of the same phenomenon. He argues



that just as the liquidity of the water is caused by the behaviour of
elements at the micro-level, and yet at the same time is a feature
realised at the macro level, so in exactly that sense of ëcaused byí
and ërealised iní, mental phenomena are caused by processes at the
neuronal level and realised in the very system constructed by
neurones. Thatís a quote!î
ìBut Jeffery Gray points out that the parallel is not symmetrical,î
continued Jim. ìIn a scientific hypothesis, the macro level is arguably
based in elements described at a micro level, which are then
explored through experimentation. The hypothesis is constructed
precisely so that the micro level explains the macro features of a
system. In the mind-brain case, however, this is hardly so because
none of the micro-elements have been considered capable of
explaining the macro-level of experience. It is precisely the problem
of relating experience and brain that remains the central issue. Gray
points out that bottom-up modelling, explaining a process by
examining its determination at the micro -level, should not be at the
expense of top-down modelling in which the macro properties are
seen as equally causal with those at the micro level. He points out
that while the molecules determine the liquidity of water it is this very
property of liquidity that determines the location of the molecules,
water runs downhill for example. We can see a set of relationships
emerging here that the ancient Chinese have already discussed in
their Hua-yan philosophising.î (See Chapter 8).
ìTo make some sort of progress here we are going to have to hazard
a guess at the nature of the connection that may exist between these
two levels of description,î argued the Buddha. ìWe have seen that
experiences occur in particularly clear form when we are engaged in
various forms of problem solving or task completion, with the quality
of experience varying according to the capability of the individual.
Anxiety arises where one has doubts about oneís capacities. (See
Chapter 15) At the root of such experiences must be a mental
ëmodelí of capacity based in judgements made according to certain
criteria. Feelings or estimations of oneís capacity are continuously
rated against the difficulty of the task. In proposing such a ëmodelí a
neuronal system rather than the neurones themselves, is
hypothesised to be responsible for an outcome.



ìWe know for example that sensory input to the brain goes to
numerous dispersed locations but we have no knowledge of any
ëplaceí where their integration and comparison may occur. We may
infer a comparator but this is a hypothetical construct derived from
description of behaviour and experience and not a neurophysiologic
fact. How and where the evaluations are being made we do not know.
May be there is no location. The whole cerebral structure may be
implicated holistically. Since we know nothing of how experience may
actually arise in the brain, we are forced to talk in terms of ëmodelsí
of this kind in trust that someday we may be able to establish their
actual neural basis.î
ìIndeed,î said Eleanor, ìit seems that experiences arise in correlation
with a continuous modelling of the outer circumstances and inner
condition of the body. The experience of a stream of awareness may
be rooted in a repetitive scanning or monitoring of several sets of
models associated with the arousal system in the brain. 15 The
repeated scanning of inner states provides in some unknown way the
experience of time, the apparent passage of which varies according
to the novelty or intensity of the engagement. The scanning detects
changes that indicate novelty against a continuing background.
Novelties are then evaluated against some criteria of importance and,
if judged to be significant, may be brought to attention through
awareness. Such detection of ëdissonanceí is known to be important
in a number of physiological processes and seems likely to underpin
consciousness. Boring, unvarying continuity of input attracts little
attention. In walking to the office, the banker may have no recall of
the events along the way because his attention is firmly locked onto
the remembered problems lying on his desk. The familiar condition of
the traffic need not receive attention. Should the untoward happen
however he is at once ëthereí. î
ìConversely,î said the Buddha, ìin some meditation states wherein
little or no novelty arises, time appears to cease.î
ìI think,î said Jim, ìthe most basic system of this kind is bodily
awareness ñ the feedback from receptors in muscles, tendons, joints
and skin that record movements and report back to the brain. The
brain has previously copied its instructions to the body and the novel
feedback is compared to this copy and deviations from it noted. This



can be combined, of course, with direct observation of physical
movements. The body is continuously sending innumerable signals
back to the brain for monitoring but only a few of them stimulate
attention. The massive quantity of background information is
unconsciously processed and matched to an established norm, the
ëbody schemaí, deviation from which is brought to attention. Thus, a
painful pinprick is instantly recognised as a deviation that needs
attention.
ìThere is also top-down observation. One may deliberately place
attention on oneís big toe so as to become aware of it yet, normally,
sensation arising in oneís big toe is not given attention in
consciousness. When does a stimulus evoke attention? One must
suppose that innate mechanisms evaluate deviations within the
ëbody schemaí that suggest danger and that criteria for evaluating
risk operate in deciding what comes to awareness. What the nature
of this awareness is remains the mystery. Rather lamely, all one can
say is that it is the subjective quality of the macro level induced by the
underlying micro-level activity!î
ìI imagine,î said Eleanor, ìthat there are other systems operating in
parallel with your bodily modelling ñ for example, a model to monitor
how you are situated or placed in a room or under a tree, and another
to evaluate the social context of your activity. We can think that all
three, the bodily, situational and social models, are cooperating to
produce an embracing, composite model of what appears to us as
ërealityí.16 Where we experience ourselves to be is a function of the
current focus of attention arising in relation to biological needs,
situational challenges and social complexity. The system evaluates
any new issue that arises according to criteria, which may be either
innate or acquired through cultural experience. The system operates
as a whole providing us with the integrated ërealityí within which we
live ñ which we can now see is necessarily a virtual one. Much of the
monitoring process remains unconscious since only input relevant to
an ongoing issue need be ëobservedí, a process that allows for the
repression of painful thoughts and the neglect of unused memory.î
ìThe stability of our experience of reality may however not be derived
solely from our immediate perceptions but also constructed through
the re-creation of memories to fill in the picture,î said Jim. ì In ill



health or under drugs a distorted reality may be repaired, as Susan
Blackmore has suggested,17 by recourse to memories that help
reconstitute the appearance of a normal world. Our reality models are
essentially hypotheses, which are tested by actual experience in the
world and in society. The most effective in engaging the ëouterí world
become the assumed background within which we live. Furthermore,
they provide the basis for our sense of ourselves as unitary beings in
the world. Such an integrated model becomes the basis for being; we
experience ourselves directly as being that model not as having it.
This can only mean that the model itself is the experiencer ñ is
consciousness.î
ìYet there is more,î added the Buddha. ìHuman consciousness is
usually self aware; there is an awareness of awareness, ëmeta-
cognitioní as it is called, that underlies what enables me to say, ëI am
meí. There seems to be an observer of ëmy ëbeingí and this mental
division is presumably the great difference between most higher
mammals that lack language and ourselves. The capacity to be
ëreflexiveí in this way seems to be the basis for mental reification ñ
the seeing of self and things as objects in a world. We may argue
plausibly that objectifying experience preceded selfawareness and
that, once the recognition of self had arisen, the capacity to share
oneís own experiences with others became possible. The biological
and social value of being able to do so has been immense.î
ìIf the reality model is the basis for ëbeingí, we have some sort of
purchase on exploring its biological roots.î said Jim. ìWhat exactly is
the process that supports this cognition? Is it holistic or otherwise?
While the hard problem remains, at least we have some sort of a road
map with which to explore it.î

BRAIN, FRONT ENDS, BEHAVIOUR AND SOCIETY: ORIGINS OF SELF-
AWARENESS

After supper, the three friends took up their discussion again.

The Buddha began, ìMost investigators agree that the fundamental
context of human experience is undeniably the sense of self. Self,
culture and society are all mutually co-determining. We are seeking



therefore to understand the bases upon which this co-determination
rests and need to show how it arose. Recently, a set of evolutionary
stories have emerged that throw increasing light on this theme. All of
them assume that the cognitive processes of the brain underpin these
phenomena. We must therefore begin our exploration with the brain
and have another look at its evolution. Where did it come from?î

Jim replied, ìCephalisation, as Sir Arthur Sherrington called it, is the
start of the answer. 18 It means the formation of a head at the front
end of a mobile body. In the early days of evolution, single celled
organisms began to live together eventually creating animals of many
cells, multicellular organisms. As they became more efficient in
controlling both their internal processes and their exploitation of an
environment, cell assemblies formed tissues specialising in differing
functions: ingestion of food; digestion; elimination of waste;
respiration; reproduction through the production of germ cells; and
information processing. These are the characteristic means whereby
an animal processes its world, survives and reproduces.

ìMany early animals such as starfish, sea anemones, jellyfish, were
ëradially symmetricalí. They had nerve nets around the body
providing integrated behaviour focussed around a centrally located
mouth where food was ingested. Other animals became ëbilaterally
symmetricalí, movers with front and rear ends, sides, back and
underside. These animals developed sense organs at the front end
where food was captured or otherwise ingested. The simple sense
organs near the mouth linked to nerve ëgangliaí where the sensory
information about the outside world was integrated with inputs from
internal sources to produce behaviour efficient in feeding, attack,
escape and reproduction. Natural selection moulded both sense
organs and the nervous system to function appropriately in behaviour
in whatever the environment of adaptation might be.î

Eleanor took up the account. ìSo the brain developed at the front end
of mobile animals as an information processor relating bodily
movement to circumstances. Naturally enough, as life became more
complex, so the brain developed to cope with new needs. Genetically
based programmes controlling behaviour became organised as



neuronal ëmodulesí in the brain achieving the marvels of instinctive
behaviour ethologists study today. Later in evolution, it became
essential to respond to circumstances that changed frequently within
the lifetime of an organism. Genetic selection became too slow a
means of responding since it only happened between generations.
The innate, genetically controlled programmes became increasingly
open and filled in by learning, which could bring about behaviour
changes within the lifetime of an individual. These ëevolutionarily
flexible strategiesí remained restricted by their innate basis but, as
lifetime complexity, particularly of a social nature, developed, so the
acquired behaviour became predominant in the control of tactics.19

Animals living complex lives became more and more programmed
through their immediate lifetime experiences. In social animals, the
collective behaviour of groups began to yield simple forms of culture
found in many mammalian and some bird species but only finally
emerging fully as culture underpinned by language in humans. The
study of the emergence of culture has been a key focus in
Behavioural Ecology for the last forty years, while the main aim of a
research group calling themselves Evolutionary Psychologists has
been to determine the extent of genetically determined universals that
control behavioural expression.î

ìWe have already discussed,î Jim said, ìhow human experience,
including mental suffering, is formed within social relationships.
(Chapter 15). We need not be surprised to find that the main
selection pressures shaping culture and mental life occur within group
living. A key question concerns the origin of the especially large size
of the human brain; not only for its own interest but also in relation to
the consequences its evolution has had on other aspects of human
behaviour and culture. The brain is essentially a computer and it is
particularly the enlargement of the cerebral cortex concerned with
computation that is of that is of interest here. So what was the
enlarging brain computing?î

Eleanor joined in, ìYou know, Alison Jolly, a primatologist studying the
relatively primitive lemurs of Madagascar, wondered why they did
badly in laboratory intelligence tests when compared with monkeys.20



She guessed the answer might lie in the greater complexity of the
social lives of the monkeys requiring greater computing power and
hence greater intelligence, which could then generalise to laboratory
tasks. The more complex the social life ñ the larger the brain
perhaps?î

ì It seems so,î said Jim. ìThere are many complexities in social life
that need continuous monitoring and assessment. Primates, like
other animals, form groups largely because being in a group lessens
the probability that a predator will catch any one individual.
Relationships develop within such groups and alliances between
individuals may support their fitness through forms of altruism. Yet,
since cheating may occur, individuals must be able to recognise
friend from con-man or rival. Indeed, the function of intellect may
have originally been the manipulation of social relations to an
individualís advantage.21 Increasing intellect requires more computer
power; larger brains capable of ëmind readingí computing the likely
results of varying types of encounters with others. This idea is the
basis of the ësocial brainí hypothesis underlying much of the current
evolutionary theory of human mentality.î22

ìPrimate brains are indeed significantly larger than would be expected
by comparison with other mammals of similar size,î added Eleanor.
ìRecent studies have suggested that it was indeed an improved
ability to solve complex social problems that was the impetus for
increased brain size in Primates. Monkeys, baboons and apes live in
social groups of varied and complex organisation within which many
forms of coalition develop and change through time. As group size
enlarges, an individual has to keep track of its relatives, relate to
dominance hierarchies of perhaps several kinds, recognise grooming
companions, sustain alliances in reciprocal altruism with other
individuals and to be on the look out for social cheating. In groups,
individuals spend much time building and servicing relationships,
creating coalitions with important consequences for the reproductive
success of individuals. Cheating and manipulative strategies lead to
the emergence of counter measures to avoid being deceived or
cheated. Outwitting others, either in cheating or in the emergence of



counter measures, becomes an important activity for which
intelligence and big brains are needed.î

ìThe theory goes as follows,î said Jim addressing himself to the
Buddha. ìAmong Primates, the mean group size correlates with the
size of the cerebral hemispheres ñ suggesting that the bigger the
group the greater the complexity of social relations. Social complexity
correlates with social tension and primates reduce tension by
grooming one another. Increasing group size seems indeed to
correlate with increased time spent grooming ñ at the expense of
other activities. Now, while grooming may have originated in the
removal of ectoparasites, its high frequency and duration necessitate
a further explanation. Being groomed does seem positively
pleasurable to a primate and this may be due to the release of
endogenous opiates that alter mood and engender relaxation.
Individuals in larger groups spending more time grooming may be
releasing more opiates over a longer period, getting time out to relax
from the competitive business of social life. Yet so much time is spent
in doing this that the time available for other essential activities
becomes reduced to a limiting degree.23

ì In the case of early human ancestors, group size appears to have
risen so high that this conflict between spending time enjoying
tension ñ reducing grooming and the performance of other essential
activities may have become acute. The result would have been a
necessary restriction of grooming, which in turn would then have
restricted the group size to an emotionally tolerable level.
Calculations have suggested that this should limit human group size
to about 70 individuals. How then can humans sustain their actually
much larger basic groups of around 150? In theory at least, the stress
engendered by groups of such a size should lead to their
fragmentation. One idea suggests that language evolved from
grooming behaviour because it allowed easier negotiation of social
tension in large groups!î

ìOh yes, I remember,î said Eleanor, ìduring his field studies, Robin
Dunbar noticed that grooming Gelada baboons kept up a constant
muttering. The tones of the muttering by animals in close contact



expressed mood and emotional state so that information about an
animalís intention or state was becoming available to near-by
companions. Dunbar realised that, in very early humans, similar
muttering could have developed into signifying sounds and hence
become the origin of language. Calls containing information would
allow meaningful communication at a distance and could reach more
than one individual at a time. This means that social information
within a group could be broadcast around in a more extensive way
than any one-to one intimacy of grooming could ever allow.î

ìPlausibly therefore,î Jim broke in, ìlanguage would have evolved in
stages from group communication in contact calling to the spreading
of mood, attitude and intention and finally to the communication of
emotion and finally ideas through signifying sounds. Actually, fossil
evidence suggests helpfully that the anatomical features required for
the control of breath and tongue needed in speech appeared not
earlier than the earliest Homo sapiens communities, thus coinciding
with the great enlargement of the human neo-cortex of the brain.î

ìWhatís more,î added Eleanor excitedly, ìthere is suggestive, albeit
indirect, evidence for these ideas coming from the pattern of
conversations in human groups right here and now, among students
for example. Gossipy conversation is supported by laughter, a unique
human feature, which has an effect on the production of endogenous
opiates important in generating good mood and which also has a
positive effect on the immune system. Chatting together is good for
you. Yet, men talk differently when in the company of females than
when talking together in single ñ sex groups. Why? Could
conversation also facilitate behaviours associated with increasing
genetic fitness in competition with others?

ìArguably, the relative sizes of the human sexes suggest that humans
were originally mildly polygamous and that rules regarding
monogamy are later cultural impositions. In polygamous mammals,
the males display to attract females who look out for the most
impressive males bearing signs of high fitness ñ so called sexual
selection. It happens that in observed conversations women talk
together mainly about their personal relations while men speak with



one another more factually about tasks and processes. In groups
containing men and women, men usually talk more and women listen
more. Indeed, in some such groups it is quite difficult to get women
unaware of this fact to participate to the same extent as men.
Furthermore, when such student groups are discussing academic
subjects it tends to be the men who show off what knowledge they
have in disputation with one another. Some will be clearly better at
this than others; perhaps those that best imitate a favoured teacher!
Dunbar suggests humans may have developed ëconversational
lekkingí comparable to the lekking behaviour of birds or mammals in
which highly coloured males show off to females who quietly choose
which ones they prefer as mates! Conversation may thus not only be
a substitution for grooming but also a context for human sexual
selection.î24

ìMy goodness,î said the Buddha, ìthatís a fascinating idea! But what
about any understanding of oneís own behaviour in such situations?î
ìIndeed,î responded Eleanor, ìin social life it would be important for
an individual to distinguish between feelings expressing a response
to anotherís motivations and those arising from oneís own.25 This
would only be possible if individuals were aware of a distinction
between feelings arising from their own motivations and those evoked
by others. Selfawareness would be the way to do this. Nick
Humphrey has argued that such an ëinner eyeí observing the
processes of its own brain would allow an individual to understand by
analogy the feelings and hence intentions of others, a notion which
he tells us the philosopher Thomas Hobbes had had long before.26

The sense of self as an inner representation could have evolved
because of its utility in this way.î
Jim took up the point. ìCommunication would then be occurring
between individuals each of whom would be capable of
understanding each otherís self-understanding mutually. As speech
became a prime mode of communication, the words signifying I, me,
you, they, would have soon appeared as useful reifications to
facilitate communications ñ whether as intended truth statements or
false ones. Either way they would function effectively in the social
games upon which personal ëfitnessí now depended.



ìIn language, sounds have meaning ñ they refer to something. Within
the speech of a community they allow very effective communications
about things, intentions, doubts, policies ñ the stuff that social
competition and collaboration within culture is made of. The ëselfí
represents the bodyís strategies at a newly emerged level of social
interaction ñ culture. Dunbar has pointed out that once human beings
had evolved the mental processes that allowed the imputation of self,
concern for oneís own welfare became focussed through this
cognitive attribution rather than directly through responses to hunger,
satiation, sexual need or fear. With the development of language, the
concepts of ëIí or ëmeí could be verbalised and their concerns
opened to public discussion. On the one hand, the evolution of such a
device has enabled self-identifying humans to adapt and adjust
collectively to complex environmental and social situations with
extraordinary skill and speed. On the other hand, the self is subject to
delusions in which the relation between the inner world and outer
circumstances becomes tenuous. Where such delusions are
collective and heritable the potential for the emergence of
maladaptation is greater than for any other animal. Language threw
human cognition into an entirely new and often highly problematical
arena wherein illusion could function as the ëbasic faultí in human
adaptation to the world.î
ìExactly so,î murmured the Buddha.

REPLICATORS IN LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL CHANGE

In 1975, F.T Cloak pointed out that in behavioural development neural
mechanisms provide ëinstructionsí moving an individualís condition
from one state or stage to another. Such instructions may not only be
genetic, they can be cultural. Could there be cultural evolution as well
as biological? Innate programmes of behaviour in higher mammals
are flexible in that they are sufficiently open to include information
derived from present experience. Such a capacity promotes
adaptability through the speedy tracking of both environmental and
social changes. Once a species became capable of culture,
instructions take the form of ideas of which there were two kinds,
concepts in the mind and the social or physical products, written laws,



institutions, buildings, monuments that they create. This is an
important distinction in that physical structures have long endurance
and can, as it were, bring the past into the present. Ideas, Cloak
thought, could infect the mind somewhat like viruses and some could
provoke behaviour that might not be beneficial but actually harmful to
an individual or to its genetic fitness.27

Richard Dawkins took up this theme, pointing out that such cultural
instructions or ëmemesí as he called them, would be subject to
evolution through selection just as genes were. Any population of
replicating things showing variability, fecundity and differential viability
would be subject to selection and this was certainly true of memes. In
ëThe Extended Phenotypeí, he showed that a universal Darwinism
included cultural evolution through the selective elimination and
promotion of memes. Memes were the second replicators additional
to the genes. Dawkinsí contribution has had immense significance in
drawing the realm of culture within the fold of evolutionary theory. A
key issue at once became the manner in which cultural evolution
through the selection of replicating memes was related to genetic
selection in the determination of behaviour.28

In 1989 Richerson and Boyd provided a formal analysis of the way in
which the differential transmission of memes through learning and
education could occur.29 In any cultured population, they argue, there
is a range of ideas responsible for variations in behaviour. In each
generation, young people choose a variant by exhibiting a preference
for it. This may arise through the imitation of a performer, guidance
through education or other forms of personal influence or fashion.
There are three forms of preference:

Firstly, in what they call ëdirect biasí, choice is based upon an
individual judgement.
Secondly, choice may depend on the frequency of a variant and a
tendency to adopt the ideas of the majority through conformity: This
may be one reason for the maintenance of regional differences in
culture.
Thirdly, a variant may be favoured because some influential people,



classes or institutions have adopted it. Richerson and Boyd call this
ëindirect biasí. In such a case, choice is based on imitation arising
from social influence and not due to some perceived intrinsic value to
the individual. This is the case for what is known as ëfashioní but may
also include choice based on social coercion. Thus, state propaganda
for a just war, or through the demonisation of an ëenemyí, may alter
the frequency with which individuals perceive peace as essential
policy.
Their analysis shows that some cultural traits are of greater
significance to biology than others. The adoption of a meme may or
may not support an individualís fitness. Memes may be either anti-
natal or pro-natal, limiting birth rates or increasing them. For example,
in cases of indirect bias, people whose ideas may not support
parentsí concern with optimum reproduction may exert an influence
on them. A non-reproductive priesthood keen on celibacy may
promote imitation by others to bring about substantial decreases in
family size. Such an influence may occur irrespective of family
economics or welfare. Indirect bias through the fashionable influence
of others may effect many social variables including the behaviour of
men and women in marriage or other forms of partnership, family
structure, personal fecundity, gender preferences among offspring,
birth interval, rearing techniques, and inheritance rules. Male
chauvinism, excessive feminism (the ëSociety for Cutting up Mení!
),30 sexual orientation, militarism and educational, nutritional or
medical fashions all have effects on the demography of a population
and the ëfitnessí of its participants. Sometimes, indeed, an anti-natal
fashion may go into runaway mode so that the actual survival of a
population may be at risk. Where such occurs, Richerson and Boyd
suppose that constraints on such behaviour would soon be selected,
certainly at the genetic level, but the outcome would depend on time
scales. Genetic selection is a slow process; cultural selection can act
extremely fast. The vast casualties incurred by recent wars or ethnic
cleansing are a case in point. Populations may think themselves out
of existence through sheer stupidity or failures to adopt appropriate
means of exploiting the environmentñas in the case of the Viking
settlements in Greenland. There is no reason to suppose that human
beings are not capable of such actions for even recent history



demonstrates a capacity for it.
The three friends had become so absorbed in their discussion that
they agreed to meet again the following weekend. The Sunday
morning bloomed beautifully and the Buddha and his young
companions went for a long walk though the parks enjoying the
charm that London can exert on such a day. Pausing on a park bench
near the sparkling waters of the Serpentine, they resumed their
discussion.
ìYou know,î said Eleanor, ìthere is a lot of controversy about these
ëmemesí. In her book, ëThe Meme Machineí Susan Blackmore has
promoted their study to the level of a new science ñ ëmemeticsí.31 In
a brilliant set of deductions she uses meme theory to account for a
great many phenomena. Blackmore is nothing if not ambitious ëMy
aimí she tells us, ëis to show that many aspects of human nature are
explained far better by a theory of memetics than by any rival theory
yet availableí ñ and she includes brain size, origins of language,
talking and thinking, altruism and the Internet. Each chapter indeed
provides an exciting and provocative read and as a contribution to
ëuniversal Darwinismí her book is important, yet a number of
important criticisms have been directed at this perspective.î32

Jim took up the account. ìBlackmore bases her account in the
suggestion that imitation is the root of culture. Imitation provides the
replicability of memes. Culture consists in those themes that are
optimally imitated. Imitation is indeed especially well developed in
humans, being found in elementary form right from the babiesí first
few weeks. What we imitate, Blackmore argues, is the memes and
through this process, instructions to behave are passed down from
generation to generation and subject to selection through preferential
copying. An exploration of the history of ideas or the spread of
idiosyncrasies such as the reversed baseball cap reveals much about
how memes become popular and increase/decrease in frequency.
Humans find them of interest for one reason or another, and talk and
think about them. Some memes come to dominate our lives so much
that they influence our choice of lesser memes. If you are a Nazi, it
becomes easy to believe in the elimination of inferior beings such as
gypsies or Jews. If you are a Christian you seek to alleviate poverty
and be kind to people. Memes combine in meme-plexes, which



appear to drive our lives ñ they seem like viruses that infect us with
seeming good or ill.
ìBlackmore argues that once imitation evolved, the meme, a second
replicator additional to the gene, was born. As people began to copy
one another, she says, the highest quality memes, those with high
fidelity, fecundity and longevity, did the best. A spoken language
would then emerge from the success of copyable sounds that were
high in all three. The early speakers not only copied the best
speakers in their society but also mated with them, creating natural
selection pressures on the genes to produce brains that were even
better at spreading new memes. Memes and genes would then have
co-evolved to produce our species with its extraordinary properties of
a large brain and language.î33

Eleanor interrupted, ìMemes are certainly not ëjust a meaningless
metaphorí, as one critic has argued, but do they really provide ëthe
grand unifying theory we need to understand human natureí that
Blackmore believes memetics to be?
ìWhat exactly counts as a meme?î asked the Buddha.
ìYes ñ thereís the problem,î said Jim. ìVarious authors have included
rules, tunes, ideas, clothes, fashion, pottery skills, knowing how to
use a computer, the Odyssey, Beethovenís symphonies,
philosophical systems and many more. Blackmore argues that
anything passed on through imitation is a meme; in which case they
are a remarkably disparate lot. Blackmore treats the meme in a
manner that parallels Dawkinsí thinking on the selfish gene. The
ëmemeí like the ëgeneí is an abstract term that allows theorising
based on a unifying concept, a unit. But can the same theory apply to
Kantís philosophy as it does to reversed baseball caps? Such ideas
function at very different levels of meaning and have very different
functional effects in human life. To lump them altogether under a
common term is equivalent to bracketing an ecosystem together with
a worm because both in differing senses are alive. Memetics
proposes an analysis based on an extreme abstraction ñ and here we
begin to encounter problems.î
Eleanor joined in, ìBlackmore adopts what she calls ëthe memes eye
viewí. What must a meme do to get itself copied? One possibility is
that it will encourage the growth of a bigger and better vehicle ñ brain



size. Language increases the flow of memes and the probability of
their being copied, the Internet likewise. These developments are
therefore driven by the memes. Memes cause their evolution. The
argument here parallels the ìgenetic gambitî in which, although no
analysis of itís actual mode of expression has been made, the gene is
considered causal in an adaptationist argument. But, whereas genes
have more or less identifiable properties, memes might be anything.
ìThe memetic gambitîseems to be based on air. First of all ñ can a
meme have a ëmemeís eye viewí? Does it have intentionality? Of
course not ñ and Blackmore actually says so. Just as genes are
chemicals that get selected so memes are signifiers that are imitated.
They themselves are totally neutral. If a gene or meme is selected it
passes on and replicates. It was in this neutral sense that Dawkins
used the term ëselfishí. Yet, Blackmore, with her ëmemes eyeí hat
on, insists ñ ëMemes spread themselves around indiscriminately
without regard to whether they are useful, neutral or positively
harmful to usí ñ or again ñ ëGenes fight it out to get into the next
generation and in the process biological design comes about. Memes
fight it out to get passed into another brain or book or object.í In many
such expressions, Blackmore appears to be talking not at all about
neutral signifiers but rather, succumbing to the intentionality implicit in
the ëselfishí metaphor, she writes as if memes had intentions. The
language is teleological. She adds purposiveness to what she has
described as inert and then speaks of ëmeme drivingí rather than
meme selection and ignores whatever it is in human nature that
drives choice in imitating anything. The chosen is put in the place of
the chooser; the cart is driving the horse. What we need here is an
analysis of how, when and why imitation occurs and that depends on
human nature and by no means only on the flux of ideas.î
ìAgreed,î said Jim. ìMeme talk, like much of gene talk, treats memes
like genes as discrete units, sometimes combining as in ëmeme
plexesí, but units none the less. Yet, in discussing current
evolutionary theory (Chapter 14), we have concluded that a much
more systemic or holistic thinking is needed. Similarly, in all this
meme talk, there is a failure to understand that words and concepts
actually work systemically ñ and this failure undermines the
argument.



ìThe father of linguistics, Ferdinand de Saussure, had the vital insight
that words could not be understood merely by their reference but
primarily by their difference. The word ëtableí has meaning not so
much by referring to this object in the centre of the room but by the
fact that the word differentiates that object from other items in the
same class, chairs, stools, beds, carpets, bureaus, and such like.
Words are always related systemically within sets of other words and
the sets of words relate to one another in the same way. By
extension, philosophers see that the same is true of the meanings of
words, meanings relate to other meanings through their difference
rather than any discrete identification. Words are signs comprising
two aspects ñ the signifier ñ the pronounced sound- and the signified.
If you hear the word ëtableí alone you might think of an item of
furniture, a mountain in South Africa, a summary of train arrivals and
departures, or the data presented for a statistical analysis. Without
context, meaning cannot be given. In addition, as Julia Kristeva has
argued, conversation between speakers involves a sharing of the
contexts of thought that differ for each speaker. A word may mean
something different in each. The creation of meaning is worked out
between them. The acknowledgement of meaning is thus ëdeferredí
until this negotiation reaches an agreed conclusion through deferral,
or ëdeferanceí, as philosopher Derrida puts it in French, punningly.î
Eleanor took up the argument. ìThis must be the basis for Mary
Midgelyís critical point that ëthought and culture are not the sort of
thing that can have distinct units at all. They do not have a granular
structure for the same reason that ocean currents do not have one ñ
namely because they are not stuffs but patternsí. 34 While, as Ed
Wilson stresses,35 the careful creation of appropriate terminology is
vital in all science and especially in the defining of units fundamental
for analysis ñ particularly mathematical analysis, mistakes are made
when abstract terms are used to reify a phenomenon in a way to
which they are not suited. An analysis that splits patterns of
movement within difference and deferral up into abstract, ultimately
metaphysical units can only be misleading. The hiving off of memes
from motivations neglects the humanity underlining choice and
imitation and this requires a much more precise examination.î
ìPerhaps the way out of these dilemmas is to consider the way in



which ideas actually move in society,î suggested the Buddha.
ìYes indeed,î said Eleanor. ìSerge Moscovici in Paris has provided
such a study. He examined the way in which the key ideas of
psychoanalysis had filtered into ordinary Parisian conversations,
womenís magazines and church publications.36 He found a
replication of ëmemesí with a vengeance. Psychoanalytical ideas
were selected by people who found them useful in expressing new
thoughts about social relations, and this in spite of the fact that the
actual theory of Freud was little or not at all understood by the users
of such terms as ëunconsciousí, ërepressedí, ëOedipus complexí
and so on. People were thinking with borrowed terms, the origins of
which they mostly did not understand. Furthermore, some Freudian
terms had been selected in this way and others not. Why? Probably it
became fashionable to speak of oneís motivations in a classy way
enhancing self-esteem and status through ëbeing with ití ñ an
example of ëindirect biasí. A similar story comes from California with
the spread in conversation of ëpsychobabbleí emanating originally
from psychotherapists consulting rooms. Such new modes of self-
expression were not so much ëmeme drivení as selected by their
users for a range of social rewards.î
ìMoscovici went on to develop a theory of ësocial representationí,î
said Jim. ìA social representation comprises ideas, images and
metaphors constructed by people in the course of understanding
some event. It expresses an attitude and is used in discourse to
present a case. An attitude towards something, immigration, say, is
shaped by the way the movement of peoples is conceived, being
affected by images, memories and hearsay concerning class, colour,
unemployment, and political stances of left or right. The offering of a
specific opinion, and hence the taking of a stand, is more dependent
on how a topic is socially represented than upon any ëobjectiveí
knowledge of the phenomenon.
ìSocial representations arise in the constant exchange of views in all
sorts of social and media events and provide a common currency for
discussion and communication. They are of course the meat of the
advertising world. Where coherent views arise, they may form the
roots of collective prejudice or conversely, liberality. By contrast, when
people with divergent representations interact, disputes are likely to



arise and participants may quickly turn to mutual rejection,
discrimination or violence.
ìYou know, for example, as organic farming has become popular, so
the products are vividly advertised with rural images of sunshine and
green fields bursting with crops often irrespective of any detailed
examination of benefits to health. Similarly, new experiences are
anchored by linking them to the way similar experiences are
represented or, alternatively, split off as divergent from them. The
whole process is continuously dynamic and one in which the
difference in shades of meaning of words and terms and their deferral
during communication play major roles. Ideas are not fixed, like
words they may mutate or slide in meaning. Indeed they are often not
so much selected as transformed in the course of social interactions
and shifting contexts.î
ìAnother way of understanding ideas,î Eleanor went on, ìis through
ëdiscourse analysisí or ëdiscursive psychologyí. Here conversational
or political speech is dissected to perceive what the intention behind
various forms of address might be. People have ëstakesí in projects
and use words and phrases in complex ways to achieve ends or
sustain positions whether rhetorical or social. Again, here the choice
of ideas used in such expressions is guided by strategies to achieve
either stated or disguised goals. The ideas do not drive the process,
they are manipulated for very human reasons, rank, esteem, forms of
advantage, some of which may indeed result in shifts in personal
ëfitnessí, others may not, or may even have negative effects at the
biological level. These research programmes reveal how ideas
actually function in human communication, attitude formation and
stake holding. Where ideas may appear to be in the driving seat is
where they are used to promote or coerce others into certain forms of
behaviour. The ideas may seem to be driving the historical process,
as in the growth of capitalism or communism, or the conservatism of
religions, but closer examination reveals the all too human
motivations that lie behind such changes. If we want to uncover the
prime movers in social change, empirical research such as this is of
greater use than metaphysical assertions concerning the possible
value of a new fangled abstraction.î
Jim responded, ìAnother example of the way in which cultural



changes may arise comes from work on group membership. Positive
or negative representations of oneís own in relation to othersí groups
can affect well being and reproductive success. Immediately after
World War II, Henri Tajfel worked to help restore young Jews to
normal life in France, a process necessitating an understanding of
racial prejudice and guilt. 37 Moving to Britain he continued his
research as Professor of Social Psychology in Bristol University
combining an experimental, laboratory approach with fieldwork that
led to theoretical insights.î
Eleanor followed on. ìTajfel argued that social representations and
other forms of categorisation form the basis for ascribing identity to
oneself through membership of a particular race, group, faction or
class in society. Physical markers or ways of speech may be used to
differentiate between groups and these are incorporated as parts of a
memberís identity. There is an arbitrariness about this. Brown skin,
for example, is a noticeable boundary marker while brown eyes are
not. Quite small criteria come to differentiate between ëusí and
ëthemí. Individuals express themselves in society by recognising
identity in socially defined and variously biased ways. Encounter
group facilitators, for example, know that powerful intergroup effects
can be created simply by dividing a group into two for as little as an
hour even when such a division is not done in any way to arouse
antagonism. When antagonism between groups is deliberately
aroused, as in famous experiments in boyís camps, the effects in the
community are deep and far reaching.38

ìTajfel showed that individuals evaluate the groups into which they
categorise themselves in either positive or in negative terms. Where
participation in a group does not contribute positively to a personís
sense of identity, he or she will tend to seek membership of a different
group that will confer a more positive value to self. If however, due to
prejudice, such a move is not possible that same person may fight
strongly for the rights of the group to which they are confined.
The main point is that the perception of a relative deprivation between
groups will start someone either on a course that changes his own
social identity or which will engage him in activities that shift the
social situation of his group as a whole in the direction of increasing
its perceived value in society at large. In the first case, he shows



ësocial mobilityí, in the second he provokes ësocial changeí. In cases
where barriers to changing identity are high, as when social mobility
is prevented by racial prejudice or political reasons, then the
perception of deprivation increases and desire for social action to
change the situation is generated. By contrast, where few barriers to
mobility exist, dissatisfied individuals tend to move into new worlds
wherever possible. Generally speaking, members of minorities tend
to move towards the majority when positive valuation may seem to lie
there. Such actions and such mobility may have major effects on
personal well-being and ultimately perhaps also on genetic fitness.î
The Buddha joined in. ìSo feelings of deprivation are feelings of
failure which may arise irrespective of the actual material or economic
base. Both positive and negative expectancies can arise from
comparisons that may be based on almost any distinguishable
attribute of one group compared with another. Feelings of deprivation
will continue so long as unfulfilled expectancies are supported by a
sense of grievance or a feeling for their legitimacy. Indeed the
process of history must consist largely in mobility and change
occurring in response to social comparisons of this kind and the
factors that generate it. In the case of ëinferiorí groups, a perception
of grievance legitimates the sense of deprivation and the urge to
action; in groups already undergoing change, it justifies the moves
under weigh; and in ësuperiorí or dominant groups, it legitimates the
defence of the status quo seen to be under threat: ñ think of Northern
Ireland, South Africa or Israel.
ìOne cannot split ideology, including of course its distorted forms,
from the basics of social perception. Current problems arising from
Islamic terrorism need to be examined in these terms and are unlikely
to change until better understanding emerges. Ideas arising from
deprivation undoubtedly drive action in such situations but these in
turn arise from the basic urges of human nature for status, esteem
and conditions fit for reproduction and the manner in which these are
socially conceived.î
ìAnd the story is not complete yet,î added Jim addressing the
Buddha. ìWe can understand that all this complexity arose with the
need of our ancestors to compute advantages and disadvantages
within social life but we need to know also that the changes arising



from bigger brains did not have merely social effects among adults.
They initiated a whole set of integrated biological developments
connected with human birth and the suffering that arises in
connection with parenthood. ëLife is Sufferingí began very early.î

PROBLEMS WITH BIG BRAINS

The development of the bigger skull produced problems that
necessitated further evolutionary adaptation. Compared with other
primates, human babies are very under-developed at birth. Whereas
Great Ape babiesí brains are half grown at birth, humans are only
one quarter developed. Human babies thus need to complete their
brain growth outside the womb over a long period. Indeed, it takes a
year for brain growth to be completed and in the meantime, the baby
is totally vulnerable and dependent on the mother.

The reason for this exceptionally early birth lies in the shape and size
of the womanís pelvis. Bipedal walking evolved early in the hominid
line and for this a rather bowl shaped pelvis shorter than the longer
pelvis of apes was required. The dramatic increase in brain size at a
point long after humans had become fully adapted to bipedal
locomotion created something of a problem. Some sort of
evolutionary compromise was required to deal with ìthe eye watering
prospect of trying to squeeze an ever larger head through an ever
smaller hole.î39

Compromise was achieved in two ways. Womenís hips are wider
than menís and in fact, womenís locomotor capacity, especially in
running, is less. But the main compromise lay in giving birth to the
baby while its head was still small and flexible. This meant birth when
the baby was otherwise incapable of independent life. From a primate
perspective, human babies are born prematurely, indeed only just at
the point when they can survive outside the womb. This early birth,
with total dependency of baby on mother, necessarily has major
effects on the motherís behaviour because the obligatory care of
babies, toddlers and children imposes limits on the motherís
alternative behavioural possibilities. The conflict is not only in terms of



time available for other ëprofessionalí activities such as we see in
modern culture, but poses fundamental problems in conflicts over
biological fitness.

Eleanor was discussing the consequences of all this ìAccording to the
evolutionary paradigm, any behaviour by mothers that promotes the
biological fitness of children should be progressively selected. Even
so, the value of a motherís investment in any one child is related to
the probability that it will survive to reproductive age and itself
produce children. In theory, if the conditions for bearing or rearing a
child do not support this probability, the mother may well abandon a
pregnancy or even a born child. Yet, theory also argues that, from the
childís point of view ñ and in opposition to the motherís ñ the baby
will seek to maximise its own chances of survival and reproduction.
There is thus an inevitable, underlying conflict of interest in the
relationship between mother and baby and this begins in the womb.
Do you know that between 30-75% of pregnancies are spontaneously
aborted during the first fortnight of life?40 This appears to be due to
the selective elimination by the womanís body of low quality foetuses:
the mother is however not personally aware of the process.

ìFor a pregnancy to be sustained, high levels of the hormone
progesterone produced by the corpus luteum of the mother are
needed. Progesterone production from this source decreases two
weeks after the release of the egg and to sustain the pregnancy the
embryo must itself produce a hormone to stop the regression of the
corpus luteum and thereby sustain progesterone levels. If the
released egg has not been fertilised, the corpus luteum naturally
degenerates, reducing progesterone until the lining of the uterus is
shed in menstruation. If, after fertilisation, the growing embryo fails to
sustain the supportive womb, it is itself lost. An endocrine failure by
the embryo probably signals its poor biological quality predicting a
poor chance of survival or poor postnatal health. The motherís body
consequently ejects it. Additionally, if the motherís health is poor, the
embryo may be unable to sustain its uterine support so that the
mother, by losing the baby, recovers her health; the condition of



which may of course have been due to economic and other family
circumstances.î41

ìThatís a remarkable set of safeguards,î remarked the Buddha.

Eleanor continued, ìFurthermore, a child born into a family is
immediately faced by the fact that a mother has to distribute her care
among her children. We have already seen that maternal styles of
attention and care deeply effect intimacy and trust between the
mother and child with consequent effects on the childís mental
development. A woman can enhance her genetic fitness by adjusting
the level of her investments in her several children thereby increasing
the likely survival and reproductive success of a favoured, healthy
child. In opposition to this, each child may be expected to seek to
maximise the care they receive from mother even at the expense of
their siblings. By ensuring its own reproduction, a child would pass on
more of its genes to the next generation than would be the case
through the reproduction of its brothers or sisters, each of whom
carries only half of its genes. There is an inevitable conflict between
the fitness interests of mother and child and between siblings.î

ì Is this really so?î asked the Buddha.
ìSurprisingly,î continued Eleanor, ìresearch shows that children
brought up within the same family are more dissimilar to each other
than
they are to any two unrelated children selected at random. This
counterintuitive finding suggests that within the family there are
conflicts between
siblings causing different styles of behaviour to emerge. Some works
suggest that parents treat each offspring differently, thereby pushing
them
into contrasting developmental trajectories. 42 Initial differences in
ability
will favour one child over another so that the less able in one respect
has
to find its own focus of ability in order to attract a share of parental
investment. First-born children tend to be more conforming,
responsible



and antagonistic than later born children who are more imaginative,
flexible and rebellious.43 Older children behave in a manner that
retains
their advantages over later born siblings by emphasising family
stability in
support of parents. Younger children adopt more diverse and
imaginative
ways of coping with family tension and retaining parental support. It
seems
likely that this differentiation may reduce sibling rivalry by giving each
child its own parent ñ attracting realm of competence. Family life
encourages divergent developmental trajectories by which children
may find success in life. There are also indications44 that suggest
younger children seek support outside of the family through
friendships more than elder ones do. There is little doubt that as
children grow, the peer group becomes as important to their
development and differentiation as
does parental care.î
Jim added, ìParents indeed commonly encourage high levels of
achievement in their children. Plausibly the way parents bias their
encouragement of their children to achieve educational success
varies
according to the family context.45 Where the future is uncertain,
parents
may opt to have children more quickly. Evolutionarily speaking, the
amount of effort invested in any particular offspring is likely to depend
on how probable it is that such effort will be translated into
grandchildren.
Under circumstances of tragic poverty this may mean that an optimal
parental strategy is to invest nothing at all in a particular offspring
once it
is born.î
ìSeems extraordinary!î The Buddha remarked.
ìWell,î said Jim, ìinfanticide is actually an extremely widespread
phenomenon found in almost all human societies.46 This seems odd
when the basic Darwinian argument emphasises parental care in
achieving



reproductive success; indeed love of children is a prime characteristic
of
human life. The widespread occurrence of infanticide suggests there
is
more to this than the mere carelessness of leaving a baby in a
handbag on
the Brighton line!
ìInfanticide has three main causes: male doubts about paternity, poor
offspring quality and poor economic resources. Whereas a woman
can
always be sure that a baby is her own, this is not the case for a man.
All other
things being equal, men seem less willing to invest in the care of a
child
fathered by someone else. Men need reassurance that a child is
theirs
before being willing to invest in its care. Guaranteeing paternal
certainty
is a main theme in many traditional societies. The insistence that
women
should be virgins on marriage, arranged marriage before puberty, the
confinement of women as in the harems of the wealthy, unattractive
clothing for married women and other crueller practices such as
Chinese
foot binding preventing a woman walking more than a few yards and
clitoridectomy to reduce a womanís interest in sex, are all devices
whereby
a husband can be more secure in the belief that a child will be or has
been
fathered by him.î
Eleanor added, ìIt is interesting that mothers in Western maternity
wards often say the babyís features resemble the fatherís whereas
neutral
observers are more likely to see the mother in the child. Mothers
suggest a baby resembles Dad especially when he is present ñ
perhaps in order to reassure the father of his paternity and thus to
encourage his emotional and economic investment in its well-being.



Whether this is conscious on
the motherís part or not has not been researched.î
ìIn some cultures,î said Jim, ì failures of virginity tests at marriage can
lead to abandonment of the marriage, disgrace for a girlís family
and make it unlikely that the girl will ever find a husband. Illegitimate
pregnancies may also cause disgrace not only to a woman but also to
her
family and relatives. In some cultures, women disgraced in this way
may be
in danger of their lives. Of course, the difficulty of rearing a child
under
any of these circumstances encourages abandonment of an
unwanted
baby. Infanticide may also occur when a baby is deformed in some
way or
had an unusual birth or when events of ill omen occur around the
time of
birth; all circumstances that would lead a mother to assume
consciously or
unconsciously that raising the child to adulthood with any possibility
of it
reproducing was unlikely or impossible.î
ìUnusually low birth weight or the arrival of twins may put a strain on
a
womanís capacity to lactate,î added Eleanor, ìand there are figures in
the
medical literature showing that one of a twin often dies young,
plausibly
sacrificed in some way by maltreatment or neglect so that the other
may survive. Poverty or crisis situations may make it better to
terminate
investment, conserve resources and await conditions when offspring
survival would be more likely. Both eighteenth century and
contemporary
abortion rates suggest women may suspend reproduction pending
the
arrival of better circumstances. The loss of a baby following the death



of a
husband and prior to courting another man may increase a womanís
attraction, as she would be unburdened from responsibilities the man
may not wish to share. And of course her child would be carrying
none of
his genes.î
Jim continued the story. ìA contrasting situation develops when family
circumstances can support many children and there is pressure on
wives
to produce them. In such strongly ëpronatalí families, rapid serial
conceptions put pressure on the womanís physical capabilities in
rearing
and lactating and wet nurses may then be employed. While the
parents
remain solicitous for the welfare of such children, employing wet
nurses
does the work needed to raise them and governesses or tutors are
employed, as the children get older. Aristocratic families were often
strongly pronatal in this way to ensure the succession of wealth. One
Duchess of Leicester, for example, gave birth to her first child at the
age
of sixteen and her twenty first and last at the age of forty-six!î
ìFurthermore,î added Eleanor, ìas competition for good wet nurses
developed between wealthy families, the quality of care became less
and late born children suffered. Once an heir and a spare son had
arrived, later boys might be sent to wet nurses elsewhere on the
estate or further a-field, their care then being unmonitored by the
parents. In Germany, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the
mortality of infant sons who had three or more elder brothers was
double that of earlier born sons! Wet nursing evidently increases
reproductive success but also leads to reduced investment in children
seen as surplus to family requirement.î47

SOURCES OF SUFFERING AND EVIL

The Buddha reflected that these studies show quite clearly that
conflicts of interest rooted in the contrasting means whereby parents



and children consciously or unconsciously endeavour to maximise
their inclusive fitness through reproductive success play a major role
underpinning the circumstances of child rearing. He had also learnt
that much adult mental suffering is rooted in mental conflict arising
primarily in the earliest years of relationship with mother and that
fatherís attitudes play a further complicating role. It seemed to him
that we might soon be in a position to assemble a more general
theory whereby the human experience of suffering is seen to have a
biological basis in the conflicts of interest they had been discussing.
Many of these conflicts, he realised, are expressed in the holding of
attitudes and the adoption of ideas or ideologies that mediate
between social and biological levels. He began to see why the self
has to go through such a stressful process before it can reach a more
or less balanced adult life. Suffering was not so much a
maladaptation as a consequence of compromises forced upon
mother and child in biological evolution.

As they took a break, the Buddha looked out of the window pondering
what they had been discussing. Suffering, as he had long ago known,
was clearly an intrinsic part of human life but a specific form of human
suffering was mental rather than merely physical. The mental aspect
arises in relation to the self, perceived as a unitary being ñ the
subject of experience. As a growing child begins to conceive its ëselfí,
it is subjected to all the situational pressures arising from the
necessities of rearing. No wonder the self is often distorted into
bizarre forms of self-protection through repression, defence and
denial. Consciousness of self is to varying degrees always painful.
Not to suffer is thought of as ëgoodí, he contemplated, and we
humans spend much time, money, intellectual endeavour and
philosophical speculation in avoiding hurtful or psychologically
damaging experiences. Suffering in itself cannot however reasonably
be called ëevilí ñ it is simply unavoidable.
The Buddha returned to his companions. ìWhat then is evil?î he
asked. Jim responded, ìPerhaps the most open definition would be to
say that

any action deliberately undertaken to cause another suffering is the
root of evil. For example, the down treading of rivals to an extent that



is not merely the resolution of competition but intended to eliminate
them in shame, disgrace, suicide or murder involves the suspension
of empathy to a degree that merits the term. Empathy is the positive
side of childcare and fellow feeling, which allows cooperative
endeavour, joy and a feel for the worth-whileness of life. To deny such
experience totally to another is in all cultures considered an evil
thing.î

ìYet, you know there is more!î added Eleanor. ìThe extraordinary
willingness of some humans to inflict cruelty, the terrible cases of
serial killers and their methods of torture. We must consider the
institution of cruelty in circumstances of ethnic or political ëcleansingí
and the forms of military inquisition in Nazi Germany, Cambodia,
Serbia, Dhafur and prisons in Iraq.î

Jim said, ìMost mammals have means whereby competition is
regulated so that an opponent lives to tell the tale. Dogs in particular
can stop a punishing fight by rolling on their backs in surrender. The
victor simply stops fighting and lets the fallen go. Even where males
of certain mammalian species take over harems and destroy the
offspring of the preceding owner, the killing is direct and not practiced
as cruelty. It has therefore been with surprise and some horror that
male chimpanzees have been found capable of cruelty in the
mutilation of rivals and that this has once been extended to the
murder of a human child that happened to get in the way.î

ìHow so?î asked the Buddha.
ìChimpanzees live in groups of males and females in which
dominance hierarchies and alliances determine mating success.
Chimps are not
primarily predators but some populations do hunt monkeys for meat
and
share it between them. With increases in population density, rivalries
develop between neighbouring groups of males ñ mainly in relation to
territory but also in relation to access to females. Recently a gang of
males
has been found attacking and mutilating to death a defeated rival
male,



tearing its flesh and beating it in clear attempts to inflict pain. Many
such
cases have occurred in the community of apes living in the Gombe
Stream
Reserve made famous by the pioneering studies of Jane Goodall.48

She
had found that one way of acclimatising the chimps to her presence
was to
feed them. Regular banana feeding became the means to important
discoveries through direct observations of animals habituated to
human
presence. However, the feeding stations became places of violent
competition and it has been suggested that the provision of locatable
food in this way has been the cause of social disruption based on
severe fighting in food competition. At first, it seemed that other
groups without such provisioning showed far fewer incidents of this
sort but new research suggests the problem to be quite general. It
may therefore not be the case that the killing of rivals relates solely to
human interference but to be
more generally related to the density of a population. Research
continues.î Eleanor pointed out, ìSome primatologists49 have been
struck by the
willingness of some chimps to torture another. They point out that
fighting
of this kind need not involve cruelty, so why does it occur? In his
ëdemonic
maleí hypothesis, Richard Wrangham suggests that it is the chimpsí
advanced abilities in being able to know themselves through a degree
of
self consciousness that is responsible for such behaviour. An animal
that
can empathise with the feelings of another through the projection of a
knowledge of its own feelings, can also know what another feels in
situations of both affinity and enmity. It seems that over many years in
intensified situations of food or territorial competition, Chimpanzees
may develop an emotion of hate for their rivals encouraging them to
indulge in a satisfaction of knowingly inflicting pain when a rival had



been defeated.
ìIt is far from certain how far this hypothesis can be generalised to
apes
in general or attributed only to males but a disturbing insight has
arisen.
Our very human ability to empathise and understand the feelings of
others
may be the root of hate-filled behaviour that deliberately inflicts
cruelty in
the destruction of another. Where this arises there is no doubt about
the
dangers of ëevilí ñ because we do not know the horizon beyond
which this
dehumanising tendency may lead. So far, we have had the Nazi
genocides,
Cambodia, 9/11, Beslan and Bali.
No doubt there is much more to come, as horror and its emotional
effect becomes a weapon of terrorists and defending governments
forget
their human responsibilities in reprisals.î
ìThere is an extraordinary paradox here,î remarked Jim. ì It is
precisely the capacity for empathy that psychologists believe allows
the expression of vicarious altruism. The ëempathy-altruismí
hypothesis states
that observation of anotherís suffering stimulates feelings of
sympathy,
compassion and tenderness as an empathic emotion. Tests suggest
that
these responses are not based in some selfish motivation. We have
then
the extraordinary proposal that our capacity to empathise with the
feelings of others underpins both cruelty and kindness Rooted in our
human
nature is a profound ambivalence. We need to understand what it is
that
tilts our behaviour one way or the other.50

ìWe are indeed tragic beings,î said the Buddha.



CONCLUSION
The Buddha lay in bed reflecting on the dayís long conversations. In
his First and Second Noble Truths, all those centuries ago, he had
argued that life was suffering and that suffering was due to desire.
These stories of contemporary discoveries concerning the
development of the human mind through infancy with all its struggles
seemed to him to fill out the picture in an extraordinary way. The
origins of the mind in developing a self involved motivations ensuring
survival and also success in reproduction. The story of how these
motivations had evolved seemed remarkably clear. These were
indeed the roots of desire. Together with the fear of loosing itself,
either because of social abandonment or finally through death, these
experiences of self constructed the patterns of human suffering. Yet
how complex was human society! Warfare and competition were
endemic and arose always from the need to gain wealth or superiority
in one form or another. Value was placed on money because of what
it could buy ñ eventually survival and reproductive security. Religion
with its illusions of ultimate safety was dangerous to oppose. Anger
arises out of fear that a faith may die and with it the meaning given to
oneself. These social fears and ambitions were rooted in the values
humans held. The very capacity for empathy with others seems to lie
at the root of both cruelty and kindness. Was wealth a good thing?
Was Jesus or Mohammed the greater prophet? When was a freedom
fighter a terrorist? The holding of contrasting values lies at the root of
such disputes. And the deepest of these concerns the argument
about how to run the world.
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17
ECONOMICS AND ETHICS

The Buddha was becoming restless. He was gaining a clear picture
of the extraordinary results of scientific investigation in the modern
world but it was giving him an uneasy feeling that he had slipped off
the road of his initial enquiry. Why was this? He pondered. He came
to realise that his prime interest now lay in finding out what were the
values people held and by which they led their lives. It was here that
he felt a great difference from his own time. There was little spiritual



orientation such as he had known in ancient India. Such religions as
there were, he thought, hardly reached the level of spirituality already
developed in India before his time. While science and psychological
enquiry were providing an amazingly detailed map of human origins,
behaviour and experience, none of it told people how best to live.
There were few value judgements within the modern stoicism of
scholars upon which to base a path of wisdom ñ although the truthful
authenticity of many was certainly a start. Description and analysis,
however penetrating, show people what they are but not how it would
be wise to be. Many of the causes of suffering were known but a root
insight concerning what to do about it appeared lacking or confused.

The Buddha remembered that in his Third Noble Truth he had argued
that the suffering inherent in life arose through desires and
attachments and that these might be relieved through abandoning
such attractions. He remembered sitting under a tree in the Subhaga
Grove near Ukkattha in northern India giving a sermon to his monks.1
He had argued that the holding of all sorts of opinions about gods,
oneís own being, experiences of the everyday and spiritual practices
as personal properties led to a selfcentred delight that would
inevitably lead to defence of views, strife and therefore suffering. This
was all due to a failure in understanding, he had told his hearers. The
wise had discovered that when this sense of selfish possession was
abandoned an awakening to freedom occurred, and the suffering
from such causes could be set aside. He smiled when he
remembered that those present had not been delighted. Could it be
that they had understood. He had taught that the way to let go of self-
concerning opinion was through no killing, no stealing, no lying, no
harsh speech, and for monks he had included no sex and no
intoxicants. If someoneís ethics were based upon such constraints
and upon their further application to daily affairs much happiness
would result.

He saw that the holding of views and opinions as ëmineí or ëyoursí
lay at the root of much strife and hate. If that had been true of his
time, no doubt it was still true today. But what exactly were the views
that people now held. Knowledge, he saw, was providing the world
with powerful technologies for both creation and destruction but little



wisdom concerning how to apply them and this seemed to be yielding
more harm than good. In his heart, he felt the alienation stalking the
streets in the escapism of so many people: their search for sensation;
drug addiction; alcoholic fantasy; anxiety from provoking news
bulletins; false identifications and endless tourism. People seemed to
be living in some sort of drugged denial. A quest for origins was all
very well, but to what action could it lead? He decided to look more
closely at the more recent history of our times, the values that control
current society and the life of citizens.

In his own life he had had experience of politics, had indeed acted as
consultant to rulers of his time, and had observed the transitions in
government from small quasi ërepublicaní systems with rudimentary
democracy to authoritarian monarchies that were eventually to
became vast empires. The motive for the growth and expansion of
states had been control of resources for the production of
commodities and trade. Economics and the ambition of kings lay at
the root of such historical changes, at the very root of political action.
The values of people had moved away from those of pastoralism with
spiritual security towards conquest, gain and expansion. So what of
the present era? He set to work to find out.

When Jim heard of the direction the Buddhaís enquiry was taking, he
doubted his own competence in this area and decided to invite an old
friend to join them. Professor Jeremy Humberger was a colleague of
his old supervisor in university; an economist by training, he was also
a bit of a philosopher. When they next met, Jim brought him along.
The Buddha observed this rather wizened little man with an untidy
goatee beard and sharp gaze with interest. He suspected a critical
intellegence and a polished scepticism that he sensed would be
helpful. He offered coffee and asked him to tell them about the
movement of ideas in the recent history of values.

ìYou must know for a startî, began Professor Humberger, ìthere are
several ways of describing history. One is to prepare an account in
terms of the values and actions of leading personalities, the
sequence of emperors, kings, queens or prime ministers, presidents
of great powers, generals, statesmen, philosophers, divines or



writers. Here we see portrayed the outcome of skill, wisdom or folly
as deployed by individuals in their time. We may call such an
approach, which focuses on individual singularities, an ëactioní
theory. An alternative approach is to examine history in the light of
changes in economics, social systems, culture, ethics or technology,
that is to say in terms of processes not persons. Many processes
relate together and co-determine one another so that such an
analysis tends to become increasingly holistic. Examination may
uncover underlying or hidden themes often needing a quite abstract
analysis. This approach may be termed ëmotioní theory.2

ìThese two approaches are essentially contrasting perspectives for
clearly the one need not antagonise the other. In some periods of
history great personalities have stamped their imprint on their times to
an outstanding degree whether for good or ill, others have had long
term influences for many years after their short lives have come to a
premature close, but always the condition of the times, economic and
technological, belief systems and psychology have also played critical
roles in determining historical outcomes. Since the industrial
revolution, the complexities of economics, the geography of supply
and demand and the power of regional ideologies have played a
particularly predominant role. Individual actors seem caged and their
influence more predetermined by circumstance than before. Recent
history indeed suggests that the significance of individuals is being
steadily eroded by the role of abstractions deriving from machine
intelligence within huge, multinational industrial complexes. Even now
however the person may exert a critical influence in institutional
change: Ford in the development of American capitalism; Gorbachov
in the last years of the Soviet Union; Thatcher in shifting the attitudes
of a nation; George W Bush in unwisely invading Iraq without an exit
strategy.î

The professor was getting into his stride: he sipped his coffee.
ìAnyone who has lived through the last fifty years,î he went on,
having re-captured his audience, ìhas been aware of accelerating
socio-cultural change on a global scale, much of it profoundly
unsettling to established values. No longer are the worldís regions
largely independent from one another, all are increasingly tied



together by an ever expanding and ramifying system of finance
which, beginning in the West, has spawned powerful interconnected
yet competitive variants in other regions. Old stabilities, values and
assumptions are being undermined at an ever-increasing rate. Major
political shifts involving changes in regional ideologies have tilted the
threat to civilisation away from an atomic war between superpowers
to the increasing threat from international terrorism, ecological
contamination, over-exploitation of non-renewable resources and a
failure to manage world poverty. National identity itself becomes
increasingly meaningless in a world of regional unifications financed
by trans-national capital. People are often confused as to where they
belong, to what do they owe loyalty; Britain or Europe say.î

THE EMERGENCE OF POST MODERNITY
Jim felt they needed to explore economics as a useful approach to
ideology. ìA major theme preoccupying a number of contemporary
thinkers,î he interrupted, ìis the shift from ëmoderní to ëpost-moderní
culture; a turn that has moved us from one style of economic
determinism

to another with concomitant cultural and philosophical changes. Can
we have a look at the processes of culture change in terms of
underlying economic determinants? That would surely be a motion
theory approach of considerable power and persuasiveness?î3

ìYes, indeed,î said Humberger. ìWe are living through profound
changes in the nature of Western capitalism, which, since the
industrial revolution, has become the predominant culture of the
entire globe. These dynamic, financial and commercial processes
drive the cultural shifts through which we are living and also lead to
the increasingly severe environmental problems still lacking
resolution and becoming ever more menacing. In spite of the
triumphant success of the capitalist mode of production, the
fundamental contradictions inherent within it, as first analysed by Karl
Marx, are still untamed and exert profoundly destructive effects on
may aspects of human life.4 Whether contemporary capitalism also
has a latent potential for overcoming the very problems it creates is
the greatest issue of our time.î



ìWhat are these contradictions?î asked the Buddha.
ìWell,î said the Professor, ìthe three prime characteristics of
capitalism interfere with one another. Lets have a look at them and
gain a basic
understanding. The first we call ëGrowth orientationí. Capitalist
production requires growth to function. This is because the capital
accumulation upon which further investment is based depends upon
profit. Within the commercial world, company shareholders, from
whom
the capital for an enterprise comes, are required to provide continuing
investment upon which further growth-oriented production depends.
Shareholders are encouraged to do this by being provided with a
dividend that comes from profit on their investments. It follows that
the monetary value of the labour used to produce commodities must
be less than the sale value of the product. Furthermore, since welfare
provision by modern states is based in the taxation of profit, the very
existence of social services
of all kinds is rooted in the success of the capitalist endeavour. ìThen
there is ëLabour exploitationí. The successful sale of
commodities depends on their being attractive to customers and this
is
sustained by development and novelty. Growth is vital if the system is
to be
self-sustaining and this necessitates a difference between wages to
workers
and the value creation of the process. Since the spin off from profit
goes
to the ownership of companies, a class differential between labour
and ownership is inevitable. There will always be a struggle between
the
maximisation of wages by labour and the company seeking to
maximise
profit through the control of labour.
ìThirdly, there is ëCompetitioní. Companies compete in commodity
markets. Any company that can produce a cheaper commodity of
comparable utility than others will achieve the higher turnover upon
which profit depends. Technological advances and organisational



changes
in production aim not only at products that are more effective but also
cheaper prices, a process necessarily focussing on the reduction of
labour
costs. Conversely, of course, labour, traditionally led by union activity,
seeks to maintain its standard of living by resisting both technological
innovation and organisational changes because these may lower
income
and reduce the size of a work force ñ and hence union strength. ìThe
contradictions within the process arise because the interaction of
these three factors tends to produce an alternation between periods
of
successful capital accumulation through the successful sale of
products
with labour demands under control, and periods when poor selling
products
accumulate unsold, both capital and labour lie idle and
unemployment
reigns. If the cost of a commodity rises, sales fall, production exceeds
demand
and eventually drops, labour is laid off and companies move to
introduce
further technological and organisational fixes. When unsold products
accumulate excessively throughout a market, a major recession
develops as
happened around 1930 on a more or less worldwide scale.î ìAll this
began with the Industrial Revolution, I suppose,î said Jim.
ìThe development of industrial manufacturing in Britain in the
nineteenth century coincided with the enclosure of public lands by
private
property. Large numbers of country folk lost rights to common
pasturage
and were forced off their land and into poverty. These people formed
a
large resource for industrial labour recruited to the emerging
factories.
In time they formed a whole class unknown before; a distinctive



stratum
in the body politic ñ the ëworking classí.î
ìYes,î continued the Professor. ìThe economic system of the industrial
revolution spawned a culture based on class divisions quite unknown
previously. New ways of life and social consciousness emerged in the
early
twentieth century based upon the new class relations. One could say
the
capitalist captains of industry were ruthless in their quest for gain
while the
workers on whom they relied sought a fair share of the pie. The
production
system known as Fordism, after Henry Fordís giant automobile works
at
Detroit, yielded a ëmoderní culture characterised by a marked
simplification
of architectural style to suit the functionalism of the system, huge
factories
emerged, vast assembly lines with individuals performing robotic
tasks.
Huge financial institutions developed, magisterial bank and office
buildings, skyscrapers, high-rise blocks and formal estates. The
countryside,
now regimented by railway lines, motorways and system agriculture
became
increasingly a dormitory land for the cities. The underlying concern
with
ever more comfortable styles of life was satisfied through a science
delighting
in nuclear power, chemical fertilisers and fixes of all kinds. The
rationalist
values of the humanist ëenlightenmentí generally held an optimistic
sway
with hopes for a changed world, removal of poverty and new styles of
living.
All this generated a rationality cleaning up the untidiness of old
regional



ways of doing things through rigidifying codes deriving from capital
necessity. Inevitably a reaction set in with resistance to the
machineñlike
mould into which culture was falling, identical airports world wide, city
centres increasingly interchangeable and global class problems.
ìTriggered by periodic financial crises the early reaction to ëmoderní
capitalism was essentially romantic whether fascist or communist.
Fascism
emphasised the place, the volk, the locality, and negated the
universalism
of the enlighten- ment thrust. Communism, emphasising the class
struggle,
the inherent exploitation of labour and the critique of monopolism,
failed,
as did fascism, to create a democratic system of government and,
lacking
popular legitimacy, degenerated into proletarian dictatorships which
meant, Stalin, Mao and others even worse. Soviet gigantism
paralleled
that of the capitalist world but lacked the dynamism to sustain it. Yet,
in
spite of the immensity of the struggle between orthodox market
capitalism
and these alternatives, the conflict may in retrospect be seen to have
been
a sideshow in comparison to the playing out within capitalism of its
own
contradictions between competitive growth and over-accumulation.î
ìSo how effective was this capitalist system, then?î asked the
Buddha. ìIn spite of periodic setbacks, some of them serious such as
World War
II, the capitalist system between the ending of the 1930ís depression
and
the 1970s was generally expansive and recessions were controlled
by
careful state-organised balancing of capital accumulation and labour
needs



rooted in the ideas of John Maynard Keynes. For most of the period,
vast potential markets existed within expanding economies at home
and abroad and the low cost of raw materials under global
colonialism greatly assisted the industrial powers. Ways out of
recession have been traditionally associated with devaluation, debt
rescheduling, retooling of the production mechanisms and the placing
of excess capital in other parts of the world where new foci of
capitalist expansion could be kick started and pump primed from
outside, the hoped-for benefits pushed into the future. As new crises
loomed in the 1970ís, the Fordist and Keynesian solutions no longer
seemed to work as before. The conditions which brought about
changes at this time were very complex and are
perhaps still not completely understood.î
ìThe triggering circumstances,î said Jim, ìincluded the exhausting
expenditure of U.S.A. in the demoralising and unsuccessful Vietnam
conflict, dollar devaluation and the OPEC inspired rise in the price of
oil
but a major underlying factor must have been the very success of
capitalism
in becoming totally global with the consequence that spatial
expansion as
a solution to over-accumulation ceased to be an effective response to
crisis ñ especially since old colonial territories were now independent
states. The response took the form of ëflexible accumulationí in many
shapes and guises that recall to mind some biological responses to
density
dependence (Chapter 2 ). All these changes underpinned the cultural
shifts known as ëpost modernityí.î
ìWhat do you mean by a more flexible accumulation?î asked the
Buddha.
Humberger took up the thread, ì Flexible accumulation is a change
within the system whereby the gigantism and mechanistic structuring
of
old capitalism gives way to smaller scale networking in production,
subcontracting, diversification of products and processes, multiple
company
goals rather than single ones and looser more democratic, even



idiosyncratic, organisational control with more participative and less
authoritarian leadership. Labour becomes associated with profit
taking
through new forms of company ownership and management through
a
more flexible and enforceable relation with unions. Economics wider
in
scope than in scale becomes the norm, standardisation gives place to
smaller batch production, which is driven by demand rather than
resource
availability. Labour focuses on learning multiple tasks, less robotic
work
and the payment of wages is made more personal and anchored less
in
fixed rates for invariant jobs. On-the-job learning becomes typical as
industries adapt more easily to new demands and situations.î ìThe
cultural spin off parallels these flexibilities,î said Jim. ìAs the
economic scene became more diverse and complex, so did culture.
Old
rigidities of class, ethnicity and gender opened up as diversification
proceeded and as teenagers and women became increasingly part of
the network of commerce especially in the media, entertainment and
service industries. Art picked up on the break down of rigidities and
reflected it in chaos of varying styles. All ideological assumptions
became questioned and ephemeral personal values were often
adopted through identification with briefly noteworthy celebrities,
short-lived fads and fantasies. A myriad of life styles and gender
variants emerged as ëpermissiveí culture becomes
increasingly on line with the new economics.î
ìFurthermore,î went on Humberger, ìphilosophy itself ëdeconstructsí
to the extent that no certainties remain other than the fun of criticising
texts. When the only resources for thought are found to be the fallible
texts of outdated certainties, the consequence is a rampant relativism
wherein any belief, religion, ideology or idea is as good as any other.
No
basis for value remains since all values have the same value, doing
oneís



own thing. Science, in spite of remaining the mainstay of the entire
structure, gets a bad name since the values of scientists remain
largely
those of an outdated modernism. Vaguely defined ënew paradigmsí
are
in, their exponents usually quite ignorant of their origins in orthodox
laboratories, cybernetics, holism and participative enquiry. In the
superficial religiosity of our time, romantic evangelism and New Age
spirituality spawn old superstitions in new guises.î
ìSounds like chaos!î remarked the Buddha.
ì Not far off it!î said Jim. ìAll this ferment, anchored in changing
economic practices, has led to a great increase in personal liberty
and
expression for many, yet such freedom is also associated with
profound
uncertainty. Old role models and institutions, church, school, royalty,
seem increasingly irrelevant in a churning world of high personal
mobility,
reduced communal values, image making, the attempt to fix oneself
somewhere if only for a moment. Heavy investments in the image
industries, advertisement, news selection, soap opera creation and
media
promotion have led to a distortion of culture through an increasing
monetisation. Mini-cultures spawn around the elaborate, empty
intellectualisms of clique members talking to one another and selling
their chat. Culture becomes something to buy rather than something
created by the cultured. Statistical surveys of public opinion influence
the way political ideas are presented and trust is lost as ëspiní
prevails.
The gutter press undermines values by catering to the literally vulgar
tastes of a semi-literate majority making the sophisticated appear
fools or
fuddy duddy. Young fogies are in and just as quickly out, and false
consciousness of all sorts appears together with imitation antiquity,
every
local bar becoming an Elizabethan inn with plastic oak beams and
inglenooks filled with gas-fired logs. In Britain, a fashion for excessive



boozing has lead to violent street encounters when the pubs empty at
closing time. Young males resenting the successes of hard working,
bright young women and a social climate favouring feminism, act out
gross, often violent behaviour, in a crude, self-defeating culture of
ëladismí, which some of their crudely dressed mols seem to
appreciate. Virtual reality blossoming on new television technology
provides a dreamtime in which image-identifying persons float in a
maze of projections ultimately
controlled by commercial monitors.î
ìAnd in the background,î Jim continued, ìwith looming menace, are
the results of continued planetary denudation due to the unrestricted
exploitation of non-renewable resources and the accumulation of
planetary waste. Coupled with the ecological crisis in some areas is
permanent, politically tolerated, unemployment. The technological
complexity of electronic commerce has meant that the employed earn
excellent wages and a wealth driven lifestyle while the demand for
complex skills has meant that the unskilled become the unwanted.
The
result has been the rapid emergence of an underclass, the poverty-
blighted,
street-sleeping, cardboard-box housed population of disaffected
individuals who, failing to make it in the system, have nowhere to go,
nothing to identify with and no money for comfort: a situation naturally
at
its worst when the market goes down. Furthermore, while many of the
unemployed are well educated, often with fine degrees from
universities
that remain excellent if under-funded, many belong to ethnic
communities
resulting from immigrations of questionable wisdom in earlier times of
economic prosperity. Look at me ñ I suppose I should still be hob-
nobbing
with the mangkas in Piraeus!î
Humberger added, mournfully, ìWe have watched the imagined,
nightmare cities of a not distant future shape up on television screens
where vast buildings of international corporations, paying fat salaries
to



jet setting computer skilled executives, overlook burgeoning street
scenes
where small scale entrepreneurs come and go. Back of the streets
drift
the unemployed, the criminals, the addicts, in an ever increasingly
resentful mass bursting out in joy riding and police bashing
expeditions.
Itís us or itís them and one day may be them if only they could find
out
how. And that is only one of the new nightmares. Islamic terrorists
riding
in on immigration become a permanent worry. At least they have
some
values!î
ìSo what are politicians doing to stop this rot?î asked the Buddha.
ìSadly,î replied Humberger, ìmany, perhaps the majority, are in thrall
to the demands of trans-national capital or the military-industrial
complexes of great nations. Others are trapped in short-term
administrations subject to periodic elections in which they have to
satisfy poorly educated voters subject to all sorts of whims and
prejudices. Yet there are some, along with the liberal intelligentsia in
general, who are deeply concerned with these tragedies. Some fine
politicians are trying but mostly failing. At least the newspapers often
do a good job in keeping opinion on the boil and effectively exposing
corporate corruption.î

GLOBALIZATION
The social phenomena the friends had been discussing relate
particularly to the developed nation states, U.S.A., Europe, Japan,
but the effects of change are felt world wide. The world seems to be
shrinking; an event in New York rapidly has effects in Kuala Lumpur
or Tokyo. This experience of global shrinkage is known as
ëglobalizationí, a phenomenon with many aspects. In particular, the
development of methods of global transportation and communication
have been so transformed that monetary transactions can occur
through the internet almost as soon as thought about and the delivery
of goods and materials achieved within time periods never imagined
in previous ages. More than anything else, these effects of



technology have speeded up economic and financial affairs so that
changes in these domains influence social life with an increasing
rapidity. The mobility of people increases as they respond to new
opportunities in places distant from home. Far-away places talk to
one another within minutes. A few hours flying takes one across the
planet. Components of products can be produced in far-apart
locations on different continents and transported quickly to an
assembly point. Money can flood a market one day and drain it the
next. Manfred Steger sums it up as ëa multidimensional set of social
processes that create, multiply, stretch and intensify worldwide
interdependencies and exchanges while at the same time fostering a
growing awareness of deepening connections between the local and
the distant.í

Humberger was saying, ìWe should not however consider
globalization to be a new phenomenon. Ever since mankind emerged
from Africa, one kind of global spread or another has been going on.
It seems to be an inevitable consequence of human biological and
technological success in taming the original planetary wilderness.
The growth of vast medieval empires created regions of unified
control containing safe routes for trade and exchange. Relative
stability in Central Asia allowed the appearance of the Silk Roads
connecting China with Persia, India, Rome and medieval Europe.
Safer shipping and navigational aids, together with spectacular naval
victories over Holland and France, allowed the maritime empire of the
British to link the furthest points of the globe across the oceans. The
development of air travel made maritime dominance irrelevant. The
aeroplane fuses the nations of todayís world into one great
interdependency. It is the speed of change that makes the post-
modern globalization into a historically unique phenomenon. The
prime effect is financial, making some unbelievably rich but the poor
even poorer.î

ìYet the powers that comprise the new world order do remain nation
states.î said Jim. ìHistorically, these states are a relatively new
phenomena replacing the archaic patterning of loosely defined
empires. In 1648, the Treaty of Westphalia brought to an end the
disastrous Thirty Years War that ravaged the European continent in



the names of Roman Catholicism and Protestantism. Underpinning
the treaty was the acknowledgement that Europe was divided into
sovereign, territorial states over which no superior authority or
convention ruled. Each state made its own laws and methods of
settling disputes. Newly created international law aimed to establish
enduring relations between states but only in so far as to allow each
to continue on its own way. Cross border conflict was a matter for the
contestants to sort out and were usually settled by force not at all
regulated by external agreement. It was understood that some states
were bigger than others but again no authority regarding the
balancing of their transactions was established. In other words, states
could do as they liked but were expected to minimise conflict. Not
surprisingly, the system broke down with the increasing competition
between European states seeking to establish empires outside
Europe that would ensure resources and control markets in an ever-
growing industrialised competition. In addition, there was the gradual
merger of nations into rivalling blocks of treaty states. After the two
world wars, the League of Nations and the United Nations have
sought to create a system of agreed international law that would
provide a super-ordinate, conventional authority within the rules of
which nations would conduct their affairs peaceably with one
another.î

ìUnfortunately,î Humberger joined in, ìin the early 1930s great
economic depressions in Europe and America brought down the
entire capitalist dominated world. At the same time, the vengeful
terms of the Versailles treaty concluding World War I produced a
severe social and economic crisis in Germany, which, together with
deep resentment, was one of the causes for the rise of Nazi Germany
and World War II. The victorious powers in 1945 took it upon
themselves to create a worldwide economic system that would
balance the worldís economies so that such a catastrophe could not
occur again. Under the leadership of the United States and Great
Britain, national representatives met in the small New England town
of Bretton Woods in 1944 and drew up the agreement intended to
regulate international economic relations and commerce for the
future. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank
were charged to carry out this task.



ìThe newly created IMF believed there was a need for collective effort
by states at a global level to ensure that a worldwide depression did
not develop. Depressions originate when there is insufficient demand
for the products of economic activity. Over accumulation follows with
resultant cut back in the work force, unemployment and the rest. John
Maynard Keynes, the Cambridge economist, had seen that to offset a
drop in demand a government could stimulate an economy by itself
instituting new and original projects. This could be done in many
ways including the cutting of taxes, lowering interest rates and
increasing government expenditure. Keynesí detailed arguments
were not simple and have undergone revision to account for the
delays in response that may occur ñ but essentially his basic formula
holds. The IMF therefore initially drew up policies whereby nation
states showing downturns would stimulate their economies to prevent
a collapse that would have inevitably affected their trading partners
and potentially spread world wide. The IMF itself could provide funds
to enable an upturn to be generated.î

ìThe problem was that in the 1980ís a shift in economic theory
became influential in response to accumulating world problems,î
added Jim. ìThe new theory argued that markets were best left to
themselves and would automatically recover. For example, it was
supposed that when cars overaccumulate and workers are laid off,
distress undoubtedly arises, but, once the market has fallen
sufficiently, sales of new and cheaper cars will get going again and all
will be well.î

The professor broke in, ìThis of course assumes that the
manufacturer has funds to do the necessary research and
development ñ which may not be the case. Reaganite and
Thatcherite policies were based on such themes and the IMF was
converted to such a view. Funds would now only be given to
countries if they raised taxes or interest rates, which had the effect of
accelerating a downturn that should in theory hopefully lead to a rapid
recovery. Essentially this meant that when a poor country dearly
needed finance to boost its local economy it could only do so once it
had bottomed out. The effects socially and financially have commonly
been disastrous.î



Humberger continued, ìThese shifts in economic policy were
associated with two other innovations strongly supported by the IMF;
market and financial liberalisation. Market liberalisation means that all
countries open their borders to trade and cease maintaining tariffs to
protect their own products. While this has permitted many companies
to invest abroad and produce products more cheaply in areas where
labour costs are lowñand so boost employment there at least for a
time, it has also meant that big producers can sell their products in
small countries at lower prices than local producers who therefore go
out of business while the prime earnings go abroad.

ìFinancial liberalisation means that a countryís currency market is
opened in a similar way. An investor can then buy units of, say, a
South Asian currency at one price and sell it at a profit if its value
rises. When the currency value is low, money pours in and, as it rises,
pours out again. A South Asian investor, say, can keep his money in
dollars until his currency falls when he can perhaps buy a lot of it in
risky expectation of an upturn. The result, given electronic
communication, can mean almost instantaneous flows of great sums
of money around the world and contingent instability. An example: on
the strength of the market huge development projects arose in South
Asia, mammoth buildings etc. When the money drained away, the
market fell, properties remained unfinished or unoccupied and the
firms that built them, together with the smaller banks that had loaned
to them, went bankrupt. The social consequences, especially for the
middle classes and those they employ, can in such cases be
disastrous. The wily investors meanwhile, in far off New York,
London, Tokyo or Frankfurt, may make millions.î

ìA book I have found especially helpful here,î said Jim, ìis Joseph
Stiglitzí Globalisation and its discontents. Of all people, he ought to
know what he is talking about. He is a Nobel Laureate in economics,
one time chief economist to the World Bank, its senior vice president
till January 2000 and a member of President Clintonís Council of
Economic Advisors. He describes in admirably clear detail the
alarming march of economic misapplications throughout the globe
since the 1980s that lie at the root of widespread distress and
resentment.î5



ìOf course,î intruded Humberger, ìyou must understand that
globalization in itself is not bad. Opening up international trade has
helped many countries grow far more quickly than they would
otherwise have done. International trade helps economic
development when a countryís exports drive its growth. Export led
growth was the centre piece of industrial policy that enriched much of
Asia and left millions of people there better off. Because of
globalization many people in the world now live longer than before
and their standard of living is far better.î

ìIndeed,î replied Jim, ìglobalization has in some respects done much
good and retains its promise but, as Stiglitz argues, the policies
followed, both by developed states and by the IMF since the
abandonment of a basically Keynesian philosophy, have been deeply
flawed and the current lack of trust world wide, as demonstrated in
the mass protests at the Seattle meeting of the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) and again in Genoa in 2001, is fully justified.î

ìI agree,î said the Professor. ìYou see the chief beneficiaries of global
economics in recent decades have not been nation states but the
huge trans-national corporations (TNCs). These vast companies of
limited liability compete in world markets through takes-over of lesser
competitors, their collections of titles covering many types of
commerce and their chief executives and directors earning
astronomically vast salaries. The liberalisation of trade and finance
serves their interests perfectly, allowing them to move whole
industries around the globe following geographical shifts in financial
circumstances. It is extraordinary how vast these TNCs have
become. The biggest 500 of them account for 70% of world trade.
Mitsubishi is larger financially than Indonesia, General Motors than
Denmark and Wal* Mart than Israel. Salaries of high officials of these
vast commercial empires commonly exceed the incomes of small
nations.

ìIn common with all capitalist enterprises, these mega-firms must
grow through profits and set out to shape the market so as to exclude
or reduce the impact of competitors. This means not only controlling
or influencing the media in their favour but also pressurising and



maybe bribing small governments to allow legislation, contracts and
ecological policies that favour their interests. In addition, through the
trade and financial liberalisation policies of the IMF, they can enforce
the entry of their products onto small states whose own producers
thereby fall by the wayside. Furthermore and again grossly unfairly,
their influence on the governments of the developed nations leads
them to support tariffs and controls that exclude products of
developing nations from finding a competitive market in precisely
those regions where money could be made. Unfair, discriminatory
trade laws and a failure, so far, of plans for debt relief, underpin the
continuing poverty of much of the not-very-well developing world.î

ìSo who controls a TNC and who is responsible for the effects of their
business operations and economic policies?î asked the Buddha.
ìIn a sense, the answer has to be no one,î responded Humberger. ìA
TNC is an economic machine within which the management is totally
embedded. A TNC exists to pay dividends to its shareholders. These
people mostly invest indirectly through their stockbrokers and unit
trust managers; many probably do not even know where their shares
are held. Unless they make a critical investigation into the ethics of
their investment policy they leave the whole vast machine to run
along on its own ñ maximising, competing, controlling exploiting,
virtually automatically in response to shifts in world financing.
Reading their newspapers, shareholders may tut tut with distress but
they have no power to slow the advance of the steamroller in which
they hold a tiny share. The IMF is actually paid for by the global
taxpayer but the controlling authority is the United States. Stiglitzís
book reveals a band of ideologues in charge committed to faulty
opinions and seemingly ignorant of the best understandings of
economic theory. Furthermore, there are court cases in process
attempting to deal with extraordinary corruption in high places ñ most
seriously but not exclusively in U.S.A. An unresolved question is
whether the IMF and the TNCs could operate in a different, more
socially conscious and globally responsible manner. The answer must
of course be Yes, but how?
ì For example, IMF advice and the hypocrisy of TNCs led to the wilful
imposition of market policy on Russia leading to a massive failure in
that countryís recovery from the collapse of the Soviet system. By



contrast, comparative study shows that states that refused to follow
IMF-advised policies emerged more strongly from their crises than
those states that did so. While the Czechs followed IMF advice,
Poland did not and benefited the most. India and China both had their
own capital controls and escaped the ravages of the global economic
crisis. Stiglitz tells us that while developing countries with ëliberalisedí
capital markets actually saw their incomes decline, India grew at a
rate in excess of 5 per cent and China at close to 8 per cent. This is
remarkable given the overall slowdown in world growth, and trade in
particular, during this period. China achieved this by following the
prescriptions of economic orthodoxyñthatñ is when faced with an
economic downturn respond with expansionary macroeconomic
policy. The judgement is damning.î
Jim continued the discussion, ìJoseph Stiglitz points up a number of
trends that would make a positive difference and which need to be
incorporated in a more Keynesian approach to the support of state
economies. Given the dangers of capital market liberalisation,
interventions through the banking and taxation systems are important
to limit short-term capital flows. Provisions for rapid restructuring after
bankruptcies would allow a quicker recovery. Big bailouts should be
avoided since they are so often used to pay back creditors rather
than financing recovery. Banking regulation to prevent excessive or
unwise loans is essential. Developing countries need to develop
means of insurance against fluctuations in the international capital
markets and to improve safety nets of all sorts. Financial policy needs
to be related much more closely to social and cultural processes at
stake and here local understanding is likely to be of greater import
than that of bureaucrats in a Washington office.î
ìIndeed!î confirmed Humberger, ìthere needs to be a return to basic
economic principles. The IMF needs to return to its original mandate
of providing funds to restore demand in countries facing an economic
recession. Countries in the developing world repeatedly ask why,
when the United States faces a downturn, does the IMF argue for
expansionary fiscal and monetary policy, and yet when they
themselves face a downturn, just the opposite is demanded. The
smell of hypocrisy is not easily dispersed.î6
ìThese economic issues are compounded by the changing power



structure of the world,î said Jim. ìFor a time, we saw the emergence
of vibrant economies in SE Asia, the retreat of an economically
unbalanced United States exhausted by military competition with the
USSR and overspent in the Vietnam War, and the slow and
problematic re-awakening of Europe beset by renewed ethnic
problems. The Western World seemed to have lost its hegemony of
influence, even if it retained a very expensive military strength often
poorly deployed as in Vietnam, Afghanistan, Bosnia and Somalia.
Local problems were subtle and did not respond to Western pressure,
as they tended to do in the days of the Cold War. Meanwhile China
grew and grew. And then came Saddam Husseinís invasion of Kuwait
and the onset of the Iraq saga. In spite of internal economic
problems, U.S.A. had built up an unrivalled military technology and
emerged as the sole global ësuper power. The world began to
depend on the wisdom of this giant which, given its history of
democracy, freedom of opportunity and so on, might have been
expected to be positive. Sadly, this was not so. The dubious election
of George W. Bush showed that, far from being a democracy, U.S.A
has become a form of plutocracy where the exhorbitantly rich backed
by industrial interest groups can raise huge sums virtually controlling
the media to buy the presidency. And in U.S.A., the governing party
of the President has enormous powers. The Republicans, a party
boosted by self-interested business institutions, some of them highly
corrupt, included so called ëneo-conservativeí elements believing that
the whole world could now become the play space for American
wealth. Decisions to go to war with Iraq unsupported by the United
Nations were falsely based on the supposed intellegence firstly that
Saddam supported terrorism and secondly, that Saddam held stocks
of Weapons of Mass Destruction that could threaten the Western
world. The whole justification for war made by Blair in Britain to a
resistant public and House of Commons seems clearly based in
cleverly disguised lies, not errors. Horrible as Saddamís regime was,
it was no actual threat to the West, indeed to a degree it provided a
shield from the much more dangerous terrorism emanating from
Islamic fundamentalists.î
ìSo why the war?î asked the Buddha. ìWas it the Bush familyís
revenge, was it oil, or was it simply a stage in a developing American



economic imperialism?î
Jim replied, ìTheories, especially conspiracy theories, abound for
historians to sort out. Claiming the right to make a pre-emptive strike
outside the authority of the United Nations, the USA is now shown to
have done so without even the intellegence to support the case. The
prime result is the picture of an overweening superpower ignoring the
world forum of the United Nations, going it almost alone, making a
fool of itself in the eyes of shrewder old hands in the diplomatic game,
bedding itself down with no exit strategy in the unending strife of civic
terrorism in Iraq itself and making little progress in controlling the
global terrorism of the Wahabists. The British are right to enquire why
their Prime Minister, tagging on to Bushís coat-tails, also led them
down this muddy track.î
ìMeanwhile,î added the professor,ìthe terrorism responsible for the
9.11 catastrophe in New York continues, only partially subdued by the
unfinished conflict in Afghanistan. While the fundamentalism of the
Wahabist minority within Islam is the root source of this suicidal
destructiveness, the whole Islamic world remains disturbed. A prime
cause, apart from its older memories of European imperialism, lies in
the Western, particularly American, failure to do anything about
Palestine. While the Israeli state has a right to its existence, the
Israelis have to realise that Israel is essentially the last Western
colonial project in an Arab land. Careful and empathetic negotiation
between Israelis and Palestinians is the only way out of this problem
but neither the Israeli government nor its American supporters know
how to act or remain unwilling to respond appropriately to
suggestions on offer. Faced by Israeli power and dominance, the
Palestinians remain understandably defiant and intransigent. The
continuing chaos, the underlying ignorance and suspicion of the
Muslim world by the West, the Arabs own failure to develop
democratic institutions and the rumbling competition for control of oil,
all sustain a political scenario within which terrorism will continue to
thrive and the traditional freedoms of Western citizenry reduced.
There will soon be no place that US tourists can safely go!î
ìIt seems,î the Buddha said, ìthat at the heart of the matter also lies
the increasingly self-critical suspicion within the thinking public that
Western ways are in some sense wicked. What could be more wicked



than the destruction of the precious rain forests, the ozone layer, the
dumping of vicious pollutants in the third world, and the existence of
vast food reserves only a few hours flying time from desperate
starvation? What could be more selfish than the policies of the TNCís
and the concern of the IMF that international loans be paid back even
before an economy has righted itself. There are those who can see
that Islamic fundamentalism has gained strength precisely on the
back of Western prejudice. The failure to meet these challenges
suggests a profound lack of appropriate values in the Western world,
an awareness that creates deep unease: cheating; lying; theft; gross
hypocrisy; ethnic cleansing; and sexual fantasy appear
institutionalised increasingly in our habitual forms of thought and
presented in the Western media almost as norms. Yet, in the wings,
remain the old moral injunctions awaiting some new expression. How
do you think a new world ethic can come into being?î
ìThere is much in what you say,î rejoined Humberger, ìYet we should
not give way to too much doom and gloom. There are many
departments of government and Non-Governmental Organisations
(NGOs) that are struggling to meet major world challenges of poverty,
hunger and famine, slavery, sexual exploitation, terrorism, conflict and
environmental, destruction all over the world.7 Some of them operate
with a self-denying idealism that I am sure you would only praise. The
Médecins sans Frontiérs charity, in particular, does exceptional work
under dire conditions employing selfless doctors of great courage.
Even so, I have to agree that the underlining philosophy for most
such works is an instrumentalism, a search for practical solutions that
leaves underlying issues of the conflicting values of the varying
worldviews untouched. The world is too small to continue to support
such endless conflict. We are indeed in need of an overarching
perspective with which all those capable of influence can agree.î

SOURCES FOR ETHICS

The Buddha was dining once again at the Islington restaurant. It was
late night coffee time and Jim joined him at table as the last
customers were departing.



ìSpeaking of ethics, we might ask how our great ethical systems
developed in the first place,î Jim began. ìThe appearance of ethical
systems in the conduct of social behaviour is without doubt a
hallmark of humanity. Almost all higher animals show rules whereby
social organisation is maintained but these ethological rules lack self-
reflective and mutually discussed controls. The origin of consciously
deliberated systems and indeed of human morality in general, has
become an important topic of recent discussion ñ much of it
necessarily speculative8. A recent compilation of essays9 provides a
new view on the origins of cultural restraint. Morality and ethics
depend on the holding of values and any escape from contemporary
dilemmas depends very much on how human values are created and
from what base.î

ì What can we say about the evolutionary origin of morality that may
show whether we have some innate basis for the creation of ethics or
not?î asked the Buddha.

ìThere are some fresh ideas coming up,î replied Jim. ìChristopher
Boehm is director of the Jane Goodall Research Centre in the
University of Southern California. He has worked with chimpanzees
both in the wild at the Gombe Stream Reserve and with the detailed
behavioural records and film kept at the centre. He has also
conducted field research with Navajo Indians and Serbs. Throughout,
his interest has focussed on conflict resolution and moral evolution.
He looks for plausible origins in the theoretical ancestor common to
Chimpanzees, Bonobos and Human. These three species are very
closely related and he infers their traits in common have been present
in their imagined Ape ancestor.

ìEach of the three species forages for a living within territorially
bounded communities that are subject to splitting and mixing as
individuals move around. Status rivalry, particularly between males,
occurs in all three and during a dispute an individual either dominates
or submits. Individuals may club together to form coalitions, not
entirely based in kinship, which support an individual member and
which may drive away territorial rivals and provide assistance in joint
hunting or collaboration in suppression of conflicts. Among captive



Chimpanzees, a very large coalition of females has been seen to
control the aggressive behaviour of a male of whom they disapproved
ñ in spite of his great size and strength. All three species show high
levels of intelligence in deceit and detecting deceit, evidence of mind
reading and a capacity for mutual aid that extends beyond kin and
seems based in mutual empathy.

ìChimps and Bonobos live in ranked hierarchies of dominance in
which an alpha male comes to be the chief and whose sexual access
and reproductive success is dependent on his aggressively asserted
rank. Humans, by contrast, form sexual bonds in either polygynous or
monogamous sub-units within a community. These human
behaviours plausibly began when violence from would-be dominant
individuals became socially controlled during the formation of marital
units. Indeed Stone Age bands probably consisted of broad
coalitions, which would have severely limited the capacity of any
particular individual, whether male or female, to attain overall sexual
dominance. An egalitarian band facilitates the emergence of natural
but not despotic leaders and supports them in acting to reduce the
aspirations of any would-be despot. In this way, the clever but
possibly physically weak tracker of game, a dotty shamanic genius
and the heroically strong could each be an effective group member,
the contrasting expertise of each being equally valued. Social
approval, control of deviance and the maintenance of self-esteem
would have come to replace dominance and force in social control.î

ìAre there living societies that suggest this to be correct?î asked the
Buddha. ìContemporary Hunter Gatherers do show comprehensive
social controls,î replied Jim. ìWhenever a dispute arises, it is
perceived as a group problem requiring collective management.
Sometimes a deviant individual is judged but in many an instance, it
is the problem itself that is socially examined and resolved. The
dispute fades away without penalties being imposed. Egalitarianism
seems to form part of the social skill needed in living nomadic life,
especially if it is in a hunter-gathering style. High levels of
collaboration in both hunting and gathering, in defence against
predation, in the joint use of varying skills, are facilitated by control of



disputation, especially in any dispute that predicts the rise of a
socially disruptive bully.

ìDoes this include marital problems?î the Buddha asked. ìActually,î
replied Jim, ìBoehm does point out that there is one area of conflict
where social control is poor ñ adultery. Sexual access is no longer
determined by rank so any threat to exclusivity in sexual bonding is
especially threatening to males and raises complex group issues. The
strength of the impulse that leads to adultery and the violence with
which
it may be met are not very well controlled in such a community. An
individual guilty of such behaviour or a respondent who may have
reacted
with murder, usually has to leave the community either for ever or
until
feelings have quietened down.î
ìIt is certainly instructive,î the Buddha commented, ìthat the Biblical
ten commandments given by Yahweh to Moses for the well being of
the
wandering Israelites focuses on just such points as do the precepts of
Buddhism, controlling killing, cheating, lying, shirking, theft and
sexual
crimes. Such values become political; infringements becoming a
source
of gossip, judgement and social exclusion or admiration. The
Iroquois,
for example, formed large multi-tribal republics with political
institutions
subtly controlling authoritarian tendencies. Indeed theirs was a form
of
representative government that was not ignored during the framing of
the American constitution.î
Jim returned to his theme, ìAlthough the discovery of agriculture
may not always have led to less egalitarian behaviour, it seems
certain the
emergence of large scale farming, marketing of surplus and trading
did
so. The production of surplus allowed some families to become



wealthy
and others poorer, leading to competition between land owners and
the
sexual selection of wealthy men for daughters of the poor to marry,
both
associated with all the ploys that Machiavellian intelligence could
bring
to the achievement of power. The original tribal rules could be
expanded
into institutions of social regulation through formal religions that
maintained privilege and social position and which often lasted for
centuries. Today, with the advent of the vast and impersonal world of
monetised industrial capitalism, many of the original ethical controls
have broken down under the impact of individualism. Money is now
the ultimate value and controls on financial dominance seem almost
non
existent.î
ìSo how did the great ethical systems of religion come about?î asked
the Buddha.
ìIn his book, The Ethical Crises of Civilization, Leslie Lipson asks
whether
there is evidence for ethical evolution,î Jim replied. ìEthical advances
have come in fits and starts and the conditions for improvement are
not
easily understood. The philosopher Karl Jaspers pointed out that
there
have been periods when dramatic shifts in the ordering of society and
the
values attributed to life have burst upon the scene. He called these
ëaxial
agesí upon which pivot major socio-economic and ideological
changes.
These periods alternate with centuries during which conservatism
reigns
and society becomes increasingly static. Sometimes these sudden
changes
affect quite differing regions of the globe within the same few



centuries.
This pulsation in history may perhaps be compared with the
ëpunctuated
equilibriaí observed in biological evolution. Sometimes a
breakthrough
follows a breakdown but this is not always the case. Often an
exceptionally
gifted individual offers new ideas that alter the values people hold and
hence the way they live. It seems likely that social changes induced
either
by increasing population, settlement in new habitats, new materials
such
as iron coming on stream, or density dependent shifts in economics,
have
produced situations that became increasingly unstable and during
which
the imagination of gifted individuals created new ideas that came to
replace older ways of being. Lipson argues that there have been two
especially great revolutionary periods in the cultural history of
humanity
during which the root values of the contemporary world were
established.î10

ìOK, when were they?î asked the Buddha.
ìIn the first, we find great figures living widely apart within the same
few centuries, Zoroaster, Confucius, Lao Tzu, Gautama Buddha,
Mahavira
the Jain, Hebrew Prophets and Greek philosophers whose influence
has
set the tone of the ethical evaluation of conduct ever since. In spite of
significant differences, the basic commandments for living which they
recommend have a core in common to do with tolerance rather than
killing and warfare, honesty rather than deceit, respect for property,
care
in sexual relations and for family integrity and generosity rather than
meanness toward others. It is easy to see how such values became
important
as tribal structures became complex, populations increased and



urbanisation with commerce began: any trend in an opposed direction
always led to social and economic chaos or tyranny with misery.
Societies full of murder, dishonesty, lying, stealing and adultery do not
make for
happy people and do not seem to last long.
ìThe second axial age, you may be surprised to hear, occurred in
Europe
after the Renaissance when the soporific power of the Church was at
last
broken and inventive genius flowered with the expanding commerce
of
the middle classes. There was a return to many of the values of the
classical
Greco-Roman world with key emphases on the value and importance
of
the individual standing for himself before God and the world, the
rights
of all human beings for respect to their persons and for minimum
standards of health, accommodation, opportunities and freedom from
exploitation. These humanistic values rapidly began replacing the
otherworldly focus of the Church with its intolerance of change,
moralistic
prescriptions on sex and marriage, and refusal to explore the nature
of
the world through science.î
Jim put a lump of sugar in his cooling coffee and continued, ìThis
movement, known as the European ëEnlightenmentí, has been at the
root
of ëprogressí ever since: progress in understanding nature and
utilising
the resources of the planet; in health care; in removing gross
exploitation
of other races, children and women; in slavery and work; and above
all,
after the French and American revolutions, in promoting the rights of
human beings everywhere. Changes in ideas clearly lead to changes
in



action.î
ìI imagine,î the Buddha interrupted, ìthat several factors are needed
for such great advances to occur. The first may be a situation of
economic
and technological change that poses severe problems for an existing
social
order, the second, a cultural structure sufficiently flexible to
accommodate social change and the third must be the presence of
outstandingly
creative individuals who perceive a way forward to a breakthrough.î
ìIndeed, a breakthrough often seems to have followed a breakdown
but history is far from unanimous in this regard. We may hazard
perhaps
that the first two conditions are present right now and that the last
may be
imminent.î Jim agreed. ìThe current Western dilemma stems from the
deeply schizoid nature of Western culture in which the humanistic
tradition of the Enlightenment is superimposed upon a powerful,
otherworldly tradition seeking the transcendental solutions offered by
the
Churches. Somehow, the rejection of transcendentalism is associated
with
guilty doubt. The absence of a settlement with ëGodí remains
supremely
unsettling. Someone may come up with a solution and it may not be a
Westerner!î
The Buddha went on, ìThe paradox seems to be that the altruistic
values of Christianity remain rooted in an other-worldly religion while
the
forward march of humanism has come to lack values of any strength
other
than individual ëfreedomí based in self concern. The Christian,
altruistic
requirement to care for others as for oneself has weakened, while the
capitalist thrust founded through the protestant work ethic has led to
the
handing over of nature to human exploitation through rampant



selfpromotion in business.11 Indeed, in Britain, you have seen how
the harsh
effects of Thatcherite economics, allowing the rich to get richer while
the
poorer pay, have been resisted only by the divines of a Church with
its own
social values and finances in deep chaos.î
ìNo doubt,î Jim said, ìwe need a new axial age. The conditions would
appear to be right but the pressure from individuals has not yet
developed
to a take off point. Clearly the search is on for many Westerners are
in
quest of an ethic for a better world, exploring, for examples, the
relevance
of ideas found in North American Indian religion, ancient Astrology,
Celtic mysteries, Arthurian legend, the fragile guruism of New Age
spirituality and the more orthodox traditions of mystical Christianity,
Sufism, Jainism and Buddhism.î
ìYet what exactly are ëvaluesí?î the Buddha asked. ìTo find out we
have
to withdraw our gaze from the outer swirl of economic and political
turmoil
and consider the lives and experiences of those enduring these
changes.
Values are personal and to the personal we must now return.î Jim
replied. ìTo me, it seems that root values are about our use of time,
space and people. How are we to find worth-whileness in an active
life?
What is self-actualisation? How should we spend our time? What
should
we do about our environment? How should we relate to others? Is
there
meaning in the cosmos or do we have to create it? Are we victims of
forces
beyond our control or are we responsible for our fate and that of
generations



to come? We need to consider our awareness of time, space and
relationship.î

TIME, SPACE AND COMMERCE

On the following Sunday the two investigators went down to
Southampton joining Eleanor on a windy, shower bespattered trip on
a Red Funnel ship to Cowes and back. The weather kept them in
most of the time so they renewed their discussions in the cafeteria
watching the landscape of the Solent float by.

Eleanor took up the issue of ethics in the use of space and time. ìWe
live within our personal ecologies of meaning construing our relations
with the ëouterí world on the dimensions of space and time. In
everyday experiencing, place and time often seem separate modes of
being rather than inseparably related. Standing in front of a fine
landscape painting, we seem to witness a timeless space. The
landscape is static, frozen in time; it is all space. Contrariwise, when
we gaze from a window witnessing the movement of the boats on the
Solent everything is change and change is time.î

ìYet,î said Jim, ìreflection tells us there is just one continuing ëarrow
of timeí pushing us relentlessly to our personal deaths and, in
whatever way we experience space, time never ceases. In slowing
down time before a painting, we experience space while being
pushed by time increases our awareness of mortality. The millennial
shifts in culture are happening so fast that feelings of personal
irrelevance and an unrooted anxiety have become endemic,
especially in urban life. This is the ëfuture shockí of Toffler12 and what
David Harvey terms ëspace time compressioní or the ë annihilation of
space by timeí.13 Such changes are driven by the endless capitalist
demand for growth through innovation.î

ìEven in medieval Europe, time involved money,î Eleanor added.
ìThe cost of transporting raw materials, goods or products increased
with time spent in travel. Likewise, time spent in office tasks of
administration and management, time consuming indeed with quill



and parchment, cost merchants large sums they desired to reduce.
Time measurement, the ubiquity of clocks, came to express the non-
agricultural concern with hours and minutes on the job rather than the
opportunities of changing seasons.

ìA prime mode of increasing turnover and hence profit lies in the
reduction of transportation time and a speeding up of administration.
As new technologies, canals, railways and air transport came on
stream so the restrictions of space and distance in the economies of
scale became reduced. So it is too with the typewriter, telephone,
radio, television, word-processing and so on. Work can often now be
done from the home using word processors, internet, broadband, fax
and cash cards so that the old divisions between work and home life,
town and country become abolished. Dormitory villages are more
continuously occupied and the disappearance of the older agricultural
communities continues apace. Seasonality loses significance, coffee
breaks, tele-programmes, and baby sittings rule the timing of the ex-
commuters lives.î

Jim agreed, ìSpace-time compression has reached the point where
satellite images from anywhere in the world can appear on personal
screens all within a few moments news bulletin. Time zone
differentials are overcome leading to a 24 hours market in shares.
Only hours separate the openings of financial markets in New York,
Tokyo, Frankfurt or London. The global uniformity of high speed
transactional processing annuls constraints rooted in the old spatial
dimension. Art forms, dance, expressions of life ways and religions
formally cultures apart flash on and off our screens becoming mixed
in an extraordinary barely digestible collage. An averaging out of
values occurs, for nothing from anywhere is more valuable than
anything else. Everything is merely relative while the fear of
uncertainty driven by the pressure for change is never appeased.î

The Buddha summed up. ìThis is a world of stimulation, of sensation
not of reflection, for there is no time to reflect. It is as if the qualities of
becoming are paramount while those of being are neglected. Being
requires the opposite of space-time compression. To ëbeí implies a
dominance of space over time, a relative cessation of psychological



movement within which to savour the relative constancy of a period.
A concern with place does in fact give this need some expression.
Within a place, locational constancy reduces the anxiety of change.
One has the temporary illusion of stability.î

ìThatís so indeed,î said Eleanor. ìOf course, given the world we live
in, the relief that this brings then becomes itself a commodity. Great
cities with monumental buildings and a relaxed atmosphere from past
culture have an air of permanence. Value is added to doing business
there. Tourism focuses on the uniqueness of place. Places
themselves may be falsified or even manufactured to stop time by the
creation of the imitation old. Belonging to some illusory but seemingly
underlying continuity becomes a marketable commodity, a resting
place between birth and death where the flight of the arrow of time
seems for a moment to have paused in some reflective space.î

ìSadly,î added Jim, ìthe churches of traditional Western religion seem
often as much concerned with the rush of becoming as our culture in
general. It is precisely in this general context that many have turned
to the East in sad ignorance that a deeper Christian tradition remains
extant in tucked away monasteries where the practices established
by the ancient desert Fathers still provide a contemplative
atmosphere that may yet say much to our time.î

The Buddha took it on, ìWe may well argue that it is in the use of time
and in our understanding of time that one root of contemporary
psychological alienation lies. The headlong rush into change may
produce only more and worse addictive hedonism. Rather than
space-time compression, we need periods for space-time expansion
and it is precisely in this area that the age-old message of the Fathers
has something to say. Yet the same or very similar message is
conveyed in Buddhism with a philosophical power uncluttered by the
confusions of Christian theology and with a methodology of
meditation honed by yoga.î

ìLook whoís talking!î joked Jim as the disembarkation began.

VALUES AND THE FUTURE



That evening Eleanor thought through the conversations of the day
and began to write in her diary.
ìIn the post-modern world with its extraordinary diversity of modes of

life, overlapping ethnicities, uncertain class boundaries, travel
channelled for comfort in tourist managed lands, televisual
experience, we are faced with virtual realities of many kinds. An
inconsistent schooling, focussed more on training for modern jobs
than on enriching personal life, leads to the development of a
fractured personal identity. We have our face for the work place,
another for the home: we are pressured by the common values of the
media into the specious conformities of a fashionable individualism.
Unconsciously subscribing to a collectivism of isolated selves we
hoodwink ourselves into the belief we are becoming ësomebodyí.

The development of a personal self image is not often assisted today
by the provision of role models that can give stability in any of the
places and times within which we function. The breakdown of
marriage and the family home means that figures on the television
screen, mere shadows, often become the only exemplars for the
young, parents no longer having qualities that command attention.
Single parent families without fathers can rarely provide boys with
masculine models worthy of respect, itinerant males being hardly
likely to provide the relationship a boy seeking a positive identity
needs. Furthermore, the quality of the images purveyed by the media
is determined by the popular demand for reality-forgetting sensation:
soap operatic, cardboard persons living life styles unobtainable for
the majority produce merely a modern ëdreamtimeí unrelated to
sociopolitical realities.

We need to inject into this social confusion some set of ethically
related ideas that link the traditions of humanism to those of a
spiritual quest that is not a mere nonsense in the withering gaze of
the scientifically educated. A founding consideration here may be that
not all forms of capitalism lack the inhumanity of Thatcherism. In
continental Europe there is a much greater respect for society. In
Germany, the relations between labour and business have been
carefully nurtured to yield policies of socially related public financing



which have had considerable economic success but have not
withstood the downturn of recession. The short lived but brilliant
success of the Japanese economy has been likewise based not only
on much governmental initiative in the support of industry but on a
business ethic that focussed on the social aspects of company life
and the national community. These are perhaps signs of a possible
middle way between a gross capitalism capable of destroying
humanity and some sort of social vision. We need to create an
economic system based on values that benefit all. Capitalism as an
evolved relationship between commerce and the wider society need
not necessarily be evil. It is quite possible to create a social
capitalism not based in some discredited ideology but in a renewal of
strategic planning that can manage the Worlds ills. Such may
however depend on a worldwide change of heart as well as new
forms of pension provision. Can politics change values or must a
change in values determine a politics that can bring about change?î

Meanwhile, back in his Soho flat, the Buddha was also turning over
the dayís events. He came to think that those who have now become
the technological elite of post-modern capitalism, the so-called
ëcaptains of industryí, have not only great opportunities but also
major responsibilities. Far less duped than most by the cults of our
time, perhaps they may already be seeing beyond the limited
materialism of Thatcherism, and the weasel words of a ëNew Labourí
engaged in subordinating traditional values of the left to a commercial
ethic. The age of complete relativism in which all creeds and customs
have the same value, simply doing oneís thing, might be passing into
a search not this time for some overarching ideology but for a flexible
way within which none the less universal values could be expressed.
After deconstruction, perhaps we could turn to reconstruction. Yet the
deep issue is unconscious, institutionalised greed. How then in this
decadent time to reconfigure our obsession with our selves, he
wondered, sleepily.
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THE DIVIDED MIND OF WESTERN PHILOSOPHY

The Buddha continued to eat most evenings in the small restaurant in
Islington. It was out of the way, discrete, warm and comfortable and
served a wide range of dishes. He was enjoying sampling the various
menus from all over the world available in multicultural London. One
of his favourites was Turkish food with its hints of Greece as well as
the distant orient. He had become well known to the owner and
usually sat at a reserved table near the back of the dining hall from
where he could observe the clientele and sometimes overhear their
conversations. He kept pretty much to himself because he had found
that, for some unfathomable reason, people were drawn to him and
wanted to talk. He often relished this but there were evenings when
he just wished to sit alone, read a book or watch the passing scene.
Jim continued to join him most evenings for a late night coffee.



THE CONTEXT OF THE CARTESIAN REVOLUTION

One evening Jim approached him. A guest who also ate from time to
time at the restaurant would be very happy if they could meet. The
Buddha said he would be delighted and a short man with vivacious
eyebrows, sharp, dark eyes and an odd accent joined him over
coffee. Soon the Buddha found that his companion had a style to his
conversation that was refreshing, even challenging. The man was
acutely observant, enjoyed the nuances of words, disagreed with
most arguments, scorned both politicians and intellectuals, and,
although obviously one of the latter, appeared to love the world
through hating it and shone with a delight in conversation itself. He
was French.

ìAh Monsieur!î he was saying, ìYou wonít discover anyone discussing
values here in London! Even if you found a philosopher worth talking
to, he would only be interested in Truth ñ la Verité. Ah-la Verité ñ an
obsession ici! The English and the Americans seem never to ask
what is the use of knowing truth ñ even if that were possible. And
perhaps they have a case after all. What indeed can you do with
truth?î

And the Buddha was reminded of his ëtutorialsí with University
professors at which the hard sciences or psychology gave an account
of the world that certainly took a pride of place in their arguments.
Values were relative, culturally determined, idiosyncratic maybe. You
could believe what you want. Here was a man who was questioning
all that. He was intrigued.

ìYou see, Monsieur, ici à Londres, there are no philosophers, only
empiricists. The only true philosopher they had was an Austrianñce
Monsieur Wittgenstein. He was a student friend of that Bertrand, how
do you say it, Russell. Well, alors, I have to admit Russell was a
character even if as dry as dust in his thinking. Do you know that
when he was about to receive a Chair in an American university
some conservatives took exception to his liberal views on sex and his
atheism? They cooked up a lawsuit accusing him of being lecherous,



libidinous, aphrodisiac, narrow minded, a liar lacking in moral fibre
quite unsuited to a college evidently dripping with holiness. And, of
course, perhaps they were right! He was un peu méchant peut être
de temps en temps. But that would have earned him a chair in the
Collége de France! Monsieur, if you want to understand European
thought, you must come to Paris!î

And so it was that the Buddha, beguiled by this style of irreverent,
critical discourse, found himself in a small hotel in Le Quartier Latin
enjoying the street life, sitting outdoors in the cafes of Paris in the
springtime. As in London, people seemed to want to talk with him but
what they seemed to love best was an argument.

He asked one young woman who had joined him after a light lunch,
as attractive in her manner as in her vigorous debating skills, whether
she agreed with anything.

ìAh, mais non! We must disagree about everything.î
ìEverything?î
ìOui, monsieur, for that is how we can change the world.î ìDo French
people never agree about anything?î
ìAh, but of course!î replied Dominique. ìThe English are ñ ëow do you

say it ñ perfide ñ perfidious. The Americans, ñ hypocritical and stupid
ñ as well as having too much money. They want to buy the whole
world. French is the only language really worth speaking and if you
want to eat well, you must never leave this place! But, of course,
Monsieur, we will never admit we agree about such prejudices! If
someone puts such a view forward ñ everyone else will suggest an
alternative!î

The discussion turned to the holding of values and the Buddha
discovered that it was indeed the meaning attributable to life that
seemed to make the French tick: Wisdom not Truth. He set to work to
understand what this difference could mean. To his surprise, he learnt
that the Germans, or some of them, evidently had thought the same
way too ñ and indeed had set this whole ball rolling.



The young, feminist philosopher was in full spate. ìIn London,
Cambridge and Harvard they talk about something they call
ëcontinental philosophyí ñ as if the British did not belong to our
European continent! And indeed, I sometimes fear they do not. And
the Americans like to begin philosophy with some local pragmatist or
other. They do not have long memories ñ our transatlantic cousins.
What they call ëcontinental philosophyí lies at the root of Anglo-
Saxon thought, just as it does of ours, the Germansí, the Polesí or
the Russiansí. But it is true that whereas most of the Anglo-Saxon
thinkers in this last century came to revere objectivity so called, and
empiricism, we on this mainland of Europe, persisted in trying to find
out how we should live and not merely what life was. To the
empiricist, this seems like a waste of time, but over here, we
speculate about how to live a good life. Itís not easy since ëGod is
deadí! Who can tell us what to do? That is what we keep thinking
about. Of course, we are scientists too, and ëcontinental philosophy
ëindeed intrigues some AngloSaxons, but if you want to learn about
it, just see how we talk, how we argue. Both ways of thinking, truth
and value, make up philosophy. We feminists, in particular, try to find
a different viewpointñless dominated by the egoistic assertions of all
you men!î

ìDo you think there is a middle way?î asked the Buddha. ìMaybe so ñ
if we are to survive, we need to find it.î
ìWhy do you think philosophy is in such a mess?î The Buddha asked.
ìItís a long story,î replied Dominique. ìWe used to be taught that the

emergence of science and progress was the result of the European
ëEnlightenmentí, whereby the rediscovery of Greek humanism during
the Italian renaissance spread to northern Europe. As the
superstitions and the dominance of the Church receded, so a new
age of enlightened reason gave rise to new modes of personal
freedom, democracy, technological progress and the spread of trade
around the world. In his book Cosmopolis, Steven Toulmin shows
how simplistic had been this understanding of history.1 The
enlightenment of Europe had actually entailed a backing away from
the freedoms of a renewed humanism in favour of the establishment
of a rigorously abstract philosophy, which, while it allowed the march



of science, came to omit much of the free discourse and openness
that the Renaissance had at first engendered. Science on the one
hand, God on the other. Not much in between. This was the result of
war. Thirty years of it.î

ìA long time for a war!î remarked the Buddha, ìHow come?î ìThe
Thirty Years War grew out of the collapse of the huge European
empire of Spain, which linked the Netherlands to Italy and to Spain
itself.
Germany was a mass of small states. Only France and Britain were
of a size
similar to that of today. Religious disputes between Catholicism and
Protestantism raged, the contrasting interpretations of Christianity
becoming more entrenched and irreconcilable. Henry of Navarre,
King
Henry IV of France, sought to bring about a greater tolerance that
would
allow less strife within his kingdom. He pronounced the Edict of
Nantes
giving the protestant Huguenots rights in catholic France and he
endeavoured to negotiate between the catholic and the protestant
positions. When he was assassinated in 1610, all Europe recognised
that
the last hope for tolerance was dead. The rulers of the small, central
European states backed one or another religious position and
employed
large mercenary armies to fight each other. The horrors multiplied,
vast
swathes of countryside were laid desolate, cities ruined, murder and
mayhem reigned. To all thinking people the inability of the rulers,
bishops
and politicians of the numerous states to bring about a settlement
was a
source of great distress and fear.2 The need for security through
regulation
was paramount in their minds when at last, at the Peace of
Westphalia



(1648), the states stabilised their boundaries and their religions
around
the concept of ënationsí.î
ì So how did this result affect philosophy?î persisted the Buddha.
ìYou see,î resumed Dominique, ìbefore these disasters had struck,
European thinkers of the late Renaissance, Francis Bacon (1561-
1626)
and Michel de Montaigne (1533-1592) for example, thought and
wrote
in an open sceptical style that engaged every topic of interest, great
or
small, relationships, odd far-off customs, dress, manners. The
everyday
life as they found it was the realm of their discourse. These thinkers
were
religious in the open, easy fashion of the times, they were church-
goers,
and their writings did not harp on theological justifications. Their
humanism was therefore not anti-religious; they were not troubled by
their personal salvation. Montaigne discusses his personal habits
engagingly, his greediness, his sexuality, but without self-reproach or
any
need to justify himself. Their religious affiliations did little to constrain
their cool, open discussion. They were non judgemental.
ìAfter the terrors of the war, Descartes was, by contrast, deeply
concerned
about whether his views were acceptable to the Catholic Church. He
made
them so by arguing that the only thing he could be certain about was
his own thought. ëI think therefore I amí ñ the famous ëcogitoí. For
Descartes the uncertain, material world could be the subject of
reasoned investigation while the character of the mind remained
under the authority of the church. Montaigne had vigorously rejected
any separation of mind and body. He had seen them as intimately
related, rejected prudery in sexual matters, enjoyed sex and wrote
openly about it ñ even to the extent of expressing his embarrassment
before a lady when he failed to produce a satisfactory erection!



Descartes, by contrast, only discusses the passions in the abstract.
Feelings and passions are the actions of the body not the mind. They
are what the body does to us, rather than our deepest experiences.
To Descartes the mind calculates, it reasons. Feelings come as it
were from outside. As Toulmin says ëTaken at its face value,
Descartesí position implies that a philosopher can disclaim all
responsibility for his erections, unless he has good reason for
deciding to have one!í There is not only a philosophical difference
here: profound changes in social morality and self-expression have
taken place. Yet there is only fifty years
between them.î
ìI can see Descartesí position was not a very happy one!î mused the
Buddha.
ìEven so, in those scary years Descartesí mind-body dichotomy
became
deeply influential,î continued Dominique. ìThe deep divide depends
on a number of his determining beliefs:
ñ Fixed laws set up at creation govern nature. Objects are inert. God
ordered things into higher and lower. The higher determine the lower.
Humans of course are higher.
ñ Humanity is capable of rational thought that follows different rules
from merely natural causality. Humans establish systems of reason to
live
by that are not determined by nature. Thought and action are likewise
not
determined by natural, psychological causes.
ñ The separation of reason from causation, thought from nature,
means
that human beings are themselves divided, being part natural and
part
creatures of reason. Human lives are, on the one hand, intellectual or
spiritual; on the other, they are carnal and bodily. Emotions and
reason
are thus perpetually at odds with one another. And reason has to be
in
control if order is to be maintained.î
ìToulminís reasonable thesis is that this extraordinary shift in the



valuing of personal and bodily experience was a consequence of the
traumatic insecurity engendered by the long years of horrific warfare.
In a
search for security, ideas that provided a kind of clarity and certainty
in
the resolution of doubt and which also allowed the investigation of
nature
and the growth of business without the interference of the church
became attractive. The divorce between Cartesian science and an
open exploration of feeling, consciousness and value began at this
time. The outcome of such a split meant that reasoning Christian
souls in their growing business undertakings worldwide could freely
exploit an inert natural world. Such was not the business of the
church and morality was not put in question by such action. Indeed
successful exploitation and money making was to the
Calvinists a sign of Godís approval.
ëThe language of nature was mathematics and by its use an
increasing
penetration into the causality of the universe developed, Isaac
Newton
eventually producing his extraordinary insight into the laws of gravity.
Yet, Newton also was not at ease in his world. Like Descartes, he
pondered
the relation between science and religion and was in certain respects
a
religious alchemist. While the abstractions of his theory produced an
outstanding mechanical model of the universe, feeling, emotion and
selfhood were once again kept outside. While Newton may have
believed
mathematical cosmology was the language of God, the universe was
not
speaking theology nor did it provide a reason for human life.î ìA sort
of philosophical schizophrenia, it seems,î remarked the Buddha.
ìIndeed so ñ and the root of many of our troubles,î Dominique told
him.
Back in London, the Buddha conferred with Jim. He felt he needed
some account of how Western philosophy had moved in recent



centuries.
He wanted to know how western thinking had got itself into such a
split
condition and whether it contained any hints for reunion. Jim thought
that Western philosophy was so complex and detailed that they would
easily get lost in innumerable sidelines if they were to discuss it only
casually. He offered to write up a brief summary that the Buddha
could
peruse before they discussed it. The Buddha felt this to be a useful
idea.
A month later Jim handed him a document. That night the Buddha
began
to read. We will start with Kant, Jim had told him.

KANTíS PERPLEXITY

The Konigsburg philosopher, Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), published
a book Universal natural history and theory of the heavens in 1755
using Newtonís theory of gravitation to demonstrate how the entire
universe might have developed from a distribution of particles that
had been initially random. Kant was certainly up to speed in his
acquaintance with the science of his time. But it was not science as
such that perplexed him. It was the question whether human reason
alone could determine the nature of things or whether an analysis of
causality required experiential proof: indeed was such proof
obtainable?

Kant was a meticulous philosopher whose works remain among the
most important and also most difficult within the European tradition.
He was so precise and disciplined that people were said to set their
clocks by his passing through the town. Seemingly remote, a
hypochondriac who was not un-affected by the charms of women but
remained unmarried, Kant lived simply and often solitarily, yet he was
none the less a delightful host entertaining friends and fellow thinkers
to luncheons to which philosophers ever since must wish they had
been invited. His lectures were evidently enthralling, discoursing on
the whole range of history, science and philosophy with wit, humour



and satire. Without bias, he sought for the truth of how things could
be understood. Konigsburg (Kalininburg), in what is now a western
province of Russia languishing in poverty, is no longer the charming
small port it once was. The town was reduced to rubble by modern
war and Kantís corpse removed by vandals from his tomb in 1950
and lost. There remains, none the less, a monument to him attached
to the castle wall on which appears a quotation from his works:

ìTwo things fill the heart with ever renewed and increasing reverence,
the more often and the more steadily we meditate upon them: the
starry firmament and the moral law within.î 3

Prior to Kant, most philosophers had worked by constructing systems
of thought based on propositions that were then developed purely
through reason. In Kantís time, the foremost of such thinkers was
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716) who believed that the mind
contains certain innate principles, intuitively true, with which it
constructs a valid description of the world. Since these initial
principles of thought were innate and true, there was no need for
them to be confirmed in experience. The mere experiences of mind
give rise to our ideas about the world but do not reveal its
fundamental nature yet, by virtue of the application of these
unmistaken principles of thought, our capacity for reasoning gives
rise to truth. Reality can only be reached though reason because only
reason can rise above the phenomenal to perceive ëthe vision of
ultimate necessities, which is also Godísí. Leibniz ends by arguing
that the universe consists of ëmonadsí, singularities of experience,
existing in neither time nor space but eternally.

Kant, by his own account, was awoken from these ëdogmatic
slumbersí by a reading of the Scottish thinker David Hume (1711-
1776) who proposed a very different interpretation of the nature of
thought. Reason operates with ideas yet ideas are acquired only
through the operation of the senses. The content of every thought
must therefore ultimately refer to experiences that form its basis.
Belief can only be established as true when guaranteed though
confirmations in sensory knowledge: reason alone without an
experiential basis cannot yield true understanding, by itself it provides



no more than metaphysical waffle. Yet, experientially based ideas
only provide a picture of the world as it seems. All such views remain
contingent on the viewer, they depend on a point of view and no
perspective independent from that of the viewer is available, nor can
one be made so. The relating of experiences merely provides a
picture of a seeming continuity of causal necessities. Reason cannot
go beyond such viewing independently because it works only with the
meaning of words rather than with matters of fact. Even the existence
of a self, can be doubted.

Kant, as scientist, felt that science rested on a view that understood
real necessities. Humeís scepticism was to him therefore
dumbfounding, for, while it demolished such a merely rational system
as that of Leibniz, Kant felt there must be some truthful relationship
between philosophical propositions and objective science. His
greatest masterpiece, the Critique of Pure Reason (1781) is an
attempt to resolve this contradiction.

Knowledge cannot be dependent, Kant argued, on either reason or
experience alone. Both are required. Experience provides the content
of a reasoned position but reason creates its form. Without reason
there can be no formal argument: without content, there can be no
thought. Knowledge depends on the synthesis of both. Yet, although
such knowledge can transcend the merely individual view of the
knower and can amount to a collective claim concerning the nature of
the world, it is still not possible to know the world in itself ñ as the
ëding an sichí- the thing in itself.

Knowledge can be built up independently of whatever may be merely
my contribution to it. It is not solipsistic. Yet, my perceptions (i.e.
observations, experiments) and those of others who may agree with
me, necessarily preclude independent, trans-human knowledge.
Although such an ëabsoluteí perspective is unobtainable, experience
does yield an objective understanding because it utilises awareness
of time, space and causality in such a way as to present an ordered
view on an independent world. This is the view obtainable through
science. It is also the reason why science proceeds through the



verification of standard positions (agreed theory, paradigms) that
change when found not longer to be adequate.

Kant made use of an important classification of philosophical
propositions. True ideas or propositions may be either a priori (true
beforehand) or a posteriori (true after checking). A priori propositions
are statements that are true independent of experience ñ such as
ëtwo and two make fourí and mathematical equations generally. A
posteriori propositions need to be affirmed in experience ñ and would
be untrue if not so confirmed.

Kant thought a priori truths were of two kinds: (i)/ analytic ñ where the
truth is guaranteed by the intrinsic meaning (i.e. 2+2=4); and (ii)/
synthetic ñ where they predicate something not implicit in the subject.
This is puzzling since, to an empiricist in the Humean tradition, there
cannot be any synthetic a priori knowledge, synthetic truths can only
be known through experience (i.e. a posteriori). ìAll wives are
marriedî or ìtigers are catsî are analytic statements and are shown to
be so in merely analysing the words. By contrast, the statements
ìtigers are always ferociousî or ìdead toads on motorways are killed
by cars (not foxes)î are not tautological and merely analytic but
synthetic and testable in experience, therefore they can only be a
posteriori. The implications of these distinctions, at least to
empiricists, are that any ideas proffered as true yet independent of
experience ñ such as references to Godís will or monads, are merely
ëmetaphysicalí and their use must be meaningless because they
cannot be confirmed. Yet, to rationalists, metaphysics becomes
essential in argument if we are to have any complete, objective
knowledge standing outside experience. Without metaphysics, there
is no way to avoid the scepticism of Hume. So ñ is it possible to have
true knowledge by rational reflection outside experience?

Kant said no. Knowledge can only be of the world we experience.
Propositions only make sense if they obey this view. Beyond that, we
may suppose, metaphysically, there remains the world in itself, but of
that we can have no true knowledge.



Yet ñ and yet ñ Kant insists there is synthetic a priori knowledge! Kant
argues that since mathematical statements are true by pure
reasoning rather than merely by analysing the terms, there must be
some basis for the a priori nature of mathematics (by which we
understand the cosmos), which must be itself a priori. He goes on to
uncover other importantly indubitable statements of a similar kind ñ
ìThings persist independently of me.î ìObjects exist in space and
timeî; ìEvery event has a cause.î Such statements seem true by pure
reasoning and do not need experiential confirmation.

Kantís exploration of these pure reasonings consists of complex
argumentation of a subtle and often elaborated nature. The problem
is whether ìthe subjective conditions of thought can give objective
validity.î Kant observed that all statements derive from certain
fundamental categories of thought, which he deduced by tracing
ideas to their conceptual roots functioning independently of the
environment. He found twelve of them. Two of them are ëformí and
ëforceí.4 A pen is an artefact, an artefact is a material object, and an
object appears as a form ñ the final root of the deduction being
ëformí. Likewise writing is an action, a movement, which is rooted in
ëforceí. The use of such categories in reasoning allows us to map
experience in a way that ëreflectsí the underlying nature of the world.
Furthermore, there are two even more fundamental ëintuitionsí,
namely space and time, which differ from the categories in that they
do not arise in numerous examples but are always just there as
themselves. Everything appears in space and time.

By using these categories and intuitions, Kant came to the view he
calls the ëtranscendental deductioní, that is a deduction as to an
objective world transcending mere dependence on experience. The
categories and intuitions provide an image of the world that amounts
to a picture of the world in itself; one which can be relied upon as
objective. This picture is not made up of platonic forms or Leibnizian
monads but simply of the things around us. It is they that provide us
with the intuitions and categories by which we understand them. Kant
saw a relationship between sensibility and understanding and
therefore between world and mind, that allows an objective deduction



which is reliable ñ even though we have not touched the ëthing in
itselfíí.

Transcendental deduction is not a deduction from experience but
presupposed by the nature of thought as it examines experience.
Kant uses an expression ìthe transcendental unity of apperceptionî to
mean the oneness whereby self-consciousness relates to the world in
a manner that transcends the limitations of mere experiences. Such
transcendence can only occur however where the subject lives within
the world that the categories of mind describe; a world that provides
an objective understanding yet one in which things in themselves
may still be other than they seem.

We need to note the great difference from Descartes here. Descartes
found as indubitable the proposition ìI think therefore I am.î and split
this thinking mind off from the material world around it. Strictly
speaking, Kant has revised this view to say merely ìI think therefore I
think.î The subject is not a predicate but simply an instance. What
this ëIí, of which thinking is the predicate, may be is not explored and
maybe cannot be explored within thinking itself for thinking cannot
transcend it. Kant no longer separates the mind from matter. He
argues for the role the existence of things has in the way the self-
mind apperceives them. He has established the objectivity of a world
as no more than the observersí own categorical relationship to it. Any
philosophical question can only be asked from within such a
perspective.

Within such a world how should one live? Having wormed his way to
a third position that, while saving science, did not subscribe to mere
empiricism, Kant realised that there was nothing in his analysis that
answered this question. He proceeded to try and resolve this issue,
the question of values and ethics. While his answer is far less
persuasive than his account of understanding, it remains important
and gave rise to intense discussion subsequently, indeed into our
own time. Kant argues that understanding cannot give us truthful
access to the realms of spirituality or ethics, yet we have a capacity
for faith rooted in intuitions towards ultimate meaning. Even though
faith gives no grounds for certainty or indeed objective knowledge,



none the less we can come to trust it. Kant has not only ësavedí
science from sceptical empiricism, he seeks to save religion too
(Critique of Practical Reason 1788).

Roger Scruton interprets Kantís difficult argumentation in the
following way.5 We have seen that the unity of the self, the
ìtranscendental unity of apperceptionî, arises from the use of the
categories and intuitions of the mind that presuppose the structures
of experience. This is an assertion of the nature of the mind that goes
beyond a need for experiential proof. It is synthetic a priori, rather
than something given a posteriori. The mind in this sense lies at the
very boundary of what can be known for, while it cannot transcend
the boundary of experience yet it can, as it were, look beyond it. In
this, there is freedom to speculate without constraint and to choose
when faced by a choice of action. This ëtranscendental freedomí, as
Kant called it, lies therefore at the base of ethics. The freedom to
judge is practical reason not pure reason and the roots of such
judgement are ësynthetic a priori principles of actioní, practical laws
about what to do.

Reasoning persons are not only self-conscious centres of knowledge,
they are also agents that act in the world. A choice of action depends
on a reason not on a cause. Actions are justified by reasons not by
explanations as to causes, they depend on a will to ends and means.
Reason prompts us to act and thus gives rise to the will for action.
Judgements to act in one way or another do not depend on
knowledge of causes but rather on reasons that Kant interprets as
ëimperativesí, properties of the mind much as he believes the
categories and intuitions of knowledge to be. Here we encounter
Kantís famous ëcategorical imperativeí lying at the root of choice and
defined by him once more by abstracting back from choices to an
underlying root. The categorical imperative demands one to act only
by a maxim by which ëI can at the same time will to be an universal
lawí, essentially ëDo as you would be done byí. Kantís assertion that
this imperative is innate in the mind points to the root whereby we will
action, the root of morality and, by extension, the root for a belief in
God as the source of such morality even though, once again, we can
never know that source ëin itselfí.



Kant argued that particular axioms of practical reason give rise to an
intuitive morality that regarded all people as equal before the law, a
respect for self and others, and hence a forbidding of murder, rape,
theft, fraud, dishonesty and coercion. It allows an individual to
abstract a position from a personal situation whereby he or she can
evaluate the actions of others. Here then is the root of justice as well
as of personal ethics, judgement being directed not on circumstances
but as to whether a good or bad intention is present. People act not
merely because they may be caused to do so (by the brain for
example or by social coercion) but from reasons. Based on his or her
reasons a person may be regarded with respect, affection or love. It
is the will to the good that lies at the root of social approval.

Kant believed that underlying all action is some apprehension of the
moral law. Even when that law may have been disobeyed, the
individual will have some sense of self-betrayal. The emotions may
cause diversions from the good yet conscience works to reinstate the
presence of the abstract law that underpins all values.

PHILOSOPHY AFTER KANT

Kantís philosophy did not escape criticism even during his lifetime. If
reason was the hallmark of the Germanic ëenlightenmentí then it had
to be allowed to criticise itself. Johan Georg Hamann (1730-1788)
took the view that you cannot separate reason and experience in the
dualistic manner of Kant. Thought depends on language in which
form and content, reason and experience, are inextricably mixed. In
the practice of language, you cannot distinguish between experiential
concepts and grounding intuitions ñ they run together. Hamannís
friend, Friedrich Heinrich Jacobi (1743-1819), argued further to the
effect that reason alone, even on Kantís terms, could only lead to the
undermining of any basis for spiritual belief or morality. One either
has to opt for the rational agnosticism of the scientific enlightenment
or adopt an irrational leap of faith. Much of human life is based in
such irrationality and controversies about the relative status of reason
and faith lie at the root of the divisiveness of subsequent European
thought.



Jacobi opted for faith and attacked Johann Gotleib Fichte (1762-
1814) for his Kantian ideas, which Jacobi considered to be leading to
what he termed a nihilism based purely on the properties of the ego.
Fichte was booted from his chair in Jena as a result and Jena
became a seat of German romanticism.

We have to understand the power of Christianity at this point in time,
the accusation of nihilism becoming the trumpet call of Christians
defending their world view against a secularising tide of rationalism. It
was either nothingness or God.6 The problem of nihilism caught on in
a big way leading to a diversity of positions. The suggestion that
nihilists were replacing God with their own egoism perhaps led Mary
Shelly to the fear of the monstrous in her novel Frankenstein (1819).
Dostoevsky worked the theme of logical suicide ñ without God what
reason for living? The ultimate freedom would be to take oneís own
life. Yet, others saw in nihilism a great release, a shocking burst of
creative freedom.

The great problem now became the search for some way of unifying
what Kant had divided. Kantís attempt to go beyond Descartes had
not convinced. How to reconnect thought and the freedom of moral
choice? Schelling opted for a life force in nature, Fichte for self
reflection leading to freedom, Hegel for transcendent spirit,
Schopenhauer ñ the will, Nietzsche ñ power, Marx ñ social praxis,
Freud ñ the id and the unconscious. All these movements arose out
of the criticism of Kant. Kant remains in many ways the pivot on
which European thought about value turns: philosophy driven by the
fear of nihilism.

What happened from this point on is the story of the great divide. As
a broad generalisation we can say that in Britain and subsequently in
America the scepticism of Hume and the associationism of Locke
supported a basically Cartesian stance within which scientific
empiricism flourished The extreme logical positivism of Rudolf Carnap
(1891-1970) and the Vienna circle caught on, so that British
philosophy in the twentieth century under Russell, Ayer and Ryle
sustained a basically reductionist position favourable to behaviourism
in psychology and the rejection of any determination of behaviour by



internal forces, consciousness itself being viewed as a mere
epiphenomenon. The American version was well argued in the work
of the pragmatists, William James, George Dewey and the
contemporary Richard Rorty. By contrast, on the European continent,
while there was of course outstanding work being done in science
especially in Germany, a much broader set of philosophical
controversies raged within which questions of value, morality and its
basis were in the forefront. These positions were far less
homogenous than those of the Anglophone empiricists and agonistic
debating in the lively and sometimes excessive Gallic mode played a
creative role. In the following sections, we will outline some of these
positions and disputes that lead up to the contemporary situation.

ROMANTICISM AND RESISTANCE

It is perhaps surprising that Kantís immediate successors in
Germany, J.G. Fichte, F.W.J. von Schelling (1775-1854) and George
Wilhelm Hegel (1770-1831), attempted to heal the rift by creating an
idealistic perspective that essentially turned Kantís mental intuitions
and imperatives into visions of an absolute truth accessible through
philosophy. The unifying principles by which mind realised a
seemingly objective world now became mentally inherent aspects of
reality itself, thereby giving direct access to the transcendental. This
turned Kantís arguments inside out. Universal mind, now spelt as it
were with a capital M, was the determinant of both experience and
reason. Human beings were instances of Mind in a participatory
relationship with the cosmos rather than in dualistic separation merely
seeming to have knowledge of it. The human mind now appeared to
be the vehicle for the self-revelation of the universe.

Richard Tarnas7 expresses this vision well: ìnature pervades
everything, and the human mind in all its fullness is itself an
expression of natureís essential being. And it is only when the human
mind actively brings forth from within itself the full powers of a
disciplined imagination and saturates its empirical observation with
archetypical insight that the deeper reality of the world emerges. ñ
The human imagination is itself part of the worldís intrinsic truth.ì The



key prophet of this movement was Hegel who saw philosophy as a
dialectical progression to a final vision of the ëabsoluteí.

Hegelís soaring vision proved deeply attractive to many and crossed
the Channel to inspire British poets, especially Samuel Taylor
Coleridge (1772-1834); and also to provide an underpinning for a
concern with the ësublimeí in nature, meaning not merely beauty but
rather awe, mystery and wonder (Burke) as personally, even
mystically, experienced, for example, by William Wordsworth in the
Lake District. Coleridge himself was more involved with the meaning
of things, with what could be read from nature and experience. He
was no naturalist interested in facts and their relationships.

John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) wrote essays comparing the visions of
Coleridge with the practical perspectives of Jeremy Bentham who
stood on the far side of the emerging divide.8 Bentham was a sceptic
in the tradition of Hume, always probing and doubting the truth of
traditional statements and undermining convention. He used his
critical gifts to propose social reforms in a radical manner and looked
towards scientific progress as a means to better ends. By contrast,
Coleridge wanted to look into the origins of ideas and examine their
meanings. In this, he foreshadowed an emerging hermeneutic
tradition, looking for hidden and not so hidden meanings in
convention and tradition. He was thus mainly conservative in outlook
reconstructing ideas from uncovered perspectives. Bentham was
ëanalyticalí, Coleridge was ñ well ñ ëcontinentalí.

Mill observed that in the contrast between Coleridge and Bentham
the whole dilemma of philosophy in Britain in his time could be read.
The opposing positions of Hegelians and the Cartesian supporters of
Hobbes and Locke resembled sectarian disputes in religion, the
views of one party being beyond the pale for the other. Yet, Mill
himself welcomed the presence of antagonism in philosophy. He
regarded speculative opposition as essential for gaining clear insight,
whether in philosophy or in democratic, parliamentary government.
His appeal for tolerance within dispute has however been little
heeded.



LOGICAL POSITIVISM VERSUS PHENOMENOLOGY

The whole story was to be repeated again with rather greater venom
in the mutual antagonism between the exponents of the ëlogical
positivismí of the Vienna Circle headed by Rudolf Carnap (1891-
1970), and the philosophy of Martin Heidegger (1889-1976). The
Vienna circle consisted of a group of analytically inclined
philosophers, Hans Hahn, Otto Neurath, Moritz Schlick, Rudolf
Carnap and others. The group took a radical stance rejecting
metaphysics as nonsense and asserting that all philosophy
concerned either analytical statements, tautologies that were
necessarily true, or empirical statements ultimately verifiable against
ëfactsí. To Carnap, any statement that was not verifiable lay outside
philosophy, which meant, of course, that most of philosophy could be
tossed in the rubbish bin. The task of philosophy, said Carnap, is the
logical analysis of statements. Logical positivism is thus the analysis
of meaning through verification. All metaphysical statements are bad
art, because at least art does not theorise but simply gives
expression to our feelings. Logical positivism became closely
associated with a rigorous philosophical scientism favouring
reductionism, behaviourism and the rejection of anything untestable.

Carnapís extremely dogmatic position could not be maintained for

Carnapís extremely dogmatic position could not be maintained for
1994) pointed out that many if not all scientific theories contain highly
speculative components. Einsteinís theory was, for example,
untestable and primarily speculative conjecture and, like much of
Newtonís work, was largely accepted because of its great power of
explanation rather than confirmation in experiments. Theories
according to Popper are scientific if they can withstand refutation, and
if they cannot be refuted, even in principle, they are metaphysical.
The key problem was the verification of the principle of verification. It
is neither an empirical statement nor is it a tautology so how can it be
verified? How can the verification principle verify itself? If it cannot do
so, it is itself metaphysical. Furthermore, study of language was
leading to a realisation that words and sentences do not necessarily



have a direct relationship with some immediate factual reality, rather
there is a fabric or net of meanings that need holistic interpretation.
The analytical ñ synthetic distinction breaks down ñ much as Jacobi
had argued ñ and the dogmatics of logical positivism collapse into
pragmatism.

All this, however, was after the fight with Heidegger ñ or rather his
denunciation by Carnap. Arguing that metaphysical statements, that
is those that are neither tautologies nor verifiable, are merely
meaningless, he dismissed Heideggerís thought as arrant nonsense.
To the Vienna circle such a philosophy was a return to the merely
speculative and was furthermore, linked to resurgent Germanic
aspirations after World War I. If philosophy was to be analytical in the
logiciansísense then Heideggerís examination of ëbeingí lay outside
philosophy. Heidegger did not make a formal reply to these charges.
Probably he believed that the force of his thought as expressed in his
magnum opus ëBeing and Timeí would take care of that and he was
content to remain rather loftily above the debate.

Heidegger argued that prior to the study of knowledge (epistemology)
there must be an understanding of ëbeingí (ontology) ñ i.e. that which
exhibits and uses knowledge. His whole philosophy thus focuses on
or around the question ëWhat is being? In adopting this focus he was
influenced by Franz Brentano (1838-1917) and the
ëphenomenologistí Edmund Husserl (1859-1938), his own teacher,
whom he eventually succeeded on the chair at Freiburg: to encounter
Heidegger we need first to meet these two philosophers briefly.

Brentano had emphasised the difference between mind and matter,
mind having ëintentionalityí ñ a term meaning that minds were always
ëon aboutí something as an act of consciousness referring to some
object. A stone or a tree cannot be said to be concerned with
anything ñ it just gets on being itself. Minds however engage with
their environments, strategically, and this puts them into a unique
category of being. Husserl endeavoured to determine the nature of
this intentional subject of consciousness, which Kant had termed the
ëtranscendental unity of apperceptioní.



We may view a table from many angles and, although each sighting
is different, yet we manage to have a unified sense of the table there
in the room. According to Husserl, it is the synthesising action of
consciousness that bestows this unified meaning on sensory
experiences. One recognises the unity underlying manifold
representations of an object, a unity he referred to as the ëessenceí
of the thing. Husserl developed a distinctive subjective empiricism not
unlike that of Indian yoga and Buddhism. To observe the action of
consciousness he required a subject to ëbracketí out all assumptions
about the exterior character of a thing, setting aside any dogma
regarding external existence. The subject then examined the thing as
it appears in consciousness alone ñ more or less as a sort of platonic
form. This results in no mere sense of object constancy as in an after
image, but an intuitive sense of something as a singularity prior to
conceptualisation.

In further ëreductiveí analysis, Husserl looks solely at the subject
rather than the object of consciousness. Unlike the contents of
awareness that vary, the subject remains one and the same. The
observer sees a flow of consciousness in which nothing particular is
registered. It appears that the subject the observer intends to observe
cannot actually be seen because to see itself it would have to
become an object to itself, which would then no longer be that subject
which one was attempting to see! Meaningful consciousness seems
to depend on having an object. Without an object, the investigation
passes beyond language.

Although Husserl made use of several other practices of ëreductioní,
he was not able to press this ìtranscendental reductionismî further.
None the less, he had exposed the nature of awareness in a radically
new way. He also believed that this understanding was a true
ëobjectivityí in which the nature of the subject was included. He
rejected the sciences of his time as a false ëobjectivismí, over
concerned with the subject-object split to the extent that the
subjective was being cut out of the lived relation between mind and
its life-world. Life in his time, he believed, was taking place
increasingly within a field of unlived abstractions creating a crisis in
which the rootedness of life in a lived relation to history and society



was becoming lost. If true ëobjectivityí, in Husserlís sense, was to be
established he believed a proper understanding of the subjective
arising of phenomena was essential. Objectivity would then be seen
as an intentional consequence of the activity of consciousness.
Husserlís work was to have a great influence in the emergence of
ëphenomenologyí and Gestalt psychology as well as in much
subsequent existentialist philosophy. The bells are still ringing today.

Returning to Heidegger ñ a prime difficulty in reading him is his
creation of neologisms; compound terms that are often difficult to lift
from German into English. His key word is Dasein ñ a compound
expression meaning to be or being (sein) and here (da)ñ hence
ëbeing hereí. Dasein then is not an abstraction ñ it is on about
something, it is intentional. Dasein appears in sentient beings among
which the most important is human being. Dasein must naturally
precede and pervade its activities, itís ëknowingí. It is primordial and
therefore must be an essential focus of philosophy. Being (Dasein) is
inevitably always personal ñ an I or a you, and it is primarily a
possibility ñ the what it may become. Circumstance may constrain
what it may become but there is always an element of choice, a
possibility to become X. If that possibility is something that has been
freely chosen, then it can be said to be authentic. For the most part,
however, being is sadly inauthentic, a response to those others who
coerce or otherwise persuade or influence a choice. If Dasein does
things merely because ëtheyí do it or believe it, or if one is following a
convention without choice then one is inauthentic, unreal. Yet, if I
have intentionally chosen to conform to what ëtheyí do, there is still
authenticity. Authenticity depends on making up ones own mind,
being oneís own person ñ and this does not mean some mere
eccentric whim but a whole way of self-expression.

Dasein is itself embodied and will die. It is however not something like
an immortal soul that lives in a body. Death is final, one lives in
awareness of death, in a knowledge of time that runs forward in
imagination to oneís death and then back again to oneís birth and so
back up to the present where one is. Dasein is being in such
awareness of time. Although time is momentary, Dasein knows time
as itís being. Dasein is always alongside others; it is present in a



world and never separate from that world. It exists therefore within a
quite everyday understanding of being. Things around it are not mere
things, they exist in relation to their potential uses, their past
employment, their future potential. A hammer in a tool shed is not just
a tool with a metal head; it has potential, has been used before, can
be used again, and is not the same as a screwdriver. Space and time
are intimately involved in the mutual connectivity of everything in
Dasein.

Being and the world are therefore complementary to one another, not
reactive in mere engagement. Dasein comes into being with the world
not as separate from it, it is therefore a priori, space and time are
innate in its awareness and so is its knowing of a world of others.
One may suffer from moods, of states of mind that derive from a
situation, but Dasein itself is prior to all that. Moods can give insight;
the moon among pines may induce a reflective mood that amounts to
an understanding that one lives within, at least for a time. Such an
understanding calls up interpretation, but that is not something
added, it is already presupposed in the circumstance, in the
involvement with things and others. Involvement discloses an
interpretation from within understanding. It is important to be resolute
in authenticity and, in this sense; history is an account of Dasein and
the presence or absence of resolution in the time of the world.

Heideggerís involvement with the Naziís in the 1930ís has called forth
much comment but had he been more of a commoner it is doubtful
whether his minor involvement would have attracted much attention.
One must remember that, in its earliest manifestation, Nazism
seemed to bring hope to a despairing Germany, and a way out of
communism. Heidegger was always a conservative patriot but never
anti-Semitic. There is nothing in ëBeing and Timeí that indicates
commitment to Nazism and after Hitlerís ruthless murder of Ernst
Rohm and his followers in 1934 it seems Heidegger became
disillusioned and took little further part in politics. Indeed, it seems he
was under surveillance by the Gestapo near the end of the war since
his lectures could be interpreted as containing covert criticisms of the
regime. Yet, a bad smell remains; after all other thinkers had shown a
different response.9



Heideggerís influence has been considerable especially among
thinkers such as Jean Paul Sartre, Maurice Merleau ñ Ponty and
Jacques Derrida in France and the theologian Paul Tillich in
Germany. Steven Batchelor has compared Heideggerís thought to
some aspects of Buddhism.10 In the end, whatever his lack of political
insight may imply, the quality and intensity of his ideas will continue to
inspire both approval and criticism.

THE CAMBRIDGE ORACLE: LUDWIG WITTGENSTEIN

Anyone coming up to Cambridge with even a slight interest in
philosophy in the 1950s would soon have realised that a great
presence had recently passed from the scene. Going through the
courts of Trinity College, one would be shown where Wittgenstein had
had his rooms and held court from a deck chair in a sparsely
furnished chamber in which he did his philosophy freely before the
eyes and ears of his students. One would hear strange stories of his
friendship with Bertrand Russell, climbing a tree and arguing with
Russell far below. And indeed, watching the expansive gestures of
philosopher John Wisdom thinking on his feet before a blackboard,
one realised the style was still in vogue.

Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951) was indeed a remarkable and in
many ways quite a strange man. The son of an Austrian industrialist
and a bankerís daughter Wittgenstein came from an exceptionally
wealthy and cultured Viennese family at a time when Vienna rivalled
Paris as the culture capital of Europe.11 Wittgensteinís mother was
Roman Catholic and, although his father was a protestant of Jewish
family origins, he was brought up in the Church of Rome. Indeed,
although he left the practice of a formal religion far behind, he
remained concerned with spiritual matters throughout his life and
even contemplated becoming a monk. As a teenager and young man,
Wittgenstein was not happy and settled nowhere until he came to
England and studied aeronautical engineering at Manchester
University designing an unique propeller and becoming interested
first in the mathematics of design and then in the study of
mathematics itself. It was this that led him into the philosophy of



mathematics and the discovery of Bertrand Russellís (1872-1970)
work on the subject. He met Gottlob Frege (1848-1925) at Jena
University who advised him to study with Russell. Characteristically,
he rushed to Cambridge and, as it were, bearded the lion in his den.
Russell was immensely impressed and, even though Wittgenstein
only stayed five terms at Cambridge at that time, the two of them
became much more than master and pupil. They clearly sparked
ideas off one another in a remarkable philosophical friendship, each
in due course owing much to the other. On leaving Cambridge,
Wittgenstein travelled, lived for a time in a remote hut in Norway, and
was then caught up in World War I where he served in the Austrian
army as an engineer and artillery officer. He was captured by the
Italians with a philosophical manuscript in his rucksack and ended the
war in a POW camp near Monte Casino where he wrote much of the
first draft of what would become his first great contribution to
philosophy. During those years, he remained much concerned by
religious ideas and his solitary, perhaps self-mortifying, tendency may
have been a consequence of his homosexual orientation.

Regaining freedom, he tried his hand at school mastering, at which
he was a disaster, built a modern house for his sister and got to know
philosophers at Vienna University ñ in particular Moritz Schlick of the
Vienna Circle. At last, he sensed his true profession and returned to
Cambridge, obtained a doctorate and gained a Fellowship at Trinity
College succeeding G.E. Moore as Professor of Philosophy in 1939.
As a British subject, he avoided internment during World War II and
worked in hospitals in London and Newcastle.

Back in Cambridge after the war, he gave lectures but loathed the
collegiate style of life, especially high table conversations, so much
that he hardly ever turned up in hall for dinner. Eventually he resigned
his chair, lived once more in a remote cabin, this time in Ireland, and
completed his second great contribution to philosophy. So striking
was his character, his vivid gestures when teaching and the intensity
of his gaze that many people have left memoirs of him. A powerful,
dominant character, intense, restless and complex, he could be
ruthless in responding to less bright students. But many fell under his
spell ìas if mesmerised by the intensity of his expression.î12



Wittgensteinís philosophical career falls into two parts. The first
culminated in the Tractatus Logico ñ Philosophicus published in
English in 1961 but available in various forms for many years before
that. The second culminated in Philosophical Investigations published
in 1953 after his death from cancer.13 This work is remarkable in
being very largely a complete refutation of his earlier thought.

Wittgensteinís early interest in the logic of mathematics had led to
investigations into the logic of propositions that could be expressed in
the notation of formal logic. Work in this subject was often
exceedingly abstract and the question at its root was how could the
propositions of logic be meaningful. Wittgenstein argued that
language mirrors the world in that the structure of language is a
reflection of that of the world. The world is made up of (i) simple
objects that combine in (ii) states of affairs, to create (iii) facts. The
world is the totality of facts. Corresponding to this and, as it were,
mirroring it, language is based in (i) names that build into (ii)
elementary propositions that comprise (iii) propositions that picture
the facts of the world. The totality of propositions comprises
language. Propositions built from elementary constituents have
meaning because they picture or mirror the facts of the world. The
general idea has been called the ëpicture theory of meaningí.

In the Tractatus, propositions are basically pictures of worldly form.
The limits to what can be meaningfully said or thought is imposed by
the picturing relationship of language and world. Reality depends
both on what is the case and also what is not the case, so we need to
know which propositions are logically true and which false. There are
however non-factual propositions such as tautologies and correct
mathematical statements that are logically true but do not say
anything about the world because they would be consistent whatever
forms the world might take. It follows, Wittgenstein argued, that nearly
all propositions of philosophy that do not picture the world simply
have no meaning. Ethical statements or the metaphysical theses of
religion do not have a picturing relationship with the facts of the world
and are therefore, logically, simply meaningless. A large part of
philosophy actually says nothing ñ at least nothing that can be said to
be true or false.



Meaningful statements must concern matters of fact: statements
about right or wrong or the existence of God go beyond matters of
fact and have no factual meaning ñ however this does not mean they
are unimportant. Indeed, however strange it may at first seem,
Wittgenstein held the view that such matters were of a ëhigherí order
and that the silence of the Tractatus concerning them should reveal
this to be so. This is because the Tractatus is not concerned with
what the objects of the world actually are. No proposition in it
concerning states of affairs can reveal their ultimate nature. Logical
propositions merely elucidate a picturing relationship and beyond that
nothing can be said: ìWovon man nicht sprechen kan darüber muss
man schweigen.î 14 The religious and the ethical ëshowí themselves
outside language.

It has been argued that Wittgenstein may have taken this view, in a
manner not unlike that of Kant, to protect the ethical and the religious
from materialist reductionism in science and this is indeed suggested
by his relationship with the Vienna Circle. The Circle had drawn a line
between what was science and open to analysis through ëlogical
positivismí and metaphysics, which was nonsense and therefore
considered worthless. Only factually based propositions could be
scientific and meaningful, other statements were either emotional
noises or exhortations of various kinds. The purpose of philosophy,
the positivists argued, was to clarify propositions of empirical science
through logical analysis. This of course reduces philosophy to an
aspect of science, a position far from Wittgensteinís; his engagement
with the Circle faded out. While Wittgenstein showed a respect for
religious and ethical statements, the Vienna Circle was mostly totally
rejecting of them as mere superstitions.

Wittgensteinís work was totally formal. Nowhere does he relate his
ideas to actual conditions in the world. This is where he differed from
Russell, who based his similar arguments not in abstract objects and
names but rather in sense data and judgements of this or that.
Russell positions his arguments in relation to our sensory information
concerning the world: he relates to the world itself rather than merely
to the logic of propositions mirroring the world. It may be that this
difference, together with the contrast between the ideas of the Vienna



Circle and his own, gradually shifted Wittgenstein towards a refutation
of the Tractatus and towards the work that culminated in the
Philosophical Investigations.

Wittgenstein gradually realised that misunderstandings in language
cannot be solved through the construction of an explanatory system,
especially a formal system. The Tractatus turns out to be merely one
form of language itself. The essential thing therefore is to discover
how language actually works in the everyday. There are many
different forms of language in each of which the ëgrammarí differs.
When one employs language, one uses words in a certain way
conforming to a set of rules governing its application. We need
therefore to describe these forms of language and the differing rules
that govern statements in different contexts. There can be no single
explanation of language as such, what is needed is the exploration of
forms. Since these are many, there is no single theoretical model that
can be applied to the whole of language. This means the Tractatus
and its formal approach had to be totally abandoned.

Language may be used to tell stories, to make a report, to affirm or
deny, to speculate or ask questions, to present riddles or tell jokes, to
thank, pray, curse, philosophise and so on. Each of these comprises
a ëlanguage gameí in which speaking is an engagement with a form
of life. In the same way as there are board games, card games,
soccer and rugby football, Olympic games, Chess or Draughts so
there are various forms of language, some of which share features or
rule structures and some of which do not. Some language games
have family resemblances, just as soccer and rugby are both field
games for teams but one game is played with a ball using feet and in
the other case the hands. One has ëgoalsí and the other ëtriesí in the
scoring of points. These field games differ greatly from Chess or
Draughts played by two persons where pieces move across a
checker board ñ the rules for the movements of pieces being different
in the two cases. Language is a collection of language games.

Naming is no longer, as in the Tractatus, a basis of meaning; rather
names enter discourse in ways that depend on the rules of the game.
Mastery of language depends on being able to use many expressions



in a variety of ways, each way having its own form or rule structure. It
is the way a word or expression is used that becomes important to its
understanding. The slogan ìDo not ask for the meaning ñ ask for the
use!í expresses this simply and directly. The word ëblueí can suggest
a colour, a mood, a type of song, a Cambridge athlete; while ëredí
can be a person, a political view, a colour or a trade name. If we know
the use, we understand what is being said. Some expressions deal
with comprehending an objectís use, others with how another person
feels or how one is oneself feeling. Furthermore, different people may
use the same word in different ways; ëup northí the word ëbrassí may
be used differently from ëdown south.í Again similar words, perhaps
of common origin in differing languages, may have quite distinct
usages. Understanding depends therefore on mastering a technique
in the speaking of a language. It means knowing how to say
something, or do something or use something. The psychology is of
little interest, what is important is a skill. Where there is confusion in
language, it is commonly due to an erroneous understanding of the
rules in play. In resolving these mistakes, philosophy takes on a
therapeutic role.

There is no rigid calculus here that predetermines usage; language is
negotiated as one penetrates the sense with which another is using a
word, expression or a joke. It does not therefore have a fixed form but
drifts with shifts in usage. Rule following is not therefore always the
best guide to understanding because the interlocutor may be using a
rule with which one is unfamiliar. One has then to interpret what the
difference may be. For example, Tibetan lamas who have received
little training in English often present the words of a sentence in
English in a totally backwards fashion. House your faraway is. Yet,
once one has listened to this for an hour or so, one hears it quite
normally as comprehension catches up with a shift in rule. In
German, verbs famously end sentences, they do not necessarily do
so in English ñ and so on.

Rules must not be seen as coercive, rather they indicate a form of
expression that is or has been collectively negotiated. One enters a
collective understanding to varying, negotiable degrees and with
varying degrees of skill. Oneís French may be grammatically



appalling but vigorous, confident usage may lead to partial success.
Usage comes about by agreement, through custom. Meaning is an
understanding of use across a whole range of local and national
language games, which are entirely public. The skill involves rule
following and rule adjustment: one has to know what rule following is.

Language and constituent language games express ëforms of lifeí ñ
a consensus that includes not only speech norms, but also non-
linguistic behaviour, expectations, moral assumptions, traditions
which human beings share in varying degrees depending on location,
origin, age etc. This implies that the ëtruthí of a statement is simply
the accepted form within a given culture or community. Truth is
relative to its frame of reference. There is no ultimate beyond the
local ñ justifications and explanations are relative to context. Meaning
is thus public rather than private and Descartes ìI think therefore I
amî ñ the ëCogitoí ñ cannot be an absolute ñ rather, as we have seen
above, it emerges from an historical context as well as a personal life.

The question of whether a private language could be meaningful
arises here. For example, ëpainí is a private experience but we learn
itís meaning, Wittgenstein argues, as a substitute for groaning or
other expressions of hurt. A child picks this usage up from adults who
talk to him. ìWhere is the painñdarling?î The private languages of
children gradually conform to that of adults unless there are especial
reasons for a childís secrecy. There will however be criteria for
determining, for example, whether the child is pretending, perhaps to
avoid going to school. Criteria once again depend on rules to check
meanings.

These thoughts lead us to downgrade the importance of private
states of mind or affirmations of self or ego, or indeed ëmemesí in
isolation, and look rather towards the public usage and the skills of
representation and misrepresentation. Statements about pain or self
are learnt expressions regarding immediate or remembered events
rather than doors into mysterious inner worlds. Similarly, knowledge
itself is better understood in relation to the forms of life in which it is
found, rather than as some seemingly occult inner process.
Reasoning and justifying come to an end in the form of life to which



they relate. The foundations of belief, however strong, do not
transcend this. Even so, we need to recall that ëinnerí processes of
experience are not always easily expressed in language.

Perhaps we are left with the question that evolutionary biologists may
want to answer ñ is there some innate basis for knowing, for the
ability to understand rule following. But here we are leaving the game
within which Wittgenstein has been speaking. It remains somewhat
strange that Wittgenstein, working in Cambridge, is far better known
in the Anglophone world than he has been appreciated in continental
Europe even though there are many parallels between his
philosophical development and what was happening on the continent
in the same period.

PARISIAN INSIGHTS

During the 1930s and again after World War II there can be little
doubt that Paris was the intellectual capital of Europe. For many
years a number of thinkers of the highest calibre lived and worked
there showering the world with ideas, some profound, some offering
great insights, some rather foolish and one or two quite crazy, but all
in an inimitable Gallic style. The names of Sartre, Merleau ñ Ponty,
Lacan, Julia Kresteva, Levinas, Simone de Beauvoir. Lyotard,
Foucault, and Derrida increasingly ring bells outside the often rather
closed and elitist realm of French culture and generate Internet hits of
ever ñ greater frequency worldwide. The reason seems to lie in the
coming together in one period and place of a number of European
trends all focussed primarily on problems of being and value rather
than on logical analysis and science. And the reason for this is
perhaps not far to seek ñ once again ñ war. Two World Wars with
their widespread horrors on the Somme and over Dresden and the
coming into being of the most sophisticated mass cruelty the world
has even known, Auschwitz and Belsen, right in the heart of a country
that had been one of the most profound contributors to European
philosophy and music, amount to an ethical challenge by no means
yet fully met. Compared with France, the world of the Anglophone
victors, without entirely neglecting such themes, has had much less



to say about them and with nothing like the same argumentative
creativity.

The central pivot of all this activity was the problem bequeathed to
European philosophy by Kant and taken up repeatedly down the
centuries. How can we find truth in knowledge and how should we
live? The medieval Christian certitude that God was in his heaven
and allís right with the world had begun to collapse when the Polish
astronomer Nikolaus Copernicus (1473-1543) demonstrated that the
Earth was not the centre of the Universe. This was the start of the
grand demolition whereby Man, supposedly the focus of Godís
attention and intention, dwindled in significance to become an unique
organism on a small planet in one of a myriad galaxies of an ever
changing Universe of which we have no sure understanding. By
degrees the realisation that God was dead led to many attempts to
replace him. Hegel, Schopenhauer, Marx all created idealised pivots
for the discussion of value yet the omnipresence of a corrosive
nihilism underlying philosophy and indeed Western culture as a whole
became increasingly inescapable.

Nietzsche, Heidegger, Freud, Marx, Saussure, provided fundamental
themes and set the stage for a creativity only matched by Parisian
theatre and art driven likewise by similar themes. It is in the challenge
of Nihilism, Existentialism, Psychoanalysis, Marxism and Linguistic
theory that we find the seedbed for the philosophies we now have to
discuss. The complex relations between these themes were taken up
in differing ways by the Parisian thinkers and the favouring of one
approach over another and the varying ways in which they were
developed provide the sources for the agreements and the disputes
between them. Although the disputes run back through Heidegger,
Husserl and Hegel to Kant, perhaps the most immediate starting point
was Nietzsche.

SOURCES IN NIETZSCHE

Unable to deny nihilism, Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) faced head
on the fact that the very basis of values that had sustained not only



Christianity but also the whole Western philosophical understanding
for so long, had fallen apart. His life was a continuous struggle to find
new values, a new orientation, and a new humanity that could cope
with such an unnerving realisation.

The brilliant son of a village pastor in Saxony, young Friedrich so
excelled in Classics that he became a full professor in his mid
twenties. Soon however he abandoned an academic career and
became a philosopher working often in isolation for some sixteen
years, pouring out an extraordinary range of ideas based in an almost
total rejection of the worldview of his time. To understand Nietzsche,
his biographer, Walter Kaufmann, tells us we have to think of him as
an utterly lonely man. A description survives from a visitor who
discovered a shy, extremely polite person of about five feet eight in
height, somewhat stooped, reserved, unaffected and suffering from
extremely poor sight. ìHe was living in modest boarding houses in
Italy in bare, cold rooms. His sensitive stomach meant he had to
watch his food very carefully for an upset disturbed his nerves
seriously. There was no wine or beer, coffee or cigarettes at his place
but on a tray lay innumerable bottles, pills and potions with which he
fought his insomnia, his migraines and his stomach cramps. His only
possession, apart from books and papers, was a heavy wooden
trunk, a few clothes and a spare suit. Wrapped in an overcoat, his
dim eyes assisted by double glasses, he would sit for hours, writing,
writing, and writing. His loneliness is expressed occasionally in
outbursts in his letters and underpins again and again the thrust of his
writing. His books were at first hardly noticed by anyone, which, for
man of his profound pride and lonesomeness, must have been a
deep source of hurt. He told a visitor that he felt himself to have a
task or mission that he had to complete; to empty himself of it until it
was done.î15 His output was prodigious and was brought to an end
only by an insanity that crippled his mind in 1886 and lasted until his
death in 1900.

Nietzsche has inspired and influenced an extraordinary range of
writers, poets and playwrights as well as philosophers but has often
been misunderstood, the early translations into English being
particularly disastrous. Neglected in the Anglophone world until



relatively recently, his main impact was in France. Totally averse to
any philosophical systematisation, his literary style was difficult, often
aphoristic using complex but striking metaphors but commonly
lacking any thought ñ through development of ideas. He was
constantly modifying his thought in work after work; later
commentators often failing to understand that what they were reading
was a mere way station on his journey. His greatest work ëThus
spake Zarathrustraí was written as a strange parody of the prophetic
books in the Bible, yet it is a major attempt to create a possible
morality for a world acknowledging the death of God.

Nietzsche saw that if there was no God or transcendental realm then
there could be no outside authority for human values, rationality,
standards or truth. All these have to be created within human culture
itself. Although humans may create their values collectively and
personally by their own choice, such freedom has been subordinate
to authoritarian ethics almost throughout Western history. The later
Greek philosophers subordinated the natural expression of the
tragicomedy of life to reason. Nietzsche attacks Christianity but not
Christ. Christianity attempted to state the truth and was undone by its
own honest courage ñ Christian culture in finding no certainty has
had to accept an unacceptable truth. Yet, the Christ life in its honesty
was admirable. The Church undid Christ, says Nietzsche, through
creating a system that denigrated the poor through pity, thereby
aiding their failure. By encouraging dependency, he argued, such
values perpetuate inauthentic living, a life lacking in will.

Although we have long lived by such conventions, Nietzsche argued,
the original premises in a supposedly divine law now no longer hold.
Conventional values have become systematised, made rational for
the ëcommon herdí and constrain freedom. Minimally, one must
break out from such a position through a personal exercise of will. All
ways of construing ethics have therefore to be re-evaluated in the
light of honest attempts to create a new order in a godless world, a
way of being that honours authenticity.
Nietzsche valued the individuality of persons so that generalised
psychologising was anathema to him even though he was an
accurate interpreter of persons and understood the importance of the



unconscious. Morality was to him an individual matter not something
of universal significance. Knowledge is not absolute; it is relative to
differing civilisations and persons. He felt however, prophetically, that
an excess of knowledge could be dangerous and would be better
suppressed if it had no social value.

Nietzsche believed one had to grow through an authenticity of
personal choice and the exercise of will requiring an absolute
acceptance of everything that happens, good or bad. Here is a
reason why pity for others as well as oneself should be abandoned
while yet maintaining the feeling of compassion for those who
struggle. The aim is to create a higher type of human
person(Übermensch, often translated as ësupermaní) who accepts
and understands all, not as some system of belief but as a heartfelt
relating to the world, a form of aesthetic being. To do this the
Übermensch has to conquer all tendencies to self-indulgence, the
desire for comfort, pity for the world, and strike out with all that is
adventurous. Life itself is the only true value and his assertion of life
becomes an evolutionary strength allowing the emergence of a new
way of being.

Nietzsche feared that the way the world was going, its hesitancy, its
decay of culture, its deadening residues of faith, would prevent such
a renewal happening and it is perhaps this fear that drives his
passionate style of writing, his hurried moving on, his failure to work
through the meaning of many metaphors and wild hopes. His strange
notion of the ëeternal returní, that the world repeats time in endless
cycles, each one exactly as before, is perhaps a metaphor for a
longed-for security in which the acceptance of the present has
become permanent; an attitude only possible for one possessing the
grandeur of mind of a Übermensch. ìIt is only as an aesthetic
phenomenon that the being of man and the world are eternally
justified.î

From this brief account,16 we can see that the adoption of Nietzsche
as a sort of in-house philosopher by the Nazis was a very cruel act of
fate. While his ideas of power, individualism and the Übermensch
were easily distorted in support of fascism, Nietzscheís intention was



towards individual freedom not some form of totalitarianism ruled by
gangsters. Yet, the failure to think through the implications of his
poetic and metaphoric style of argument left him open to many
interpretations and it must be said that he never worked out how
Übermenschen could live with one another. He was not concerned
with a democracy of the herd; perhaps this was an inevitable result of
so lonesome yet so dedicated a life.

SARTRE AND BEYOND: BAD FAITH AND FREEDOM

The nature of being and the dilemma of how to live a life of value in a
world devoid of transcendental authority provide the bases for
existentialism, the exploration of the nature of human existence as
such. In particular, Jean-Paul Sartre (1905-1980) stared into his bleak
assessment of the nature of human freedom yet, in a life of
considerable selfpromotion, he remained devoted to the Marxist
concern with the down trodden, a position that was however to earn
him considerable obloquy when he refused to condemn the Soviet
version.

Following the early death of his father, Sartre was raised in the
household of his domineering grandfather, an author in his own right
and an uncle to Albert Schweitzer. At first, Jean-Paul received a very
private education and was generally expected to be brilliant. An ugly
boy, he considered himself a genius and spent his life attempting to
prove it. Although in some ways hardly an attractive character,
Sartreís energy, enthusiasm and undoubted brilliance, his enjoyment
of public display, Gauloise cigarettes and conversation in heavily
smoke-filled rooms, bars and cafes, his womanising yet also his long
and profound relationship with Simone de Beauvoir, his support of the
working class and student revolt, generated a trendy movement
towards highly individual self expression and radicalism among the
young of which the ëbeat generationí were the ultimate inheritors.

Sartre expressed his ideas in a number of striking plays and novels
but his chief work was the philosophy described in his major work
Being and Nothingness. (LíEtre et le Neant 1943). Here we find the



worked out expression of his analysis of self and consciousness
rooted in a phenomenology derived from Husserl. From the
complexities of this work, we can extract the following as a hopefully,
workable summary.

Sartreís first move is to focus on the intentionality of consciousness
as its prime characteristic; consciousness is on about things, it is a
consciousness of matters outside itself. ëThingsí are beyond
consciousness and never limited by their presentations to it. In their
apartness, they comprise a realm of being Sartre calls ëin itselfí (en
soi). Consciousness is neither part of the ëin-itselfí nor has it any
characteristic other than to intend. It is thus in a sense quite vacuous.
Since no object of consciousness can itself be conscious there is a
sort of void at the centre of our existence: awarenesses of ego, body,
memory all pivot on vacuity in this way and the result is an implicit
awareness of lack at the root of human being. Consciousness is
essentially a negation; everything it can be conscious of is not it. Yet,
in relation to the ëfacticityí of itís being, consciousness, while knowing
it is nothing, is entirely free and ëfor itselfí (pour soi). In being aware
of oneself as being directed outwards towards the ëin itselfí while
being nothing in oneís-self there is great distress. This is ultimately
intolerable and, in fleeing from this appalling vision, consciousness
creates projects to conceal its nothingness from itself. This flight
Sartre calls ëbad faithí.

Within the endeavour of conscious ëfor-itselfí to become ëin itselfí,
there is no escape from the awareness of empty freedom, yet, in the
discovery of others, one discovers oneself to be an object in the
worlds of others. One is then a ëbeing for othersí because the look of
another creates of oneself an object in the world much as shame
arises from the accusing gaze of a judge. Relating to others inevitably
creates self-defeating projects involving a conflict between various
freedoms in bad faith. Love is the wish to possess anotherís freedom
just as sex aims for an identification with the body of the partner.
Neither can overcome the fundamental nothingness of being. Life, as
in Sartreís novels, is thus a conflictful path of search and loss, of
courage, nausea and despair in an attempt to come to terms
authentically with voidness as the root nature of oneís mind. Good



faith would be an awareness of the relationship between freedom and
the facticity of this voidness in undistorted acceptance. Strange as it
may seem, Sartreís followers often found romance in the sheer horror
of a life behind blank windows, in the desolation of an attractive
despair and the struggle to be oneís own authenticity. Existentialism
had a strong appeal among those who believed in the attempt at
overcoming bad faith. What seems to be unclear is whether Sartre
himself believed this to be possible.

Michel Foucault (1926-1984) and Roland Barthes (1915-1980) in their
distinctive ways have extended Sartrean thought to show how the
individual is rendered a pawn of social discourse. Foucault used the
term ësubjectí (where others might use the word identity) not only to
indicate the subject of a statement or a thought but also to
emphasise, cunningly, the subjection of the individual as being
subject to conventions established to sustain relations of power.
Unexamined social discourse commonly defines what is believed to
be knowledge, truth or the nature of self, but which is actually a part
of the power play of its originators. Words that establish convention
are the roots of sustained power ñ hence, with growing public
sophistication, the growing suspicion of government and the
contemporary resistance to spin.

Foucault often begins his writings with a vivid account of an individual
history. He researched the sad story of Adelaide Barbin who was
brought up as a girl, fell in love with a woman teacher with whom she
slept but eventually, as a result of othersísuspicions, consulted first a
priest and then a doctor who found she had rudimentary male
genitalia and no womb. She was thereafter considered to be male
and endeavoured to live as a man named Abel. Her diaries show
that, as a girl, she had had a relatively well-integrated social life but,
as Abel, she could not create a workable identity. She became
incoherent, unable to sustain her former relationships, aware of
sexual affection but no longer able to fulfil it, she eventually
committed suicide. Foucault shows how social convention regarding
sexual identity failed to provide a loophole for an exceptional case
and lead to her death. Similarly, he points out that in ancient Greece,
although homosexual relations were common, there was no such



thing as a defined homosexual identity. It was simply not that
important. Today, when at last the law no longer makes homosexual
orientation a crime, there is still pressure to define oneself according
to a fixed notion of gender affiliation by ëcoming outí, visiting ëgayí
pubs or bars or, conversely, by being ëstraightí. The possibility of a
wider range of gender activity is thereby diminished because social
convention, here of recent origin, coerces gender identity within
narrow channels. Elsewhere, Foucault points out that the grim cruelty
of medieval punishments oddly allowed an individual to resist social
coercion more easily than in a modern prison where, under constant
observation, a prisoner is subjected to a daily regime intended to
bring him into subordination as a conforming citizen. By contrast, a
bold medieval resister at a public execution could by acts of courage
perhaps persuade the crowd to release him.17

Yet, power never exists without its bipolar companion- resistance, a
word very meaningful in France following the Nazi occupation during
World War II. Parents and teachers, the law whether good or bad,
moral conventions, all subject the child or young person to the
authority of power, Foucault argues, and this is in due course
resisted. The conventional good life ësubjectsí individuals seemingly
for their benefit, and, through discourse, persuades them to a belief in
their own subjection. Every moral code, argued Foucault is a form of
subjectification, which in one way or another entails its resistance.
Resistance is however often bought at a price. Contemporary whistle
blowers who reveal state or business corruption may face the law or
accusations of libel ñ they certainly lose their jobs. Convention,
resistance and conscience are linked together. Individuals most
usually come to define themselves and their choices according to
convention, and, invaded by a discourse, they, as it were, become
nothing other than the discourse ñ like speaking clocks telling the
time as required. Here we have a version of the meaning of ëbad
faithí, an authentic subject replaced by the reflexes of words.

A reading of Foucault makes it very clear how the moral discourse of
a communism or a liberal humanism can support the power of
leaders through encouraging social approval for those saying the
right things and who are thereby ësubjectedí. If one examines such



discourse one becomes aware of the use of terms such a
ëdemocracyí, ëtyrant, ëweapons of mass destruction ë(etc) to
persuade and hence subject citizens, initially resistant, to a policy
supporting a particular use of power. The speeches of George W
Bush and Tony Blairís spinful equivocation in his use of politically
controlled public enquiries are cases in point. As subjects
increasingly resist, the ploys of the power holders are revealed.

Louis Althuser ( 1918-1990) also attempted to show how capitalist
society is maintained through ideological discourse. Marx and Engels
had argued that ideology was the means whereby a ruling class,
whatever its nature, sustained itself. In medieval or feudal times, for
example, appeals were made to loyalty or honour while, under
contemporary capitalism ë freedom of choiceí, to observe any one of
fifty channels of TV for example, is the current buzzword sustaining
consumerism. During the period of high European imperialism, social
Darwinism was popular among some advocates of the social
selection of the fittest ñ and even today, the ëmarketí is often
assumed to be ënaturalí. Such ways of presenting the world may
keep the citizenry in a state of agreement with their masters. Ideology
sustains its appeal through suggesting the inevitability or the natural
character of its claims.

Arguing from a Marxist basis, Althuser showed how a ëRepressive
State Apparatusí could maintain a mode of production by way of an
ëIdeological State Apparatusí broadcasting the meanings and values
by which a citizenry imagines it lives in an inevitable mode of
existence. A police state is not then needed. Ideological State
Apparatuses may be religious, witness the power of the Roman
Catholic clergy in Poland or Ireland, may be based in union activity, or
expressed in policies regarding schools, drugs or immigrants. In fact,
the main ISA, argued ALTHUSSER, is education. Schooling and higher
education inculcate obedience, deference, naive psychologisms,
gender behaviour, unexamined ideals of liberalism and what it means
to ëserve the communityí. The ideological system secures consent
through an implied common sense so that the very idea of an
alternative becomes unreasonable. Even so, and contrary to
ALTHUSSER, education can also inculcate criticism and resistance



among those taught to be socially aware ñ studying Althusser, for
example!

Roland Barthes argues that conventional bourgeois ideology sustains
itself through communal values whereby a standardised person
acquiesces in a way of life within which hints at a darker underside
are conveniently ignored.18 To the bourgeoisie, a conventional set of
values, being ëone of usí, comes so naturally that prevailing
standards of wealth, taste and good common sense are rarely
questioned. We no longer own a discourse, we are it, subordinated to
the symbolic world it presents.

Fortunately, in recent years, the investigative press has been doing a
good job in holding up mirrors to dark corners and asking questions
that eat away at the roots of naive obedience. The understanding of
oppression, however benevolent and convincing, is perhaps
becoming clearer today than in the years immediately following World
War II and we owe much of that clarity to the provocative work of
these thinkers.

STRUCTURALISM AND DECONSTRUCTION

The liberal-humanist conception of the self as a real entity interacting
meaningfully with real things in order to produce progressive effects
or to sustain a value system is severely challenged in the approaches
we are discussing. The humanist assumes a real world out there
which reason can comprehend and which language depicts.
Language to the humanist conveys the uniqueness of a person, the
self or ëIí expressing ëmyí personal truth of experience in the world.
All this is set-aside in the perspectives we are now considering. The
mind has become no more than a receptacle for a discourse by which
social power controls the personal and wherein language itself
becomes the pivotal figure. If God has been replaced by Absolute in
Hegel, by Will in Schopenhauer, by Being in Heidegger, in Lacan we
have symbolic language itself. The structure of language emerges
therefore as a supremely important focus of attention.



Ferdinand de Saussure, (1857-1913) was professor of linguistics in
Paris and then in Geneva. His pupils put his lectures together after
his death so we have no account of his sources directly from him. It
seems however that the ideas of a family friend Adolphe Pictet 1799-
1875), who wrote on language in the context of studying the
aesthetics of poetry19, were his initial inspiration. Saussure argued
that in language the sign (i.e. the word) is divided into two
components, the signifier (sound) and the signified (its meaning) but
that there was no constant relation between them. A word for
something differs between languages, may have different
grammatical gender, and may shift in precise meaning: as mouton in
French stands for both ësheepí and ëmuttoní in English. The
meaning of a signifier is found not in its reference to something but in
its difference from words that could stand in for it (see also Chapter
16). To understand a sentence, one needs to know a whole language
implicitly. Langue (language) is a system in which parole (word) has
meaning therefore only by differentiation. Understanding meaning
necessarily requires a holistic approach. Languages provide patterns
or structures and in ëstructuralismí it is this patterning that is
examined rather than the person originating the talk or text. The
author is of little importance compared with the inevitable citations
from the past that in varying compositions make up a text. Ideological
pronouncements, such as we have just discussed above, are sets of
citations that can be analysed through a deconstruction of what is
written or said. The personal, authorial voice consists in no more than
a citation of themes. Authors, as it were, inhabit pre-existing
structures that they reproduce in the composition of any sentence. It
follows that for you and I our apparent originality is an illusion, for we
are simply recombining the ëalready saidí. Our cherished identities
are the products of whatever linguistic system occupies us. Yet, by
focussing on the system itself, the structuralist approach sets aside
historical aspects. Levi-Strauss, for example, in studying the forms of
cultures using a structuralist approach, thought he had established
universal themes valid throughout time. He was not interested in how
such forms may change with shifting conditions.20



Jacques Derrida has taken this approach much further becoming the
leading philosopher of linguistic deconstruction that may be extended
to the analysis of any cultural theme. In many ways, he characterises
the philosophical aspect of postmodernism. Together with Foucault
and Lyotard he challenges the entire system of modern politics and
economics as a means to social justice. Derrida does this by
questioning the language of self-evident ëtruthsí based in
conventional dichotomies between the various expressions of ëgoodí
and ëbadí. His work has been found to be highly controversial not to
say subversive and, furthermore, being presented in various
experimental ways with numerous learned crossreferences, it is
neither easy to read nor to understand. The intensity of the
philosophical conflicts he has created has matched those between
politicians with a mutual distaste of opposing ideologies. It was
extraordinary that the normally well-mannered and sophisticated
University of Cambridge fell apart in dispute over a suggested award
of an honorary degree to Derrida in 1992. For the first time in some
thirty years, the dons had to put the matter to a vote. Derrida won his
degree by 336 votes to 204 but opponents remain vocal. As an
Algerian born Frenchman, Derrida has also been much involved in
activism on behalf of a number of political causes including the rights
of Algerian immigrants in France. He expresses his views in actions.

Derridaís perspective begins with the recognition that Western
metaphysics from the Greeks down (or up?) has taken the form of
systems positing a central focus upon which the argumentation
depends. As we have seen, in the Christian era God took this pivotal
position, but philosophers since the Enlightenment have placed other
concepts in his place in efforts to resist a central nihilism. Such
systems, Derrida argues, are always built up from dichotomies -
bipolar units in which one term is positive (good) and the other
negative (bad) with the negative one subordinated to the positive ñ as
in light-dark, male-female, abovebelow, right-wrong. In linguistic
theories, speech has been seen as more important than writing and
this is because, Derrida, says, speech involves the presence of the
speaker and thus guarantees the existence of a self. Presence is one
side of the bipolar opposition between presence-absence with
presence (speech) privileged over absence (writing), a perspective



called ëlogocentrismí. All philosophical centres imply a presence from
which the rest of the argument follows in dependency.

Derridaís argument generalises to cultural concerns and in particular
to the self. The idea of ëIí takes the pivotal role, the central position in
the ëlanguageí (langue) of my self-system and all acts or thoughts
are the ëwordsí (parole) of my self-system. The central positioning of
ëIí acts as a guarantor of ëmyí being. In Western thought systems the
centre or pivot is the creator which guarantees the
integrity/coherence of the system but also transcends it ñ in that it
stands apart from the rules of the system.

Derrida points out that one bipolar term cannot exist without its pair ñ
the meaning of one depends on the implicit presence of the other
term. His method of ëdeconstructioní is primarily an exposure of how
these terms work in a discourse or philosophical system and how any
emphasis on one side none the less implicates the other. The bipolar
opposition in the co-presence of terms comprises a single structure,
like the two wings of one bird perhaps. Through deconstruction, new
relationships are seen to be inherent in what seemed a moral
certainty and reconstruction with a differing emphasis is already
foreshadowed in the very mode of structuring an argument.21

There can be no end to this process, which, depending on oneís point
of view can be read as destructive or constructive. Since meaning in
any system, whether cultural or philosophical, depends on difference
rather than reference, as Saussure had shown, there is an almost
endless possibility of re-interpretation. Furthermore in conversation,
or dispute, or philosophical argument, the fact of difference means
that speakers have to negotiate to find a meaning that operates
mutually to enabling communication to continue. It is thus necessarily
so that in discourse the precise meaning of a word, sentence or
attitude, is commonly deferred (put off) until such mutuality is
achieved. Derrida calls this delaying procedure in creating meaningful
discourse differance, a pun untranslatable in English, which reveals a
further implication of difference. Derridaís work suggests that no
ultimate meaning can be found because the possibilities of
difference/differance (deferral) are unlimited and hence no final or



absolutist ethical system can be found. To some this ultimate
relativism destroys the possibility of establishing the good. To others
however it suggests the unending fascination of exploratory discourse
and continual experimentation in ways of being and doing.

If we take Derridaís philosophical viewpoint as the prime posture of
contemporary thought, supported in many ways by Wittgenstein, then
we find ourselves left in an ethical vacuum, one in which almost any
moral position can be argued and lived but without any authentication
from outside. All traditional religions become something like a matter
of taste while New Age beliefs have the nature of fashions. Science
can often account for a seeming causality within patterns of
wholeness but the pivot for an ethical life remains a matter of choice
ñ not unlike choosing a TV channel. This seems to be the
contemporary form of nihilism and in the vastness of such a freedom
many fear a void without meaning, fixate in unsupportable, defensive
dogma or may run from it in despair.

EPILOGUE

After reading Jimís essay, the Buddha leaned back in his chair. He
felt excited by what he had read and marvelled at what Richard
Tarnas has called ëThe Passion of the Western mindí. He felt the
extraordinary pressure within Western philosophy to find a way
through the problems provoked by ënihilismí, the logical death of the
Christian ëGodí, and its overwhelming effects on European thought
and culture. He realised that such worrying concern had simply not
been present in the Indian and Chinese thought systems with which
he had been familiar. Argument yes, deconstruction and
reconstruction yes but no such culturally destructive nihilism as that
leading to the great Cartesian split, the isolation of knowledge from
value, the scientific materialism and utilitarianism of modern thought,
the pragmatism of self-concerned greed in economics and the slow
destruction of the natural planetary world. Yet, he also delighted in the
extraordinary freedom into which Western philosophy had plunged.
He saw here an opening through which remedies for the world crisis
might be proposed.



He had begun to realise that his time on the Earth for this visit was
now limited. Before departure, he wished to spend time in the far
mountains and he had arranged to travel to remote monasteries in
northern Bhutan where he felt he would meet old friends and
encounter the ancient world of Buddhism as it survives today. Jim
had agreed to put together their talks for public presentation and he
felt that, at this time, there was not much more he could do. The
world, like his original followers, would have to work out its own
salvation with diligence.

One evening, strolling again along the embankment in the soft
sunlight of an autumn evening witnessing the softly flowing river, the
rotating London Eye, the excited tourists and the watchful police, Jim
asked the Buddha, ìSo how, after all these studies and reflections, do
you feel that Buddhist views relate to the modern world? What have
they to offer?î

The Buddha took up the theme. ìI am sure you are aware that the
present crisis could be terminal. I mean in the sense that the current,
consumer driven civilisation cannot last. We have already entered the
end games of the present world. Fundamentally, the world view of
this civilisation is profoundly faulted. All great civilisations have come
to an end with the failure or emerging irrelevance of their founding
ideas: Rome; the empire of the Incas; the Ottoman empire; the British
empire and now the hegemony the U.S.A. Today the implications are
far more serious because the fabric of the planet that has been the
support of all these worlds is being destroyed. Your great grand
children will open their eyes on a vastly poorer planet than the one
we experience now. Much beauty will have disappeared.î

ìDo you see a fundamental cause for all this?î asked Jim. ìThere are
of course many causes in an interrelated mesh,î replied the Buddha,
ìbut the key to it all seems to lie in the profoundly schizoid
division between Humanity and God, Nature and Culture, Science
and
Religion, which underpins so many quarrels and misunderstandings
and
which powers the failure to secure any kind of sustainability for life on



the
planet of the immediate future. This schism has a very ancient origin
being anchored in the projection of the idea of God into a heaven
distant
from Man, which has led to the demanding of varying obediencies in
differing cultures and conflicts between them. It began in the ancient
split between the dualistic religions of Zoroaster, Yahweh, Christ and
Mohammed and the holistic perspectives of the east in Hinduism,
Taoism,
Confucianism and Buddhism. In these latter, humanity and the
universe
were not split apart by a reification of self and deity as separate
controllers
of life: Universe and Humanity were co-determining. Western science
indeed now reveals this Asian view to be an irrevocable conclusion to
the debate but has thereby set up a deep quarrel between scientific
understanding and the powerful Abrahamic religions of the Middle
East
and Europe-America. This split is being fought out between rational
science and doctrinaire religiosity. It is far from clear whether the
clarity
of scientific understanding will prevail. The dogmatism of the
capitalists,
the Christian religious right and the fundamentalism of Islam could
combine in mutual destruction to end our world in a whimper if not a
selfcreated bang. An uncritically religious American president has
preferred to ignore the rationality of science predicting catastrophe.
We may simply allow our brilliantly civilised world to degenerate
under the sheer weight
of such ignorance. It all began a long time before Descartes!î ìHow
do these trends effect the individual?î asked Jim. The Buddha paused
before replying. ìThere is a profound relationship
between these conflicts in thought and the suffering of individuals in
our
time,î he said. ìAn extraordinary linkage connects the humanist belief
in
ëindividualismí, the cult of the self determining, wealth creating



individual
functioning within his own personal world of supposedly positive
values,
with the nihilism that comes from the questionable realisation that all
values are relative, that there is no ultimate good and that everything
depends on utilitarian choice. The freedom of the individual provokes
a
total uncertainty regarding personal values in a world of mere
convention
erroneously presented to us as nature. Here lies the ideological spin
that
sustains the illusion that the consumer society is the only one we can
have.
The painful psychology of alienation to which this freedom without
value
gives rise is becoming a marked feature of our civilisation, yet, driven
by
ego-satisfying bonuses and cunning incentives to work harder and
harder,
the talented employees of the transnational corporations strive blindly
to
keep the wheels of profit-making exploitation turning ñ even to the
extent
of not noticing the abundant corruption it so commonly supports. ìIn
emerging nations such as India, the rapid spread of these Western
conventions may enrich the entrepreneurs who by luck or cunning
have
reached an adequate educational standard, but countless, poorly
educated, young people remain jobless and disaffected, totally
confused
by the conflicts between the traditional, community values of their
parents
and the need for mobility, individual drive and forgetfulness of the
past
that allows social climbing within the new system transforming the
countryside and uprooting traditional communal values. Pankar
Mishra,22



in his moving book, The End of Suffering, describes from personal
experience the angry disillusion of those for whom inadequate
education,
social unrest and illusory ideals lead to a total disaffection from the
surge
of bourgeois wealth creation and an inclination towards incipient,
hopeless
revolution. Such people have no values from the past to sustain them
and
no hope for the future through which new values may be born.
Nothing
remains for them apart from a forlorn anger eager to latch on to any
illusory project the demigods of violence may propose. Individualism,
nihilism and the breakdown of communities are all ultimately the
products
of a capitalism in which the conflict between greed and value
becomes
ever more pronounced.î
ìCan Buddhist ideas help?î asked Jim.
ìWhen I observe the suffering of the human race, the political
discord and mismanagement, the selfishness of world economics, the
thoughtlessness regarding the ecology of the planet and triviality of
values
I can see that what we call the Buddhist understanding of suffering is
not
only valid but that it is supported by much modern research and
thought.î ìHow come?î asked Jim
ì First of all, we can see that in the evolutionary story the biology of
body
and the emergence of mind relate closely to one another. Co-
dependent
evolution, one might call it. There is a holism increasingly in play that
confirms a fundamental Buddhist orientation to the cosmos (Chapter
12). In the human case, we have seen that the self is created in
conflict;
the need to compromise is rooted in its essential nature and it has the
innate mechanisms for repression. The construct we call ëselfí has to



protect itself in many ways if it is to grow to adulthood. Some children
have
a very bad time, others have it easy but the basic struggle is the
same for all.
Suffering, internalised in development, lies at the root of mental
distress
(Chapter 15, 16). It all circulates about the idea of me, myself. I want.
I
want. Such an egocentric focus may indeed have a biological
underpinning
within cognition. After all, dogs and cats, even without language,
often
show they have very clear ëideasí of what they want or like. Among
humans,
the self begins as a representation of the needs of the body. We
simply do
not realise that each one of us is no more than an idea created by the
cognitive functions of our own minds ñ there is nothing fixed or
absolute.
If we really want to, we can change. As the Buddha realised long ago,
it is
the reified idea of self that lies at the root of suffering. All the other
manifestations of desire and the competitive violence arising from
attachments depend on this. Here is the root ignorance.î
ìSo you feel that the self concern of today is basically similar to the
self
concerns of 2500 years ago?î queried Jim.
ìWe can see that the desire to be permanently comfortable in
ignorance
of both the true nature of mind and the nature of time lies at the root
of
self concern. This appears to be the ëbasic faultí in human life.
Everything
is actually impermanent and our personal disputes and even our wars
count for little in the wide vista of the cosmos; our attachments to me
and
mine, our pride, our selfishness and sometimes our cruel rejection of



others, remain rooted in buried resentments. The suffering all this
causes
is met today in the West by psychotherapy and social psychological
processes of many kinds and the knowledge obtained in these ways
is a
tremendous asset to the Buddhist practitioner and teacher. Yet, in the
main, these methods only attempt to adjust a person to his or her
circumstances. They do not propose a radical insight into what it is
that has these problems. For emancipation we need experiential
knowledge
of what we are, not only who we are.î
Jim interrupted, ì Do you really think that the yogic meditations of
Buddhism can change the world. Only a few people can make really
effective use of them?î
ìYou are right,î the Buddha responded, ìbut the Dharma is not only
understood through the advanced methods of which you speak. The
root
of Dharma practice is mindfulness, donít forget, not samadhi or brief
moments of selfless bliss. One of the mistakes in modern Zen is that
so
many practitioners are galloping off towards a horizon beyond which
they
believe they can find some absolutely conclusive experience. Even a
moment of enlightenment passes and leaves one, if not very careful
indeed, wanting it again; the normal desire of course for something
one
has in retrospect enjoyed! Progress can come more in the awareness
of
self in walking, buying, selling, talking, and advising. Here we use our
critical faculties as well as the presence of a calm mind to see what
we can
do. The practice of care-filled mindfulness is not difficult if you only
pay
proper attention to where you are and what you are doing in every
moment.
Here comes reflection ñ out goes reaction. It does need training of
course.î ëYet,í interposed Jim, ìif we look around we see people to be



so
conditioned in their social programmes, in their karma, so ësubjectedí
as
Althuser would say, that it is difficult to believe many can set aside
their
preoccupations with themselves, their gains and losses, their beliefs
in
one or another God, the insults and mistreatments they have
suffered.
Instead of attempting to understand, they are happier in a casino, or
on a
beach, or in a cinema or prayer hall, or indeed in the creation of riots!î
ìThe power of what we have been calling ideological spin is indeed
vicious,î
said the Buddha. ìOnly a few can perceive the functioning of power
and the
use of ëspiní in the persuasion of the gullible in politics and religion
alike.
This is especially so when everyone is looking outside themselves for
salvation.
Look at the media! Most of them fall for the conventional just as the
French
thinkers have argued. Fortunately, there are also the critics. We
certainly
need them. They expose the plots, excise the spin, publish the
cartoons.
They let people know how they are indeed subjected to the power of
elites,
the wealthy, the capitalist or religious institutions. Yet, if once
someone looks
within and sees her participatory continuity with the cosmos in
heartfelt
revelation, dualism is at once dead for her, there is a sudden freedom
that
transcends the options of politics. Without loosing our analytical
capacities
we need the old shamanic sense of how strangely wonderful the



whole world
is and how this illusory self is participant within it. No need for the
external
saviour once one can laugh at this primordial mistake.
ìThe European philosophers have been right to struggle with
ënihilismí. It has been so difficult because the necessity of ëGodí had
become so deeply entrenched. For a long time it seemed ëHeí could
only be replaced by an equally pivotal presence at the heart of a
thought
system, hence ëlogocentrismí. The discovery of total relativity has
been
revolutionary but also deeply distressing for many. Within thought,
there
is no answer to this but once you discover the field of ëconsciousness
without an objectí without fear you become aware of an
expansiveness of
mind previously locked up in words. This is an experiential revelation
that makes it possible to conceive of life in a different way and in
which
merely idealised securities no longer have the pivotal place ñ for
there is
no pivotal place. Beyond locked doors lies freedom. Unfortunately,
such
revelation needs an awakening to the fact of locked doors and the
quest
for the keys to open them.î
ìIt sounds as if you want to re-educate the world !î
ìPrecisely! How right you are. Yet truly it is only when the need for
education strikes home that it can really produce some goods. And by
goods, I mean values, sources for action that benefit all and preserve
the
world. Only the educated are capable of confronting the complexities
of modern economics and the necessity of repairing the planet. The
institutionalisation of greed is so engrained that only a revolution in
social
thought can tackle it. My fear is that the rot is going so fast that only a
great



catastrophe will generate sufficient motivation for serious change.
May be it
is through education that we have to proceed. Tinbergen was right to
argue
the case for a new type of citizen.î
ìSomething a little beyond the three Rs, a touch of practical science,
how to use a computer and behave politely, I presume!î
ìSure ñ it must begin and end in personal exploration ñ this
fascinating
world, these amazing inhabitants of our planet, our human treasures
and cultural variety. Yet, the gaze must also be trained to look within,
to
subject all assumptions about oneself, all the self-supportive illusions
of
convention, to trained scrutiny, to probe the nature of personal and
transpersonal consciousness.
ìThe fundamental problem of contemporary world education involves
a quest for unifying values. Values originate in community and it is the
breakdown of communities that has given rise to this increasingly
worldwide alienation that can certainly destroy us. The problem is
how to
re-create a sense of belonging through which our forlorn loneliness
may
subside. Idealistic appeals along the lines of ìSmall is Beautifulî,
advocating the creation of small, interdependent communities, are
insufficient. Schumacher made a good point but it is to the
relationship between small and big that we need to apply ourselves.
Without an understanding of the functioning of a nation, the
transactions of a village or township will founder. In any case, small is
often far from beautiful. Most communes originate from idealistic
groups within which the power of individual idiosyncrasy and its
potential for generating interpersonal discord is entirely forgotten ñ
until strife breaks out in shrill recriminations. In the present world, we
have to focus on the global village. Unless we can see that we are all
truly in a great mess together, the potential for negotiation within
compassion is unlikely to develop. The goal of education must be to
find a way to generate an openess to one another that can envelope



the big as well as the small. The values one may hold
towards another need to be such that they can also embrace the all.
ìAll this needs practice on the ground at home and abroad. It needs
investigation ñ tsan tsan tsan ñ as the Chan masters say! But the
main factor
in investigation has to be debate. We need great debaters who will
penetrate the ideological spin, the patterns of prejudice and how they
arise from fear; debaters who will turn the light around so that each
student
sees her inner world, her motivation, and the manner in which she
values life. Action stems from this. Furthermore, it is only when one
can
clear all this away to find oneself at ease that one can understand
what
transcendental wisdom actually is. We no longer abide in caves. We
have
to do it in the marketplace as well as in the hills - on the move as well
as in
repose.î
ìSo a debate about values is crucial?î
ìAbsolutely. Yet first it needs to be seen that values are not about
what
I want or need so much as what may be the attitudes determining
policies
that do good in the world. It is really only against such a background
that
self-at-ease arises. The first debate must be about why it is not good
to kill,
lie, steal, sexually damage someone or drug oneself silly. Modern
illusions
have led our leaders into great mistakes in which at least the first
three of
these vital precepts have been set aside in a cheap nonchalance
based in
institutional gain. The Eightfold Path needs modern expression. We
need a profound moral reformation so that leaders do not only mouth
traditional values but also actually make use of them. This is the only



way
the West as a whole or indeed a political party can regain its self-
respect. ìUnderstanding this issue needs prior teaching in terms of
history.
Our significant civilisations have been built around the way such
precepts
have been applied, different though they may have been in
contrasting
religions, eras and civilisations. Whether you call them the Ten
Commandments or the Five Precepts, they lie at the root of debates
about
value. And this needs to be made personal. Abstract talk does
nothing. A vital requirement in developing a new worldview is the
appreciation
of the global shift in understanding culture that science has brought
about. We have moved from Bakhtinís second phase of cultural
history
into the third (Chapters 10, 20, 24); meaning that all ideas about any
ultimate understanding of existence have become relative. Science
has
revealed the vast omnipresence of mystery. No religion of any culture
provides an unquestionable interpretation of why and how we are
here.
The dogmatisms of stage 2 religions are all unprovable. Neither Islam
nor
Christianity has a valid final claim on truth. This is why debate about
how
to run the world in the awareness of ultimate mystery becomes the
pivot of
modern education.
We need also to understand that people who have grown up
witnessing
terror based on religious dogma are very valuable. They need to
share that
terror with those who have led merely comfortable lives in front of
television
screens. Only through sharing, can love arise. Good hearted



Islamists,
Christians, post-Christians, agnostic scientists as well as Buddhists
all need
to meet one another in a debate aimed at world survival. We all have
to
wake up to become at long last responsible voters. Otherwise
democracy
will be a failure and all lost.î
ì So thatís what it is all about ñ waking up!í
ìIt has only been when the people have been awake that the tyrants,
the twisters, the demagogues, the priest-ridden hierarchies have
been
controlled. When we wake up, we start to think. Meditation and yoga
are
only the supports for thoughts that reach to heaven. Indeed,
education,
education, education ñ but how ñ and who will lead?î
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PART IV
THE SEARCH FOR A FUTURE

If we look at humanity as a whole, we are social animals. Moreover,
the structures of the modern economy, education and so on, illustrate
that the world has become a smaller place and that we heavily
depend on one another. Under such circumstances, I think the only
option is to live and work together harmoniously and keep in our
minds the interest of the whole of humanity. That is the only outlook
and way we must adopt for our survival.

His Holiness the Fourteenth Dalai Lama. 1

19
THE ORIGIN OF SUFFERING

INTRODUCTION
In placing Buddhist ideas in the forefront of modern thought we must
challenge the manner in which they are most commonly described
and by

which they may be dismissed or subverted by the prevalence of a
materialist world view. It seems essential to emphasize once again
that the root ideas of Buddhism cannot be treated simply as just
another ëreligioní. Indeed, it would be more correct to argue that
Buddhism belongs to Science, just as Science can inform Buddhism.

Buddhist ideas comprise a system of enquiry that has no end
because it is bold enough to press beyond the confines of narrative



into that mysterious silence that lies beyond thought. Although, as
Kant rightly saw (Chapter 18), nothing can be said of such a realm, it
can be experienced simply as the thought-less root of existential
being known for example in yogic meditation training. Buddhist
enquiry presses remorselessly into this realm because as
identification with such spacious experience becomes unavoidable,
so the relationship between narrative and the unknown becomes
clarified in a unifying sense of belonging. Form is emptiness yet
emptiness is expressed in form ñ as the Heart Sutra says. Here then
is a view that has the potential to heal suffering arising from nihilism
and alienation. Such enquiry is subjective empiricism with every
much a right to be called science as does its objective corollary.
Furthermore, since Science as mathematical narrative is dependent
upon the characteristics of mind, it too is subject to buddhistic enquiry
just as the mind/brain of subjectivity is open to objective research in
narrative creation. Science and buddhistic enquiry thus form two
poles of investigation by which we seek to see meaning in the
mysterious universe of which we are both product and part. The
current world crisis is fundamentally a crisis in the meanings that one-
sided Western narratives have foisted on contemporary humanity.
Unless we probe into the very roots of this malaise, we are unlikely to
find any solution other than a patch-up that will soon be undone by
planetary response.

In Part 1 of this book we outlined the severe problems that the
contemporary Western world view has been unable to resolve. We
suggested that in a globalised world we should at least pay greater
attention to Eastern thought and in particular to the profound
understanding of self and mind that originated with the Buddha. Can
such inclusion help us to resolve some of the intractable issues that
confront us? This book is an examination of this possibility. In Part 2
we presented an account of buddhist history and ideas and, in Part 3,
a summary of key themes in the Western world view that relate to
Buddhism, challenge it or are challenged by it. We imagined the
Buddha revisiting the earth to find out how his ideas were received
today. In this final part, we explore some of the implications that come
from a joint consideration of buddhistic and scientific ideas. Can such



an exploration begin to define a world view that can transcend the
issues that bedevil us at the start of the current millennium?

In his first sermon to his five friends in the Deer Park at Sarnath, the
Buddha had argued that life was suffering; not that life included
suffering or gave rise to suffering but that it was suffering itself. The
ëNoble Truthsí argue that this is so because life consists of endless
desire for security and meaning in a world that has no existence other
than as an ever-changing flow of events in time. Human inability to
accept this fact and to persist in an endless quest for a secure
permanence for the self is what the Buddha called ignorance.
Freedom from suffering could be found only when the attachments to
illusory securities arising from this pivotal ignorance were laid aside.
Unless attachments were abandoned in the walking of an
enlightening path, suffering was endless, having no beginning and no
ending.

We have been examining these ideas in the context of contemporary
knowledge, in particular research into the origins of mental
characteristics defining the self. Why did human ignorance evolve?
Why does the self persist in its failure to understand its own nature in
spite of its extraordinary capacity for the analysis of phenomena?
Basic ignorance leads to suffering. How does this come about? Was
the Buddhaís insight fundamentally correct and does it hold today?
Let us have a look at some of our conclusions.

BIOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO SUFFERING

In our review of evolutionary theory we have seen that once a feature
of anatomy or social behaviour has become naturally selected it may
subsequently play a role in determining the path of evolution that
follows. These ëpre-adaptationsí become elements in a series of
linked changes like the successive steps of a staircase. A driven or
ëautocatalyticí process is at work here whereby one step largely
predetermines others that may follow within a frame provided by
context. This is a developmental process likened to the movement of
a ball down a slope ñ its direction depends on the tilt and shape of



the incline down which it runs. In many respects, the Buddhaís Law of
Co-dependent Arising neatly encapsulates the principle here for
logically it presupposes the possibility of natural selection.

In Chapters 15 and 16 we explored the fact that much human
suffering is related to the dependency of the helpless child upon the
mother and the behavioural constraints this imposes upon both
parents and children. We can explain this today as a consequence of
an autocatalytic sequence of changes set in motion very early in
human history. Two key elements lie at the root of this sequence;
bipedalism and social complexities in child development.

Some 5 million years ago when African forests retreated and
savannah and desert land increased during an dry period, many
species began to adapt to open country. Standing high on the back
legs allowed early hominids to see across grasslands more easily
and to develop a walking stride for travel and fast running. This freed
the hands for holding, gripping and throwing and thus for tool making
and the wielding of weapons. While the chimpanzees in forests
remained essentially quadrapedal, sometimes walking on their
knuckles and only standing high for observational or carrying
purposes, the hominids gradually acquired bipedalism as their prime
method of movement and this provided many advantages through the
freeing of the hands for multiple uses.

Many animal species living in open country find that congregation in
groups offers protection from predators and the sharing of information
in the common search for food. Competition within such groups may
lead to the formation of mutually supportive alliances commonly
based on kinship. Social life becomes increasingly complex and
ëMachiavellianístrategies enable individuals to manipulate others to
their advantage. Clever animals engage in such activities with
eventual reproductive success. Social intellegence increases,
eventually leading to the capacity for realising that personal activity
depends on mental agency ñ the prime ingredient of which is sensed
as a relatively independent self. The self, as it were, is the cognitive
representative of the body in a social world just as the body relates
the mind to the physics of existence. Self-conception is a mental



reification based on insightful awareness of the connections between
many components of personal existence: sensation; perception;
cognition and memory ñ as the Buddhists would say. Such
cleverness depends on an evolutionary increase in the size of the
computing brain.

The human brain is indeed notably larger in relation to body size than
is the case in other primates. Furthermore, the rounded shape of the
head, the tucking of the face under an expanded cranium and the
pivoting of the skull on the spinal cord are consequences of the
upright posture and the need for balance during bipedal movement,
which has also necessitated changes in the shape and orientation of
the pelvis producing problems for females at birth. While in
quadrapedal baboons the baby passes through the birth canal in a
movement directly front to back, in humans the brain and skull have
begun enlargement in the motherís uterus and this necessitates a
rotation through ninety degrees in passing the birth canal. Such a
movement requires effort on the part of the mother and often
assistance from a midwife.

In order to facilitate birth, the small human baby is born in an
extremely undeveloped state. Indeed the child is completely
dependent on maternal care for an extended period, the brain/skull
continuing to grow for months after birth. The child gradually moves
towards a degree of independence through infancy and childhood yet
requires continuous education in social affairs and skills far into
adulthood. Humans show a marked prolongation of life beyond the
period of reproductive capability; an adaptation enabling accumulated
wisdom to be passed from age to youth during the long period of
maturation.

Human children, we have seen, are born into a situation of great
social complexity and grow up within a network of competing adult
interests that are highly variable according to circumstance. (Chapter
15) The dependency of child upon mother has affected the strategies
whereby men and women attempt to maximise their reproductive
fitness. Women are focussed on maximising the care given to their
children while men, relatively free from such concerns, may or may



not assist in rearing their children depending on circumstances and
their opportunities for fathering children from additional women. We
have seen how differing forms of marital relationship are linked to
contrasting ecologies and livelihoods. The mother has skills whereby
she endeavours to maintain the fatherís interest in her and in her
children. Children likewise endeavour to increase their welfare
through gaining support from parents and this may lead to conflict
with mother and competition between siblings. Diversity of interests,
skills and social orientations within a family tends to ensure that
parents distribute their care in relation to the various assets children
show, assets that may be related to their potential reproductive
success. The initial, total dependence of children leaves them open to
threats of rejection by mothers who, for whatever reason, may reduce
or cease their involvement in a childís growth. In addition, fatherís
demands on mother, his differential interest in his children and the
risk of abandonment or even assault by him, increase the uncertainty
with which a childís early relating is endowed. Children compete for
their parentsí care and cannot be certain that all will be well. A natural
lack of ease is built into human procreation from the very start
thereby producing diverse distortions in a childís sense of itself as an
ëIí in the world. The Buddhaís contention that life is suffering indeed
has strong biological support.

Sigmund Freudís belief that the origin of human neurosis lies to a
large extent within biology is generally supported by evidence gained
in the study of human social evolution and, as we have seen (Chapter
15), John Bowlbyís work has approached this theme directly. The
whole process of human development is subject to threats to well-
being, if not survival. The human self originates in a world beset with
uncertainty. Human eyes open on a difficult scenario where nothing is
certain. Although parents usually love their children, that love is
always set within an atmosphere of perceivable ambivalence.

We have seen how the increased size of the human brain is
essentially a response to the need for skill in managing social affairs
through the intelligent appraisal of the utility and reliability of others.
In a complex communal life, individuals need to be aware of their own
personal existence as entities and agents in a world of competing



others. The cognitive construction of the idea of a ëmeí controlling
and determining the actions of the body becomes the source of
flexible strategies whereby innate tendencies of genetic origin find
effective expression. The emergence of language facilitated the
reification of self-knowledge through naming self versus others and
mine versus yours, his or hers. The ëIí becomes an object, a John, a
Betty or a Horatio; an agent in the world intent on its own fulfilment
and ignorant of the complex processes that underlies its
manifestation. ëIí appear to be one agent in a world of agents;
entities quite solid and thing-like. The fact that ëIí am a reified
cognitive construction is lost to view.

Social skills have required the evolution of enhanced brain capacity
for handling information and providing an integrated continuity of
experience in evaluating the passing scene. While the nature of
consciousness as experience still evades us (Chapter 16), we can
assume it has been a product of these evolutionary developments in
social biology. Human minds are embodied cognitions through which
we relate to the world and primarily to a social world.

This relatively recent bio-social perspective undermines the more
traditional Cartesian dichotomy whereby the physical, biological or
medical sciences are contrasted with humanistic or aesthetic
interpretations of human life. We move here towards monist rather
than dualist conceptions of the body-mind relationship. Contemporary
evolutionary theory tends to bring about a convergence between the
physiological and biological sciences on the one hand and
psychological and historical studies on the other, even though much
of the discourse in these fields of enquiry is still based in contrasting
visions. Yet, we remain experientially in a dualistic world of observer
and observed, thinker and thought. If we wish to establish truly
consilient knowledge, such as E.O Wilson advocates, we need also
to look within, to turn the gaze back, as it were, to observe the mind
within the mirror. It is here that the phenomenological investigations
of the Buddhist yogic approach can give us insights that go well
beyond the discoveries of Husserl and the Western
phenomenologists (Chapter 17). In particular, if we are to avoid the
suffering that a collapse of civilisation would certainly entail, these



insights cause us to reflect anew on the values we wish to establish
as essential to our worldview of the future.

TRANSCENDING THE THING-SELF

The dependency of the young child has major effects on the
developing mind. In the search for the origins of neurosis,
psychoanalytical and psychotherapeutic schools have looked at the
way in which the inevitable frustrations of wants and needs of baby
lead eventually to repression and the development of a hidden, inner
world of fear-filled resentments against the perpetrators of frustration.
Suppressed anger is linked to deep needs for love, recognition and
meaning for an emerging self with a name and an identity. The
differing schools of thought all circle about these primal themes
(Chapter 15). The repressed, inner conflicts of adults are rooted in
our infancy and become the cause of subsequent failures in relating;
failures themselves anchored in fantasies that may become almost
explicit in dreams. In their studies of notable historical personalities,
Alice Miller and others have demonstrated how the whole character
and career of a human being is usually pivoted upon the social,
especially the familial, circumstances of birth.

In an outstanding, concluding essay to her book An Introduction to
Object Relations, Lavinia Gomez2 points out that most Western,
psychological thinkers are more concerned with the individual than
with the vital importance of relationship in human development.3 Their
focus points primarily at personality examined separately from the
community in which a person lives even though the subjective sense
of self arises through the importation of social experience. The self as
a cognitive construction is often viewed as a separate process from
both its underlying biology and the community that surrounds it,
although to do so is to perpetuate a dualism in which we ëhaveí a self
rather than ëbeingí a self. The self is treated as a ëthingí separate
from its context. Body and Mind thus remain distinct and their
relationship unclear. Gomez writes: ìAll these versions of duality are
related to the physical and mental bases of our lives, without
addressing this duality. Our physicality drives us towards food,



shelter, sex; our subjectivity yearns for relationship, art, for meaning.
While the western mind-body distinction forces us to differentiate
between these aspects of ourselves, empirically they lie together in a
single humanity. The subjective experience of our physicality renders
it psychological; yet our split self concept stands in the way of unitary
language.î

She goes on to point out: ì Eastern thought has long been recognised
as offering a different view of the self, less finite and less solid, and
has been explored with devotion by westerners who feel boxed in by
their social conditioning. Perhaps the self they hope to transcend is
the thing-self, which we now conjecture as a defence against
uncertainty which shields us from the fullness of experience.î

Yet in modern French thought, particularly in Lacan and Sartre, we
have come across a more unitary, less dualistic, version of the origins
of suffering based in a developmental failure to recognise the basis
upon which the construction of self rests (Chapter 18). As we have
observed, Lacan sees the emergence of self as mistaking the social
image-of-oneselfas-perceived-by-others as ones true being. It is as if
one believes the face in the mirror is oneís true face. The true basis
of self, Lacan argues, is the lost unity of self and mother. Lacan
speaks of a deep, unconscious sense of lack arising from the loss of
maternal unity. Sartre saw consciousness as a vacuity, in which the
objects of experience merely appear, and from the emptiness of
which an individual flees in an endeavour to become something solid
(Chapter 18). ëBad faithí expressed in this flight can be cured only by
a full encounter with vacuity itself. Of this however Sartre says
nothing, remaining circling existentially around his founding ideas. For
Sartre, a deep painful neediness in life arises from the lack of any
rooted substantiality in experience.

Such notions of a profound sense of lack in human experience have
also found expression in the work of pioneer psychoanalyst Alfred
Adler (1870-1937) that has received a warm extension in the ideas of
James Hillman. Adler based his psychology in the notion that physical
inferiority, whether real or inferred, leads to feelings of negative self
evaluation which demand compensation if the self is to feel at ease.



Since any physical attribute can be judged inferior relative to the
same feature in others, it follows that an inferiority complex must be a
quite general problem for human beings. The defence of the ego
requires the creation of guarding tendencies that protect the self
against its own hidden fears.

One prime consequence in men is the ëmasculine protestí: a need to
win or be perceived as ëone-upí, having its origin in the development
of a feeling in the necessarily small, dependent child that weakness is
a sign of both inferiority and femininity. In a male dominated society,
exaggerated heroism or bravado is thus a compensation for a lack of
selfconfidence in the face of unconsciously assumed inferiority. Such
compensations may be socially effective depending on the manner by
which the subject relates to the ërealitiesí of his social situation.

Adler was influenced by the philosophy of Hans Vaihinger, which
argued for a fictional basis for subjectivity. The mind invents images
and stories that come to act as healing fictions in compensation for
the lack of self-confidence. These imaginary narratives play a major
role in determining action in the world and contain configurations of
the prime goals in a personís life. Mental disorder is thus constructed
out of ineffective fictions that fail to compensate (or severely over-
compensate) for the inner sense of inferiority. The therapeutic
process consists in the reordering of such fictions to achieve a better
balance in social relations.

In attempting to answer the question, ìWhat does the soul want?î
James Hillman argues that deep within mental development is a
sense of inferiority that appears in deep psychic figures that seek to
undermine the means by which compensation is being attempted.
Such figures appear in dream, fantasy or in therapeutic interaction. In
particular, they arise from real or imagined failures in erotic life
wherein relative inferiority is especially easily stimulated. He argues
that a need for compensation forms part of what he terms the soul
and that a sense of loss is a permanent possibility. ìNo psychological
act can fully satisfy, no interpretation truly click like a key in a lock, no
relationship of souls complete the lack and failure that reflects the
essence of the psyche. Imperfection is in its essence, and we are



complete only by being in want.î He goes on: ìThe whole therapeutic
opus with its vision of perfection in the love of fellow-feeling can never
leave the tiny beginning, the bit of gravel in the shoe that returns us to
feelings of inferiority which are given with embodiment in our organic
creatureliness.î He concludes that the ìsoulís eternal wanting is
psychotherapyís eternal question.î 4

These views begin to approach the cardinal notion of Buddhism
where, as David Loy, points out, the lack of insight into the
ëemptinessí, the nonsubstantiality of the impermanent self, is the
prime cause of suffering ñ as the Buddha said. In Buddhism, the
yogic enquiry into the nature of mind leads eventually to an
uncovering of the absence of any substantial thing ñ like self. The
whole basis of the cognised entity is questioned through the
examination of its root in sensation prior to intentionality. In
meditation, the narrative of self floats free in a space-like, open
awareness wherein judgement or analysis no longer apply because
these are both attributes solely of the narrative and not of its basis.
Surprisingly, the prison of self-concern with its sense of inferiority, its
prejudices and fixed views, is then found to have open doors and in
such openness, a curious freedom is to be found. A positive, felt
relationship with the bare suchness of existence is discovered
precisely in this freedom. Training in the ability to sustain this insight
leads to an equanimity in the face of lifeís perils that takes a
practitioner far from the depressive states which Lacan and Sartre
describe and which Hillmanís grit in the shoe dramatises. A unifying,
ultimately indescribable openness may replace the prisons of
dualistic visioning which have become so marked a feature of the
schizoid West stifled by the forms of its own narrative.

The simplicity whereby the Four Noble Truths are expressed should
not lead us astray. It is indeed in the endless wanting for a condition
that is not present, or not wanting that which is present, that lie the
roots of suffering. Our modern knowledge of social psychological
evolution and the dynamics of self are beginning to show us how this
came to be. An understanding that goes to the very roots of our
biological history may begin to point the way to plausible resolutions
through filling out the buddhistic vision of self as desire.
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TINBERGENíS DOUBT REVISITED

Tinbergen did not experience the severe dislocations that currently
beset the world nor the optimistic hypocrisy by which the
questionable values of consumer-dominated democracy are spun into
seemingly inevitable and even desirable outcomes. Things have
gotten worse since his time and it is increasingly apparent to any
thinking person that they cannot go on as they are. It is not difficult to
envisage a disastrous outcome to global ëdevelopmentí should it
remain uncorrected by new insights and alternative directions.

DOOMSDAY SCENARIOS

If limited global resources dwindle without adequate energy
replacement or an acceptance of lowered and more equitably
distributed standards of living, exploitation of the majority by a
powerful minority may develop followed by an inevitable resistance
taking an increasingly violent form driven by regression, bigotry and
self-justification. Unless governments show an unhesitating wisdom,
democracy itself may permit the election of salvationist tyrants whose
policies quickly produce revolution. With modern weaponry and
technology easily acquired, the result could be a collapse into a
worldwide anarchy far more damaging than the Thirty Years War that
devastated Europe during the demise of authoritarian Christianity.
Any use of weapons of mass destruction would ensure not only the
collapse of civilisation but also plausibly an extinction of the human



species together with much of sentient life. The planet would be left
for molluscs, flies and spiders to recreate.

Even without such a doomsday scenario, the likely solution would be
the imposition of authoritarian regional or world governments devoted
to the welfare only of their supporters and the suppression of all other
cultural expressions. The freedoms we know today would disappear,
self expression would be increasingly dangerous, cultures would
become rigidified under self-righteous officialdoms, and underground
resistance would express itself by continuous, unsuccessful terrorism
without clearly formulated objectives. Such a situation could only hold
the fort against planetary disaster for a limited period of time that
might however last for centuries. To its inhabitants, the twentieth
century would appear to have been paradise.

Unless humanity takes steps to alter its historical direction, something
like the above scenario is an entirely plausible outcome. Tinbergen
was therefore right in his anxieties about the future. The seductive
benefits of technological science and its supporting world view are
manifest in the high standards of living throughout parts of the
developed world, the freedoms of expression under democratic
Western governments and the exciting vistas of continuing research
in all fields, yet the underlying anxieties cannot be resolved by
existing philosophies of economics and society. The dangers to the
desirable lifestyle of the wealthy are perhaps the most obvious
threats: yet the contemporary obsession with both ëgrowthí and
ësustainable developmentí in a world of limiting resources is actually
so contradictory that we can only hope that the roots of the obsession
itself may be confronted.

There are indeed signs that this can be the case. The appallingly
negative consequences of unrestrained corporate capitalism have not
gone unnoticed. The destruction of local cultures, the pauperisation of
those whose local industries have been destroyed, the problem of
debt, the exploitation of small countries by the transnational
corporations, the condition of Africa and the failures of the World
Bank and the IMF in controlling financial collapses of formerly healthy
economies, have lead to worldwide condemnation and the criticism of



the global policies of institutions following a market philosophy. The
over-exploitation and pollution of the planet primarily by the U.S.A.
can only become enormously magnified as the full impact of the
modernisation of China, India and South America is felt. Worldwide
exploitation of planetary resources at the levels of U.S.A. is merely a
pipe dream. New economic approaches are needed to repair the
damage (Chapter 17) but the power of the ëreligion of consumptioní
is such that any serious attempt to curtail the onward march of
increasingly insupportable life styles will be dangerously resisted. The
problem requires a vision of human fulfilment that can challenge the
illusion that the human subject can ground him or her-self solely
through material gain. Only the creation of such an alternative vision
is likely to persuade humanity to adopt reasoned policies of self
control that are the conditions for an ëenlightenmentí of both an
Eastern and a Western form.

The root of the matter is education. Those who confront the current
evils of the world come from many origins and persuasions. There is
little unifying understanding among them apart from a resistance to
the manifest inadequacies of current global policies. There is no
underlying philosophy of human nature from which world policies can
be developed. This means that although what is wrong with global
development is not so difficult to understand, a basis for its correction
that can be universally accepted remains so far largely unconsidered.
Piecemeal and fragmentary opposition does little to control the
onward march of greedy development. The world seems to await a
saviour but the days of saviours are over. We have to work this one
out for ourselves.

Tinbergen wondered whether the psychology based in our biological
origins on the African savannahs was adequate for the task, whether
we were in fact sufficiently flexible to face up to the testing conditions
of our own creation. He called for a ìnew type of citizen.î (Chapter 1)
This book, in common with the work of David Loy, has been arguing
that Western philosophies alone seem unable to meet the challenge
because at a fundamental level they have proved unable to tackle the
fear of personal ungroundedness. Such fear underlies the quest for
security that is the basis for our greed for illusory material solutions.



The Western world has not recovered from the death of God and
pursues policies with a potential for self-destruction.

THE PROBLEM OF RELIGIONS

Speaking of a ëvision of human fulfilmentísuggests a religious
argument. In the perspective of Western humanism, ëreligionsí are a
disaster. Is the solution we are exploring therefore ëreligiousí or
something else? Words are tricky and some clarification is again
needed to avoid misunderstanding. The breaking of the domination of
religion over creative thought in Europe has had immense
consequences. The Western humanist tradition has been the source
of extraordinary gains in understanding, in personal freedom, in
scientific understanding. This is true in spite of its unfortunate closure
around the rigidities of the Cartesian world view that has led to our
alienation from nature and the crisis of unrestrained consumerism. Its
values have included liberty, pursuit of knowledge for its own sake,
cultivation of acceptable pleasure, free speech, tolerance of
contrasting views, open friendship and a feeling of being a member of
a human community oriented to general well being. These were the
understood dimensions of the ëgoodí that sustained the humanist
triumph until the mid twentieth century and to which philosopher
Charles Taylor feels we need to find a way to return (Chapter 1). They
are the very basis of our democratic values. The cost of their decay is
not so much a loss of meaning and value in the post-modern world as
a failure to address the fundamental post-Christian loss of a secure
self. Underlying all the struggles to find an alternative to God is a
confusion that all too easily accepts simplistic solutions and ends in
merely self-serving interpretations of fulfilment that encourage
dispute.

Humanist philosopher A.C. Grayling of Birkbeck College in the
University of London argues that ìthe real problem faced by the
humanist project is the survival of religious beliefs and practices, and
in particular their growth in parts of the world, especially Africa and
Asia, where the fertile mixture of under-education, poverty, impotence
and resentment makes the promises and quick psychological fixes of



religion especially welcome.î 1 He points particularly to fundamentalist
forms of Christianity and Islam. ìAll these forms of religious
expression are essentially regressive, oppressive and at best
medieval, and their dissonance with the modern world is a continual
and too often terrible source of conflict.î He argues that the toleration
of such religions within a Western world of traditional liberal values
favouring free speech and free worship is mistaken. The powerful and
coercive ëreligions of the bookí, Christianity, Islam and Judaism, all
derived from a common Middle Eastern origin, have become mutually
incompatible with one another and their bloody disagreements are
allowed to thrive while generating endless confusion. He argues, ìAll
religions are such that, if they are pushed to their logical conclusion,
or if their founding literatures and early traditions are taken literally,
they will take the form of their respective fundamentalisms.î In that
each regards the othersí teachings as falsely pernicious and that the
only truth is their own way, the inevitable consequence is mutual
crusade, jihad or fatwa. Even when suppressed by secular law, such
antagonism and distrust leaves society in ferment. Such rampant
stupidity is a major barrier to rational understanding of any kind.

Perhaps one of the most alarming aspects of the coercive aspects of
fundamentalist Christianity is its penetration into the politics of the
right in U.S.A. Na⁄ve, born-again Christians include among their
number a regenerated George. W. Bush whose crusading attitude
towards sensitive world reform has sustained the Middle East in
turmoil, created bloody chaos in Iraq and totally failed to understand
that military might alone cannot possibly meet the challenge of
fundamentalist Wahabism in Islam. Meanwhile, as his citizens
become dubiously welcomed anywhere in the world, this foolish
president campaigns politically through utilising the power of fear to
suborn the intellegence of the citizens he appears to protect.
Endlessly mouthing ëdemocracyí and ëfreedomí he fails to
understand the messages of Kofi Anand that the rule of law must
begin at home. Cryptic totalitarian abuses in prisons are among other
signs that the democratic conventions of the American past are
weakening. The na⁄veté of evangelical Christianity in combination
with the ëneoconservativeí political programme of economic



imperialism suggests that the present culture of U.S.A. is a major
contributor to world problems and very far from offering any solution.
Yet, there is clearly hope as the midterm elections 2006 and the
control of Congress by the Democrats now indicates. US citizens
have clearly rejected the nonsence inflicted upon them and are
looking for a way out.

Religion, says Grayling, should be left to the personal sphere allowing
public education to be entirely secular. The abandonment of support
for faith schools and religious propaganda may allow dogmatic
antagonisms to fade away and plausibly the French insistence on
keeping religion out of school may be a wise policy. Uncritical,
multicultural toleration may lead not to common understandings but to
unending civil conflict and pernicious prejudice preventing necessary
global reforms. Even so, Graylingís views need very cautious
consideration because it is an inalienable right of democracy that
individuals should have the openess of free speech and expression.
Yet, when these rights are exploited for the expression of intolerance,
authoritarianism and ideological control, freedom itself disappears. At
present, the resentment of Islam at the West and the Western
suspicion of Islam is polarising a dispute that needs sensitive
understanding. It should be possible for moderate Islam, a religion of
righteousness, to coexist reasonably both with a compassionate
Christianity and scientific secularism but this can only come about
through dialogue and respect on all sides. Interfaith dialogue requires
a tolerance based in an underpinning that must be in itself
philosophical.

It may well be that periodic upsurges of insight can only develop
when defensive attachment to the forms of a religion is given up
within a religious world view itself. The Desert Fathers knew this,
apophatic and hesychast Christianity in the Greek and Russian
churches understands it, Martin Buber in Judaism expresses it and so
do the varying forms of Sufism, nominally part of Islam. The textual
expressions of all these movements have many features in common.
In reading them, one sees a common thread. Meister Eckhart, Martin
Buber and the Sufi masters all transcend authoritarian discourse in
ways that parallel the insights of the Buddha. Practitioners within



these traditions of spiritual practice have a generosity based in their
relative lack of attachment to ego concern that allows them to talk
easily with one another. Aldous Huxley has called this a perennial
philosophy that underpins religion.2 There is hope in this view but its
expression remains diverse and deeply contaminated by orthodox
concerns with security through dogmatic belief.

We have noted that historical transitions between differing stages of
religious development have been characterised by the Russian
thinker Michail Bakhtin as occurring in three phases of cultural
change.3 In the first phase, the ëancient matrixí, personal identity is
relational, structured in terms of the immediate social world and
environment of exploitation. The self is deeply participatory, involved
within and pervaded by the unified life of the world system as
perceived. Time is felt to be cyclic based on a harmony within nature,
the human relationship with which is governed by detailed rules
regulated by shamanic discourse including means for restoration
when broken. The vehicle is mytho-poetic, ëshamanicí discourse,
often revealed in trance states wherein representational fantasy
reflects themes in both social and environmental relationships.

In the second phase, individualism is enhanced through an
awareness of time in a personal becoming moving towards destinies
distinct from the world matrix. This phase coincides with the
appearance of class systems, state government and religions of
personal salvation emphasising a separation between identity, the
political world and the cosmos. The vehicle of thought is here
anchored in reified usages of terms of self, identity, ethics and linear
processes descriptive of commercial advance and personal salvation.
The so-called ëgreatí world religions of today are mainly of this type.

The third phase develops through an emergent understanding of
belief and world-view as contingent upon their context. A sense of the
relativity of faith to the history of cultural change arises so that the
monologic discourses of previous religions/philosophies are opened
up through reflexive awareness. It is then realised that projections of
reified abstract ideas upon a conceptual universe in no way
necessarily relate to ëtruthí. This last phase has it main contemporary



expression in the humanism of the so-called post-modern period but
it has a much earlier origin. An understanding of relativity allows
older, even shamanic, discourses to be attributed new meanings
within an ever moving discourse with ërealityí operating in many
modes.

If we take a look at the major world religions, we can see that few of
them have made this third transition. In particular the great
monotheistic religions, Christianity (2.16 billion adherents worldwide),
Islam (1.34 bn), Judaism (14 million) and the oldest, Zoroastrianism
(2.6 million),4 all reify the mystery of universal causation as a single
eternal and omniscient ëGodí, an idea that provides the basis for
moral judgement and acts as the core socio-ethical glue of the
society of believers. The problem is that when such root ideas are
threatened by critical analytical approaches and scientific studies of
actual causation in the world, believers react with defensive
aggression through excommunication, imprisonment or even the
slaughter of unbelievers. Such societies become highly conservative
and unresponsive to social and economic changes to which in many
cases they react by regression to fundamentalist simplicities
oppressing a population with rigid rules lacking in humility,
compassion or reason. Furthermore, since each faith holds its beliefs
to be unchallengeably true, dialogue and negotiation between them
becomes almost impossible and conflict inevitable.

It so happens that Asian religions, Hinduism (877126000 adherents),
Buddhism (382155000) and Taoism, have retained a sense of human
participation in the universal process that to a large extent avoids the
conflicting dualisms of the monotheistic majority and, apart from local
conflicts in the name of religion which have ethno-economic causes
(i.e. Sri Lanka), are less likely to regress into widespread
fundamentalism. These approaches have crossed the boundary
between Bakhtinís second and third phases. In the case of Buddhism
such transition is especially clear in a manner that allows Buddhism
to claim a clear relationship with Western post-Christian humanism.5

Bearing these three orientations in mind, we can see that the
objective study of ëfaithsí must entail the relating of socio-economic



study with the anthropology of custom and social structure. The
world-view of a people needs detailed understanding through
analysis of transcribed speech, ritual and trance utterance as well as
of any textual material available. As a picture of the ëinnerí world of
the participants emerges we can see how meaning is attributed to
self and social process in contrasting faiths and how ritual and other
practices come to regulate communal life in relation to social tension
and the supply and demand of commodities derived from the
exploitation of nature. A worldwide education in the understanding of
these processes is desperately needed to reduce the blind adherence
to medieval moralities based in incompatible beliefs in arbitrary
metaphysical entities. Such an education, plausibly, would bring
about a lessening of tension without the need for laws favouring this
or that solution.

HUMAN POTENTIAL

The key notions within Buddhism, the root ideas deriving from yogic
investigation, express a transcendence of theistic duality peculiarly
well. Of course, indigenous practices within Buddhism often take the
form of dependent religiosity also ñ where the believer is dependent
upon an attachment, worshiping the Buddha for example rather than
following his example and his teaching. Yet, in the teachings of the
masters, lamas and yogins, there is the clarity of a psychology
anchored in a holistic perception of universe and self. This is a vision
that, while solving nothing objectively, provides the subjective security
of an open freedom. As Master Tung-shan said on attaining
enlightenment through observing his reflection in a stream, ìI am not
it, yet it is all of me.î6 When the relationship of self and universe is
seen in this light, the rigidifying attachments to protective concepts
and dogmatic identifications melt away. If Western humanists came to
see the universe in such a way, it would become possible to
reformulate the materialism and ego-centred demands for the illusory
ëgoodsí of today in new and curative ways. Could such a view
become the basis for a new education system going beyond the
utilitarian projects of the present time? Is a buddhistic version of
humanism a way forward for our time?



While Tinbergen doubted whether the human capacity for adaptation
was sufficient to cope with present demands, there are signs that
human potential remains vast and, like an immense oilfield on the
moon, untapped. Gloomy as so many predictions about the future
may be, it is far from clear that human ingenuity is exhausted. The
problem is how to activate this potential in a way that will correct the
negativities of our time. To tap this field we will have to try out new
approaches, in particular through working with new psychological
dimensions that may open the way to potentialities currently viewed
as impossible or suspect. The barriers to change inherent in the
present system are enormous: not only is there a lack of vision in
discontent but neither philosophers nor economists have yet seen a
way to modify corporate capitalism in a way that could stop the
spoliation of the planet before serious disasters begin to strike.
Longsight and timescales of several hundreds of years are needed.
Yet, the modern world is an intellectual construct as much as it is a
product of material history and the problem with the Western intellect
is that it has been stuck for too long in the groove of the Cartesian
vision. The mind is altogether bigger than this in its capacity for
imagination, insight and subjective self-awareness. It is on these
further reaches of the human mind that we will have to call.
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THE UNGROUNDED SELF IN HISTORY



Much Buddhist discourse is concerned with the resolution of suffering
in the minds of individuals yet the study of human history also
implicates a grasping after an unobtainable security by humanity as a
whole. Recently David Loy, an American philosopher for long resident
in Japan and a Zen teacher, argues that much historical change has
itself been driven by the search to resolve the hidden sense of lack
that insecurity entails. This important thesis has the potential to revise
our approach to the future radically.1

A QUESTION OF ëLACKí

David Loy begins by stressing that self-consciousness is not
something that exists as an independent object with its own individual
being. It is more like the surface of an ocean, he says, dependent
upon its depth but unable to grasp that fact because it is itself the
manifestation of that depth. When the self wishes to experience itself
as an object in a world of determinable ërealityí, it finds itself unable
to do so with conviction. It is always shadowed by a sense of
incompleteness or ëlackí, which it tries to escape or avoid (Chapter
18). The conceptualised self, lacking groundedness, becomes subject
to a nagging anxiety frequently repressed only to re-emerge as a
compulsive search for something upon which to rely. Originating deep
in the unconscious, imaginary solutions are projected on the world
and for a time appear to fill the need. All such solutions are however,
in the Buddhist view, failures to address the root problem ñ the actual
emptiness of self. Once uncovered, this emptiness proves to be a
surprising source of open creativity leading to an essentially spiritual
realisation that ëIí am none other than such spacious freedom itself.
Such a move is however frightening for those used to a more rigid
conception of themselves; it will be avoided leading to further
repression and escape into illusory security. When such illusory
security becomes the root of a world view, anyone or any viewpoint
that threatens it will become the enemy (Chapter 20). The trap snaps
shut and the hunting dogs let loose.

Fear of the ëoceanicí leads humanity into a spiritual captivity that
seems sacred only because it protects us from an apparently



threatening nothingness. The truly spiritual quest is none other than
the work needed to transform such captivity into freedom yet, sadly,
such quests have often lead simply into yet another trap. Ever since
the collapse of the ruling Christian myth began, we have witnessed
powerful socio-political movements that have led to precisely this
impasse. Loy explores these movements in considerable detail.

Medieval Christianity contained our lack of groundedness effectively
through viewing it as sin. The world was still ëenchantedí by a world
view ruled by God, rather as had the Roman Empire been ruled by a
divine emperor. So long as one obeyed the rules the subject could
experience unity within such a world. Any deviation, any doubt was
sinful and led to holy retribution even excommunication. Yet Christ, by
taking on the sins of humanity in personal sacrifice, had mercifully
saved us from our sins. In worshipping him, believers expressed their
thankfulness and their reunion with God. Christianity was thus able to
channel the anxiety of believers into a spiritual realm where lack of
groundedness as sin was forgiven and a sense of oneness with
Godís creation sustained.

The organic wholeness within medieval Christianity had been held
together by a moral life that sustained a sense of groundedness
within divine authority. As soon as early science broached such
security by an intellectual undermining of Christian beliefs, a huge
anxiety was released within the Western world. All cherished values
were questioned and the philosophical struggle to come to terms with
the fear of nihilism began in earnest. At less intellectually exalted
levels, a dread of death emerged on centre stage necessitating the
need for a strict morality that might ensure passage to a kingdom in
heaven. As the Reformation challenged the spiritual authority of the
ancient church and secular life began to develop in mercantile form,
the traditional solutions fragmented. Since each fragment supposed
itself to be a final solution inevitably wars began between them, not
only verbal but horrifically actual. The Thirty Years War was a disaster
with very long term consequences for Europe. A major emergence
was Calvinism stressing the Lutheran emphasis on a personal
relationship direct to God rather than through the corrupting
mechanisms of the church. Yet, in this Calvinist view, original sin



undermined humanityís freewill to do good, which meant that nothing
could be done to ensure salvation. Only Godís ëgraceí could select
the few divinely chosen for salvation. In such a world, where money
making and economic success might indicate Godís favour, the
temptation to turn to secular expedients to resolve the anxieties of
ungrounded-ness became attractive.

The humanity of the early Renaissance became distorted into
mechanistic philosophising (Descartes, Hobbes) ending in
utilitarianism and ultimately the ideals of socialism and communism.
(Chapter 18). In that such movements temporarily resolved concerns
with ungroundedness, they too were based in an ultimately spiritual
quest. Loy argues that, on the way to these twentieth century
outcomes, the divinity of kings, the nation state, numerous religious
movements and idealisms emerged and passed away ñ all
essentially compensations for the underlying lack of personal
groundedness manifesting socially and politically.

After the Thirty Years War, reliance on the charisma of divinely
appointed monarchs was replaced by the idea of the nation state. Yet,
as the state become ever more complex and necessarily ruled by
laws, so the communalism of earlier societies became replaced by a
need to mesh local, factional, industrial, trading, and other competing
loyalties under rules of law agreed between stake holding interests
rooted essentially in individual property or capital. Trust became
easily subverted by mutual suspicion. The focus on individual rights
within a world of competitive relations yielded the extreme
individualism ultimately characteristic of the West (Chapter 15). This
however is a mode of being that can only find satisfaction in forms of
achievement that few may actually attain. Ideas of nationality and
citizenship provide some recompense for a loss of communality yet
the continuing ungroundedness of the subject remains unaddressed.
Its expression in unconscious fear continuously erupts in the comings
and goings of fashion and escapist ideals: the ultimate holiday;
varieties of Shangri-la; the perfect guru; bizarre communes; football
fan clubs; alternative health; religion and anything you can think of,
sexual identities; power dressing; choice; clubbism and drunkenness
in the streets. All these fads and desires can be fed and maintained



by their commodification leading to the subjection of the personal to
the functioning of the consumer state ñ yet their result is continuing
alienation.

The new forms of industrial collectivity were a social expression of
agreements between gain-focussed individuals in their exploitation of
resources. The first joint stock company was chartered in England in
1553. In a limited liability company the management is responsible to
the stockholders who require a return on their investments. Today the
transnational corporations have no other moral code and the
stockholders usually have little interest in their effects on the world or
control over the ethics of management. Like nation states, the huge
transnational corporations have become self-justifying processes
increasingly exploiting world resources and devoted solely to their
own interests. These financial processes function within ëthe
economyí which, as Loy points out, is a collective objectification of
desire, not so much a desire to achieve ever higher standards of
living and ever widening choice but to find a solution through money
to our lack of groundedness. Preoccupation with perpetual growth as
an end in itself becomes socially dangerous in a world that is actually
limited in itís resources. Loy argues: ìThe tomorrow that-never-
actually-comes gives us hope of resolving the lack that gnaws on us
today; the reality is however that our future orientation is a way of
avoiding a present we are unable to cope with.î

If Loy is right and the economy is essentially an arena for illusory
solutions to ungroundedness then the whole of the consumerist world
view is anchored in a fundamental but unacknowledged anxiety.
Consumerism has a hidden spiritual objective, albeit an illusory one,
in the attempt to compensate for ungroundedness. It is our modern
ëreligioní and it has spread worldwide through a globalisation that
has proved irresistible. The notion of a ësecularí world is actually
mistaken, beneath the secular veneer spiritual needs actually
dominate but in largely unconscious ways. Loy suggests that ëGodí
has actually not disappeared but rather re-appeared as the
functioning of the nation state, the market economy and our scientific
projects as if they were a source for grounding our activities in an
objectified ërealityí. Yet, these societal functions are inherently



unstable, never profitable enough, and never empty the world of
problems. Like God, on examination, all are empty; victories of
means over ends, for the ends are not comprehended except as
some unformulated utopia of the imagination. The powers of nation
states, the market and technocracies are, in Loyís view, demonic in
their destructiveness because no limits are set on their use. They
have become political and economic compulsions: institutions that
have taken on lives of their own, subordinating individuals and indeed
whole cultures to their patterns while accepting no higher critique
whatsoever. The churches may sometimes groan but they too have
been suborned. The ëdeificationí of the state, the market and
scientific endeavour can in no way settle our ungrounded anxieties.
Meanwhile the twin terrorisms of unbridled consumption of limited
planetary resources and the mindless resentment of the underclass
continue unchecked.

So ñ what to do?

End Note
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HEART AND MIND: THE BASIS FOR
TRANSFORMATIVE YOGA
GOOD SAMARITANS AND THE FEELING FOR THE WORLD

There are those who argue that the functioning of the market in the
modern economy is a natural process. The market, consisting of
limited liability companies and corporations all working hard to
maintain their stockholdersí investments, provides the funds whereby
governments sustain their welfare plans by taxing profit. The system
is unsurprisingly logical but these effects are no more than the



inevitable consequences of a process that is far from being natural in
any biological sense. It is a cultural creation and as such open to
change through the adoption of different values. The so-called
naturalness of the system is a result of its own closed logic.

We have been exploring what that logic is. As we have seen, the
modern system originated in Great Britain following the land
enclosures that dispossessed the agricultural peasant thereby
generating a large, exploitable class of the poor for employment and
exploitation in nascent factories. Capitalist ideas became dominant as
huge fortunes began to be made and the suffering of the working
class ignored or seen as an essential price to be paid for national
progress. Protestant Calvinism thrived because hard won benefits of
business were believed to indicate Godís favour and hence the
possibility of being among the elect destined for a heavenly kingdom.
The gradual disappearance of God left the acquisition of money as
the remaining ëgoodí that could ensure at least a comfortable life.
Money thus became God and no limits were set on the competitive
acquisition of the blessings of wealth. Indeed, much of the excitement
of migrating to the United States lay in the idea that here was a land
where anyone could become rich. Such a value system leads to
highly addictive behaviour, which in a world lacking constraints has
known no bounds. Yet, the early millionaires often used their money
to create trusts for the general welfare. This seems rarely to be the
case today when the culture of corporate capitalism usually lacks any
serious ethical dimension. What appears ënaturalí of course is that a
wealthy manís inclusive fitness in terms of his genetic success is
seemingly higher than that of the poor simply due to his more secure
lifestyle, wider opportunities and acquired skills in competition. Wealth
will not give up easily.

Biology is subtler than this. We have seen that under certain
evolutionary conditions not only aggressive competition but also
various types of altruism or mutualism appear (Chapter 14). In most
human cultures a further extension of altruism has developed, the
Good Samaritan principle, whereby even unrelated humans may aid
each other when in distress. This extension of self-focussed altruism
makes sense in terms of a widespread adoption of reciprocation that



can in principle extend to the whole of humanity. We can envisage all
humanity as kin. There is a balancing of opposites that allows general
altruism to emerge within self-interest ñ depending however on
circumstance. What appears to have happened, post Calvinism, is
that the competitive element has gained almost complete
ascendance over altruism leaving us with the illusion that the market
economy is the only possible way of running the planet. Individual
selfinterest rules yet the underlying root, David Loy emphasises, is
not actually economic desire but a repressed fear of ultimate
meaninglessness for which wealth and its attendant delusions are
compensation.

Feelings such as fear are often discounted or denied, a tendency
related to the pronounced separation between mind and feeling within
the Cartesian world view. Truth, it is erroneously assumed, can only
be known by the mind; feeling is discounted. And yet, it is precisely a
feeling that allows an individual to set himself aside and become a
Good Samaritan. Think of those tireless young people working for
Médecins sans Frontières in situations of extraordinary human
tragedy and danger. Such help to others in distress is not calculated:
many risk their lives. Ordinary folks may hire a lorry and at great
expense and difficulty drive supplies to some disaster area. Why?
There is a feeling here that a principle is at stake. The demands of
such a ëhypergoodí, as Charles Taylor remarks, are not easily
ignored.

This is not something so much thought about as driven by an inner
demand, yet, in order to act in such a way, feeling may have to
overrule accepted orthodoxies of reason. Many feel anguished by the
faults of contemporary economic policies but, in the face of
overwhelming reason, find it difficult to make an effective
response.This heart-mind split is a curious effect of Cartesian world
views. It has not been evident to a similar degree in any other culture.

In Chinese scriptures, for example, the word often translated into
English as ëmindí actually has a much broader meaning that includes
affect, feeling. The ëheartí is included in the term here. What is being
talked about is a ëheart-mindí that contemporary Westerners have a



problem both in translating and in experiencing. On a sunny summer
evening, I may hear a Wood Pigeon cooing in counter song with a
neighbour some way off. Being an ornithologist I know a good deal
about bird calls and their function but, as I listen to the pigeon, that
may not be the first thing that comes to mind. I find myself smiling at
the seemingly self-contented cooing of this rather fat and comfortable
bird. It seems like a well-off arboreal matron gently singing to herself
and nattering to a neighbour. The smile arises from an imaginative
projection and a sense of its absurdityñyet the quality of my
awareness is at that moment determined by it. There is a touch of
tenderness that in no way obscures any scientific analysis that
remains available in my memory. I am simply present to a world
perceived though my own heartís inclination.

If we examine our lives we will find that this sort of heart-mind
evaluation is actually commonplace. Naturally, it is a seedbed of
illusions that may need to be subjected to rational analysis, yet, much
of the time, the enjoyment of life as well as its sadness and distress is
determined by it. The heart-mind is actually fundamental. Descartes
threw out a baby with the bathwater. Throughout much of recent
history, the heart-mind has lost ground to the rational intellegence
that often functions in abstracted isolation.

RELATING HEART AND MIND

IND 1975)1 has suggested that three sociocultural periods are visible
in human history and find expression in the literature and art of their
periods as distinctive ëchronotopesí. In each period, time and space
are experienced differently with related contrasts in human
relationships. The earliest period was an essentially shamanic
ëancient matrixí. In the second phase, individuals, now participating
in the birth of commerce, became aware of their personal
development through time, a linear awareness in which becoming
rather than being was pronounced. Mind and reason predominate. In
the third phase, this marked individualism discovers its own relativity
through reflexive insight into its origins and formation. In high culture,
personal consciousness is then seen as a product of history and



some of the older forms of thought and feeling may re-emerge or
become open to new exploration. These forms of thought are
however now understood as mind productions: subject and object are
distinguished and the world as virtuality is more clearly understood.

In these three phases, heart and mind relate in contrasting ways. In
the second, the constructed identity dominates feeling, while, in the
third and emerging contemporary phase, self reflection opens again
on heartfelt feeling, for example in the examination of Jungian
archetypes and their role in emotion. In this third phase, multicultural
influences interact to produce a complex pattern of ever varying
interactions which do not permit easy formulation in closed systems
of interpretation and in which heart returns in a complex relation to
mind that has however lost none of its rationality. In such a world, the
feeling for the pigeon has its place because such an affectionate
regard may modify courses of action that might otherwise be purely
determined by analytical logic. As this neglected aspect of human
potential is once again explored there is a possibility for a re-
enchantment of the world unimaginable in the black and white world
of the tradition bound faiths of phase two.

If we are to create values that make a difference to the present
course of history, it is precisely in this emerging relationship between
heart and mind that we need to look. The demonstrations in Seattle
and elsewhere come from the hearts of millions and such a collective
manifestation of deep revulsion can empower people to insist on
change whatever the logical arguments against them. For the heart
has its logic too.

In asking what can replace the underlying nihilism and alienation of
our times we have to seek for a mode of experiencing life that
provides a felt sense of ultimate value or grounding, a ëhypergoodí
as Charles Taylor would say. It is here that Buddhism can help
because the Buddhist approach points beyond mere intellectual
analysis, opinion as belief and narratives of explanation, to the
mysteriously silent root of the thinkerís mind. The Western fear has
been that such a root has no meaning. As we have seen, such fear



arises from an unexamined experience suggesting that beyond
thought is nothing but an uninterpretable void.

The Buddha and his successors realised that much of what appears
to the mind is projection. We create virtual worlds and build our
narratives of explanation upon an often-delusional basis arising from
problems in childhood. Yet, in practising methods that quieten the
agitation of the heart ñ mind, a relative peace can be found. The
ancient Buddhists proceeded to examine this peace through a
process of subtracting all mental engagements, attachments and
explanations from it to see what remained when nothing at all was
being thought, when nothing could be projected. Indeed, they found a
void, an experience of ënothingnessí that can be scary. Yet they
persisted, realising that what the mind had become empty of was
merely thought. Experience remained ñ the experience of witnessing
the very basis of the heart-mind free from the attachments of the
judging, evaluating mind of discrimination. On returning to the world
of thought, they could see that this emptiness, although free of
thought, did have qualities. It was not the case that there was
nothing-at-all there. There was a qualitative mode of being very
difficult to describe simply because it was beyond all the
categorisations of language. As we have seen, they used many terms
and metaphors to describe this realm, the womb of experience, the
unborn, no-mind, emptiness and so on. Such words were not actually
predicates but descriptive terms for an essentially ineffable
experience that none the less had undeniable existence.

It may at first seem strange that such an experience is commonly felt
to be of inestimable value, often causing a shift in attitude and
personal goals that are life changing. In part this is due to
concomitant experiences of joy and bliss, freedom and silence, which
appear as foundations both for being and becoming. One may
suppose that when worrying identifications with thoughts are absent,
the brain mechanisms of affect relax into a basic joyousness
otherwise inhibited by the chemistry of anxiety. Similarly, we may
suggest that aggressive and destructive behaviour may be a reflex
response to competition or opposition rather than a root condition.
When such stimulation is absent, there can be a return to a quieter



frame of mind allowing insight and compassion to appear. Perhaps
there is a homoeostatic system at work here with equilibrium around
a condition of open tranquility. The realisation that such a mode of
being, even when only occasionally known or rarely seen, is
fundamental becomes pivotal. One begins to act from this point of
reference. As Master Shengyen has put it ñ the ego gives way to
wisdom. But could such an experience be no more than
submergence in some illusory condition?

The fact is that such a state is not isolated from the world. In
meditation, the senses are opened so that the world, as it were,
comes into the vast clarity of the heart-mind and resides there without
any form of prejudice. There are the woods and trees, there is the
traffic and the sound of aircraft yet the experience has a ësilenceí of
its own. The cosmos simply turns as it must and the meditator
experiences a feeling of fusion with it that has no horizons but rather
endless depths. Logically, since the subject is an expression of the
universe anyway, this need not be particularly surprising. Further-
more, there is freedom because the universe lacks any form of
intention. There is no strutting god here. The cosmos has no view,
imposes nothing, like the great Mississippi river it just keeps rolling
along: ëjust thisí ñ no imperatives.

Such experiences commonly labelled in the West as ëmysticalí and
beyond interpretation, occur potentially in any one. Often they arise in
religious contexts where varying degrees of mental concentration
have been attained. Usually they are then immediately interpreted
within the closed system of ideas of a particular ideology and
imprisoned in partial narratives. In Buddhism they are not captured by
any metaphysical system for the Buddha did not seek to explain the
world. Rather they are examined in the light of their further
consequences and anchored in an open ended philosophy that lacks
dogmatism, is focused on relief from suffering and related to a
seemingly self-evident morality.

One of the key consequences of such experience is a caring
awareness of other people and their unhappiness in attachments,
prejudices and self-assertion. The heart-mind responds to such



suffering with sorrow and a compassion that can inspire action. This
action is not undertaken because of some ethical injunction but
because feeling perhaps rooted in or derived from parental care
demands it. No elaboration of metaphysics is called for here since
action stems from the heart and is not dependent on an interpretation
of the cosmos. Such a stance relates without opposition to the
investigation of physical nature because objective science threatens
no dogma here.

We can now see that the fear of a meaningless void is entirely
misplaced. Beyond the constructions of religious belief and
philosophy, a direct examination of the heart-mind through mental
yoga reveals a positive spaciousness without easily definable
characteristics but which finds expression in feelings of clarity, joy and
bliss that easily turn to compassion towards others. In facing the
vastness of the cosmos with a vastness of mind, there is no longer
fear but awe and wonder. The river has discovered itself to be the
ocean.

A heart-mind familiar with such a tradition of being is in contact with
ëeverythingí. In contrast to the split condition of western awareness,
a trained mind can now feel in touch with the world in such a way that
it no longer wishes to destroy it. The whole capitalist denudation of
the planet is seen irrefutably as a most terrible and inexcusable
mistake. There is a feeling for the insentient, not only for the sentient.
Rocks, stones, trees, waterfalls all have their messages and all are
witnessed like the cooing pigeon high in the tree. Such feelings are
not only to be found in meditation. John Daido Loori 2 points up their
presence in Western poetry, in Wordsworth, in Whitman, in Snyder
and now they appear in the fresh haibun poetry of Ken Jones and
others. 3 Unfortunately, only a few young people know their way to it
today. Their education is focussed on achievement not
contemplation, on exams not viewing the sky, on exploitation and
competition not on conservation and collaboration, on an uneasy
equanimity in the destruction of their childrenís inheritance and not on
the beauty of the heart-mindís potential. All too many seek refuge in



the illusions of alcohol or cocaine. All this needs to be reversed if
anything is to be saved.
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MEDITATION IN PRACTICE

Understanding such a way of being does not come easily. Beset with
fears, anxieties, and fixed beliefs, the mind does not find it easy to let
go into its own intrinsic peace. The practice of a method is usually
required and this is especially so when the aim is to do something
quite counter to the prevailing educational emphasis of our time. We
need therefore a brief introduction to the nature and form of such
practices. Nowadays they are collectively known as ëmeditationí, a
word sometimes confused with ëcontemplationí. Here I follow the
Buddhist usage wherein meditation means a yogic practice or
discipline while contemplation additionally involves reasoned
reflection.

Currently there are many systems of meditation practice in use, some
traditional and some containing mixtures of psychotherapy and
eastern practice whether Indian, Chinese, Tibetan or Japanese. Such
systems are not always based in the Buddhist view we have been
describing but have sometimes fallen within closed systems of
religious thought that capture meditation for their own purposes.

WESTERN CHAN PRACTICES

In this chapter, I will briefly describe the Chinese Zen system because
not only is it traditional and fully anchored in the Buddhist view but
also straight forward enough to be easily understood by Westerners.



In the Western Chan Fellowship, my colleagues and I have created a
system, which, while based in tradition, is also open to
experimentation in a Western manner. 1 The charity functions by
providing periodic retreats for around twenty people at a remote
centre in rural Wales. Most participants also practice in small groups
around the UK but there is no permanent residential centre. The
fundamental teaching comes from the Linchi and Cao-dong traditions
(Chapters 8 & 9.) as restored in China in the last century by the great
Master Hsu-yun and represented today by Chan Master Sheng-yen
of Dharma Drum Mountain, Taiwan. As well as providing entirely
traditional retreats, we have constructed some new ones based in
tradition but carefully suited to the condition of the Western mind.
There are four types of retreats, the Western Zen Retreat, Silent
Illumination, Koan and Mahamudra. Taken in series they introduce
Mahayana practice and can become the basis for a lifeís fulfilment
and a critique of contemporary life.

We like beginners to start with the Western Zen Retreat using the
communication exercise (CE) of Charles Berner, an American who
had created a Zen-based practice known as the ëEnlightenment
Intensiveí. The value of this practice is that it throws the participant
immediately into self-confrontation through direct enquiry. More
orthodox, Buddhist methods usually start with calming the mind and
this may delay a very essential confrontation unnecessarily. The day
is divided into periods of sitting meditation, watching the breath or
simply being aware, periods of communication exercises (CE), walks,
meals, exercise and rest. In the CE, two people work together on
certain fundamental questions of which the first is ìWho am I?î This is
received from the partner as a request ìTell me who you are.î One
member of the pair asks the question and the other responds. They
alternate in the roles of questioner and respondent every five minutes
for either thirty or forty minutes. Each then takes a different partner
but they continue with the same question. In a group of 15 say there
are thus 14 -1 others to work with. There are strict rules because this
is not a conversation. To allow the respondent complete freedom of
expression, the questioner must not comment either verbally or
nonverbally in any way on the respondentís offerings. The role



reversal imposes a certain discipline. The respondent has to abandon
self-concern every five minutes and give neutral but undivided
attention to the other. In retreat, we persist with this practice for four
or more days.

When a question has been ìanswered,î the practitioner may take up a
further question, often ìWhat am I?î or ìHow is life fulfilled?î and
experienced practitioners may move on to ìWhat is love?î ìWhat is
another?î or to one of the Zen phrases from koan stories. The
process of ëansweringí is a demanding one for the repeated
questioning is remorseless. In answering, ìWho am I?î for example,
people usually spend hours describing their roles: bank manager;
electrician; secretary; lecturer; waiter; father; mother; carer; in quite
an objective, explanatory mode, as one might indeed in any
conversation. But soon one may be responding with ñ ìWell, when I
hear the news I often feel distressed.î or ñ ìWhen I remember my
motherís death I feel like crying.î or ñ ìI laughed and laughed ñ never
had I seen anything so funny.î Feelings are being tentatively explored
but soon, in the openness that the exercise permits, real feelings
emerge or at least they become verbally explored. On day three a
great deal of emotion usually rages around the room. The
extraordinary fact is that, within the confines of the retreat, once an
issue has been fully stated or shown to the other it does not return.
The process of sharing becomes one in which one empties oneself of
all concern progressively. Sharing is the essence of this process.
Berner called it ìemptying the barrel.î

Gradually, as the exercise proceeds, there is less and less to talk
about. The participant may become stuck knowing that an ëanswerí
has not appeared but finding nowhere to go, nothing to say. We call
this ëcrossing the desertí. Something remains that must be said and
only when it has been said is there release. People come up against
barriers of shame and guilt that are difficult to rehearse. Once
someone does so, the partner is also released knowing that trust is
possible because the partner has taken the risk. Truth in all its painful
honesty is revealed and shared.



Finally, it is over. Often, quite suddenly, the practitioner sees that
everything that has been said is nothing other than the expression of
him or herself. In the acceptance of that, there is relief. ìHey ñ I am
me and thatís OK.î may be one form of its expression. The feeling of
release may be extreme, joy and laughter reign. For many, however,
acceptance of one-self is not so easy as it means balancing the
negative and the positive in a very honest manner. Guilt and shame
are often deep barriers to be overcome only by courageous
acceptance of what is true. Afterwards the individual feels free and
open, often in a way never known before.

This acceptance of identity is only the first step in the process.
Continuing to work with later questions may lead to a loss of oneís
egoic orientation in a feeling of oneness with the universe; the self as
it were expands to include all things. This ëone mindí opens the
heart-mind to awe and wonder. People often recognize this state as a
fundamental root of their being, something many refer to as ëhomeí.
When they return to our small retreat centre in the Welsh hills they
often say they are ëcoming homeí and they mean to something in
themselves not just to an ancient farmstead close to the wilderness.
Yet, in the Zen perspective, this is not yet enlightenment.

In the Silent Illumination retreat, we practice the orthodox Chinese
Zen methods of calming the mind together with insight into its nature.
Hour after hour, in thirty-minute periods, intensive but alert sitting
gradually quietens down the noise of the mind: the endless
wandering of thought around differing aspects of oneís personal
narrative slows down.2 As the hours pass, the practitioner begins to
perceive patterns in his mind wandering. Perhaps he believed he was
an unendingly interesting person only to discover that everything he
thought about actually revolved around one, two or three issues
merely elaborated upon in mental games. One can collect ones
thoughts, parcel them up according to theme and then discard the
whole lot in one move. Slowly the mind becomes less obsessed with
its own stories.

At intervals during the retreat, physical exercises promote a focus on
the internal state of the body energy called ëchií. Gradually one



becomes aware of the totality of the body simply as sensation
perched on a cushion. This sense of ëbeing ñ thereí gradually cools
into something approaching silence. When one then opens the ears
or eyes to let in the world, everything meshes in one pervasive
quietude. The feeling of oneness with everything comes over one in a
great stillness that is not engaging with anything. ëIlluminationí
comes when, everything being dropped, this silence appears as a
shining, characterless vastness in which, none the less, without any
involvement with oneself, all things appear. Although this is a gradual
process, it may resolve itself quite suddenly. Often a clear insight may
occur outside the meditation hall, when driving home in traffic, or in
the bath. This insight is simply a sudden, profound, awe filled and
joyful immersion in detached equanimity. Any self-concern seems far
away.

In the Koan retreat, we once again make use of verbal expressions
as a focus for the meditative enquiry. These may be paradoxical
stories of ancient masterís lives or key phrases from such stories. In
our version of this retreat, we take a stance that differs from current
Chinese practice. Knowing that the Western mind is educated to seek
out meanings and explanations, we allow this tendency to exhaust
itself against the unsolvable problems of paradox. Practitioners are
encouraged to find whatever meaning they can, to let them go and
look again. Many interpretations may arise, especially if one happens
to be a Jungian analyst, say! But the release from the Koan is not
achieved in this way. The heartmind gradually focuses with great
attention on some word or phrase that comes to dominate oneís
awareness, forcing one into a ëgreat doubtí about its meaning. The
mind is now highly one-pointed as in Silent Illumination. It is from
such a state that insight may arise.

Our last form of retreat is classical Tibetan Mahamudra following a
text given me by the Kargyudpa yogin, Khamtag Rimpoche, in the
Himalayas.3 This meditation practice is in fact very similar to Silent
Illumination but presented in a highly detailed, step-by-step, fashion
that maintains a close focus on what one is about throughout the
practice. We present this method together with a simple introduction
to tantric visualisation. These Tibetan visualisations open the heart to



feelings of peace, clarity and compassion through evoking them as
imagined icons with which the practitioner merges. In this retreat,
therefore, the focus is more on feeling and its use in the
transcendence of everyday thought. Tantra needs to be taught with
great care and this retreat is open only to those who have practised in
other retreats first.

This bare outline cannot give an inexperienced reader much of an
insight into what happens on retreat. Fortunately, we have many
reports that illustrate how practitioners actually feel during and after
retreat. Excerpts from a few examples, each from a different
practitioner, follow to give some impression of what the reader might
experience should he or she attend such a retreat.

RETREAT EXPERIENCES

Silent illumination retreat, June 1994 4
ì I always expect to find the first days of a retreat difficult but this time
they were exceptionally so. Along with various physical symptoms, I
experienced an overwhelming feeling of agitation and dread hard to
describe and understand. Although weary, I was not at all ill. What
was
happening? I explored this with the teacher. I suspected that a deeply
entrenched pattern, which had a strong connection with the powerful
impressions of impermanence that I had had since childhood, had
surfaced in me. The underlying anxiety was intense. In everyday life,
I compensate for this very well, pointing to exterior circumstances as
its
cause. Here it was not due to anything exterior, it was created in my
own
mind,
The talk that evening made a profound impression on me. It
addressed
the reality of transience drawing on Dogen Zenjiís ëBeing timeí
sermon.
I had a powerful insight into the identity of time and existence. Time
does not happen to things ñ it is things. Time is the very fabric of the



Universe. This was a gut-felt knowing no mere intellectual
understanding.
I also saw that the ego can only exist in a reference to the past and
future
but past and future play no part in being. For two days my practice
sailed
along.
But then, extraordinarily, on the final day of the retreat, the feeling of
dread returned full force for no discernible reason. It was clear that
Chan,
far from allowing me to escape from my negativities, would confront
me
with them and force me to deal with them at the most fundamental
level. I had signed up for a mountain walk to follow the retreat. I
wondered
whether to go or not but fellow retreatants persuaded me that, if I was
cracking up, Iíd be better off hanging out with the Sangha in the wild
mountains than back in the ëmarket placeí. So I went.
During the three days we talked about the famous ëMountains and
Rivers Sutraí of Dogen. I cannot say I understand the sutra but, in
some
mysterious way, the words ìgreen mountains walkingî hit me like a
thunderclap. For the rest of our time, the extraordinary natural world
about me seemed alive in a shimmering, flowing way I had forgotten
since childhood. Not just the skylarks and the heart rending beauty of
the Red Kite that came to inspect us over the source of the Wye, but
the very streams and mountains, even the sheep shit. The presence
of my companions moved me too. We all seemed to be able to be
what and who we were without fear of disapproval or criticism. We
could discuss and disagree without a trace of rancour or point
scoring. I think all of us were struck with how easily human beings
could live together with the benefit of mindfulness and practice
informing our lives.î
Silent Illumination retreat, June 1994 5
ìI started off watching the breath. Things learnt on previous retreats
proved helpful. I relaxed and gave my body to the cushion and my
mind



to the method. I watched the breath and watched thoughts coming
and
going. I found that I was able to let them through, let them be and let
them go. I was not involved in great long trains of thought. The middle
day of the retreat was difficult. I wanted to find the serenity
that I had experienced the previous day. I wanted to be in the space
that
I had been in before. I found I was fighting myself. I was tense and
my legs
were painful. I knew that I should drop wanting and drop resistance
but
couldnít. I began to wonder what on earth I was doing here. I thought
about going home and abandoning Chan completely. Was I just
conning
myself? Wouldnít I be better off just getting on with life instead of
trying to
find all these spiritual experiences which none of my family
understand
anyway?
My job was dealing with the firewood. They were tough logs and I
could
not split them. The axe got stuck and I felt angry and helpless. After a
while, Frank took over. I pottered about stacking logs. Then I was
asked to
split little logs into bundles of faggots using a little chopper. Making
kindling requires mindfulness but little strength. The logs just split
themselves. I was not splitting logs, it was ëlogs splittingí.
Later, in the rest period, I noticed a quotation pinned to the wall of the
bedroom. ëWhen we wish to teach and enlighten all things by
ourselves
we are deluded. When all things teach and enlighten us we are
enlightened.í The logs taught me to tackle the things I can manage.
To
chip away at the edges. No heroics. I went back to watching the
breath. I find it difficult to write about how things continued. I was
sitting in
the Buddha room but I was nít. Everything was just there in the



sunlight.
Quite OK; no worry; no hassle. The buttercups glowed in the grass. I
noticed what it is like to be present with presence. Time sped by but
what
is time? There is no time. At one level I had an intuition about this. At
another level reason took over ñ Of course thereís time. Time, on the
other hand, is just a fabrication of the human mind. It is impossible to
reason about the intuition. It is so much at odds with the time we
learn to live by. I can sit on the rocks by the sea at home. It is
timeless ñ always changing but unchanged in a thousand years. I
found ëfreedom and ease
of body and mind.í Indeed it had always been there.î
The Maenllwyd. 2004. Solitary retreat
ìI had come alone to the Maenllwyd for a few days partly to
recalibrate
after a hard period of work and partly to look over something I was
writing.
After a few sits the mind had calmed. There was a clarity about the
air, the
meditation hall, the autumnal woods ñ a clarity that had little to do
with
them. I should say my mind had become clear of the concerns I had
come
with. I was open to place and time.
For some weeks, I had been turning over one of Tai Huiís huatous.
ìItís not the Buddha, itís not the self, itís not the mind, itís not a
thought
ñ Itís nothing at all. What is it?î I had gone to the library and was
about to
take a book from a shelf when, out of nowhere, the phrase repeated
itself
unobtrusively in my mind. Suddenly a laugh came up from nowhere ñ
ëOH ñ of course, indeed its nothing at all! Absolutely. Gone
altogether
gone!í There really is no problem ñ not at all. Indescribable freedom. I
was laughing and laughing and that is what I remember now as I
write. I



went into the Chan hall and prostrated three times to the Buddha
chuckling all the time. Then I fell silent. There was unfathomable
peace.
I cannot find words and if I did, they would be misleading. Just no
problem
at all ñ and all this fuss!î

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF MEDITATION

We have been arguing that the deep malaise of the world dominated
by Western thought and technology is rooted in the absence of
grounding for the modern self. David Loy has referred to the doubts
and insecurity that this entails as ëlackí. Can the practices we have
been describing and others like them help to diminish or do away with
such ëlackí to free us from the consequences of Western nihilism? If
this were found to be the case we could argue that a new ontology for
the Westernised mind was available that could underpin a new view
of ethics in the conduct of world affairs.

Loy certainly believes this 6 ìOur hollowness is not so awful after all; it
is not something that needs to be filled up. We cannot make
ourselves real in the ways we have been trying... the bottomless pit
swallows up all our efforts...but we can realise something about the
nature of the hole that frees us from trying to fill it up...We do not
need to make ourselves real, because we have always been real... I
have always been grounded: not however as a separate, skin-
encapsulated ego somewhere behind my eyes, for there has never
been such a self. Rather, the bottomless, festering black hole can
transform into a fountain ... gushing up at the core of my being. The
bottomlessness of this spring means that I can never understand the
source of this spring, for the simple reason that I am this spring. It is
nothing other than my true nature...The point is to live that spring, to
let my fountain gush forth. ñ The nothingness at my core turns out to
be my freedom to ...do this, to do that.î He goes on to point out that
this fountain is not separate from the world, the theme is not dualistic.
Rather dualism disappears when I realise I do not have to grasp at
anything out there in the world to ground myself. My nature is already



the ground, its spontaneity is not so much mine as an expression of
the universe of which I am a part and in which my formulation of me
as a ëmeí, although not exactly an illusion, is itself delusory.

People may not be so easily persuaded. The theory looks good but
the evidence being yogic is not so easily realised. The masters have
told us that the depth of our personal realisations is inevitably linked
to the extent of our delusion, that is to say the grip which cultural
conditioning has upon us. Some, with seemingly flexible or loose
minds, can experience these freedoms almost as soon as they have
heard of them. Others need to work hard maybe for years. Yet again
others may be so set in fixed forms of belief that their ëkarmaí
prevents insight from arisingñat least, as tradition puts it, in this life.
For the majority of practitioners faith will be required and this can
come only from the integrity of the teachers, lamas and masters who
transmit this existential wisdom from generation to generation in ways
that convince. Actual realisation is commonly partial but when this is
combined with faith then wisdom can blossom forth. What then is the
relation between wisdom and enlightenment?

Careful practice with a master can allow one to uncover the oneness
of self and universe without too much difficulty and this is already a
great gain. The separation of mind and life is already largely healed.
Yet, these ëone mindí states are largely due to the expansion of the
sense of self to cover all experience. Self-reference, although
sometimes virtually invisible, none the less remains intact and quickly
reappears yet, with good reason, the practitioner is pleased with his
or her ëachievementí. This is however not yet a realisation that the
ego itself is an imputation that may itself yield to a wider vision once it
is set aside: for this is the realisation that finally confirms the total
freedom from self conceptualisation lying at the root of experience.

Master Sheng-yen has pointed out that this can only arise when all
attachment to self as concept and world as thing disappears. It is not
thought that is the problem: attachments are the glue. Here is the
great paradox, because if one wishes to find such a state it will be
precluded by the very fact of desire. Desire implicates an ego and so
long as desire continues, the ego cannot disappear. When this does



happen, it is never by will or wanting. The one-pointed mind is more
or less accidentally tripped over by some brief but startling stimulus,
either external or internal, and falls suddenly out of all self-
referencing. The experience is a shock for something has gone
absent. The mind appears vacant, its occupier has left, yet the world
in its oneness shines, the breeze blows, the trains rumble, experience
goes on. The hallmark of this moment is an awareness of absence,
which itself becomes a sense of loss as the self-concerned mentality
begins to return. Classical cases of this ëenlightenment experienceí,
this glimpse of no-self, this ëseeing the natureí, all seem to have
these characteristics yet there are many experiences that are not so
clear and even a fine master may have difficulty in confirming them.
Master Sheng-yen is much more cautious than most before doing so.
We need one or two examples to bring out these features.

ëSEEING THE NATUREí

Nowhere perhaps is the clarity of the relationship between science
and Buddhism better exemplified than in James Austinís mammoth
enquiry into ëZen and the Brainí. 7 An accomplished professor of
neurology, Austin has published extensively in the fields of
neurochemistry, neuropharmacology and clinical neurology. His book
concerns the plausible brain mechanisms that underlie Zen practice
and experience. It is a detailed text, by no means an easy read for
anyone not acquainted with the complex architecture and processes
of the brain but outstandingly original in that Austin knows personally,
through direct experience, what he is talking about. This blend of
subjective and objective points to the direction this field must take
increasingly.

One day on the way to a short Zen Retreat in London led by Irmgard
Schloegl (The Venerable Nun Myoko-ni), an Austrian woman who
had trained extensively in Rinzai Zen in Japan, Austin experienced
ëseeing the natureí, the goal of Zen. He had been travelling by train
to the retreat on a balmy Sunday morning but, being somewhat
absent minded, found himself at the wrong station. It was an ordinary
dingy station, rather grimy buildings, nothing special. He stood on the



empty platform as the rattle of the train faded into the distance.
Waiting for another train, Austin turned and gazed down the tracks in
the general direction of the Thames. Then - it happened. The entire
view shifted into what he later described as ëabsolute reality, intrinsic
rightness, ultimate perfectioní. Here was a condition of clarity that felt
totally and revealingly real without any contamination, completely
appropriate and beautiful.

ìThe new scene is set gently, not fixed on hold. It conveys a slightly
enhanced sense of immediacy. Despite the other qualities infusing it,
the purely optical aspects of the scene are in no way different from
the way they were a split second before. The pale-grey sky, no bluer,
the light, no brighter, the detail no finer grained... It is being viewed
directly with all the cool, clinical detachment of a mirror as it
witnesses a landscape bathed in moonlight... But there is no viewer.
The scene is utterly empty, stripped of every last extension of an I-
me-mine. Vanished in one split second is the familiar sense that this
person is viewing an ordinary city scene. The new viewing proceeds
impersonally, not pausing to register the further paradox that no
human subject is doing it. Its vision of profound, implicit, perfect
reality, continues for a few seconds....î

The experience then reveals a series of insights. This is an eternal
insight. Everything has always been just this way, remains so even
when lost, continues indefinitely. Furthermore, this is it ñ there is
nothing more to do. Everything is complete and valid in itself. No
further intervention by whoever-might-be-inferred-to-be-there is
required. Austin felt totally released mentally, he felt especially good
inside and deeply grateful. He called the experience ëobjective visioní
in that no subject was apparent within it. He felt awed, deepened and
calm with a profound sense of intellectual illumination as he began
his retreat.

When Irmgard heard his account she leant back, smiled and said
kindly ìIím very happy for you!íí She warned him to move on and not
get attached to the memory.



In another account, a participant from a recent retreat is driving his
car not far from New York.8 He is listening to a tape of a talk given
during the retreat. The talk was discussing the question ìWho am I?î
and the speaker had just asked, ìAre you that question?î

ì The question triggered something that caused me to exclaim,
ìThatís it!î My mindís vision of what I am shifted to the entity asking
the question. It was like a merging of the conventional I with an
indefinable *** asking the question. I cannot come up with any words
to describe the ***. ëNothingí comes to mind but not quite. For some
time there was only the *** doing the driving and it was the only thing
in my consciousness. Simultaneously my body seemed to be merged
with the *** which proceeded to play with gestures, vocalisations and
gleeful observation of the surrounding countryside as *** was driving
along. Distances appeared flattened as if on a movie screen. The
experience filled me with joy, a feeling of freedom and release from
all anxiety. This lasted all afternoon and evening.î

This experience was confirmed subsequently by Master Sheng yen.
Another account comes from an expedition in the Himalayas. ìWith
three companions I had spent three days in July 1977 crossing the
immense ice field of the 18000 foot Umasi-la pass into the Zanskar
Valley of Ladakh. We had arrived at the first inhabited outpost, the
little monastery of Dzongkhul Gompa. As we were being given tea in
the upper hall of the gompa I had glanced out of the window. The
mountain-side opposite was falling away as ice-laden water rushed
down in a massive waterfall from the glacier above. Again emptiness
of self came over me and the great space of the mountain seemed to
fill me with itself. I wandered alone for half an hour up and down the
flat monastery roof until I felt myself gradually returning as thought
once more created self-concern.î (Confirmed by Master Sheng yen)9

Lastly, here is an account of a brief glimpse that none the less shows
the same experiential characteristics of ego disappearance. A solitary
retreatant at Gaia House in Devon was sitting as part of a routine
practice when suddenly she felt a qualitative shift in her experience.
There was no longer a self that was meditating. She got up and
looked in a mirror. There was a reflection but no one was looking at it.



The experience passed in a few minutes as a sense of me and mine
returned. The practitioner said afterwards that this experience
clarified all the puzzles of the Dharma she had worried about
previously during a long period of practice. 10

These accounts all show characteristics that appear to be diagnostic
of ëseeing the natureí. First and foremost, there is an experience of
absence and what is absent is realised as being the ëIí, the normal
subject of awareness. Instead, there is simply a bare awareness that
is deeply clarifying, felt to be in some sense timeless, beautiful and
confirming. Often there is some trigger that in taking the mind by
surprise seems to bring about the shift. The experience often
foreshadows considerable changes in life style and orientation. When
such features are absent, it may be doubted whether an experience
can be considered to be ëkenshoí. Events of this kind are relatively
rare.

WISDOM AND THE HEALING OF THE WORLD

Such ëenlightenment experiencesí are however followed by the
return of self-concern. The self is not gone; indeed, if it were gone
there would be only madness, a disconnection from the world. There
must therefore be a form of ëpost-satori practiceí 11 to be followed
after the event. There are problems here. Instead of a desire to reach
a future but unknown state, the practitioner may now have a desire to
return to what she has found. Of course, this does not work and deep
confusion may arise unless good teaching is at hand. Alternatively,
the returning ego may be so enhanced by false beliefs enshrining
oneself as a Buddha that arrogant, far from enlightening, self
advertisement may begin to the delusion of all, especially oneself.

Whether the practitioner has had an enlightenment experience or not,
the need is the same, the cultivation of wisdom. Wisdom arises in the
mindful awareness of the relation between practice and the everyday
world. Gradually one perceives the relations that obtain between
oneís practice and the manner in which one lives oneís life. The
obstinacy of stupidities, prejudices and anxieties are examined in the
context of a meditative peace and insight of whatever depth that has



been arising. It becomes important to understand oneís karmic
conditioning, to accept it as such and then to work with it in many
overlapping ways. It is important to be extremely realistic about oneís
inadequacies and to accept them not in forms of acquiescence but as
the basis upon which one has to work. Envy of those with deeper
experiences is seen as especially delusional and non-productive.
Humility in relation to the teachings brings greater ease of mind. As
one sits on the cushion there is a need to ask, ìWhat am I on about
now?î consulting the heart-mind, allowing unconscious themes to
arise into thought, reflecting on what to do or how to set them aside.
With a clear perception of motive one can then let it be such as it is,
and enter the yogic practice.

There are important guidelines in the teachings. The cultivation of the
ëperfectionsí is one of them. The endeavour is to generate the four
ësublime statesí of Loving Kindness, Compassion, Altruistic Joy and
Equanimity which are the result of ten qualities leading to
Buddhahood: giving; moral behaviour; renunciation of luxury and
mere ëwantsí; insight into oneís own behaviour and nature; energy in
living; patience with oneself and others; truthfulness in all things;
resolution to succeed; loving kindness to all sentient beings and
equanimity. 12 Each can be the basis for meditation and reflection.
These are basically practical matters: some will-power is needed but
reflection can usually begin a process of correction, returning from a
deviation to the main path. The taking of the Precepts can be helpful
together with contemplation of their wider meanings. No killing,
stealing, lying, no harmful sex, alcoholic or drug addiction ñ all these
have wider metaphorical meanings that become koans for
examination. Has one killed anotherís joy or stolen someoneís hope?
Has one misled another in justifying some action? Sex can be self
indulgent rather than a joyous relating with another. The unwise glass
of beer may lead to an exchange of insults. One can ponder these
precepts in relation to politics, social life, and education as well as in
applications to oneís own conduct. The outcome is the growth of self-
understanding and a capacity to choose where previously there had
only been thoughtless impulsion. Reflection begins to replace
habitual reaction.



Such reflection is the basis for a wisdom that becomes increasingly
informed both by the discoveries on the cushion and by the
consequences that meditation begins to have in oneís life.
Contemplative wisdom and an understanding of the meanings of
ëenlightenmentí go together to yield a freedom that is both engaged
and detached at once. In detachment, in silent observation, the
motives and sorrows of others are clearly seen and more often
correctly interpreted. One begins to see possible ways others might
follow as well as those that apply to oneself. A wish to help others
reduce their anxious suffering increases but a concomitant
understanding of the need for tact cautions one against interference.
The quest for enlightenment is married to the cautious wish to ësaveí
others from their delusions. In the language of Buddhism one begins
to walk the path of a Bodhisattva cultivating the mind of insight
(bodhicitta) for the release and benefit of others. Wisdom yields the
flower of ethical living.

Even a limited understanding of the path can lead to the wisdom of
following the Bodhisattvaís path. It is not dependent on ëachievingí
special states or insights. These provide depth and certainty but the
ëgoodí one seeks is not dependent upon them. For those who are
beginners in the way faith is an essential: faith in the logic of the
teaching; in the experience of the teacher; and most of all, faith in the
potential of oneself and of all human beings. Faith and wisdom show
enlightenment to be a never-ending path.
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TRANSFORMATIVE EDUCATION
ATTITUDES AND DENSITY DEPENDENCE

An education capable of counteracting the beguiling attractions of
worldwide consumerism will have to be fundamental providing not
only a fresh world view of global application but also including
practices in economics and psychology that fulfil not only human
needs but also meet human aspirations for a fulfilling life.1 A viable
world view has to provide alternatives to the rampant ecological
spoliation of the planet, the failure of local cultures to maintain
themselves in the face of the global market and the poor
development of conservation in energy use. In seeking to replace the
present form of market capitalism, it will also have to provide a sense
of self that is no longer closely defined by money, status or celebrity
to be won through competitive greed. It must produce a personal
fulfilment countering the deep alienation of the young and offer
means of negotiation with deeply rooted, superstitious faiths. Nothing
less will make much difference: the effect needs to be manifest at
personal, social, cultural and economic levels of human activity. If
Tinbergenís doubt is to be resolved, only a change of this order will
do it. Such a turn around will be difficult to achieve because addiction
to a seeming self-fulfilment through the acquisition of ego enhancing
commodities or to security through superstition has become so
deeply rooted.

Formerly, in many traditional communities, persons defined
themselves in terms of mutual assistance, participation and sharing,
rather than in terms of competition and one-upmanship. 2. Of course,



once immediate needs have been met, money obtained through the
competitive sale of products or services is undeniably useful. So
much can be done with money that is valuable: clinics; schools;
hospitals; and the chance to travel, to be informed as a world citizen.
Profit can fund the research and development that drives our
unending quest for more of whatever supplies increasing
opportunities for gain. Yet the cost of all this lies today in the isolation
of individuals within a loosely defined world of casual
acquaintanceship, personhood defined by job, life sequences defined
by money, the loss of a strong sense of community and the absence
of moral purpose other than the instrumentality of perpetual gain.
There is also the growing and guilty grief at the poverty of Africa, the
chaos in the Middle East, the disappearance of even common
species of birds and plants, the awareness of the diminishing rain
forests and melting ice sheets. Both a growing alienation from politics
and the current global trend lead to profound inner dissatisfaction,
depression and a loss of confidence that allows resentment to breed.
Oddly, life in the developed world often no longer feels as ëgoodí as it
used to be however much money is in the bank.

Hope for change lies precisely in many fragmentary movements that
increasingly recognise that new values are needed. Once a numerical
threshold is surpassed, people-power is very effective as the fall of
the Berlin Wall, the demonstrations against IMF and World Bank
policies, shareholder resistance to fat-cat payouts in unsuccessful
companies and the elections in India are showing. Confused people
looking for clarity are however also understandably wary of loosing
the gains that the Western humanist enlightenment has supplied and
such fear can produce stagnation.

The awareness of the need for change needs some clarifying
contextualisation. Why is it that so many people feel this way? There
is something in the air deeper than the arguments of politicians, the
selfrighteous claims for an elusive democracy or even the fact of a
globalising Islamic terrorism. The genocides in Rwanda, Kosovo and
the Sudan point to something more fundamental. An ecological
viewpoint helps us here.



We have already mentioned how animal populations are controlled by
factors that may be related to their density (Chapter 1) As the
population increases, reproduction slows due to increasing constraint
while, when population falls, resources may be freed that allow it to
increase again. Competition tends to increase when there are high
numbers in a restricted habitat. The successful strategy then is for
individuals to put more energy into careful maintenance, optimisation
rather than maximisation, and the production of offspring with a
competitive edge.

We know that humanity has largely filled our usable planetary habitat.
After centuries of expansion resources are now limiting. Our huge
population is restricting our opportunities and there is a pressure to
develop planet wide controls in the regulation of populations. Yet, the
legacy of Western expansionism continues to be an economic theory
and a psychology appropriate to conditions when resources were
seen as unlimited and the frontier far away. The emerging ecological
facts and our inadequate response to them are a measure of our
failure to foresee them and to adapt to them.

EDUCABILITY
If our social and psychological maladaptation continues, Tinbergenís
worst fears are likely to be realised (Chapter 1). Do we have the
potential to develop strategic means of sustaining our populations
and our welfare on an overcrowded planet? Global industrialisation
and the emergence of exploitation by corporate capitalism has
developed so fast that humanist theorising has largely failed to
respond, only just becoming urgently aware of the need to do so.
There are of course two plausible routes to the controls needed:
forced and arbitrary implementation by the authoritarian rule of a
dominant class, clique or faction (i.e. contemporary China) or,
alternatively, communally, internationally and democratically agreed
rules based on social and personal wisdom respecting individual
rights (i.e the Western enlightenment ideal). Here we have the
context of our contemporary cultural malaise and a definition of the
task a new educational system must face.



Education necessarily relates to the educability of a population and
there are reasons to suppose that this may vary. The presentation of
an educational programme may be more effective in one culture than
in another. The corrosive effects of consumerism have perhaps
damaged quite seriously the educability of the young in some modern
cultures and the take-up of a new world view may therefore be more
easily accomplished in those cultures least affected but for whom the
need is correspondingly less obvious. Susan Greenfieldís fear that
electronic lifestyles of the future may so dumb-down initiative and
creativity as to yield fundamentally inadaptable cultures is not
implausible (Chapter 1). She appears to have been influenced by the
fate of humanity in H.G. Wells story of The Time Machine. There are
already some signs that the contemporary erosion of creativity among
the educated youth in Britain tends in this direction. Academic life has
changed its tone within the lifetime of professors retiring today.
University courses are now more commonly filled with those only
interested in gaining wealth-creating jobs than with students
fascinated to learn about and contribute to their subjects. Nowhere is
this perhaps so strongly the case as in the competitive society of
Japan, in some senses our most modern nation. The implication is
that Government policy will need to back educational changes and
that state schooling should be a prime target. There are big issues
here.

The ethics of communities with developed economics (Europe,
U.S.A.) have been based in the values of the humanist
enlightenment. Such values include respect for the individual,
freedom of opinion and self expression, rights to life and the qualities
of life, freedom from oppression and exploitations of many kinds,
democratic governance, evaluations by reason and consensus and
the protection of rights and values by law when necessary. Free
thinking reason outside the prejudice of state, church or sect, has
played the major role in producing the founding documents that
enshrine these values, such as the American Constitution or the
Charter of the United Nations. These values remain of the greatest
importance to humanity providing they can be related to the self-
control that will be needed under increasing population density in an
ecological crisis.



A major point in all this is that humanist values have been based in a
moral ontology; that is in a sense of moral being in the experience of
having a standpoint in a personal life. Indeed to discuss the self
outside this consideration is to undervalue an essential element in
what it means to be human. The decreasing significance of an agreed
moral ontology in personal life is a major ingredient in the
contemporary pudding of discontent and it is precisely here that the
debate needs first to focus.

MORALITY AS WILL

In his wise and scholarly study of the Sources of the Self, Charles
Taylor set himself the gargantuan task of tracing out the roots of the
forces moulding modern ,essentially Western, identities.3 His
conclusions merit serious attention because he shows that the
turbulence of our lives is linked as much to our confused and
unreflective morality as it does to seemingly external pressures from
the environment, population or economy. It seems reasonable to
suggest that the anguish reflected in Peter Reasonís studentís essay
with which we began this discussion (Chapter 1) lies in the absence
of a moral viewpoint or, rather, the sense that without one that can
make a difference life is not worth having. Yet, where does a moral
ontology, the sense of being good or participating in the ëgoodí,
originate?

We have seen that an evolutionary scenario traces the origin of ethics
to universals such as the forms of altruism operating in the
maintenance of an individualís inclusive fitness (Chapters 14, 17).
Such psychobiological research provides valuable insight but tends to
lead to programmatic, instrumentalist understandings of ethics that
merely exist to maintain the public good through individual advantage
ñ as in utilitarianism for example. The moral sensibility that underlies
much of human action is rooted, Taylor argues, in a deeper intuition
of the ëgoodí than this alone.

Western humanist values focus on respect for others whoever they
may be, freedom from oppression and suffering in general and an



affirmation of the importance of the ordinary life of family, business,
work and play. Our ethics are programmes for the maintenance of
these ëfreedomsí. Such an orientation is very different from one that
roots personal being in a relationship to some transcending power,
god or whatever with a morality based in keeping his rules, his rituals
or whatever is needed for placation or salvation. In assuming
responsibility for personal actions within a socially contractual
understanding, we have cut ourselves off from the illusions,
inhibitions and graces such earlier beliefs in deity allowed. The world
of course is lonelier and the question of what our morality is based in
becomes critical by the very fact of its avoidance or denial. As we
have been arguing, it is of course the Cartesian understanding of
knowledge and the sheer brilliance of material science that projects
us into this instrumentality, this controlling of the inward through its
denial. The fear here is of a meaninglessness implying that the
everyday adds up to no practical point.

Taylor points out that within our frameworks of morality some
distinctions, qualitative rather than quantitative in nature, are felt to be
incomparably more vital than others. These are intuitions that some
modes of life or feeling are higher and of an over-riding significance.
At one time, the ëhonourí of warriors was experienced in this way ñ
something deeply obligatory to fail in which meant shame and
disgrace. In later times, the notion of the ëEnglish gentlemaní carried
similar obligations that were often felt rather than articulated. Another
such value enshrines the notion of self-mastery, the capacity to
disengage from social, political or other pressures to affirm a
distinctive distance and self-possession based in an objectification of
emotions and inclinations. Such self-mastery was a key theme in
stoicism and reappears in the ëauthenticityí of many humanists today.
Christian ideals of altruism also command deep respect and are
similarly rooted. Here we are not speaking of the calculating altruisms
of sociobiology whereby an animal aids another only in relation to a
return or a reproductive gain but rather of a disinterested altruism that
includes all people, maybe even all-sentient beings as in the Buddhist
case, effectively treating all beings as kin. Although such altruism can
be given an extended sociobiological interpretation, it is not such
explanation that accounts for the charisma that a total altruist, Mother



Teresa for example, may inspire. Putting anotherís case or needs
before oneís own is seen as a ëhypergoodí in Taylorís terminology as
it can exist only as a transformation of the will, a move from a lower to
an higher condition of personal being, the adoption of a transformed
stance in life. In such cases, and others like them, morality involves
ëhigherí goals or states seen as ëincomparably goodí. To fail in such
respects would entail deep shame rather than guilt or regret.

In such examples, the attitudes and behaviours expressing a stance
in life become the root of traditions. Furthermore, because they
express the possibility of an humanity with a potential to surpass its
normal limitations, they may sometimes be considered sacred. Values
such as these have evolved during the maturation of cultural trends
over many centuries and they remain with us as sources of personal
power. Taylor sees contemporary moral consciousness to lie in a
conflict between instrumental applications, good things to do in the
conventional operations of everyday life, and the call of such ëhigherí
transformations. Values that may be crucial for some are totally
denied or even scorned by others and the tension leads to an
ambivalence in which the simplistic operations of a contemporary
utilitarianism subservient to the market provide too easy a way out.

The utilitarian mindset is born from a philosophy that separates mind
and matter and then interprets mind as if it were matter. It operates
only with what can be seen to be advantageous in the everyday. This
does not lack significance. We need to slow down at traffic lights and
to ensure they keep working. As a root for all values, however, it
fathers the morality, if one can call it that, of consumer capitalism,
which unlike communism ensures the uneven distribution of poverty.4
Taylor comments, ì a utilitarian outlook ñ entrenched in the institutions
of a commercial, capitalist and finally a bureaucratic mode of
existence, tends to empty life of its richness, depth or meaning. The
experiential charge takes various forms: that there is no more room
for heroism, or aristocratic virtues, or high purposes in life, or things
worth dying for nothing is left that can give life a deep and powerful
sense of purpose, there is a loss of passion ... The instrumental
society may bring this about through the images of life it offers and



celebrates, just by occluding deeper meanings and making them hard
to discern.î 5

EDUCATION TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Does present day, Westernised humanity have the capacity to
surpass its limitations, to create indeed a ìnew type of citizenî? It
seems clear that any education to make a difference must focus on
the development of the will to change and to act so as to correct the
severe imbalances that currently afflict the world. A transformative
education will have to take on all this and the resistance will be
considerable. Yet if appropriate action in the material world demands
constraint, a lowered standard of living for the rich in the developed
world, a more even distribution world wide of goods and resources,
then it demands actions based in a morality that accepts forms of
apparent personal disadvantage. Education of the will involves rather
more than the mere imparting of information or techniques. Only a
transforming ethic can tackle the engrained selfishness that is one
major part of our inheritance. Transformation is an act of will that can
only happen if the basis for such action is not only clear but also
ìincomparably goodî. It needs to be based not only in accurate
information and critical opinion but in a heart felt sense of necessity.

A sense of history becomes significant here. The great shifts in
ethical thought known as ëaxial agesí 6 have occurred during period
of economic and cultural transition when old ways of economic
exploitation, wealth creation and modes of cultural life have broken
down producing conflict and social disruption coupled with a profound
questioning of values and ethics. Into such a situation, new thinking
emerges suggesting an insightful solution that is rapidly adopted,
becoming the common standard of thought and opinion. We can see
such principles operating in various ways during the emergence of
Buddhism, Christianity, the Italian renaissance and the ëage of
enlightenmentí in Europe following the Thirty Years War. The
conditions of breakdown and conflict are certainly present today and
there is no lack of questioning. We may surmise that the time is ripe
for a new world view based in reinterpretations of the old.



A helpful perspective on the roles of heart and mind in these
dilemmas comes again from the vision of Michail Bakhtin7, the
Russian philosopher whom we encountered earlier ( Chapter 20). He
argued, we may recall, that the meaning and evaluation of a culture is
not contained within social groups, persons or language in isolation
but rather co-emerges between them. In his view, the history of
cultural evolution can be seen as falling into three phases. The
earliest was the ëancient matrixí in which the self is deeply
participatory, involved within and pervaded by the unified life of the
world system as perceived; time is felt as cyclic based on a harmony
within nature, the relationship with which is governed by detailed
rules regulated by shamanic discourse including means for
restoration when broken. The social vision is contained within a
mythopoetic discourse, often revealed in trance states wherein
fantasy reflects themes in both social and environmental
relationships. Heart predominates over mind. The second phase
coincides with the appearance of states with more developed
agricultural economies, class systems and religions of personal
salvation that emphasise a separation between person and cosmos.
Individualism is enhanced through an awareness of time as a
personal becoming moving towards destinies distinct from the world
matrix. Thought becomes anchored in reified usages of terms
expressing divinity, self, identity, ethics and the linear process
descriptive of commercial advance and personal salvation. Mind
predominates over heart. The third phase is one in which there is an
emerging and sophisticated awareness that personal beliefs and
world views are contingent upon their context rather than as being in
some sense ëabsoluteí. Such a ësituationistí awareness is
necessarily associated with a sense of the relativity of faith and
opinion in which the monologic discourses of previous
religions/philosophies are opened up to questioning through reflexive
awareness. Earlier ideas are now seen more as metaphors for life or
mind rather than objective existants. Critical humanist debate
diminishes beliefs in an absolute deity, unchallengeable saints or
popes with infallibly true insights, thereby enabling an open
investigation of the very foundations of thought, self-identity and
consciousness that escapes the control of authoritarian dogma. Heart



and mind function together in such reflection. Clearly, this third phase
characterises the emerging present but, deep in history, such themes
have been previously debated during the contacts between Indian,
Greek and Persian thought leading to the philosophical insights of the
yogic traditions within Buddhism.8

Within the European thought of the last several centuries the
problems for phase two thinkers (Christian apologists) faced with the
emergence of phase three thought (in science and humanism) have
found expression in the agonised debates around ënihilismí as the
imagined opponent of Christianity. As we have discussed (Chapter
18), such issues, not being resolved within European thought, have
lead to the present philosophical crisis. It is here that the significance
of buddhistic thought becomes apparent in that it supplies a deep
insight into the ësuchnessí of universal mystery without requiring the
posing of a reified, even personalised, entity or divinity as the cause.
The dualism that lies deep in the schizoid mentality of the West is
thereby overcome. The result is a holistic vision that promotes a
spiritual practice as the basis for personal values while avoiding the
conflict between religion and science, which, especially in U.S.A.,
remains otherwise so destructive.

A world view capable of underpinning new world citizenship would
seem therefore to require a clarity engaging the trends apparent in
Bakhtinís third phase of cultural history. Such fulfilment does not
necessarily demand that individuals abandon beliefs in whatever
divinity they may propose as an ultimate universal cause nor the
abandonment of personal ethics based in prophetic visions; it does
however require an understanding that such beliefs are relative to the
personal, cultural or ethnic contexts which birth provides as a life
situation. Personal belief is then no longer claimed as absolute; a
tolerant understanding of alternative visions becomes possible and
conflict based in the intolerance of difference can cease. For those
whose ënihilismí seemingly fails to provide a basis for value, there is
here none the less the possibility of spiritual practice based in an
openess to universal mystery unavoidably already present through
holistic participation in life itself.9



Any such pervasive toleration through agreements to differ in
personal belief could provide a basis for the intensive negotiation that
will be required to restore a balance between human life and the
planetary environment. Without such underlying tolerance and
willingness to negotiate in support of the common good, there will be
a continual struggle within social environments of threat, intimidation,
exploitation and coercion. We simply do not have time to waste on
such issues when the planet is burning, the seas rising, huge storms
brewing and the welfare of future generations deeply at stake. To
reverse such trends is the greatest educational challenge possible,
one to which educationists must respond or prove themselves
useless in the course of time. Let us now consider some issues,
many of them difficult and non-consensual, which educationists need
consider in order to create some appropriate response.

TEACHING REALITY

Rarely are children and young people taught in school the broad
ërealitiesí of the world that the consistent findings of modern thought
have uncovered for us and which we have briefly reviewed in Part 3
of this book. They are thereby denied the opportunity for debate
based in current ideas and the possibility of forming their own
opinions. Tinbergen himself pointed out the failure of many schools to
invest adequately in the creativity of children as opposed to their
capacity merely to pass exams. So much education is directed
merely at university entry requirements and the production of persons
suited to the needs of the ëeconomyí, often generating square pegs
to fit round holes. The requirement is not only for the provision of an
adequate education in science but also for the teaching of science
within the context of the evolution and needs of the human mind and
the ecological limits of the planet. In this perspective, ëfaith schoolsí
can be expected to transmit little more than the prejudices of
superstition as a sad basis for ethics that may differ in application
between ëusí and ëthemí. Children in faith schools, rather than
debating ethics that may match the planetary crisis, commonly
receive only the simplistic propaganda of pre-modern religions. In
state schools, they may get no more than an optimistically bland



survey of world cultures that provides little guidance for forming an
opinion or creating understanding.

Teaching ërealitiesí is not the same process as teaching a science or
explaining someoneís philosophy. It is a matter of looking directly into
the reasonableness of points of view, the evidence for credibility, and
the presence of uncertainty. It is a matter of teaching children how to
debate. Such teaching would allow young people to be open to the
diversity of viewpoints on offer with a capacity to evaluate them and
thus to participate actively in modern life. Such an education is
needed if young people are to create futures they will inherit rather
than risk alienation from them. It can become the basis for leadership.

Many schools still offer classes in RE, so called ëReligious
Educationí. Teachers often express frustration at not knowing what to
stress in such classes especially in a multicultural and largely post-
Christian society such as exists now in Great Britain. The result is
often a poorly taught comparative survey of religion heavily biased in
favour of the teacherís own belief or that of most of the parents. A
great opportunity is being wasted here. The vigour of the modern
debate concerning the meaning of human life is entirely passed by.
We need to replace these vaguely oriented classes by an honest,
teacher-led discussion of modern thought in all its ambiguity and
complexity. Young people would then be in a much better position to
participate truly in the ongoing debates that will define their futures. In
the process, they will encounter much that will be extremely critical of
the assumptions current in the everyday world that surrounds them.
Their response may make uncomfortable viewing for those who seek
to create new generations of consumers blindly led into cultural
subjection by the guile of advertising agencies and political spin
doctors One may even expect a political resistance to implementation
because such education could lead to a changed perspective
threatening the prevailing social subjection to the market. It may
indeed produce a critical mass of people that could alter the course of
history. What then might be taught in such a desirable syllabus?

Children are plausibly better equipped than adults at accepting life as
an open field of adventure. There is nothing more involving for young



people than true exploration, especially when based in careful
preparation. Exploration implies unknowing. The adventure of
knowledge is an adventure into a mysterious cosmos, which in spite
of all our intellectual achievement we still by no means understand.
The vastness, the mysterious emptiness of space, the circling
planets, the narrative of the big bang and the futures of galaxies and
big holes are matters that can open a sense of wonder and mystery
in a child and create an exploratory mind very different from one
conditioned by the dogmas of some convention. Having a view on the
heavens can create an open security within a wondering exploration
of knowledge rather than a repeated falling back into opinion always
threatened by doubt. Doubt indeed may be built positively into a
confidence that examines the world.

An education in self-exploration is particularly essential to provide the
realisation that inner work is needed to create a meaningful self. Such
teaching needs to include much that is experiential rather than merely
didactic. Exploring contrasting ways of being in the world, the waxing
and waning of feelings, the way to deal with uncertainty, the discovery
of inner peace, all need to be investigated through the forms of
subjective empiricism with which much of this book has been
concerned. Buddhistic themes are strikingly relevant. Ways of
teaching these outside the formal constraints of the past need study;
such education needs to be tested and effects measured. In limited
experiments so far, children take easily to well-presented meditation.
Here they can find a security in a not-knowing that is a route to
unbiased discoveries of what can be known: an acceptance of
uncertainty that can be voiced rather than feared and which can be
seen as a truth within understanding. The unusual silence and peace
of the meditation room can become the home base for lifeís
expeditions, a tool to use in balancing emotional intellegence.

The world needs to be explored anew, literally. A great expansion of
educational travel under supervision is essential even though
reducing the carbon emissions of air travel would not be helped by it
and special allowances need to be made. Ladakhi women who had
developed an excessive admiration for the ways of the West were
taken abroad and shown both the wealth and the poverty of western



cities. They have been enabled to appreciate their own rural
existence from a clearer, personal experience. Teenagers need
exposure to reality in the same way. Bernie Glassmanís Zen retreats
in which participants join the down-and-outs of American cities
sleeping rough in the streets without money, adequate food or shelter
for a period of several days is perhaps too much for children ñ but the
idea is exemplary. School trips abroad need to be prepared
thematically. There is more to Granada, Moscow, Beijing or Paris than
the tourist sights. Trekking in the Himalayas requires sojourns in
remote villages, eating indigenous foods, enduring primitive hygiene,
and catching a flea or a bedbug or two. Carefully guided visits to
Auschwitz provide important cautionary tales. Without such
understanding, the children of the well-off have problems in
understanding the condition of the worldís poor and are denied the
possibility of discovering that happiness can be found even under
conditions of little comfort. Teamwork and mutual sharing during hard
and tiring treks has the additional merit of inculcating a capacity for
empathy with others in a manner rather different from the shared
machismo of a rugby team ñ fine though that too can sometimes be.

Apart from the experiencing of new habitats and ways of life,
expeditions can include valuable ëinner journeysí. A visit to the
Sahara should include a day or two walking alone in the silence of the
great dunes. A visit to British national parks should include periods of
silent appreciation, maybe ëlandscape meditationí where the views
are good. As Ken Jones has found, people respond well to his
teaching of the great Japanese monk Dogenís ëMountains and
Rivers Sutraí through inviting them to spend a day alone in a
restricted area of a Welsh mountain - whatever the weather.10

Amerindian vision quests and similar forms of training in the natural
environment are excellent in this respect, testing a personís courage
in the face of solitude, adverse weather, limited resources and a need
for creative resourcefulness. National Parks need to provide facilities
for such forms of training as well as those for more muscular sports,
climbing, mountain biking, and riding. Remote and solitary huts for
such use need to be established and made available to those who
are practising selfdiscovery in this way. Athonite monks or Tibetan



yogins need not be the only ones to discover the value of solitude but
the teaching to back it up will need to be carefully prepared.

There will be risks in such expeditions. Instead of the current
tendency to litigation every time a teacher slips up in pupil protection,
there needs to be a more rational acceptance of the fact that no
adventure is possible without risk, no such learning possible without
hardship. The recent closures of riding schools for fear of litigation
are lamentably to the point. Riding horses is not without risk and total
safety is unreasonable in many such learning situations. New
principles need to be established here to provide security around the
forms of responsibility demanded in parent
-teacher relationships. A nanny state produces merely molly-coddled
citizens jumpy at every unusual sound.

Adventures in the field need also to be related to courses in
ëecoliteracyí focussing academically and practically on all aspects of
natural ecology, the analysis of systems, the current environmental
problems and the causes of change both in the countryside and in
urban contexts. The Centre for Ecoliteracy in California advised by
Fritjof Capra is producing exemplary programmes that need to be
linked with education in self-knowledge and social democracy. These
are absolutely essential paths to the recovery of sustainability.11 A
number of institutions in Brazil and India are following this excellent
example. Stephen Hardingís visionary exercises in approaching the
problems of the planetary crisis are usefully provocative as are the
courses provided by him and others at the Schumacher College at
Dartington, UK.12

The schoolroom classes formerly entitled Religious Education need
then to be replaced by courses that might be called simply
ëHumanityí or ëScience and Ethicsí and perhaps subtitled ëWorld
Renewalí or some similar expression. The inner and outer adventures
we have been advocating can open the minds of teenagers to the
extraordinary diversity of human life, the gradations in wealth and
welfare and the fact that happiness is to a significant degree
independent of money so long a certain subsistence requirements for
life and procreation are met. As children become teenagers, their



education needs to emphasise their own responsibility for the future.
Their wider understanding of human diversity can encourage a heart-
feeling that all of us are in the broadest sense kin and that through
kinship we are all responsible for one another. This can be the
beginning of the critique of modern individualism with all its
concomitant ailments, alienation and thoughtlessness. A real sense
of the ëglobal villageí can become the basis for a revived sense of
community that takes into its embrace the whole of humanity. Once
caring for the world community becomes a clear necessity, a
realisation of the inadequacy of the contemporary economic
philosophy of globalised capitalism can come into play through an
acceptance that we cannot sustain the current levels of planetary
exploitation without severe risk to all of us. Such a realisation may
force the restructuring of capitalism so that it may at last seek to
conserve our resources, limit our competitive destructiveness, allow
concern for all to replace the concern for me and mine and create an
economic perspective that matches the needs of humanity to a
sustainable environment. Without acknowledging the total necessity
of such a change, any education for the future will fail. Needless to
say however, any promotion of education along such lines will require
considerable financial investment, currently only likely to arise
through private means. The importance of education as a critical
contribution to world improvement merits extensive state support and
political demands for this will have to be made.

A major barrier to such teaching will be the engrained conservatism
of the orthodox Abrahamic religions; a barrier made insurmountable
by the inherent quarrelling and mutual destructiveness between them.
The deconstructive approach we have offered here, whereby the idea
of a reified ëgodí is perceived to be a human projection, will alarm
those of more fundamentalist inclinations. There is however in each
system a minority tendency to see divinity as essentially the same as
self, as in neoDionysian Christianity, Sufism and in Jewish mysticism.
Here there is sufficient common ground with Buddhism to allow
friendly discourse. In any global, educational programme, it will be
essential that the ideas we have been examining be presented with a
tolerance allowing for a wide range of metaphysical interpretations
that form bases for personal faith. Believers in metaphysical positions



need to feel welcomed and not excluded from such debates and
discussions.

The key principles and orientations to be considered in such a course
might be as follows:
(1) Historical context. The predominant cultural context of our time is
the philosophy of science that has shifted our understanding of
ultimate reality from the dogmas of religions, particularly the
Abrahamic religions, to the openess of universal mystery that is the
present day subject of both objective and subjective empiricism. The
basis for a global education needs to be an openess to creative
thought that the freedom of such mystery allows.
(2) Our home in the Universe. The limitations of knowledge. Space
and time. Big bang. Galaxies and Black Holes. The ultimate
unknown. These topics can be taught as general ideas rather than in
the context of the actual teaching of Physics.
(3) How do we know? The methods of objective conjecture. What is
evidence? What is science? What is philosophy? The self as the
subject of objective exploration. Phenomena as a creation of the
mind. What is the self? Self as narrative and exploration. The
unending enquiry. There is no need here to trudge through a list of
relevant philosophers. The ideas themselves need to be faced,
eyeball-to-eyeball.
(4) The evolution and history of humanity. The nature of evolution.
The life of Charles Darwin. The origins of human peculiarities. Why
ìintellegent designî is no explanation. Cultural differences and
adaptations to ecology.
(5) The nature of morality, its origins. Ethics. Distinctions between
wants and needs. The idea of the ëgoodí. Comparative belief.
Religion as a path of transformation. Self transformation in the
achievement of the good. Will, idea and directed change in a world
using up its resources.
(6) Life and Suffering. The development of personal practices of
reflection through meditation and direct experience. How does
suffering arise? The Four Noble Truths of the Buddha. Witnessing the
obsessions of the ego. Calming the mind and apprehending the real.
Practice of compassion and sharing. Encounter and sensitivity groups
for examining mental and personal conflict. Relating to other peopleís



points of view. Theoretical and practical classes in conflict resolution.
Finding a basis for interfaith discussion.
(7) The Global Crisis. Disputes concerning economics. Market
capitalism versus Keynesian perspectives. Ethics in economics.
Justice and sustainability. The contemporary debate in the search for
alternatives. The planetary, ecological crisis. Possibilities for
cooperation.13

(8) Moral choice. Precepts, vows, practice. Social criticism. Addictive
sex. Sexual restraint. Vulgarity of voice. The use of wealth. Social
futures. The uneven distribution of poverty and the problem of
sustainability. The risks of human futures. Alternative paths.
Participation and the fulfilling life versus alienation. The requirement
for honesty and preceptually based action by politicians. The critique
of spin. The search for a future.
(9) Fieldwork. Visits to other countries, experience of differing
economic conditions, working through difficult experiences in such
situations, retreats and solitary sojourns in the wilderness. Bird and
mammal watching. Practical and theoretical ecoliteracy. Pass-
crossing and climbing mountains. Interchange between groups of
differing culture and race.
The essential feature of such a course would be open exploration at
all levels without dogmatism. While the teacher must be a source of
information, he/she should also be a leader of carefully directed, open
discussion. The outcome needs to be class rather than teacher
based. The presentation of ideas needs to enable pupils/students to
debate and work out their own positions in a way that rejects
prejudice, is governed by evidence, respects reason and discusses
what is ëreasonableí. Practice in the use of such principles will be
important. A careful balance between reason based in objectivity and
reason based in feeling should be maintained especially in discussing
cultural issues. What is found to be common between cultures,
especially in multicultural settings? Can there be a universal
humanistic approach to global problems? What should it be? What is
the role of yogic meditation in the discernment of the real? How
should inter-faith discussion be managed? Several levels of the
course need to be constructed for presentation to different age
groups and experiential exploration encouraged as a basis for



discussion.
Such a course would enable a trained teacher to integrate objective
and subjective approaches to knowledge and understanding so that a
holistic post-Cartesian perspective can arise giving an appropriately
broad picture of the human dilemma. Methods that are experiential
will be as important as talk teaching. Beginnersí classes in
meditation, visits to the wilderness practicing mindfulness are all
significant. In doing this the key ideas of the Buddha, will necessarily
play a major role in opening up the study of the self, selflessness, the
cause of suffering, the motivation for altruism and the anchoring of
the mind in equanimity through yogic means. These essential roots of
human being can then be matched to Western notions in the
philosophy of mind and in psychotherapeutic approaches to personal
distress. A genuinely buddhistic humanism can be a sure basis for
the study of justice with sustainability but this does not imply
indoctrination in Buddhism as a system in itself. Statues of
Sakyamuni and Socrates as representative of the deep traditions of
East and West may perhaps stand alert in such classrooms and their
lives well studied. How about acting out debates between these two?
Where should such a course be taught? The answer must be
worldwide in order to respect the globalisation of culture under the
prevailing influence of Western economic practice and the need for its
criticism. From Scotland to Malaysia from New York to Nairobi, from
San Francisco to Mumbai, there are already common methods of
teaching many subjects, especially the sciences. Such a course in
what might be truly called ëmoral scienceí would allow students
worldwide to explore what they have in common, to explore the
acceptable universals of humanity, to understand the origins of
prejudice. Courses, furthermore, can be self-generatingthat is to say,
the focus can vary from place to place so that the students in relation
to gifted teaching can themselves construct syllabuses creatively and
continuously. And thereís the rub, teachers of an adequate quality will
need training and the whole structure of teacher training for a less
consuming and less addictive world examined. Where will these
leaders be found? How can governments and educational institutions
come to adopt such suggestions for the welfare of the world?
Perhaps a start may be made through comprehensive conferences



on the essential need for an education for change as their main
focus. Who then will start the process?
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25
HOPES FOR WORLD RENEWAL

Tinbergenís doubt pivoted on the thought that the human capacity for
adaptation was perhaps insufficient to cope with the increasing
viability gap ìbetween what our new habitat requires us to do and
what we are actually doing.î He went on to argue ñ ìThe scientist will



have to point out that the prevention of a breakdown, and the building
of a new society is a matter of enlightened self-interest, of ensuring
survival, health and happiness of the children and grandchildren of all
of us... of people we know and love.î (Chapter 1) It has perhaps
become clear that by ëenlightened self-interestí Tinbergen could only
have meant the development of a capacity for restraint so that the
unbridled selfishness of wealth creation based in unsustainable
planetary exploitation coupled with ever increasing differentials
between rich and poor is brought to an end. He rightly supposed that
this would require a ìnew type of citizen.î

This book has proposed that a serious consideration of Buddhist
thought can contribute much to the failing humanist vision by
providing a holistic perspective on human destiny that does not
depend on the projection of a metaphysical being, a god or gods, as
a universal cause. The viewpoint entails an acceptance of endless
change as the source of universal causation wherein all changes
mutually interact with one another within a single, seamless cosmos.
A sense of participation in the universal process, honed through yogic
meditation, becomes the basis for an acceptance of the wonder and
suchness of things reaching well beyond the divisive dualisms of
Abrahamic religious world views. A spiritual understanding of this kind
rooted in meditational participation encourages empathy for all
beings, indeed all things, as belonging to a world that also defines
oneís own existence. The schizoid mentality of the West, its extreme
ethical relativity, and its illusory ënihilismí attributed to science, can be
replaced by a unifying viewpoint in which ethics evolve naturally from
a reasoned understanding of personal existence within the
participatory universe itself. In such a Buddhistic view, the scattered
concerns of those actively resisting the genuine nihilism of our
destructive consumer culture can plausibly find a profound and
common root.

Our survey of contemporary Western values suggests that there are
three principle barriers to any practical development of any such
Buddhist humanism. The first and most embracing one is that in a
democracy few will vote for any suggestion that limits their financial
capacity as property owners. Furthermore, in the undeveloped world



few will accept the view that they need to curb their development
before it can approach the standards of living in the richest parts of
the developed world, U.S.A., Europe and Japan. The economic
impetus for the maximization of wealth will continue so long as
citizens of the world do not effectively oppose it. It is exactly this
unrestrained capitalism that must surely bring disaster.

The second barrier lies in the widespread belief that ever increasing
wealth can bring happiness and a sense of personal meaning. So
long as this illusory ideology is sustained, any capacity for a more
enlightened selfinterest will be precluded. Economic sufficiency is of
course a necessity if higher aims are to be realised, yet working with
questions concerning the nature and possibility of restraint on global
exploitation is now more than urgent. Can capitalism transform itself?
What is ësustainableí developmentí?

The third barrier consists in the increasing influence of religious
fundamentalism that persists in attempting to establish bigoted and
prejudiced world and life interpretations with potentially damaging
global significance. The first of these is operative primarily among the
deprived of the Middle East, the second, mainly in the heart of
wealthy America. While capable of using modern technology for their
purposes, persons of such attitudes are intellectually incapable of
relating to the scientific and philosophical insights available in
humanist democracy and may indeed deny some of their most
important findings. The combined approach of neo-conservatism in
the current US administration with the illusory moral certainties of
evangelical Christianity US style might indeed lead to strife between
religions driven by ideologues incapable of mutual understanding. A
Christian dialogue with moderate Islam is an essential start to easing
tensions. The relationship between these faiths within the educational
perspective proposed here may take a long time to determine. There
are a great many vested interests at stake.

Underlying these three barriers is the overriding presence of the
personal, institutional, national or religious ëselfí and the assumption
that the satisfaction of its wants is essential for meaning. The
challenge of the Buddha has been to point out that no versions of self



exist as the kinds of entity they are assumed to be. This challenge is
reinforced by the direction taken by Western philosophy and
psychology in seeking to understand the alienation and stress of our
times. Yet, there is hope. Mankind may be foolish a lot of the time but
insights have a way of recurring.

Duped for so long by capitalist advertising, the consumer, hungry for
self-enhancing commodities, remains largely the ësubjectí of the few
multimillion pound executives who run the worldwide industrial-
military complex. Yet, such dominance is being challenged.
Education, vigorous and critical news reporting in investigative
journalism, the spread of information on the web, together with the
rise of heart-felt resentment, is generating a mass movement soon
perhaps to become as significant as Solidarity in Poland, Glasnost in
the Soviet Union or the popular surge that destroyed the Berlin wall.
Already investors are resisting the fat-cat bonuses given to
executives of huge corporations who have not only failed to sustain
the viability of their concerns but who have employed secretive and
corrupt methods in the attempt to do so. Corruption in the U.S.A.
involves such vast sums of money that small states could survive for
a year or more upon them. The embezzlement of funds intended for
the reconstruction of Iraq seems to know no end.1 Such persistent
corruption in high places, the awareness of the inherent evils in the
market, failure to relieve the debt of the third world, the continuing
loss of rain forests and biodiversity, and the visible alterations in
climate are stimulating more than unease. The urge for change is
beginning to set the agenda.

Some certainly see that the only move that can seriously shift self-
focused economics would be a view of being in the world that was not
so dependent upon money, on maximization linked to the careless
disregard of the ills that assail us. The advantages of the buddhistic
view that we have been exploring is that it supplies just such a
perspective and can be perceived as being a companion to objective
science in providing a basis for meaning. A buddhistic humanism
becomes a genuine possibility as the subjective and objective poles
of human enquiry begin to meet. The beauty of such a view is that the
cosmos is no longer interpreted through reifying projection. The



universe lacks any intentionality. It functions as it must, creates its
own laws and we are one of the products of this process. The
extraordinary fact is that the Universe becomes in a sense aware of
itself through sentient life. Maybe this happens elsewhere in the
cosmos but for the present, we seem to be alone. Meaning resides
therefore in making a go of it, finding a way beyond the
destructiveness of ignorance. The cosmos remains an awesome
mystery but we are not apart from it, we participate in it. ìI am not it
but it is all of me.î When the heart-mind grasps this intuition, many
insights follow. Human history does show ways whereby a different
kind of citizenry could come to be. Increasingly we must examine
them.

To begin with, we have seen that the biological basis of human nature
is markedly bipolar. In common with other animals, human individuals
are genetically primed to behave in ways that tend to maximize their
survival and their reproductive success. This inevitably involves
competition, aggressiveness, assertion, cheating and the
Machiavellian manipulation of others. Yet, in addition, altruistic
behaviour towards kin and reciprocation with helpers is often found,
yielding a softer, familial way of life. These twin tendencies are found
throughout humanity. Communal wisdom arises when ways of
balancing them are created that operate for the general benefit as
well as (or even contrary to) benefits to self-alone. Sometimes a
personal loss can be a general gain in which one participates. The
enhancement of practices that lead in this direction is commonly
called spiritual. A general acceptance of the restraint essential to heal
the world would indeed comprise the ëself-enlightened behaviourí
Tinbergen calls for. The Buddhist system of values focuses exactly on
this. Wisdom is not one-sided nor is it particularly idealistic. It seeks a
balance between the forces it witnesses as being there, to create a
position that can be the basis for a way forward. After all, it is the
ëMiddle Wayí.

The practices of altruism, perceived biologically as selected
strategies of sharing with relatives, may be extended through culture
so as to cover sharing throughout humanity. In effect, this means
identifying all fellow human beings as kin: a profoundly meaningful



move if ethics other than those of self-interest are to prevail. Indeed a
move in this direction is shown by the deliberate use of kin terms in
Christian monasticism where senior monks and nuns are ëfathersí or
ëmothersí and junior monks and nuns are ë brothersí or ësistersí;
terms clearly indicating a deliberate reference to family unity and the
idea of sharing. Brotherhood is also a vital aspect of Islamic integrity.
The brotherhood of mankind was a founding idea in various socialist
movements and this aspect of nineteenth century idealism remains
valid long after the politics of communist state control have passed
away.

These ideas are in any case not new. Ever since the time of Emperor
Asoka, attempts have been made to create a Buddhist statehood in
which the principles of the Buddha were enshrined in law and public
conduct. Mostly these ventures have occurred in S.E. Asia with
varying success. Indeed, in these countries, a suspicion of the
selfishness and social evils of capitalism remain part of public
consciousness and warmly debated by inspired reformers such as
Buddhadasa Bhikkhu and Sulak Sivaraksa.2 The most developed
social movement has undoubtedly been the Sarvodaya Sramadana
movement in Sri Lanka led by A.T. Ariyaratne. It is a comprehensive
effort to improve village life through the adoption of Buddhist
principles in emphasising basic needs for welfare and personal
fulfilment in a grass roots endeavour aiming at an economics of self
sufficiency highly critical of both communism and capitalism and
influenced by the example of Mahatma Gandhi in India, who indeed
may be considered the father of many such trends. In contemporary
Japan with its strong communal traditions, various companies have
made efforts in their management philosophies to incorporate
principles of benefit to employees and society alike quite apart from
those accruing to shareholders. These ventures had their successes
prior to the severe downturn in the economies of Japan and SE Asia
generally and prior to the upsurge in globalisation led by the
transnational commercial giants. The Wall Street Journal of 1997 saw
the Asian collapse as a total vindication of the short termism of
American capitalism versus the ëcommunitarianí economics of Asia.3



The current, emerging problems in world economics suggest however
that the last word has by no means been said.

In his 2006 Reith lectures, Daniel Barenboim, the celebrated pianist
and conductor, drawing on both the rich humanist tradition of Europe
and on the Jewish thinkers Spinoza and Martin Buber, reflected on
the parallels between music and life. Music comes out of silence and
returns to silence. So does life. Music is ephemeral; it quickly passes
and is gone. So does life. In a rich musical work, opposed themes
appear antagonistic yet they resolve into a surpassing unity. So can
life. Yet, such resolution depends on the players in the orchestra.
They need to listen to one another. One theme may be poorly
expressed without insight, becoming unrelated to the work as a
whole; one instrument may produce too much power and overwhelm
others. True musical strength lies in the mutual interplay of the many
parts in a drive towards resolution in unity. The players must know the
last note when they play the first. If a civilisation is to endure, if a life
of quality is to be maintained, similar insight needs to be followed.
Barenboim gave his last two lectures in Remallah and Jerusalem
respectively, applying his theme to the Arab-Israeli conflict that
remains pivotal in the argument between Islam and the West, yet it
applies equally to our world situation as a whole.

Do current circumstances offer a millennial opportunity? Could it be
that the present social, economic and political pressures might give
rise to a new ëaxial ageí in which major changes in our
understanding of the way we have to live on the planet may come
about? No doubt, great changes are needed and these must all be
linked to the way in which we understand ourselves as economic
beings. The schizoid, Western split between, on the one hand, an
anachronistic religious base and, on the other, a humanist, science-
based culture created by inventive genius but lacking ethics apart
from personal gain, has proven disastrous. The puerility of so much
political expression demonstrates how bankrupt our society has
become. Such bankruptcy feeds mindless prejudice and an inability
to face the daunting challenges of overpopulation, planetary pollution
and world governance.



Where might such a change in understanding begin to manifest?
Sadly, one can discount those regions of the world sunk in a religious
conservatism not unlike that of ancient Egypt. Perhaps a newly
enlightened U.S.A. may emerge as a true world leader rather than the
main cause of the present crisis. Indeed the bleak rule of
neoconservatism is already dying as the mid tem elections of
November 2006 have shown. With the democrats again exercising
real power, the opportunities for serious change have appeared at
last.

Indeed, we should not be pessimistic. The democratic liberalism
within the US population has a potential for initiating insightful change
The magnificently endowed educational institutions of the USA
employ some of the most brilliant of living scholars and by far the
majority support social, democratic politics. They have the power and
the influence to shift the debate and the whole world is waiting for
them to do so. Americaís friends have not forgotten the passion and
creativity of the sixties and seventies when American teachers and
group leaders fanned out over Europe with their exciting ideas
wonderfully confronting old conservatisms. The U.S.A. may well re
assert its ethical leadership in ways now most severely needed.

India, the homeland of so much spiritual insight, is currently split
between rapid modern industrialisation and itís backdrop of an
immensely poor and backward population. Without a solution to the
population problem, India will have little strength to take a global lead
yet its economic development means it is becoming a major world
power of the future. A lively democracy rules and deep spirituality
remains. India has the capacity to provide an intellectual lead linking
the prime ideas of both East and West.

China is clearly a possibility. Within a century, China may challenge
America as the planetís No 1 power and plausibly may exercise its
strength with discretion. Chinese thought has always emphasized two
main themes, the family and Confucian ethics and has also been
deeply influenced by Buddhist self-reflection. The cautious growth of
democracy will continue and China never moves fast. There is a
chance that Chinaís increasingly pervasive influence may encourage



a peaceful containment of violence throughout the world, perhaps,
however, with an authoritarian tendency that may limit its creativity.
The Confucian democracy of Singapore is perhaps an example of the
way it may go: yet such an optimistic view may become illusory if the
Chinese leaders seek the false fruits of global power in an effort
towards global dominance. Unfortunately the record of Chinese
governance in Central Asia, particularly Tibet, has been cruel and
exploitative in the extreme.4 We should be warned and take
precautions.

What of Europe? The cradle of most of our difficulties is currently
undergoing a remarkable transformation from a collection of brilliantly
creative but quarrelling states to a unified socio-political and
economic region.. In the last half century, some of the most creative
social democratic thinking has emerged within Europe. This historic
turn is generating vigorous debate within and between the various
components; a debate in which Great Britain should participate far
more energetically, setting aside her retrograde memories of empire
and rethinking the currently dubious ëspecial relationshipí with the
States. The post-Marxist, mostly German, thinkers of the Frankfurt
School have critically re-evaluated social theory with acumen and
depth.. 5 In Britain, the reflective influence of Wittgenstein remains
strong philosophically and the efforts of New Labour to bring
socialism and Thatcherism into some sort of relationship should not
be dismissed. The Stern report and new initiatives suggest a fresh
political awakening.Yet, it is in France that perhaps the most dynamic
thinking of the last century has taken place, albeit against a
background of uninspiring politics. The great masters, Sartre, Lacan,
Foucault have been followed by other towering intellectual
contributions from thinkers such as Aron, Ladurie, Derrida and
Bourdieu. Much of this thinking has remained rather inwardly
focussed as France regrets the passing of past glories but the
principles involved are capable of much wider application. The
capacity of French thinkers to engage directly with social movements
is especially noticeable, Bourdieu, for example, being very involved in
the lively resistance to IMF and World bank policies and the support
of a vigorous journal debating these issues. The passion and attack



of French thought remains as vivid as ever and it seems likely that
both creative and controversial ideas for the future will continue to
emerge from France. Yet, here again, conservatism has generated
social divisions with the needs of a large immigrant population left
unmet. The government is surprisingly clumsy and unrelated to the
intellectual genius of so many savants.

As Leslie Lipson has argued,6 European thought has once before
emerged with a vigour that changed the world but only after
stimulation from the tragedy of the Thirty Years War. He supposes
that such a shift may occur again in a third great ëaxialí change. Yet,
what can shake the political world out of its inability to respond to the
resistance to change inherent in the three barriers we have
discussed? The answer is perhaps only another great tragedy, a
catastrophe sufficient to collapse the old order and bring on the new ñ
a unified planet running on hydrogen, ecoliterate and attempting to
restore the terrible damage of the last two centuries, democratically
structured around an United Nations government and with effective
forums for resolving conflict, a self-aware world of which we at this
time can only dream. We have examined the role Buddhist humanism
might play in this great task. Western humanism with an Eastern
spiritual base not at all at odds with science may heal the split mind
into which Western hegemonies have led us. The way can only be
along a path of disciplined renunciation that none the less takes
compassionate care of the world.

At the end of Jean Giraudouxí play, Electra,7 three characters are
gathered together on what one may well suppose to be a terrace. A
series of great tragedies have just come to an end. Electra, her old
nurse and a beggar representing the infirm, the blind and the lame
have witnessed terrible times. The nurse says, ìTell me. Explain. I can
never grasp things quickly. I can see that something is happening but
Iím not sure I understand. What do you call it when the day is
breaking, like today, and everything is spoiled, everything is ruined,
and yet you can still breathe the air, and everything has been lost, the
city is burning, the innocents are slaughtering each other and the
guilty are dying in the early morning light?î



Electra tells her, ìAsk the beggar, he knows.î
The beggar replies, ìAll that has a very beautiful name. Itís called the
Dawn.î
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POSTSCRIPT
Times change and we with the times ñ so runs an ancient saying.
Nothing could be more true of the present period. This book was
written during the key years of the Bush administration in the USA
and reflects the alarm and despondency many felt then. Today, the
citizens of America in an outstanding demonstration of the value of
democracy have elected Barack Obama as their new president. This
heralds a total change in US policies following a campaign marked by
optimism, good will and a major reversal of racist prejudice by a vast
electoral majority leading to a ëblackí family in the White House. This
ëMandelaí moment alone points to an era of new opportunities for
diplomacy, action in the Middle East and policies ensuring
environmental preservation.

Even so, this wonderful election comes at a time of developing world
recession on a grand scale, an economic catastrophe indeed. All the
questions raised in this book remain unanswered, the injustices
unresolved, the religious conflicts unequalled, Africa in chaos,
womenís rights limited in many parts of the world and a lack of
democratic institutions based in public education in several powerful
nations. A new worldview and a new basis for world thinking,
especially with respect to global economics in relation to climate
change, is never more important.

The greatest shift may well be a renewed respect for the United
States and a resumption of diplomatic leadership by the U.S.A. The
plausible sources for global change discussed in Chapter 25 may well
become centered on the White House, with Britain and Europe in
strong support. The core values of the European ëenlightenmentí
may at last begin to encounter the enlightened vision of Asia to
produce global change. This at least must be our hope and it remains
our challenge. Could this be the Dawn the beggar foresaw? Together
we can do it.

Nov 5th 2008. US Election day.
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